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Preface

This manual is reference for the DirX Directory Service. It consists of the following sections:

• Chapter 1. DirX commands contains reference pages for the dirxadm (DirX Administration
Program), dirxcp (DirX Command Line DUA), dirxauddecode, dirxdumplog, dirxreorg
commands.

• Chapter 2 describes the string representations and use of DirX attribute syntaxes for DAP
binds and contains a reference page for simple syntaxes and reference pages for each of the
structured syntaxes.

• Chapter 3 describes the string representations and use of DirX attribute syntaxes for LDAP
binds and contains a reference page for simple syntaxes and reference pages for each of the
structured syntaxes.

• Chapter 4 describes the DirX attributes defined in the DirX default DSA schema.

• Chapter 5 contains reference pages for DirX files.

• Chapter 6 describes the default schema supplied with the DirX system.

• Chapter 7 describes environment variables used by DirX.

• Chapter 8 provides a diagram of the default DirX directory structure.

DirX Document Set
The DirX document set consists of the following manuals:

• DirX Introduction. Use this book to obtain conceptual information about the X.500 standard
and how DirX implements the standard.

• The DirX Administration Guide. Use this book to understand the basic DirX administration
tasks and how to perform them with the DirX administration tools DirXmanage, dirxcp and
dirxadm.

• DirX Administration Reference (this manual). Use this book to obtain reference information
about DirX administration tools and their command syntax, string representations for
attributes, configuration files, environment variables and file locations of the DirX installation.

• DirX Advanced Administration Notes. Use this book to obtain reference information about
advanced DirX administration tasks.

• DirX Release Notes. Use this book to install DirX and to understand the features and
limitations of the current release.
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Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords that must
be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type
In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for information that
you must supply.

[  ]
In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }
In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |
In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...
In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

/opt/dirx
The exact name of the root of the directory where DirX programs and files are installed.  The
default installation directory is /opt/dirx on UNIX systems and
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx on Windows NT systems. During installation the installation
directory can be specified.In this manual the installation-specific portion of pathnames is
shown in italic using the default directory /opt/dirx. Throughout the manual the UNIX style for
pathnames is used.
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Chapter

1 DirX Commands

DirX provides the following administrative programs for maintaining the directory service:

• The DirX Administration Program (dirxadm), which manages the DSA. This program supports
the following objects:

– abbr—Displays valid abbreviations for object classes, attributes, and structured attributes

– audit—Manages audit logging

– db—Manages database configuration

– dse—Manages DSE and policy administration

– gs—Manages the DSA schema

– ldapPerforms LDAP server administration

– nmi—Displays network management information from the DSA management information
base (MIB)

– ob—Manages operational bindings

– sys—Performs directory system administration

• The DirX Command Line DUA (dirxcp), which manages object entries in the directory
information tree. This program supports the following objects:

– abbr—Displays valid abbreviations for object classes, attributes, and structured attributes

– args—Manages service controls associated with a DAP directory operation

– ldapargs—Manages service controls associated with an LDAP directory operation

– obj—Manages directory objects

• The dirxauddecode command, which displays audit log files.

• The dirxdumplog command, which displays the contents of a binary directory service log file
or a binary transport interface log file.

• The dirxreorg command, which reorganizes the database of the DSA.
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The remainder of this chapter describes the DirX commands and provides command syntax and
examples. It is organized as follows: the dirxadm command is described first, followed by
descriptions of all the objects it supports in alphabetical order. The dirxcp command is next,
followed by the objects it supports in alphabetical order. (Note that both dirxadm and dirxcp
support the abbr object. This object is described once in the dirxadm section.) Following the
dirxadm and dirxcp commands and objects, the dirxauddecode, dirxdumplog, and dirxreorg
commands are described.

Note:
DirX commands in scripts can use the backslash (\) as the line continuation character. In
interactive mode, there is no continuation character.  Instead, you must continue typing. The line
automatically wraps if your characters extend beyond the line end.  If you press the Enter/Return
key, the information you have typed is sent to the system for processing.  You should press the
Enter/Return key only when you have typed all information required for the command to process.

The majority of the sample commands in this chapter use continuation character and appear as
they would appear in a script. The commands are presented this way so that they can be
formatted for readability.
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1.1 dirxadm
Synopsis

dirxadm [script_name | -c command | -V]

Purpose

Manages a directory system agent (DSA). The dirxadm program supports the following objects:

abbr Displays valid abbreviations for object classes, attributes, and
structured attributes

audit Manages audit logging

db Manages database configuration

dse Manages DSE and policy administration

gs Manages the DSA schema

ldap Performs LDAP server administration

nmi Displays network management information from the DSA
management information base (MIB)

ob Manages operational bindings

sys Performs directory system administration

Arguments

script_name
Filename of a user-defined script containing dirxadm commands.

Options

-c command
Executes the dirxadm or Tcl commands or commands specified by command.

-V
Displays the dirxadm build version, in the format:

´dirxadm´ build version: product_version build_id date time

For example:
´dirxadm´ build version: 6.0 A00 114 2000:12:10 20:10

The dirxadm initialize operation also writes the build version to the dirxadm trace file.
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Description

The dirxadm program is a command-line interface that system administrators can use to manage
the DSA. You can use it to:

• Administer the DSEs and DSA policies using operations such as create, modify, delete, list,
and show.

• Administer the operational bindings using operations that permit you to create an operational
binding, modify an existing binding, display the details of operational bindings, and so on.

• Configure the database used by the DSA.

• Administer the DSA schema.

• Display the abbreviations that it uses for attributes.

• Display network management information contained in the DSA’s management information
base.

• Activating, deactivation and configuring audit logging.

• Perform system administration tasks, such as starting and stopping the DSA, activating and
deactivating logging, and saving and restoring the DSA database.

Note that every operation stops after 25 seconds except the dse list and the dse search
operation (see dse (dirxadm) page for details), the ob operations, the db attrconfig operation,
and the sys save and restore operations. The ob operations stops after 5 minutes, the db
attrconfig operation after 3 days, and the sys save and restore operations after 20 minutes.

Tcl Command Language

The DirX administration program is built on a portable command language called the tool
command language (Tcl). Tcl permits the use of variables, if statements, list-processing functions,
loop functions, and many other features commonly found in command languages. The program
extends these features to provide a set of commands for manipulating DirX administration objects.
The program also includes task scripts to help administrators perform some routine DirX
management functions.

The Abbreviation Files

The DirX administration program uses the DirX abbreviation files (dirxabbr and dirxabbr-ext*) to
convert attribute abbreviations and object identifier strings to ASN.1 object identifiers. The
program also uses these files to determine the attribute syntax, the full name of the attribute, and
other information.

System Administrators and dirxcp

Because the dirxadm program can bypass access control information and subschema rules, it is
intended for use by system administrators who possess a thorough understanding of the directory
information database (DIB) and its maintenance.  It is not intended for end users. Directory service
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end users can use the dirxcp command to access the DSA, since this program performs access
control and enforces subschema structure rules.

System administrators using dirxadm should take care that they do not:

• Create entries that are inconsistent with the subschema in force, because clients such as
dirxcp will not be able to access these entries

• Create attributes that do not belong to the entry’s object class

• Omit mandatory object class attributes

• Create erroneous references

• Omit operational attributes managed by the DSA

Invoking dirxadm

You can invoke dirxadm commands in interactive mode and command mode.

Interactive Mode

Activate interactive mode by entering the dirxadm command without any arguments. At the
dirxadm prompt, enter a dirxadm or Tcl command; dirxadm runs the command, displays the
result, and is ready to accept another command.

% dirxadm
dirxadm> dse delete /C=de/O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=Tinker
dirxadm>

Command Mode

Activate command mode from the system prompt by using one of the following methods:

• Enter the dirxadm command with the filename of a script that contains dirxadm commands,
other valid Tcl commands, or both, as follows:

% dirxadm myown.tcl

• Enter the dirxadm command with the -c option followed by a list that contains one or more
dirxadm commands or Tcl commands, for example:

% dirxadm -c “dse list -p;dse modify -removeattr pa”

Enter multiple commands by separating them with a semicolon (;) and enclosing the
commands in quotation marks (“”). Remember to escape shell metacharacters (for example,
by enclosing them in quotation marks). Multiple commands must be on a single line.

When you use the -c option, operation results return to the interpreter, not to the shell. if you
enter multiple operations, the output of only the last operation is returned to the shell. You can
solve this problem by using the following workaround:
% dirxadm -c “puts [dse show /C=de -allattr]; puts [ob show]”
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Terminating dirxadm

Terminate an interactive dirxadm session by using the exit and quit commands. Use the
following syntax:

exit n

quit n

Use the n argument to specify the exit value returned to the shell. The following example
terminates a session and returns an exit value of 56 to the shell:

dirxadm> exit 56

Exit Codes

By default, dirxadm returns zero (0) on success and a non-zero value if a command fails. The exit
codes for failure are:

1 An invalid command line was specified, for example, an invalid
option (for example, you specified dirxadm -z)

2 The specified file does not exist (for example, dirxadm zz.tcl)

3 The evaluation of the file failed (for example, because of an
incorrect command in the file)

4 The evaluation of the command failed (for example, because of an
incorrect command in the dirxadm -c command line)

5 Tcl initialization failed

8 Initialization of the thread environment failed

Startup Scripts

When you invoke dirxadm, the following script files are run in the order shown:

[info library]/init.tcl
Contains the standard Tcl initialization scripts with definitions for the unknown command and
the auto_load facility. The Tcl command info library returns the location of the file init.tcl.

$dirxadm_library/init.dirxadm
Contains the initialization scripts that implement the dirxadm commands and tasks. The
implementation sets the Tcl variable dirxadm_library to /opt/dirx/client/conf.

$HOME/.dirxadmrc
Contains user customizations.

$TCL_PATH/user_script.tcl
Contains user-defined scripts within one or more user-specified directories defined with the
TCL_PATH environment variable.
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Command Syntax

A dirxadm command has the following syntax:

[object] operation [argument] [-option [opt_arg]] ...

where:

object
Specifies the name of a dirxadm administration object. The dirxadm program supports the
following objects:

abbr Displays valid abbreviations for object classes, attributes, and
structured attributes

audit Manages audit logging

db Manages database configuration

dse Manages DSE and policy administration

gs Manages the DSA schema

ldap Performs LDAP server administration

nmi Displays network management information from the DSA
management information base (MIB)

ob Manages operational bindings

sys Performs directory system administration

Specifying an administration object is optional; if you do not specify an object on the command
line, the specified operation is performed on either the dse or the sys administration object.
For ambiguous operations, the default object is dse.

For complete descriptions of these administration objects, refer to the individual object
reference pages, for example, the abbr reference page.

operation
Specifies the name of an action such as create, show, or delete, that is to be performed on
an administration object. Refer to the individual object reference pages for complete
descriptions of the operations supported by each dirxadm object. Common operations for
each object are help and operations.

argument
Specifies the name of one or more specific objects to operate on. Refer to the individual object
reference pages for descriptions of the arguments supported by various objects.
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-option
Specifies a qualifier that controls the precise behavior of a dirxadm command. Most, but not
all, dirxadm commands take options.  Some options take an argument, opt_arg, which can be
a name or a value.

 Line Continuation

 dirxadm commands in scripts can use the backslash character (\)  as the line continuation
character. In interactive mode, there is no continuation character. Instead, you must continue
typing. The line automatically wraps if your characters extend beyond the line end. If you press the
Enter/Return key, the information you have typed is sent to the system for processing. You
should press the Enter/Return key only when you have typed all information required for the
command to process.

Command Processing

The dirxadm command supports the Tcl built-in commands as well as its own commands. A
command unknown to dirxadm is passed to the unknown command, which evaluates it as
follows:

• If unknown finds the command is in a dirxadm script file, dirxadm runs it.

• If unknown finds that the command is an executable UNIX program, dirxadm runs it.
Consequently, you can invoke any UNIX command from the dirxadm prompt, for example, ls
-l.

• If unknown finds that you invoked the command at the top level of the dirxadm shell and that
the command requests C-shell like history substitution (such as !!, !number or \^old\^new),
dirxadm emulates the C shell’s history substitution.

• If unknown finds that you invoked the command at the top level of the dirxadm shell and the
command is a unique abbreviation for another command, dirxadm runs that command.

Abbreviations

The dirxadm command uses two mechanisms to abbreviate object names, operation names, and
options to the shortest unique string in interactive commands.

The first mechanism relies on the unknown command (described in the Command Processing
section of this reference page).

The second mechanism is built into the individual dirxadm commands themselves. This
mechanism allows the operation name to be abbreviated to the shortest unique string supported
by the object, and the option names to be abbreviated to the shortest unique string representing
an option supported by an object and operation. For example, consider the following dirxadm
commands:

show -pretty
abbr operations

In the abbreviated form, the same operation can be entered as follows:
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show -p
abbr o

Although abbreviating commands is a good way to save keystrokes in typing interactive
commands, abbreviations are not recommended for use in scripts. New procedures in scripts can
cause abbreviations to become ambiguous. Furthermore, abbreviations are not always portable.
When scripts move to other machines, some definitions may be left behind so scripts will not work
correctly. Always spell out complete names in scripts.

Tcl Variables

All dirxadm commands set several Tcl variables on invocation. The variables contain the name of
the directory in which startup scripts are stored, the return value of the last command, and so on.
To avoid unnecessary typing, you can substitute the value of these variables into the next
command.

Tcl variables behave just like other variables in dirxadm. Thus, you can trigger variable
substitution by prepending a dollar sign ($) before the name of the variable. Alternatively, you can
trigger substitution by using set. The Tcl variables can only be set using the dirxadm program.

The dirxadm program defines the following variables:

_cwo
Holds the current DSA-specific entry (DSE). (The abbreviation “cwo” stands for “current
working object”.) The following command sets the current working DSE:

dirxadm> set _cwo /C=de/O=sni

The _cwo variable then contains the following value:

dirxadm> puts $_cwo
/C=de/O=sni

Note that the variable is set to the specified value only if it exists in the directory information
tree (DIT); if the value does not exist, the command returns an error. The default current
working DSE is the root DSE.

dirxadm_library
Holds the name of the directory in which the dirxadm startup scripts are stored. The user
cannot set this variable.

_t61
Holds a flag that indicates whether user-specified strings are represented in T61 format. By
default, dirxadm assumes that strings are specified in local format (ISO8859-1), and that
conversion to T61 format must be performed. If this variable is set to TRUE, dirxadm does not
convert user-specified strings.

_localcode
Holds a keyword that indicates whether user-specified strings must be converted from PC-
Code to Latin.1 or vise versa. By default, dirxadm assumes that strings are specified in PC-
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Code (_localcode=PC850), and that conversion to Latin.1 must be performed (only if
_t61=FALSE). If this variable is set to LATIN1, dirxadm does not convert user-specified
strings.

This variable is supported only on Windows NT systems.

Line Recall and Editing

You can edit a line before it is sent to dirxadm by using control characters and escape
sequences.  To use a control character, press and hold down the Ctrl key while pressing the
appropriate character key. To use an escape sequence, press and release the Esc key  and then
press and release one or more character keys. Escape sequences are case sensitive; control
characters are not.

You can enter an editing command anywhere on a line. In addition, you can press the RETURN
key anywhere on the line.

To indicate that an action should be repeated a desired number of times, precede the escape or
control characters with Esc n,  where n is the number of times to repeat the action.  For example
ESC 4 Ctrl-d (pressing the Esc key and the number 4 key and then pressing and holding down
the Ctrl key while pressing the d key) deletes the next four characters on a line.  ESC 4 Esc DEL
deletes the previous four words on a line.

Control Characters for Editing

Use the control characters shown in the following table for line editing.  For example to move to
the beginning of a line, press and hold down the Ctrl while pressing the A key.

Control Character Action Performed

Ctrl a Move to the beginning of the line.

Ctrl b Move left (backward) one character.  You can repeat this action  by
preceding the control characters with Esc n. .

Ctrl d Delete the character highlighted by the cursor.  You can repeat this action
by preceding the control characters with Esc n.

Ctrl e Move to the end of the line.

Ctrl f Move right (forward) one character. You can repeat this action  by
preceding the control characters with Esc n.

Ctrl g Sound the terminal bell.

Ctrl h Delete character before the cursor.  You can repeat this action  by
preceding the control characters with Esc n.

Ctrl i Complete the filename.  (The TAB key performs the same function.).
(See Filename Completion.)
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Ctrl j
Ctrl m

Send the completed line to dirxadm.  (The RETURN key performs the
same function).

Ctrl k Delete to the end of the line (or column). You can repeat this action by
preceding the control characters with Esc n.

Ctrl l Redisplay the line.

Ctrl n Get the next line from history You can repeat this action  by preceding the
control characters with Esc n.

Ctrl p Get previous line from history You can repeat this action  by preceding
the control characters with Esc n.

Ctrl r Search backward (or forward if n) through history for text; start line if text
begins with an up arrow.

Ctrl t Transpose characters.

Ctrl v Insert next character even if it is an edit command.

Ctrl w Delete to the mark.  See Esc SPC in the table of escape characters.

Ctrl x Ctrl x Exchange the current location and mark.  See Esc SPC in the table of
escape characters.

Ctrl y Restore the last deleted text to the current cursor location.

Ctrl [ Start an escape sequence (The Esc key performs the same function.).

Ctrl ]c Move forward to the character indicated by c.

Ctrl ? Delete the character before the cursor You can repeat this action  by
preceding the control characters with Esc n.

Escape Characters for Editing

To use an escape character, press the Esc key, release it, and then press the appropriate
character key. For example to delete the previous word, press the Esc key, then the Ctrl key while
pressing the H (capital H) key.  Escape characters are case sensitive, so follow the capitalization
in the table.
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Escape Sequence Action Performed

ESC Ctrl H
ESC DEL

Delete the previous word.   (The action can also be performed by the
BACKSPACE key)  You can repeat this action  by preceding the escape
characters with Esc n.

ESC SPC Set the mark.  (This action can also be performed by the SPACE BAR.
); Refer to the Ctrl x Ctrl x and Ctrl w control characters in the control
character table

ESC . Get the last word from the previous line. You can repeat this action by
preceding the escape characters with Esc n.

ESC ? Show possible filename completions.. (See Filename Completion.)

ESC < Move to the start of history.

ESC > Move to the end of history.

ESC b Move backward one word.  You can repeat this action  by preceding the
escape characters with Esc n.

ESC d Delete the word highlighted by the cursor.  You can repeat this action by
preceding the escape characters with Esc n.

ESC f Move forward one word.  You can repeat this action by preceding the
escape characters with Esc n.

ESC l Make the highlighted word lowercase.  You can repeat this action  by
preceding the escape characters with Esc n.

ESC u Make the highlighted word uppercase.  You can repeat this action  by
preceding the escape characters with Esc n.

ESC y Restore the last deleted text to the current cursor location.

ESC w Copy the text from the cursor position up to the up to mark.

ESC nn Set repeat count to the number indicated by nn.

Filename Completion

The dirxadm command supports filename completion. For example, suppose the root directory
has the following files in it:

• vmunix

• vmunix.old

If you type a command and characters and then press the TAB key, dirxadm completes as much
of the filenames as possible given the characters supplied by characters.  For example, if you type
rm /v and then press the TAB key, dirxadm completes the filename the name as far as vmunix.
However, because vmunix could be the file named vmunix or the file named vmunix.old,
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dirxadm cannot complete the filenames, so it beeps to signal the conflict.  If you then press Esc-
?, dirxadm displays the two possible names: vmunix and vmunix.old and prompts you with rm
/vmunix.  You can then complete the entire filename or enough of the filename for dirxadm to
complete it.

Example

The following command sequence illustrates the use of dirxadm and Tcl commands to create an
entry on the country level. In this example, dirxadm has already been invoked.

puts "create /C=DE"
catch { create /C=DE -attr attribute_list } status

if {$status == ""}
   then {puts "operation ok"}
   else {puts "$status"}

Return Values

All dirxadm operations return either a NULL to indicate the successful completion of an operation
or a list of information requested by the user (such as the results of a search operation).  If an
error occurs, dirxadm returns an error message string. The program uses the Tcl native error
handling facility to log additional error information returned from commands. This information is
stored in two global variables:

• The errorInfo variable, which contains the stack trace of the error messages.

• The errorCode variable, which is a Tcl list that contains two elements, DIRXADM (which
identifies the program) and the numeric value of the error code.

The following table lists the error codes specific to dirxadm and the meanings of those error
codes. Some dirxcp error codes may also be returned by dirxadm. Refer to the dirxcp reference
page for a description of dirxcp errors.

Error Code Error Message

Errors of save/restore operations on the sys object
Note: Other possible error codes are 5101, 5115, and 5026.

3500 Unknown error received by Directory Server.

3508 This is a directory.
(i.e. the specified file name represents a directory in the file system.)

3509 The specified file is not a backup of a Directory database.

3510 No space left on device.

Syntax errors on Command Line

4439 Cooperative-Status not specified.
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4440 Own-Role not specified.

4441 Binding-Type not specified.

4442 Agreement not specified.

4443 File-Name not specified.

4444 Operational Binding Identifier not specified.

4445 Object Identifier not specified.

4446 Schema Information not specified.

4447 Invalid argument argument_value.

4448 Index flag not specified.

4449 Optimized storage flag not specified.

4451 Requested information not specified.

4452 Hostname not specified.

4453 Portnumber not specified.

4454 Portnumber is not allowed.
(Invalid port number was specified on command-line or in environment)

4455 Illegal parameter combination - Combination of “%s” and “%s” not
allowed.
(where %s is replaced by the parameter names)

4457 Master-DSA not specified.

4458 Master Binding Identifier not specified.

4459 Update Mode not specified.

4460 Ldap name not specified.
(e.g. The -ldapname option is not followed by at least one value.)

4461 Too many ldap names.
(e.g. Adding 2 LDAP names to an object class.)

4462 Ldap names not allowed for Name Forms.
(e.g. Create a name form (NF) with LDAP names.)

4463 Conflicting Argument - %s.
(where %s denotes the argument)

Errors of the nmi object

4480 Missing Management Information Base name.

4481 Missing Management Information Base table name.
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4482 Invalid Management Information Base name “%s”.
(where %s denotes the argument value)

4483 Invalid Management Information Base Table name “%s”.
(where %s denotes the argument value)

4484 The DSA MIB is not available.

4485 The Entries Table of the DSA MIB is not available.

4486 The Interaction Table of the DSA MIB is not available.

4487 The Operation Table of the DSA MIB is not available.

4488 The Association Table of the Application MIB is not available.

Internal errors

5001 Internal problem (VTHREADCREATEDATAKEY).

5002 Cannot encode RDN-Sequence.

5003 Cannot decode RDN-Sequence.

5004 Cannot encode attribute.

5005 Cannot decode attribute.

5006 Cannot encode Distinguished Name.

5007 Cannot decode Distinguished Name.

5008 The DSE DSE_DN already exists.

5009 The DSE DSE_DN does not exist.

5010 The superior of DSE_DN does not exist.

5011 Deletion of DSE_DN is not possible. There are still subordinate entries.

5012 Syntax error in Operational Binding Identifier.

5015 DSE-Type is a mandatory attribute.

5016 Object-class missing for this DSE-Type.

5017 For Administrative Points, Administrative-Role is a mandatory attribute.

5019 Error in UT_DELETE_IN_N_LIST has occurred.

5020 Note: The following message is returned if there is a problem with the
request sent by dirxadm.

Error in OB-function (Operational Binding Error Parameter).

Note: One of the following messages can be returned if error is not with
the dirxadm request.
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Syntax error. (The parameter combination is not allowed by the
DSA.)

Not supported. (The parameter combination is not supported.)

Cooperating Dsa not found. (No shadowing agreement has
been defined for the specified DSA )

Operational binding already exists.

Operational binding already enabled.

Operational binding already disabled.

State of Agreement does not allow the operation to be
performed. (e.g., ob established has already been performed
on the agreement; or ob terminate has already been performed
on the agreement; or ob enable or ob disable has been
performed on an agreement with status non-cooperative).

One or more slave shadowing agreements refers to this
agreement.

Begin time already passed.

PSAP-Address missing.

Overlapping replicated areas not supported.

No such operational binding.

No such binding-type. (No operational binding exists for the
specified type.)

DB problem. (DSA database problem.)

Communication problem. (Internal communication problem in
the DSA.)

Memory problem. (DSA internal memory problem.)

Threads problem. (DSA internal threads problem.)

Encoding problem. (DSA encoding problem.)

Decoding problem. (DSA decoding problem.)

5023 Internal problem (cannot initialize OSS).

5026 Internal Problem (Setting portnumber and hostname failed).
(Indicates memory allocation problems in dirxadm.)

RPC Communication Problems

5031 Communication problem (Cannot encode request).
(Local RPC-Problem in dirxadm during encoding the RPC-request.)
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5032 Communication problem (Cannot decode result).
(Local RPC-Problem in dirxadm during decoding the RPC-result, but
may be also an encoding problem on server side.)

5033 Communication problem (Cannot send request).
(RPC-connection has been established, but the server did not receive
the request.)

5034 Communication problem (Cannot receive result).
(RPC-connection has been established, the server has received the
request but the server returned no result.)

5035 Communication problem (Time out).
(Connection timed out, e.g. a big search was initiated with low timeout
value - in this case the search should be repeated with a sufficient
timeout value.)

5036 RPC-Version not compatible to Directory Server.

5037 The following message format is used for reporting authentication
problems coming via RPC:

Communication problem.
message

where message is an RPC generated error message indicating the
authentication problem. The following messages can be returned:

: RPC: Authentication error; why = Invalid client credential
(The credentials supplied are invalid. Try to bind again using
correct credentials )

: RPC: Authentication error; why = Server rejected credential
(The credentials are rejected by the Directory Server due to the
policies being administered there. Try to bind again using correct
authentication method (and credentials if necessary).)

: RPC: Authentication error; why = Invalid client verifier
: RPC: Authentication error; why = Server rejected verifier
(Current connection cannot be used because the verifier sent by
dirxadm has expired. Try to bind again.)

: RPC: Authentication error; why = Failed (unspecified error)
(Internal DSA problem during authentication)
: RPC: Authentication error; why = (unknown authentication
error - error_code)
(Generic error where error_code indicates the internal problem)

5038 Communication problem (Program not available).
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5039 Communication problem (Program Version mismatched).
(e.g., dirxadm of DirX V4.0 A20 tries to connect to a DSA of DirX V4.0
B00).

5040 Communication problem (Procedure not available).

5041 Communication problem (Cannot decode arguments).
(e.g., data transfer incorrect).

5042 Communication problem (Unknown Host).

5043 Communication problem (Unknown Network Protocol).

5044 Communication problem (RPC-Port mapper call failed).

5045 Communication problem (remote program not registered).

5046 Unknown Communication problem.

5061 DSA name must be different from ROOT DN.

5062 Neither cooperating DSA nor -ldif switch specified.

5063 Neither master DSA name nor -masterldif switch specified.

5100 Note:  The following message is displayed if an operation system
command fails (e.g., copy, remove, link) for an unknown reason:

Operation not successful: errno = error.h_error_number

Note:  The following message is displayed if the DSA returns an
unknown error (which normally cannot occur):

Operation not successful: value = DSA_error_number

5101 Permission denied.

5102 File system busy.

5103 Directory Server not available.

5105 Bad file name - “%s”.
(where %s denotes the filename)

5106 Bad Schema Info Type “NF” - must be AT, OC or NF (case insensitive),
where NF (case insensitive) is not allowed for a modify operation.
(e.g. “AA” was specified for schema_element or “NF” was specified for
schema_element in a gs modify operation.)

5107 LDAP Server not available.
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5110 DB operation rejected by the DSA - %s
where %s denotes one of the following reasons:
 Memory Problem. (DSA internal memory problem)
 DB problem. (DSA database problem)
 Threads problem. (DSA internal threads problem)
 CONTAINS not allowed here. (CONTAINS is permitted only
 for attributes with string syntax.)

A supertype of the given attribute is still indexed.
Reason unknown.

5111 Parameter combination not supported by Directory Server.

5112 No such DB configuration.

5114 File already exists.

5115 No such file or directory.

5116 Cannot move files between different devices.

5121 No Audit configuration.

5122 Memory problem in DSA during Audit operation.

5123 DB problem in DSA during Audit operation.

5124 Threads problem in DSA during Audit operation.

5125 Encoding problem in DSA.

5126 Initialization problem in DSA.

5127 Problem during Audit move operation.

5128 Time problem in DSA.

5129 Cannot open file.

5130 File too large.

5131 Unknown component used in logging specification.

5132 Bad logging routing specification.

5133 Set logging failed.

Local problems due to authentication

5140 Authentication Mechanism not supported.

5141 Illegal parameter combination (user/password/authentication-method) for
authentication.

5142 Internal Problem (local RPC-runtime problem during authentication).

5143 Invalid credentials.
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5144 Inappropriate authentication.

5145 Unknown error during authentication.

Error Codes from Directory Service-start

5160 Cannot setup transport connection for starting the Directory Service.

5161 Cannot send request for starting the Directory Service.

5162 Request for starting the Directory Service was sent, but no result was
received.

5163 Transport connection timed out.
(Timeout value for starting the dsa was exceeded.)

5164 Invalid Protocol version used for starting the Directory Service.

5165 Directory Service is already running.

5166 Initialization problem (on Server side) while starting the Directory
Service.

5167 Cannot start the Directory Service for unknown reasons.

DSA errors

1400 Unknown error received from the DSA.

1402 IDB: access denied.
(e.g. Modify operation to a DSA with operation mode READONLY)

1409 Modify request was rejected by the DSA.

DSA schema errors

3700 Unknown Error received by Directory Server.

3701 Schema Information already exists.

3702 Operation rejected by Directory Server.
(e.g. Deletion of an operational attribute; modification of the schema
element information -info is not supported by the DSA, e.g. MV=FALSE)

3703 Attribute not found.

3704 Object Class not found.

3705 Name Form not found.

3706 Matching Rule not found.

3707 Attribute Syntax not found.

3708 Invalid Object Identifier in command or abbreviation file.
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3709 Maximum number of ldap names exceeded.
(E.g. Adding 3 LDAP names to an attribute with 3 LDAP names.)

3710 LDAP name already used.
(E.g. The specified LDAP name is not unique over all attribute types or
object classes.)

3711 The attribute type that has been specified as a supertype does not exist.

3712 Attribute syntaxes of attribute type and its supertype must be
compatible.
(E.g. It is prohibited to specify an attribute type with syntax INTEGER
when the syntax of the suptertype is Printable String.)

3713 A matching rule of attribute type is incompatible with its attribute syntax.
(e.g. It is prohibited to specify the matching rule octet string match for an
attribute with syntax Directory String.)

The program also provides a catch command to help scripts catch errors and invoke error
handlers.

Viewing Output

In interactive mode, Tcl lists are written to stdout. However, in command-line mode, the Tcl lists
are not displayed. To display them, use the Tcl command puts. For example, the following
commands:

% dirxadm -c “puts [dse show /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11/CN=naik]”
% dirxadm -c “catch {dse show /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11/CN=naik} result;
  puts $result”

print the results of a dse show operation to stdout.

Many dirxadm operations take a -pretty option, which causes the results of the operation to be
formatted into tables. Each page of -pretty output is 23 lines in length. Use the following dirxadm
scrolling commands to view multiple pages of output:

n View the nth page

-n Skip n pages backward

+n Skip n pages forward

$ View the last page

q Exit viewing

SPACE Advance to the next page

CR Advance one line

Note that if you specify the -pretty option, the return value is NULL, not a Tcl list.
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See Also

abbr (Chapter 1), audit (Chapter 1), Abbreviation Files (Chapter 5), db (Chapter 1),
dse (Chapter 1), gs (Chapter 1), ldap (Chapter 1), ob (Chapter 1), nmi (Chapter 1), sys (Chapter
1)
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1.1.1 abbr (dirxcp, dirxadm)

Synopsis

abbr help [operation | -verbose]

abbr operations

abbr show [-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxcp and dirxadm object that provides information about abbreviations for directory service
attributes.

Arguments

operation
The name of the abbr operation for which to display help information.

Operations

abbr help

Returns help information about the abbr object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

abbr help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the abbr object.

Used without an argument or option, the abbr help command returns brief information about each
abbr operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with
the operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of
the abbr object itself.
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Example
abbr help

The sample command output is:
show Displays the attribute abbreviations.
help Displays help text for the ‘abbr’ object

and its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be

performed on the ‘abbr’ object.

abbr operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the abbr object. The syntax is as follows:

abbr operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
abbr operations

The command output is:
show help operations

abbr show

Shows the following information:

• Abbreviations, full names, and object identifiers of object classes, schema object classes,
matching rules, knowledge matching rules, name forms, supported application contexts,
administrative roles, access control schemes and attributes

• Abbreviations, full names, and structured attribute class names of structured attribute
components.

The syntax is as follows:

abbr show [-pretty]

Options

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

By default, the results of the show operation are displayed as a Tcl list, which is composed of the
following elements:

{OIDAbbrList} {AttributeAbbrList} {ComponentAbbrList}

where:
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OIDAbbrList
Is a Tcl list that represents the abbreviations for object classes, schema object classes,
matching rules, knowledge matching rules, name forms, supported application contexts,
administrative roles and access control schemes. Each item in the list is composed of the
abbreviation, the full name, and the object identifier. For example:

... {C Country 2.5.6.2} ... {ORG Organization 2.5.6.4} ...

AttributeAbbrList
Is a Tcl list that represents the attribute abbreviations. Each item in the list is composed of the
attribute abbreviation, full name, and object identifier. For example:

... {C Country-Name 2.5.4.6} ... {CN Common-Name 2.5.4.3} ...

ComponentAbbrList
Is a Tcl list that represents the abbreviations of structured attribute components. Each item in
the list is composed of the structured attribute class name, the component abbreviation, and
the full name. For example:

... {TELEX_N {AB Answerback} {CC Country-Code} {TN Telex-Number} ...

Use the -pretty option to display the results in a tabular, more readable format.

Example
abbr show -pretty

The command output follows:
OID Abbreviations (for object classes, name forms, etc.):

AA Autonomous-Area 2.5.23.1
ACIA Access-Control-Inner-Area 2.5.23.3
ACS Access-Control-Subentry 2.5.17.1
ACSA Access-Control-Specific-Area 2.5.23.2
AENF Application-Entity-Name-Form 2.5.15.11
ALI Alias 2.5.6.1
... ... ...

Attribute Abbreviations:
AA Alternate-Address 1.3.22.2.1.2.1.1
ACS Access-Control-Scheme 2.5.24.1
AON Aliased-Object-Name 2.5.4.1
AR Administrative-Role 2.5.18.5
ARL Authority-Revocation-

List
2.5.4.38

AT Attribute-Types 2.5.21.5
BC Business-Category 2.5.4.15
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C Country 2.5.4.6
... ... ...

Component Abbreviations for "MRULE_DESCR" class:
ID Identifier
N Name
DSC Description
OBS Obsolete
INFO Information

Component Abbreviations for "ATTR_TYPE_DESCR" class:
ID Identifier
N Name
DSC Description
OBS Obsolete
INFO Information

Component Abbreviations for ...

See Also

Abbreviation Files (Chapter 5), dirxadm (Chapter 1), dirxcp (Chapter 1).
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1.1.2 audit (dirxadm)

Synopsis

audit help [operation | -verbose]

audit modify [-status {ON | OFF}]
[-move [-destination filename]]
[-size size]
[-overflow {STOP | STOP-DSA | WRAP}]
[-level {ENTRY | ATTR | ATTRVAL}]

audit operations

audit show [-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxadm object that enables, configures, and manages auditing DirX transactions. The audit
information can be used for things such as internal billing and accounting.

Arguments

operation
The name of the audit operation for which to display help information.

Operations

audit help

Returns help information about  the audit object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

audit help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the audit object.

Used without an argument or option, the audit help command returns brief information about each
audit operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with
the operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of
the audit object itself.
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Example
audit help

The command output is:
modify Sets the audit related information within the

DSA.
show Displays the status of the DSA audit.

help Displays the help text for the "audit" object
and its operations.

operations Lists the operations that can be performed on
the "audit" object.

audit modify

Configures and enable/disables auditing.

audit modify [-status {ON | OFF}]
[-move [-destination filename]]
[-size size]
[-overflow {STOP | STOP-DSA | WRAP}]
[-level {ENTRY | ATTR | ATTRVAL}]

Options

-status {ON | OFF}
Turns auditing off and on. The default is OFF. The DSA must be running when you execute
this command.

-move [-destination filename]
Moves the default audit log file (/opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log) to another location and/or
name. filename is the full path name or the relative path name of the new file. If a relative path
name is specified the default audit log file is moved relative to the directory
/opt/dirx/server/audit.

-size size
An integer that sets maximum size of the audit log files in bytes. The default size is 262144,
which means that the log file size is limited 256 kilobytes. The value 0 allows files of unlimited
size.

-overflow {STOP | STOP-DSA | WRAP}
Sets the action to take when the maximum log file size set with the -size option is reached.
The overflow action keywords have the following meanings:

• STOP—Cease auditing when the maximum log file size is reached.

• STOP-DSA—Shut down the DSA when the maximum log file size is reached.

• WRAP—When the maximum log file size is reached, begin writing at the top of the log file,
overwriting the entries there.

The default is WRAP.
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-level {ENTRY | ATTR | ATTRVAL}
Set the level of audit information.  The level keywords have the following meanings:

• ENTRY—Audit transactions that affect entries.

• ATTR—Audit transactions that affect attributes.

• ATTRVAL— Audit transactions that affect attributes and attribute values.

The default is ENTRY.

The audit modify -status command turns auditing on and off.

The audit modify command also sets auditing configuration parameters. Use the -size option to
set the maximum size of the log file and the -overflow option to set the actions to take when
maximum file size is reached.

Use the -level option to set the level of auditing to entries, attributes, or attribute values. This
option is useful to limit the size of the audit information.

The Audit Log File

When auditing is enabled, audit information is collected in the file named
/opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log. (For UNIX systems: Read and Write permissions are assigned to
the file’s owner and group.) Use the audit modify -move command to rename and save the file.
When auditing continues, the file /opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log is re-created and used to store
audit information.

Use the -destination filename option of the audit modify -move command to specify a new
name for the file. Without this option the file is renamed to audit.logdate, where date is in the form
MMDDYYhhmmss.

audit.log File Contents

The audit.log file contains an entry for each operation that occurs. As produced by the audit
command the audit.log file contains records in binary format. Use the dirxauddecode command
to display the contents of the log file and convert them to a form that can be read and
manipulated.

The audit.log file information for each entry includes:

• The session ID

• The start and end time of operation

• The operation duration.

• The protocol used (DAP, DSP, DISP, DOP, or local)

• The operation type.

• Additional operation-specific information.
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The following sample log file shows a bind, search, remove, and unbind operation from the user
/C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Smith John. Neither of the operations used chaining.

*****************************************************************

                  DIR.X AUDIT TRAIL (c) Siemens

*****************************************************************

############# RECORD NUMBER 000001 #############

Session-Id: 5
Start-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:43:15 1997
End-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:43:16 1997
Duration: 00:00:01
Protocol: DAP
Operation: BIND
Role: Responder
AuthMech: Simple-Protected
Bind-Requestor: /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John
IP-address: 127.0.0.1

----------------- RESULT 000001 ----------------
Result: Successful (size 0)

########## END RECORD NUMBER 000001 ############

############# RECORD NUMBER 000002 #############

Session-Id: 5
Start-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:44:15 1997
End-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:44:15 1997
Duration: 00:00:00
Protocol: DAP
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Operation: SEARCH
Target-Object: /C=DE/O=PQR

----------------- RESULT 000002 ----------------
Result: Successful (size 130)

########## END RECORD NUMBER 000002 ############

############# RECORD NUMBER 000003 #############

Session-Id: 5
Start-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:47:16 1997
End-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:47:16 1997
Duration: 00:00:00
Protocol: DAP
Operation: REMOVE
Remove target-object: /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer

----------------- RESULT 000003 ----------------
Result-Error: Failure (error code 6) Security Error

########## END RECORD NUMBER 000003 ############

############# RECORD NUMBER 000005 #############

Session-Id: 5
Start-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:47:58 1997
End-Time: Thu Sep 25 09:47:58 1997
Duration: 00:00:00
Protocol: DAP
Operation: UNBIND

----------------- RESULT 000005 ----------------
Result: Successful (size 0)
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########## END RECORD NUMBER 000005 ############

*******************************************************************

               END DIR.X AUDIT TRAIL (c) Siemens

*******************************************************************

Examples

1. The following sample command sets the following audit configuration parameters by default:

– Auditing is enabled

– The audit file size limit is 262144 bytes (= 256 kb)

– The audit level is set to ENTRY

– The action to take when maximum log file size is reached is set WRAP

audit modify

2. The following sample command sets the following audit configuration parameters:

– Auditing is enabled (by default)The audit file size limit is set to 500000 bytes

– The audit level is set to ATTRVAL

– The action to take when maximum log file size is reached is set STOP

audit modify -status ON \
             -size 500000 \
             -overflow STOP \
             -level ATTRVAL

3. The following sample command disables auditing:
audit modify -status OFF

audit operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the audit object. The syntax is as follows:

audit operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.
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Example
audit operations

The command output is as follows:
modify show help operations

audit show

Displays the auditing configuration parameters set with the audit modify command.

The syntax is as follows:

audit show [-pretty]

Options

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

The show operation displays the audit configuration parameters.  By default, the results of the
audit operation are displayed as  Tcl list.  Use the -pretty option to display the results in a tabular,
more readable format.

Example
audit show -p

The command output is as follows:
    Audit-Policy
      Audit                   : ON
      Audit-Size-Limit        : 262144
      Audit-Overflow-Strategy : WRAP
      Audit-Level             : ENTRY

See Also

dirxadm (Chapter 1), dirxauddecode (Chapter 1)
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1.1.3 db (dirxadm)

Synopsis

db attrconfig type
-index {TRUE [CONTAINS | NO-CONTAINS] [ANY | NO-ANY] | FALSE}
-optread {TRUE | FALSE}

db help [operation | -verbose]

db operations

db show -attribute attr_type

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages a DSA database.

Arguments

operation
The name of the db operation for which to display help information.

type
A list of abbreviations or object identifiers that represents attribute types. You can use the
abbr show operation to determine the abbreviation that corresponds to the attribute type you
want to specify. The abbreviations or object identifiers are separated by the SPACE character.
See the abbr reference page for information about the abbr show operation.

Operations

db attrconfig

Configures, indexes, and optimizes access for attribute types. The syntax is as follows:

db attrconfig type
-index {TRUE [CONTAINS | NO-CONTAINS] [ANY | NO-ANY] | FALSE}
-optread {TRUE | FALSE}

Options

-index {TRUE [CONTAINS | NO-CONTAINS] [ANY | NO-ANY] | FALSE}
A required option that specifies whether or not an index for the attribute types specified in type
should be created or deleted. An index for an attribute type optimizes the performance of a
search query with a filter that contains an equality, greater or equal, less or equal or
approximate match item, or an initial or final substring. (See dirxcp obj search operation and
section Search Filters for details.) A value of TRUE creates an index and a value of FALSE
deletes an index.

When an index is created (-index TRUE) the following keywords can be specified:
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• CONTAINS—to create an additional contains-index. A contains-index optimizes the
performance of a search operation with a filter that contains substrings which can be
positioned anywhere in the target attribute value. (See dirxcp obj search operation and
section Search Filters for details.) The default value is NO-CONTAINS.

• ANY—to create an additional any-index. An any-index optimizes the performance of a
search operation with a filter that contains checks for the presence of attribute types. (See
dirxcp obj search operation and section Search Filters for details.) The default value is
NO-ANY.

-optread {TRUE | FALSE}
A required option that specifies whether or not access to the attributes specified in type and
their values is to be optimized. A value of TRUE enables access optimization and a value of
FALSE disables access optimization.

Specify a value of TRUE to the -optread option to enable access optimization. When optimized
access is enabled, DirX stores an entry´s attributes and their values in the same database record
as the distinguished name of the entry. This storage method permits the DSA to read the
attributes and their values within the same database read operation as the name of the entry. By
default, optimized access is enabled for all attributes of the default schema and all attributes newly
created. Specify a value of FALSE to the -optread option to disable access optimization.
Disabling access optimization is especially useful for attribute types with very large attribute values
that are also not accessed frequently. Attributes with a value of FALSE to the –optread option
cannot be indexed.

Specify a value of TRUE to the -index option to create an index for the attribute types specified in
type. Note that DirX by default creates indexes for a lot of attribute types. Specify a value of
FALSE to the -index option to delete an index for the attribute types. Deleting an index is useful
only for attribute types that will not be used in search filters. An index for an attribute type
consumes extra disk space for every entry in the database and decreases the performance of
update operations. Configuring the indexes carefully helps in disk space optimization.

Specify the values TRUE CONTAINS to the -index option to create an index for the attribute types
specified in type and an additional contains-index. The contains-index improves the performance
of substring searches, but requires additional disk space and may decrease the performance of
update operations. It is recommended to create an index for CONTAINS only for attributes like
surname or given name but not for attribute types that may have very large attribute values like
description.

Specify the values TRUE ANY to the -index option to create an index for the attribute type and an
additional any-index. The any-index improves the performance of search operations that check for
the presence of attribute types. This index requires additional disk space and may decrease the
performance of update operations.

Specify a value of FALSE to the -index option to delete all indexes for the attribute types specified
in type, specify the values TRUE NO-CONTAINS or TRUE NO-ANY to delete the contains-index
or any-index.
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When an index for a supertype is created, e.g. telephone number or name, also the indexes for all
subtypes are created, e.g. office telephone number, private telephone number and handy number,
or common name, surname, given name and all other subtypes of name.

When an index for a supertype is deleted, only the index of the supertype is deleted; the indexes
of the subtypes are preserved. For example deleting the index for telephone number does not
delete the indexes of the subtypes office telephone number, private telephone number and handy
number. It is prohibited to delete an index of a subtype when the supertype has an index.

Example
db attrconfig sn gn -index TRUE -optread TRUE
db attrconfig TN -index TRUE CONTAINS -optread TRUE
db attrconfig CN -index TRUE CONTAINS ANY -optread TRUE
db attrconfig CN -index TRUE ANY -optread TRUE
db attrconfig DSC -index FALSE -optread TRUE

db help

Returns help information about the db object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

db help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the db object.

Used without an argument or option, the help command returns brief information about each db
operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with the
operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of the
db object itself.

Example
db help

The command output is as follows:
attrconfig Establishes optimized access to attributes

and creates indexes for an attribute type.
show Displays information about the database

configuration in the DSA.
help Displays the help text for the “db” object

and its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be performed

on the “db” object.

db operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the db object. The syntax is as follows:
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db operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
db operations

The command output is as follows:
attrconfig show help operations

db show

Shows configuration information for a specific attribute type. The syntax is as follows:

db show -attribute attr_type

Options

-attribute attr_type
Shows information on attribute index and read optimization associated with the specified
attribute type.

The show operation displays database configuration information. Use the -attribute option to
show configuration information associated with an attribute type.

Example
db show -attribute sn

The command output is as follows:
ATTR=SN,INDEX=TRUE,OPTR=TRUE
db show -attribute TN

The command output is as follows:
{ATTR=TN,INDEX=TRUE;CONTAINS,OPTR=FALSE}
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1.1.4 dse (dirxadm)

Synopsis

[dse] bind
[-authentication auth_method]
[-host hostname]
[-port portnumber]
[-password password]
[-user username]

[dse] create distinguished_name
attribute attribute_list

[dse] delete distinguished_name

[dse] help [operation | -verbose]

[dse] list distinguished_name
[-pretty]
[-timeout timeout]

[dse] moddn [distinguished_name]
-rdn name_part
[-dontdeleteoldrdn]

[dse] modify [distinguished_name]
{[-addattr attribute_list]
[-removeattr attribute_list]}

[dse] operations

[dse] search  [distinguished_name]
[-allattr | -attribute abbreviation [...]]
[-dsetype dsetype]
{-onelevel | -subtree}
[-pretty]
[-timeout timeout]]

[dse] show [distinguished_name]
[-attribute abbreviation ... | -allattr]
[-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages a DSA-specific entry (DSE) in the directory information tree. Use
the dse object to manage DSA and user policies.
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Arguments

distinguished_name
The name of a DSE to act on. Supply a DSE name as follows:

• Complete distinguished name, in the form

/distinguished_name

For example: {/CE=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board/CN=mueller, peter}

• Relative distinguished name, in the form

distinguished_name

This name refers to a distinguished name that is relative to the current working DSE
identified in the _cwo Tcl variable. For example:

{CN=mueller peter}

is relative to the current working DSE

dirxadm> set _cwo {C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board}
/C=de/C=pqr ag/OU=board

dirxadm> show {CN=mueller peter} -attr SN -p
1) /C=fr/O=pqr ag/OU=board/CN=mueller peter
   Surname: Mueller

See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for complete information on
distinguished name format.

operation
The name of the dse operation for which to display help information.
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Operations

dse bind

Establishes a binding between dirxadm and a DSA. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] bind [-authentication auth_method]
[-host hostname]
[-port portnumber]
[-password password]
[-user username]

Options

-authentication auth_method
The authentication method to be applied. Supply one of the following keywords:

• simple—Simple unprotected authentication

• simple_pr1—Simple-protected authentication (password is encrypted)

• nt_external—Authenticated directory bind based on NT security

-host hostname
The hostname or IP address of the machine hosting the DSA to be administered. The default
is localhost.

-port portnumber
The port number of the DSA. Use the -port option only if there is a conflict with the default port
number on your system. (See also environment variable DIRX_PMAP_PORT in chapter DirX
Environment Variables.)

-password password
The password associated with the user on whose behalf the bind request is being made.

-user username
The name of the user on whose behalf the bind request is being made. Specify the complete
distinguished name of the user. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter
for a description of distinguished name syntax. The username must be contained in the DSA
as value of the DirX-Administrators (DADM) attribute. This attribute is stored as an operational
attribute of the root DSE. It defines the entries that the DSA will recognize as authorized users
of dirxadm (see DirX Attributes and DirX Default DSA Schema for details).

The bind operation must be performed before any other operation can be executed in dirxadm.
Only the sys start operation can be performed without performing the bind operation first.

When used without options, the bind operation creates an anonymous bind to the default DSA.
Administrators should normally disable anonymous binds except during the DSA bootstrapping
phase.

Use the -host and/or -port options to bind to a specific DSA.
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Use the -authentication option to establish a specific authentication method. If you specify simple
or simple-protected authentication, you must supply the -user option and the -password option.
The password you supply for simple authentication, it is sent as clear text. The password you
supply for simple-protected authentication is sent encrypted. If you specify NT security, neither the
-user option nor the -password option can be supplied. Note that the user´s entry must contain
the NTUSER attribute. (See chapter NTS Security Identifier in the DirX Attributes chapter for
details.)

If the DirX-Administrators attribute exists, the DSA rejects anonymous binds and binds from users
not contained in the DirX-Administrators attribute. If the DirX-Administrators attribute does not
exist the DSA allows anonymous binds (that is everyone is able to administer the DSA). (See
chapter titled DirX-Administrators in the DirX Attributes chapter for details.)

To increase security, use the DirX-Administrators attribute (DADM attribute) to disable anonymous
binds after bootstrapping the DSA and creating an entry that allows the administrator to log in. If it
is not possible to use one of the values of the DirX-Administrators attribute to bind to the DSA
(because, for example, the entries or the passwords are deleted), you must reinstall DirX.

If more than one bind is performed, the most recent bind is used.

Example
bind -user /C=de/CN=admin \
     -passw dirx \
     -auth simple_pr1

dse create

Creates a new DSE in the DIT. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] create distinguished_name
-attribute attribute_list

Options

-attribute attribute_list
Specifies one or more attributes to be applied to the DSE. See the DirX Default DSA Schema
chapter for a complete description of directory service attribute types and the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a complete description of the format of the
attributes that can be specified in attribute_list.

The create operation creates a new DSA-specific entry in the directory information tree. The
distinguished_name argument is the name of the DSE to be created and can be specified as a
complete distinguished name or a relative distinguished name. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a complete description of distinguished name
formats.

Use the -attribute option to specify the directory service attributes to be applied to the newly
created DSE. Note the following when creating DSEs:

• The DSE-type (DSET) attribute type is required. If the value of the DSET attribute type is
ENTRY, SUBENTRY or ALIAS, the object class attribute type (OCL) is also required. If
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the value of DSET is ADM_POINT, the administrative role attribute type (AR) is also
required.

• You cannot use dirxadm to create a DSE with the DSET value ROOT (the root DSE,
represented by the slash (/)). The root DSE is created during the DirX installation
procedure and can only be modified and displayed.

The following command creates an autonomous and subschema-specific administrative point:
create /C=de -attr {OCL=top;c} \
       DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT+CP \
       {AR=ss;sasa}

dse delete

Deletes DSEs from the DIT. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] delete distinguished_name

The delete operation deletes DSA-specific entries from the directory information tree.

Example

1. The following sample command sets the current working DSE
set _cwo {/C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board}

2. The following sample command deletes the DSE
/C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board/CN=mueller peter
delete {CN=mueller peter}

dse help

Returns help information about the dse object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the dse object.

Used without an argument or option, the help command returns brief information about each dse
operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with the
operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of the
dse object itself.

Example
help

The command output is as follows:
bind Binds to the specified directory server.
create Creates a DSE under an existing superior.
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delete Deletes a DSE.
list Lists all the immediate subordinates of a

DSE.
moddn Modifies the DN of an object in the

directory.
modify Modifies a DSE.
search Performs a search operation starting from a

specified DSE.
show Displays a DSE and its attributes.
help Displays help text for the dse object and

its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be performed

on the dse object.

dse list

Lists the complete distinguished names of all the immediate subordinates of a DSE. The syntax is
as follows:

[dse] list [distinguished_name]
[-pretty]
[-timeout timeout]

Options

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

-timeout timeout
The operation stops after timeout seconds. The default is 180 seconds.

Used without arguments or options, the list operation returns a Tcl list that contains the complete
distinguished names of the immediate subordinates of the current working DSE. Use the
distinguished_name argument to specify a DSE.

Use the -pretty option to return the results of the operation in a tabular, more readable format.

Example
dse list {/C=de/O=pqr ag} -p

The sample command output is as follows:
 1) /C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board
 2) /C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=sales

dse moddn

Changes the RDN of a DSE. The syntax is as follows:
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[dse] moddn [distinguished_name]
[-dontdeleteoldrdn]

 -rdn name_part

Options

-dontdeleteoldrdn
Saves the attribute values in the old RDN that are not present in the new RDN.

-rdn name_part
A required option that specifies the new RDN. See the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds chapter for a description of relative distinguished name syntax.

The moddn operation changes the relative distinguished names of DSEs. The
distinguished_name argument specifies the object to modify; if no distinguished_name argument
is specified, the operation acts on the current working DSE. Refer to the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a complete description of distinguished name format.
By default, the operation removes the attributes and attribute values that do not exist in the new
RDN.

When a distinguished name is modified by the moddn operation all references to the complete
name are updated automatically. If there are references to parts of the distinguished name for
example when subtree specifications are stored the references are not updated automatically.

Example

The following sample command, renames the DSE, but keeps the old name (dd) in the new
object. The resulting attribute has two values: dd and de, where de is the naming value of CN.

dse moddn /C=dd \
          -rdn C=de  \
          -dontdeleteoldrdn

dse modify

Changes the RDN or the attribute values of a DSE. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] modify [distinguished_name]
{[-addattr attribute_list]
[-removeattr attribute_list]}

Options

-addattr attribute_list
Adds the attributes and attribute values specified in the attribute_list argument to a DSE. See
the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of attribute type and
value syntax.

-removeattr attribute_list
Removes the attributes and attributes values specified in the attribute_list argument from a
DSE. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of
attribute type and value syntax
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The modify operation changes attributes and attribute values of DSEs or relative distinguished
names of DSEs. The distinguished_name argument specifies the DSE to modify; if no
distinguished_name argument is specified, the operation acts on the current working DSE. Refer
to the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a complete description of
distinguished name format.

Use the -addattr option to add new attributes to a DSE or add new values to an existing attribute.
The value of the -addattr option is an attribute list that describes the attributes or values to be
added. Use the -removeattr option to remove existing attribute values or remove existing
attributes. The value of the -removeattr option is an attribute list that describes the attributes or
attribute values to be removed. The -addattr option, the -removeattr option, or both can be
specified on the command line.

Examples

The following sample command modifies the current working DSE as follows:

• Adds the DSC attribute with the value Director

• Removes the attribute value TN=369072

• Removes the PA attribute
dse modify -addattr DSC=director \
           -removeattr TN=369072 pa

dse operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the dse object. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
dse operations

The command output is as follows:
bind create delete moddn modify list search show help operations
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dse search

Searches for objects. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] search [distinguished_name]
[-attribute abbreviation ... | -allattr]
[-dsetype dsetype]
{-onelevel | -subtree}
[-pretty]
[-timeout timeout]

Options

-attribute abbreviation
Returns the attributes that correspond to the specified attribute abbreviations. Use the abbr
show operation to determine attribute abbreviations.

-allattr
Shows information about all of the attributes of a DSE.

-dsetype dsetype
The type of DSE. dsetype  can be one or more of the following keywords:

• ALIAS—A DSE that represents an alias entry.

• ADM_POINT—A DSE that represents an administrative point.

• CP—A DSE that represents the context prefix of a naming context.

• ENTRY—A DSE that represents the entry itself, normally including the user attributes.  If
the SHADOW bit is not set, the DSE represents the master copy of the entry, and hold all
the attributes associated with the entry.

• GLUE—A DSE that represents a name only.  A DSA uses glue DSEs to hold the names
of the superiors of the context prefixes and cross references where there is no other
knowledge associated with them.  You cannot assign any other DSE types to a DSE typed
as GLUE.

• IMM_SUPR—A DSE that represents an immediate superior reference, and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• NSSR—A DSE that represents a non-specific subordinate reference, and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• RHOB—A DSE that  holds policy information (either administrative point or subentry
information), which has been received from a superior DSA as the result of a hierarchical
operational binding.

• ROOT— Used exclusively by the DSE that represents the root of the DIT in a particular
DSA.
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• SA—An additional characteristic of a subordinate reference DSE  (i.e., of type SUBR),
which is used to indicate that the context prefix pointed to by the reference is an alias and
not a normal entry.

• SHADOW—A DSE that represents shadowed information.

• SUBENTRY—A DSE that represents a subentry.

• SUBR—A DSE that represents a specific subordinate reference, and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• SUPR—Used to mark a root DSE that holds a knowledge attribute that represents a
specific superior reference.  (See the ROOT keyword.)

• XR—A DSE that represents a cross-reference, and holds a corresponding knowledge
attribute.

If you enter more than one dsetype, separate each keyword with a plus sign (+).

-onelevel
Limits the search scope to the children of the base object.

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

-timeout timeout
The operation stops after timeout seconds. The default is 180 seconds.

-subtree
Limits the search scope to the subtree below the base object.

The search operation searches for DSEs starting from the specified distinguished name or the
current working DSE. You must specify either the -onelevel, or -subtree to define the scope of the
search..

Use the -dsetypes option to specify search conditions that limit the search to specified DSE types.
If you specify the -dsetypes option, the search does not process subtrees of the subordinates
(which are of DSE type CP) of the base search object.  (In other words, it does not process DSEs
of type CP).  For example, assume the DSE named /C=de/O=sni/OU=asw is a DSE of type CP
and that the DSE named /C=de/O=sni is a DSE of type ENTRY.  The following search operation:

search /C=de -subtree -dsetype ENTRY+CP

returns the objects of /C=de/O=sni /C=de/O=sni/OU=asw but not objects of the subtree
/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw.

If you do not specify -dsetype, the search operation searches for all types of DSEs.

Note that entries with a DSE type of 0, which are held by the DSA internally, are not visible with
the search function. Use the list and show operation to examine those entries.

By default, the search operation does not search for attribute information. Use the -attribute
option to return selected attribute information, or use the -allattr option to return information about
all attributes.
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By default, the search operation returns results as Tcl lists. Use the -pretty option to return
formatted results.

Examples

The following sample search operation uses the -dsetype option to return the DNs and all
administrative points and all subentries below /C=DE.

search /C=de \
       -subtree \
       -dsetype ADM_POINT+SUBENTRY -p

The sample command output is as follows:
1) /C=DE/CN=AC-Subentry
2) /C=DE/CN=SSCH-Subentry

dse show

Shows the contents of a DSE. The syntax is as follows:

[dse] show [distinguished_name]
        [-attribute abbreviation ... | -allattr]
        [-pretty]

Options

-allattr
Shows information about all of the attributes of a DSE, including user and operational
attributes.

-attribute abbreviation ...
Shows information about the attributes that correspond to the specified attribute abbreviations.
Use the abbr show operation to determine attribute abbreviations.

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

Used without arguments or options, the show operation returns the complete distinguished name
of the current working DSE.

Use the distinguished_name argument to specify a DSE; see the DirX String Representation for
DAP Binds chapter for a description of distinguished name format.

You can use the -attribute option to return information about specific attributes. Alternatively, you
can use the -allattr option to return information about all of the DSE’s attributes. The show
operation does not return information about a DSE’s collective attributes or subschema attributes.

By default, the results of the show operation are displayed as a Tcl list; use the -pretty option to
return the results in a tabular, more readable format.

dirxadm> dse show {/C=de/O=pqr ag}
             -attribute L TN -p
 1) /C=de/O=pqr ag
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1.1.5 gs (dirxadm)

Synopsis

gs create schema_element
-objid oid
-info schema_element_info
[-ldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]]

gs delete schema_element
objid oid

gs help [operation | -verbose]

gs modify schema_element
-objid oid
[-info schema_element_info_subset]
[-noldapname]
[-removeldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]]
[-addldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]]

gs operations

gs show schema_element
[-objid oid]
[-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages the DSA schema. Use the gs object to extend the standard DSA
schema with new attribute types, object classes, and name forms. You should do the schema
design very much with a view to future extensions, because possibilities for modification of
existing schema elements are very limited. (See gs modify operation for details.)   

Arguments

operation
The name of the gs operation for which to display help information.

schema_element
The name of the schema element to act on. Supply one of the following keywords:

AT Specifies the attribute type schema element

OC Specifies the object class schema element

NF Specifies the name form schema element
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Operations

gs create

Creates a schema element. The syntax is as follows:

gs create schema_element
-objid oid
-info schema_element_info
[-ldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]]

Options

-objid oid
A required option that specifies the object identifier of the schema element to be created. If
you have first modified an abbreviation file to contain the mapping between the schema
element abbreviation and its object identifier, you can supply the abbreviation instead of the
object identifier. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of object identifier format.

-info schema_element_info
Specifies the schema element information to be created with the schema element. The format
of the schema element information supplied depends upon the specified schema_element
argument. The possible formats are:

• AT—Specify the information in the format specified by the INFO component of the
Attribute-Type-Description structured attribute syntax

• OC—Specify the information in the format specified by the INFO component of the Object-
Class-Description structured attribute syntax

• NF—Specify the information in the format specified by the INFO component Name-Form-
Description structured attribute syntax

-ldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]
The LDAP names assigned to the attribute type or the object class. Specify up to five LDAP
names for an attribute type or only one LDAP name for an object class. If more than one
LDAP name is specified, a space character is used as separator between different LDAP
names. Note that for LDAP names only the following characters are permitted: A to Z, a to z, 0
to 9, and - (hyphen). The LDAP names are saved case exact; the LDAP server, however,
uses them case ignore. The specified LDAP name must be unique over all attribute types
respectively over all object classes. Do not specify this option when the schema_element is
NF (name form schema element).

The gs create operation creates a new attribute type, object class, or name form in the DSA
schema depending on the value of schema_element. You can use the gs create operation to add
new attribute types, object classes, and name forms to the standard DSA schema supplied with
DirX. Note that when you add new schema elements to the DSA schema, you may also want to
assign abbreviations to them and add these abbreviations to an abbreviation file. This step is not
necessary, but performing it allows you to use abbreviations instead of object identifiers when
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specifying the attribute types, object classes, or name forms in gs create and other dirxadm and
dirxcp operations and allows dirxadm and dirxcp to generate -pretty output for the elements.

Example

The following sample command creates the new attribute type FDLC in the DSA schema. This
example uses the abbreviation for the attribute type instead of its object identifier because the
dirxabbr file has been modified to contain the mapping between the abbreviation. FDLC and its
object identifier.

gs create AT \
         -objid FDLC \
         -info AS=ds64,EM=cim,SM=cism,MV=false,COL=false

gs delete

Deletes a schema element. The syntax is as follows:

gs delete schema_element
-objid oid

Options

-objid oid
A required option that specifies the object identifier of the schema element to be deleted.
Supply the object identifier or the abbreviation of the schema element. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of object identifier format.

The gs delete operation deletes an existing attribute type, object class, or name form in the DSA
schema depending on the value of schema_element.

Example
gs delete AT -objid 2.5.6.7

gs help

Returns help information about the gs object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

gs help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the gs object.

Used without an argument or option, the help command returns brief information about each gs
operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with the
operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of the
gs object itself.

Example
gs help
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The command output is as follows:
create      Creates an Attribute Type, an Object Class or a Name Form
            in the DSA schema.
delete      Deletes an Attribute Type, an Object Class or a Name Form
            in the DSA schema.
modify      Modifies an Attribute Type, an Object Class
            in the DSA schema.
show        Displays an entry Attribute Type, an Object Class or a 

Name Form in the DSA schema.
help        Displays the help text for the "gs" object and its

operations.
operations  Lists the operations that can be performed on the "gs"

object.

gs modify

Modifies a schema element. This operation can only be performed on schema elements of type
AT (attribute types) or OC (object classes). The syntax is as follows:

gs modify schema_element
-objid oid
[-info schema_element_info_subset]
[-noldapname]
[-removeldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]]
[-addldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]]

Options

-objid oid
A required option that specifies the object identifier of the schema element to be modified.
Supply the object identifier or the abbreviation of the schema element. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of object identifier format.

-info schema_element_info_subset
Specifies the modified schema element information to be created with the schema element.
The format of the schema element information supplied depends upon the specified
schema_element argument. The possible formats are:

• AT—Specify the information in the format specified by the INFO component of the
Attribute-Type-Description structured attribute syntax. Only the following components can
be modified:

− MV=TRUE
A single-valued attribute can be modified to multi-valued.
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− COL=boolean
A non-collective attribute can be modified to collective or a collective attribute can
be modified to non-collective.

− UM=boolean
A user-modifiable attribute can be modified to not user-modifiable or a not user-
modifiable can be modified to user-modifiable.

• OC—Specify the information in the format specified by the INFO component of the Object-
Class-Description structured attribute syntax. Only the list of optional attributes can be
extended (component OA=attribute_list). You cannot delete an optional attribute of the list
of attributes.

-noldapname
Deletes all LDAP names. When you use this option you cannot specify the
-removeldapname or -addldapname options.

-removeldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]
The LDAP names to be removed from the attribute type or the object class. Specify the LDAP
name as it is saved. When you specify an LDAP name that does not exist this value is
ignored. If more than one LDAP name is specified, a space character is used as separator
between different LDAP names. When you use this option you cannot use the -noldapname
option.

-addldapname ldap_name[ ldap_name …]
The LDAP names to be added to the attribute type or the object class. Specify up to five LDAP
names for an attribute type or only one LDAP name for an object class. If more than one
LDAP name is specified, a space character is used as separator between different LDAP
names. Note that for LDAP names only the following characters are permitted: A to Z, a to z, 0
to 9, and - (hyphen). The LDAP names are saved case exact; the LDAP server, however,
uses them case ignore. The specified LDAP name must be unique over all attribute types
respectively over all object classes. When you specify an LDAP name for an object class, a
the new LDAP name replaces a possibly existing LDAP name. When you use this option, you
cannot use the -noldapname option.

The gs modify operation modifies an attribute type or object class in the DSA schema depending
on the value of schema_element. You can use the gs modify operation to modify a subset of the
schema element information (see option -info for details) and LDAP names. Note that when both
options -addldapname and -removeldapname are specified, the LDAP names are removed first
and then the new LDAP names are added.

Example

1. The following sample removes all LDAP names of the attribute type TN:

gs modify AT -objid TN -noldapname

2. The following sample removes the old LDAP names name1 and name2 and adds the new
LDAP names telephoneNumber, tn, and telno:
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gs modify AT -objid TN -removeldapname name1 name2 \
             -addldapname telephoneNumber tn telno

3. The following sample replaces the list of old LDAP names by new LDAP names by performing
two gs modify operations:

gs modify AT -objid TN -noldapname
gs modify AT -objid TN -addldapname telephoneNumber tn telno

4. The following sample removes the LDAP name of the object class XYZ:

gs modify OC -objid XYZ -noldapname

5. The following sample replaces the LDAP name of the object class XYZ with a new LDAP
name:

gs modify OC -objid XYZ -addldapname newname -removeldapname oldname

6. The following sample specify the attribute TNC to be collective:

gs modify AT -objid TNC -info {col=TRUE}

7. The following sample adds the attributes MOA and MDL to the list of optional attributes of the
object class 2.7.7.7:

gs modify OC -objid 2.7.7.7 -info {OA=MOA;MDL}

gs operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the gs object. The syntax is as follows:

gs operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order, except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
gs operations

The command output is as follows:
create delete modify show help operations

gs show

Displays a schema element. The syntax is as follows:

gs show schema_element
[-objid oid]
[-pretty]
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Options

-objid oid
The object identifier of the schema element to be displayed. Supply the object identifier or the
abbreviation of the schema element. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds
chapter for a description of object identifier format. If you do not supply an object identifier, the
operation shows all elements.

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format

The gs show operation display an existing attribute type, object class, or name form in the DSA
schema depending on the value of schema_element. When used without options, the operation
returns all the information in the table that corresponds to the given schema element. By default,
the results of the operation are returned in Tcl lists. Use the
-pretty option to return the results in a tabular, more readable format.

Example

1. The following sample command lists the FDLC schema object:
gs show AT -objid FDLC

The command output is as follows:
{ID=FDLC,INFO={EM=CIM,SM=CISM,AS=DirectoryString
{64},MV=FALSE,COL=FALSE,UM=TRUE,APP=USR_APPLS}}

2. The following sample command lists the CN schema element with the -pretty option:
gs show AT -objid CN -p

The command output is as follows:
Attribute-Type-List
    1) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : CN
      Ldap-Name          : commonName
                         : cn
      Information
        Derivation       : N
        Equality-Match   : CIM
        Substring-Match  : CISM
        Attribute-Syntax : DirectoryString {64}
        Multi-Valued     : TRUE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : USR_APPLS

3. The following sample command lists the AT schema element with the -pretty option:
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gs show AT -p

The command output is as follows:
Attribute-Type-List
    1) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : ULPI
      Information
        Equality-Match   : OIDM
        Attribute-Syntax : OBJECT IDENTIFIER
        Multi-Valued     : TRUE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : USR_APPLS
    2) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : AE
      Information
        Equality-Match   : OIDM
        Attribute-Syntax : OBJECT IDENTIFIER
        Multi-Valued     : FALSE
        Collective       : FALSE
        User-Modifiable  : TRUE
        Application      : USR_APPLS
    3) Attribute-Types
      Identifier         : TSS
      Information
        Equality-Match   : OIDM
    …

4. The following sample command lists the OC schema element with the -pretty option
gs show OC -p

The command output is as follows:
Object-Class-List
    1) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : IAPE
      Ldap-Name              : iSPApplicationEntity
      Information
        Subclass-Of          : TOP
        Kind                 : AUXILIARY
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        Optional-Attributes  : ULPI
                             : AE
                             : TSS
    2) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : LCFG
      Ldap-Name              : ldapConfiguration
      Information
        Subclass-Of          : TOP
        Kind                 : AUXILIARY
        Optional-Attributes  : LATD
                             : LOCD
                             : LMRD
                             : LSID
                             : LSES
                             : LCOS
                             : LADS
                             : LRES
                             : LMOS
                             : LMDS
                             : LPNU
                             : LSPN
                             : LMCO
                             : LCIT
                             : LUDT
                             : LAHE
                             : LCCQ
                             : LCCS
    3) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : LROO
      Ldap-Name              : ldapRootDSE
      Information
        Subclass-Of          : TOP
        Kind                 : AUXILIARY
        Mandatory-Attributes : LNCO
                             : SLVE
                             : LSSU
                             : OSPR
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        Optional-Attributes  : ASER
                             : SEXT
                             : SCON
                             : SSME
    4) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : LAUD
      Ldap-Name              : ldapAudit
      Information
        Subclass-Of          : TOP
        Kind                 : AUXILIARY
        Optional-Attributes  : LSID
                             : LAON
                             : LADE
                             : LASL
                             : LAOF
                             : LALE
    5) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : TOP
      Ldap-Name              : top
      Information
        Kind                 : ABSTRACT
        Mandatory-Attributes : OCL
    6) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : ALI
      Ldap-Name              : alias
      Information
        Subclass-Of          : TOP
        Kind                 : STRUCTURAL
        Mandatory-Attributes : AON
    7) Object-Classes
      Identifier             : C
      Ldap-Name              : country
      Information
    …

5. The following sample command lists the NF schema element with the -pretty option
gs show NF -p

The command output is:
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Name-Form-List
    1) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : LOUNF
      Information
        Subordinate      : OU
        Naming-Mandatory : L
        Naming-Optional  : OU
    2) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : ACNNF
      Information
        Subordinate      : ALI
        Naming-Mandatory : CN
    3) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : ALNF
      Information
        Subordinate      : ALI
        Naming-Mandatory : L
    4) Name-Forms
      Identifier         : AONF
      Information
        Subordinate      : ALI
        Naming-Mandatory : O
    5) Name-Forms
    …
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1.1.6 ldap (dirxadm)

Synopsis

ldap binding [-host hostname] [-port portnumber]

ldap cache -cache_operation

ldap config [-id identification]

ldap help [operation | -verbose]

ldap log

ldap nolog

ldap operations

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages the LDAP server. It is not necessary to perform a dse bind
operation before performing ldap operations. (See also chapter Setting Up an LDAP Server in
the DirX Administration Guide.)

Arguments

operation
The name of the ldap operation for which to display help information.

Operations

ldap binding

Specifies the LDAP server to be administered. This operation must be performed when
administering an additional LDAP server or a remote LDAP server. To administer a remote LDAP
server the -host option must be specified. (See also environment variable
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS in chapter DirX Environment Variables and section
Setting Up Multiple LDAP Servers in the DirX Administration Guide.) The syntax is as follows:

ldap binding [-host hostname] [-port portnumber]

Options

-host hostname
The hostname or IP address of the machine hosting the LDAP server to be administered. The
default is localhost.

-port portnumber
The RPC port number of the LDAP server. If you have established additional LDAP servers
you must specify here the proper RPC port from the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS
environment variable. (See also environment variables DIRX_PMAP_PORT and
DIRX_LDAP_PMAP_PORT in chapter DirX Environment Variables.)
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Example
ldap binding -host 123.456.78.99 -port 6666

ldap cache

Provides a set of operations for dynamic administration of the LDAP cache independent of the
settings of the LDAP server configuration subentry. The syntax is as follows:

ldap cache -cache_operation

Options

-cache_operation
Specifies the operation that should be perfomed. Specify one of the following operations:

• startStarts caching of LDAP search results. All subsequent LDAP search operations
query the LDAP cache first. The request is only directed to the DSA if the search result
cannot be found in the LDAP cache.

• stopStop caching of LDAP search results. All subsequent LDAP search operations are
directed to the DSA.

• clearClears the LDAP cache immediately. All LDAP search results are removed from
the cache.

• invalidSets the status of all LDAP search results in the cache to invalid without
removing them. This operation is used by the DSA to notify database modifications.

• dumpDumps configuration information, statistical information, and all saved results in
internal cache format to the file /opt/dirx/ldap/log/cacheprocess_id.txt. An eventually
existing file is overwritten.

• dumpallDumps configuration information, statistical information, and all saved results in
full readable format to the file /opt/dirx/ldap/log/cacheprocess_id.txt. An eventually
existing file is overwritten.

• infoDisplays configuration information and stastical information.

Examples

1. The following command enables the LDAP cache:
ldap cache –start

2. The following command disables the LDAP cache:
ldap cache –stop

3. The following command removes all LDAP search results from the LDAP cache:
ldap cache –clear

4. The following command sets the status of the content of the LDAP cache to invalid:
ldap cache –invalid
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5. The following command generates an informal dump of the LDAP cache content:
ldap cache –info
The command output is as follows:
==================== LDAP Cache Info  =====================
Hostname: mymachine
Current Local Time: Tue Dec 05 09:29:33 2000
Cache Table Size: 4096
Min Cache Time: 0 sec.
Max Cache Time: 43200 sec.
Min Cached Entries: 0
Max Cached Entries: 1000
Max Cached Results: 10000
Thread Pool Size: 12
Pool Threads Idle: 12
OpStack Size: 0
Cache-Status: ON (valid)
-----------------------------------------------------------
Cached Results : 1250
Cached Entries : 2784
Memory Used : 3808 KB
Cache-Tries: 4465
Cache-Hits : 3215 (Ratio: 72 %)
Cache-Fails: 1250
Results in use   : 0
Results outdated : 0
Last Add Time: Tue Dec 05 09:29:24 2000
Last Add : (idx:3744,key:2621177504)
Last Hit : (idx:1762,key:2413745890)
Oldest Result: 21 sec. (idx:17,key:3775520785)
Newest Result: 9 sec. (idx:3145,key:2310077513)
Biggest Result: 6 KB. (idx:618,key:1561117290)
Min Hit: 2 (Counter=535)
Max Hit: 3 (Counter=715)
Max Chain Len: 5
 Chain Len 0: 3031
 Chain Len 1: 898
 Chain Len 2: 153
 Chain Len 3: 11
 Chain Len 4: 2
 Chain Len 5: 1
Total Search Count: 61841
Total Add    Count: 9998
Total Remove All Count: 6
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Total Remove Min Count: 0
Total Remove Old Count: 0
Total Invalid Calls: 0
Total Non-Cacheable Results: 0
Total Out-Of-Bounds Results: 0
Total LDAP TCP Bytes In : 3462 KB
Total LDAP TCP Bytes Out: 36262 KB
===========================================================

6. The following command generates dump of the total LDAP cache content in internal cache format:
ldap cache –dump
The command output is as follows:
==================== Cache Info (RPC-CacheDump) ===========================
Hostname: mymachine
Current Local Time: Tue Dec 05 09:37:33 2000
Cache Table Size: 4096
Min Cache Time: 0 sec.
Max Cache Time: 43200 sec.
Min Cached Entries: 0
Max Cached Entries: 1000
Max Cached Results: 10000
Thread Pool Size: 12
Pool Threads Idle: 12
OpStack Size: 0
Cache-Status: ON (valid)
[idx:count:tries:hits]+(key,version,hits,entries,inusecount)+...
----------------------------------------------------------------
[0:1:3:2]+(594137088,2,2,2,0)
[1:1:4:3]+(514904065,2,3,2,0)
[5:1:4:3]+(1088839685,2,3,2,0)
[6:2:7:5]+(3715485702,2,2,3,0)+(706838534,2,3,1,0)
[12:1:4:3]+(1535545356,2,3,2,0)
[17:1:4:3]+(3775520785,2,3,2,0)
[70:1:3:2]+(3253178438,2,2,1,0)
[72:1:3:2]+(1060380744,2,2,2,0)
[75:2:8:6]+(3979780171,2,3,2,0)+(2671538251,2,3,2,0)
[77:1:3:2]+(3861028941,2,2,2,0)
[78:2:8:6]+(3065892942,2,3,3,0)+(2795835470,2,3,3,0)
[79:2:8:6]+(425893967,2,3,2,0)+(1356337231,2,3,2,0)
[88:1:3:2]+(2652201048,2,2,2,0)
[92:2:8:6]+(183808092,2,3,2,0)+(446632028,2,3,3,0)
[96:2:8:6]+(3484348512,2,3,2,0)+(1972453472,2,3,2,0)
......
[4062:2:7:5]+(296607710,2,2,2,0)+(367206366,2,3,2,0)
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[4080:1:3:2]+(3336138736,2,2,2,0)
[4090:1:4:3]+(1423659002,2,3,2,0)
-------------------------------------------------------
Cached Results : 1250
Cached Entries : 2784
Memory Used : 3808 KB
Cache-Tries: 4465
Cache-Hits : 3215 (Ratio: 72 %)
Cache-Fails: 1250
Results in use   : 0
Results outdated : 0
Last Add Time: Tue Dec 05 09:29:24 2000
Last Add : (idx:3744,key:2621177504)
Last Hit : (idx:1762,key:2413745890)
Oldest Result: 501 sec. (idx:17,key:3775520785)
Newest Result: 489 sec. (idx:3145,key:2310077513)
Min Hit: 2 (Counter=535)
Max Hit: 3 (Counter=715)
Max Chain Len: 5
 Chain Len 0: 3031
 Chain Len 1: 898
 Chain Len 2: 153
 Chain Len 3: 11
 Chain Len 4: 2
 Chain Len 5: 1
Total Search Count: 61841
Total Add    Count: 9998
Total Remove All Count: 6
Total Remove Min Count: 0
Total Remove Old Count: 0
Total Invalid Calls: 0
Total Non-Cacheable Results: 0
Total Out-Of-Bounds Results: 0
Total LDAP TCP Bytes In : 3462 KB
Total LDAP TCP Bytes Out: 36262 KB
=======================================================

7. The following command generates a detailed dump of the total LDAP cache content:
ldap cache –dumpall
The command output is as follows:
==================== Cache Info (RPC-CacheDumpAll) ===========================
Hostname: mymachine
Current Local Time: Tue Dec 05 10:05:39 2000
Cache Table Size: 4096
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Min Cache Time: 0 sec.
Max Cache Time: 43200 sec.
Min Cached Entries: 0
Max Cached Entries: 1000
Max Cached Results: 10000
Thread Pool Size: 12
Pool Threads Idle: 12
OpStack Size: 0
Cache-Status: ON (valid)
----------------------------------------------------------------
......

Slot: [idx=6,count=2,tries=7,hits=5]
++++++++++++++++++ Result #1 +++++++++++++++++++
key:3715485702
keystr:<CN=ANDREAS O'HARA, OU=ACCOUNTING, O=PQR,C=DE>O=PQR,C=DE:V2:2:0:0:0:(SN=EVERS)
version:2
hits:2
creattime:Tue Dec 05 09:29:20 2000
age:2179 sec.
outdated:no
entries:3
inusecount:0
--- #1 (Entry) ---
messageID:95
objectName:cn=Reuben Evers,ou=Product Development,o=PQR,c=DE
objectClass=organizationalPerson,person,top
sn=Evers
cn=Reuben Evers
l=Redmond
ou=Product Development
title=Senior Product Development Vice President
description=Reuben_Evers
postalAddress=pqr$Product Development$Dept # 768
telephoneNumber=+1 213 873-3076
facsimileTelephoneNumber=+1 804 220-5529
givenName=Reuben
--- #2 (Entry) ---
messageID:95
objectName:cn=Trude Evers,ou=Payroll,o=PQR,c=DE
objectClass=organizationalPerson,person,top
sn=Evers
cn=Trude Evers
l=Redmond
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ou=Payroll
title=Senior Payroll Stooge
description=Trude_Evers
postalAddress=pqr$Payroll$Dept # 344
telephoneNumber=+1 415 791-1525
facsimileTelephoneNumber=+1 415 273-1350
givenName=Trude
--- #3 (ResultCode) ---
messageID:95
resultCode:0
errorMessage:Search operation succeeded but at least one entry is incomplete
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++ Result #2 +++++++++++++++++++
key:706838534
keystr:<CN=MYRAH MUTHUSWAMY, OU=PRODUCT TESTING,
O=PQR,C=DE>O=PQR,C=DE:V2:2:0:0:0:(CN=IDFDCBA PKMKJIH)
version:2
hits:3
creattime:Tue Dec 05 09:29:17 2000
age:2182 sec.
outdated:no
entries:1
inusecount:0
--- #1 (ResultCode) ---
messageID:50
resultCode:0
errorMessage:Search operation succeeded
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
......

-------------------------------------------------------
Cached Results : 1250
Cached Entries : 2784
Memory Used : 3808 KB
Cache-Tries: 4465
Cache-Hits : 3215 (Ratio: 72 %)
Cache-Fails: 1250
Results in use   : 0
Results outdated : 0
Last Add Time: Tue Dec 05 09:29:24 2000
Last Add : (idx:3744,key:2621177504)
Last Hit : (idx:1762,key:2413745890)
Oldest Result: 2187 sec. (idx:17,key:3775520785)
Newest Result: 2175 sec. (idx:3145,key:2310077513)
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Min Hit: 2 (Counter=535)
Max Hit: 3 (Counter=715)
Max Chain Len: 5
 Chain Len 0: 3031
 Chain Len 1: 898
 Chain Len 2: 153
 Chain Len 3: 11
 Chain Len 4: 2
 Chain Len 5: 1
Total Search Count: 61841
Total Add    Count: 9998
Total Remove All Count: 6
Total Remove Min Count: 0
Total Remove Old Count: 0
Total Invalid Calls: 0
Total Non-Cacheable Results: 0
Total Out-Of-Bounds Results: 0
Total LDAP TCP Bytes In : 3462 KB
Total LDAP TCP Bytes Out: 36262 KB
=======================================================

ldap config

Updates the LDAP server configuration after the corresponding subentry or the schema has been
modified. Performing this operation does not affect the handling of the LDAP thread pool (attribute
LDAP Thread Pool Size (LTPS)) and the LDAP cache (attributes LDAP Cache (LCA) and LDAP
Cache Parameters (LCAP)) even if the values of these attributes has been modified. Modifications
of these attributes become effective only after a restart of the LDAP server. (See chapter titled
Attributes for LDAP Server Configuration and chapter titled Setting Up an LDAP Server in the
manual DirX Administration Guide for details.) The syntax is as follows:

ldap config [-id identification]

Options

-id identification
Specifies the Common Name (CN) attribute value of the distinguished name of the
corresponding subentry. The default is ldapConfiguration. That is if the option -id
identification is omitted, the LDAP server updates its configuration according to the values
specified in the subentry /CN=ldapConfiguration.

Example
ldap config

ldap help

Returns help information about the ldap object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:
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ldap help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the ldap object.

Used without an argument or option, the ldap help operation returns brief information about each
ldap operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with
the operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of
the ldap object itself.

Example
ldap help

The output of the sample command follows:
binding Sets the LDAP Server to be administered.
config Updates the LDAP Server configuration.
log Switches on the diagnostic logging.
nolog Switches off the diagnostic logging.
cache Administers the LDAP Server cache.
help Displays the help text for the “ldap” object and

its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be performed on

the “ldap” object.

ldap log  

Starts LDAP server diagnostic logging. The syntax is as follows:

ldap log

LDAP server logging is initially controlled by the specifications in the configuration file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg. When an ldap log operation is performed, subsequent logging is
controlled by the specifications in the configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.on. To use
these specifications when restarting the LDAP server, copy the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.on
to the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg. By default, the log files are written to the directory
/opt/dirx/ldap/log. Use the dirxdumplog command to read the diagnostic information in the trace
log files. The exception log files are readable files. (See the chapter Logging Configuration Files
for details.)

When the environment variable DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE (see chapter titled DirX Environment
Variables for details) is set, logging is controlled by the specifications in this file.

Example
ldap log
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ldap nolog  

Stops LDAP server diagnostic logging. The syntax is as follows:

ldap nolog

LDAP server logging is initially controlled by the specifications in the configuration file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg. When an ldap nolog operation is performed, subsequent logging
is controlled by the specifications in the configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off. To use
these specifications when restarting the LDAP server, copy the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off
to the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg. By default, the log files are written to the directory
/opt/dirx/ldap/log. Use the dirxdumplog command to read the diagnostic information in the trace
log files. The exception log files are readable files. (See the chapter Logging Configuration Files
for details.)

Example
ldap nolog

ldap operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the ldap object. The syntax is as follows:

ldap operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order, except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
ldap operations

The output of the sample command follows:
binding config log nolog cache help operations
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1.1.7 nmi (dirxadm)

Synopsis

nmi help [operation | -verbose]

nmi operations

nmi show
[-mib mib_name [-table table_name]]
[-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages the directory service MIBs.

Arguments

operation
The name of the nmi operation for which to display help information.

Operations

nmi help

Returns help information about the nmi object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

nmi help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the nmi object.

Used without an argument or option, the help command returns brief information about each nmi
operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with the
operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of the
nmi object itself.

Example
nmi help

      The command output is as follows:

show Displays the details of the Management
Information Base tables.

help Displays the help text for the “nmi” object
and its operations.

operations Lists the operations that can be performed
on the “nmi” object.
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nmi operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the nmi object. The syntax is as follows:

nmi operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order, except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
nmi operations

      The command output is as follows:
show help operations

nmi show

Shows the directory MIBs. The syntax is as follows:

 nmi show
[-mib mib_name [-table table_name]]

 [-pretty]

Options

-mib mib_name
Specifies the name of the MIB to be displayed. Supply one of the following values as the MIB
name:

APP for the Application MIB. See RFC 1565 for a definition of the
Application MIB (also called the Network Services Monitoring
MIB).

DSA for the DSA MIB See RFC 1567 for a definition of the DSA MIB
(also called the X.500 Directory Monitoring MIB.)

-table table_name
Specifies the name of a MIB table. Supply one of the following values as the table name:

• ASSOCIATION—Application MIB association table

• APPLICATION—Application MIB application table

• ENTRIES—DSA MIB entries table

• INTERACTION—DSA MIB interaction table

• OPERATIONS—DSA MIB operations table

 -pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format
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When used without options, the show operation displays the information in all MIB tables. Use the
-mib option to display the tables associated with a specific MIB.

Use the -tables option to display a specific MIB table. If the -table option is not specified, the
operation displays all tables associated with the specified MIB.

If the -tables option is specified, the -mib option is also required.

By default, the results of the operation are returned in Tcl lists. Use the -pretty option to return the
results in a tabular, more readable format.

Examples
nmi show -pretty

      The command output is as follows:

Entries table of the DSA MIB
    Master entries                    52
    Copy entries                      30
    Cache entries                     21
    Cache hits                        5
    Slave hits                        13
Interaction table of the DSA MIB
    Interaction index                 0
    DSA name                          /C=RE/O=IBM/CN=IBM-DSA
    Time of creation                  Wed Mar 19 09:56:26 1997
    Time of last attempt              Wed Mar 19 09:59:09 1997
    Time of last success              Wed Mar 19 09:58:33 1997
    Failures                          3
    Failures since last success       3
    Successes                         12
Operations table of the DSA MIB
    Anonymous binds                   6
    Unauthenticated binds             0
    Simple authenticated binds        10
    Strong authenticated binds        0
    Bind security errors              0
    Inbound operations                16
    Read operations                   6
    Compare operations                0
    Add entry operations              0
    Remove entry operations           0
    Modify entry operations           0
    Modify RDN operations             0
    List operations                   0
    Search operations                 0
    One-level search operations       0
    Whole-subtree search operations   0
    Referrals returned                3
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    Chainings forwarded               12
    Security errors                   4
    DSA errors                        2
Association table of the application MIB
    Association index                 28
    Remote application name           /
    Application protocol              DAP
    Application type                  ua-responder
    Association duration              Wed Mar 19 10:23:24 1997
Application table of the application MIB
    Index                             0
    Name                              DirX
    DirName                           /C=RE/CN=SNI-DSA
    Version                           4.0
    Uptime                            Wed Mar 19 09:45:15 1997
    Operational status                UP
    Last change                       NEVER
    Inbound associations              1
    Outbound associations             0
    Accumulated in-associations       16
    Accumulated out-associations      12
    Last inbound activity             Wed Mar 19 10:23:24 1997
    Last outbound activity            Wed Mar 19 09:58:33 1997
    Rejected inbound associations     0
    Failed outbound associations      3
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1.1.8 ob (dirxadm)

Synopsis

ob create
[-agreement agreement]
-bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
[{-masterdsa distinguished_name | -masterldif}]
[-masterbindingid binding_id]
[-operationalbindingid binding_id]
[-ownrole ownrole]
[-pol sob_policies]
[-psap psap_address]
[-protocol protocol_information]
-status coop_status
[-updatemode update_mode]
[-validity validity]

ob delete -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

ob disable -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

ob enable -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

ob establish -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

ob help [operation | -verbose]

ob modify {-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-bindingtype binding_type
-operationalbindingid binding_id
[-updatemode update_mode]
[-pol sob_policies]

ob modownacp access_point

ob operations
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ob show [-bindingtype binding_type]
[{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}]
[-operationalbindingid binding_id]
[-pretty]

ob terminate -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages operational bindings between DSAs, in particular, the
management of shadowing agreements for shadow operational bindings or LDIF agreements.  

Arguments

operation
The name of the ob operation for which to display help information

access_point
A string that specifies the values for the my-access-point (MAC) structured attribute. Specify
access_point in the AccessPoint structured attribute syntax. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of this syntax.

Operations

ob create

Creates a shadowing agreement between two DSAs or an LDIF agreement. The syntax to use
depends upon the value of the -bindingtype option:

• -bindingtype SOB (shadowing operational binding):

ob create -agreement agreement
-bindingtype SOB
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
[-operationalbindingid binding_id]
-ownrole ownrole
[-pol sob_policies]
[-psap psap_address]
[-protocol protocol_information]
-status coop_status
[-validity validity]
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• -bindingtype SSOB (secondary shadowing operational binding):

ob create {-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-bindingtype SSOB
{-masterdsa distinguished_name | -masterldif}
-masterbindingid binding_id
[-operationalbindingid binding_id]
[-pol sob_policies]
[-psap psap_address]
[-protocol protocol_information]
-status coop_status
[-updatemode update_mode]
[-validity validity]

Options

-agreement agreement
A required option (when the -bindingtype option is SOB) that specifies the shadowing or
LDIF agreement. Specify agreement in the Shadowing-Agreement-Info structured attribute
syntax. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of this
syntax. Do not specify this option if the -bindingtype option is SSOB.

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies the type of operational binding. Specify one of the following
keywords in binding_type:

• SOB—Represents a shadowing operational binding or LDIF agreement

• SSOB—Represents a secondary shadowing operational binding, a cluster of shadowing
operational bindings (creates the same shadowing agreement to another DSA), or a
secondary LDIF agreement (clustering)

The keyword SSOB is only allowed for the ob create operation.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
This required option specifies either the name of the DSA to act on or the LDIF agreement.
Specify the complete distinguished name of the cooperating DSA. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of distinguished name syntax.

-masterdsa distinguished_name | -masterldif
This required option (when the -bindingtype option is SSOB) specifies either the name of the
DSA that supplies the shadowed information or the master LDIF agreement. Specify the
complete distinguished name of that DSA. See the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds chapter for a description of distinguished name syntax. Do not specify this option if the -
bindingtype option is SOB.

-masterbindingid binding_id
This required option (when the -bindingtype option is SSOB) specifies the operational
binding identifier of the primary shadowing operational binding or primary LDIF agreement
(SOB). Specify binding_id in the format
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id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing operational binding or LDIF
agreement and version is an optional integer that specifies the version. Do not specify this
option if the -bindingtype option is SOB.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
Specifies the operational binding identifier. Specify binding_id in the format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing operational binding or LDIF
agreement and version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

-ownrole ownrole
A required option (when the -bindingtype option is SOB) that specifies the DSA’s role in the
shadowing operational binding. Supply one of the following string values as the argument to
this option: SUPPLIER (sender of the shadowed information) or CONSUMER (recipient of the
shadowed information). When the option -ldif is specified you must supply SUPPLIER to this
option. Do not specify this option if the -bindingtype option is SSOB.

-pol sob_policies
Specifies the policies used for the shadowing or LDIF agreement. Specify sob_policies in the
SOB-Policies structured attribute syntax. See the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds chapter for a description of this syntax.

-protocol protocol_information
Specifies the sequence of OIDs that identify the lower communication layers to be supported
by the remote DSA. Specify protocol_information in the ProtocolInformation structured
attribute syntax. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of this syntax.

-psap psap_address
Specifies the PSAP address of the DSA. The specified value will be written to the
corresponding DSA entry. Do not specify the PSAP address when this attribute already exists
in the corresponding DSA entry or when the -ldif option is specified. See the Presentation-
Address syntax for a description of PSAP address format.

-status coop_status
A required option that specifies how the DSAs or LDIF agreement are to cooperate. The
coop_status argument consists of one of the following keywords:

• COOPERATIVE—Indicates that shadowing or LDIF agreement is activated as part of the
create operation.

• NONCOOPERATIVE—Indicates that shadowing or LDIF agreement is not activated.

Use the ob establish operation to activate shadowing or an LDIF agreement (to change from
NONCOOPERATIVE to COOPERATIVE status). Use the ob terminate operation to
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deactivate shadowing or an LDIF agreement (to change from COOPERATIVE to
NONCOOPERATIVE status).

-updatemode update_mode
Specifies when the replicated entries will be updated and whether the consumer (recipient of
the shadowed information) or the supplier (sender of the shadowed information) should initiate
the updates. Specify update_mode as described for the update_mode component in the
Shadowing-Agreement-Info structured attribute syntax. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of this syntax. The default mode is
SI={OC=TRUE}. Do not specify this option if the -bindingtype option is SOB or the -ldif
option is specified.

-validity validity
Specifies the time period during which the shadowing agreement or LDIF agreement is valid.
Use the following format for the validity argument:

VF=valid_from, VU=valid_until

where valid_from is the keyword NOW or a time and valid_until is the keyword TERMINATION
or a time. Specify time values in Generalized Time attribute syntax; see the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of this syntax. The default values
are NOW and TERMINATION.

The create operation creates a shadowing agreement or a secondary shadowing agreement
between two DSAs or an LDIF agreement. If a secondary shadowing or LDIF agreement is
created the DSA creates the corresponding shadowing or LDIF agreement that refers to the
primary shadowing or LDIF agreement. The DSAs participating in shadowing or LDIF agreements
must have compatible system schemata. (See also chapter titled Shadowing Operational
Binding of DirX Introduction.)

Use LDIF agreements to save parts of the DIT and modifications to them to local files. The data is
saved in LDIF format, which is a printable file format. The files are saved in the directory
/opt/dirx/sever/ldif. The filename is operationalbindingid.timestamp. The
operationalbindingid is used without the version. (See option -operationalbindingid for details.)
You can export these files by moving the file to an appropriate directory. When the file does not
yet exist, poll for the filename. Note that the character p at the end of the filename indicates that
the creation of the file is not yet finished. This feature may be useful for example to synchronize
two different DSAs offline or to roll back a DSA. When you want to import the saved data to non-
DirX DSAs or to LDAP servers, the LDIF file format supplies an easy-to-use format to write
procedures that read the data and save them in that server.

Although it is required for the delete, disable, enable, establish, modify, and terminate
operations, the -operationalbindingid option is optional for the create operation. If you do not
supply it, the create operation supplies one. You should supply it if you and the administrator of
the cooperating DSA have agreed upon a binding ID to use. If you are partnering with several
DSAs, each cooperating DSA must have a unique operational binding ID. The operational binding
ID you supply must match the operational binding ID of the target cooperating DSA. If you specify
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an operational binding ID that exists within another operational binding, the create operation
returns an error.

The -psap option is required if there are no operational bindings within the specified DSA. If
operational bindings exist and -psap is specified, the value is ignored.

Use the COOPERATIVE keyword in the -status option to activate shadowing with the partner
DSA or to write local files in LDIF format. Changing status to COOPERATIVE initiates DISP
communication with the partner DSA, which permits shadow entries to be created.

By default, a shadowing agreement or an LDIF agreement is valid from the time it is established,
either with ob create, if -status COOPERATIVE is specified, or with ob establish until the time it
is explicitly terminated with ob terminate. Use the -validity option to set a specific time limit for
the agreement.

Example

1. The subtree /C=CH/O=PQR/OU=Sales that is mastered by DSA30 is shadowed by the DSAs
DSA30 and DSA where DSA30 holds the primary shadow and DSA holds the secondary shadow.
The following figure illustrates the necessary shadowing operational bindings and the information
held by the DSAs.
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DSA20 (/C=CH/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA20)
contains:
   SOB1
   Master: /C=CH/O=PQR/OU=Sales

SOB 1:
 operational bindingid: 100,0
 ownrole: supplier
 cooperating DSA: DSA30

SOB 2:
 operational bindingid: 100,0
 ownrole: consumer
 cooperating DSA: DSA20
 slave reference:
 bindingid: 1,0
 DSA: DSA

DSA30 (/C=UK/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA30)
contains:
   SOB 2 and SOB 3
   Prim. Shadow: /C=CH/O=PQR/OU=Sales

DSA (/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA)
contains:
   SOB 4
   Sec. Shadow: /C=CH/O=PQR/OU=Sales

SOB 3:
 operational bindingid: 1,0
 ownrole: supplier
 cooperating DSA: DSA
 master reference:
 bindingid: 100,0
 DSA: DSA20

SOB 4:
 operational bindingid: 1,0
 ownrole: consumer
 cooperating DSA: DSA30
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The administrator of DSA30 must perform the following operations to create the shadowing
operational bindings SOB 2 and SOB 3.

• First the administrator performs the following operation to create SOB 2:
ob create -dsa {/C=CH/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA20} \
          -psap "TS=DSA20,\
             NA='TCP/IP!internet=199.27.99.100+port=21104'"\
          -operationalbindingid 100,0 \
          -status cooperative \
          -ownrole consumer \
          -bindingtype SOB \
          -agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/C=CH/O=PQR},
                            RA={BAS={/OU=Sales}}},
                            KNO={EK=TRUE,KT=MASTER},
                            ATT={CA={ALL=TRUE}}}}

• Then the administrator performs the following operation that creates SOB 3 and the slave
reference in SOB 2:

ob create -dsa {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA} \
          -psap "TS=DSA,\
             NA='TCP/IP!internet=199.28.99.101+port=21105'"\
          -operationalbindingid 1,0 \
          -status noncooperative \
          -bindingtype SSOB    \
          -masterdsa {/C=CH/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA20}  \
          -masterbindingid 100,0

The following ob show command displays the shadowing agreement SOB 2 of DSA30:

ob show -dsa {/C=CH/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA20} \
        -bindingtype sob \
        -operationalbindingid 100 \
        -pretty

The result is as follows:

Validity-Agreement
Operational-Binding-State    : COOPERATIVE
OprBindMngmnt-Validity
  Validity-From              : 981210102530Z
  Agreement
    Shadow-Subject
      Area-Specification
        Context-Prefix       : /C=CH/O=PQR
        Replication-Area
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          Subtree-Base       : /OU=Sales
      Attribute-Selection
        Class-Attributes
          All-Attributes     : TRUE
      Knowledge
        Knowledge-Type       : MASTER
        Extended-Knowledge   : TRUE
Update-Status
  Disabled                   : FALSE
  Update-Status
    Consumer-Update-Status
      Last-Update            : 00000000000000Z
      Consumer-Update-Status : TOTAL-UPDATE
Own-Role                     : CONSUMER
Slave-Reference
  Cooperating-DSA            : /C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA
  DSE-ID                     : 22
  Operational-Binding-ID
    Identifier               : 1
    Version                  : 0

The following ob show command displays the shadowing agreement SOB 3 of DSA30:

ob show -dsa {/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA} \
        -bindingtype sob \
        -operationalbindingid 1 \
        -pretty

The result is as follows:

Validity-Agreement
Operational-Binding-State  : NONCOOPERATIVE
OprBindMngmnt-Validity
  Validity-From            : 981210102531Z
  Agreement
    Shadow-Subject
      Area-Specification
        Context-Prefix     : /C=CH/O=PQR
        Replication-Area
          Subtree-Base     : /OU=Sales
      Attribute-Selection
        Class-Attributes
          All-Attributes   : TRUE
      Knowledge
        Knowledge-Type     : MASTER
        Extended-Knowledge : TRUE
    Update-Mode
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      Supplier-Initiated
        On-Change          : TRUE
Update-Status
  Disabled                 : FALSE
  Update-Status
    Supplier-Update-Status
      Area-Change-State    : CHANGED
Own-Role                   : SUPPLIER
Master-Reference
  Cooperating-DSA          : /C=CH/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA20
  DSE-ID                   : 18
  Operational-Binding-ID
    Identifier             : 100
    Version                : 0

2. The following example creates an LDIF agreement with an LDIF-Supplier-SOB-Policy:
ob create -ldif \
       -status noncooperative       \
       -operationalbindingid 100,2100      \
       -ownrole supplier                   \
       -pol {LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXLOC=64000,DELAT=TRUE}} \
       -bindingtype SOB          \
       -agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/C=CH/O=PQR}, \
                             RA={BAS={/OU=Sales} \
                                } \
                            }, \
                       KNO={EK=TRUE,KT=MASTER}, \
                       ATT={CA={ALL=TRUE}} \
                      }, \
                    UM={SI={S={PS={ WS=900, \
                                   UI=86400 \
                                  } \
                              } \
                           } \
                       }     \
                   }

ob delete

Deletes an operational binding or an LDIF agreement. The syntax is as follows:

ob delete -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id
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Options

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies a binding type. Specify the keyword SOB (which represents a
shadowing or LDIF operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
A required option that specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA or the
LDIF agreement. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of DSA distinguished name syntax.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
A required option that specifies the identifier of the operational binding to be deleted. Specify
binding_id in the format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing or LDIF operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

The delete operation removes an operational binding or an LDIF agreement. If the status of the
binding being deleted is COOPERATIVE, you must either perform the ob terminate operation on
the binding before you ob delete it, or you must ensure that you remove all relevant information
about the binding in your DSA with dirxadm.

If the DSA is a consumer DSA, the shadows are deleted also.

Example
ob delete -dsa /c=de/CN=SNIdsa \
          -operationalbindingid 8,0 \
          -bindingtype SOB

ob disable

Disables the execution of a shadowing agreement or an LDIF agreement. This operation can only
be performed on agreements with the status COOPERATIVE of an operational binding. The
syntax is as follows:

ob disable -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

Options

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies a binding type. Specify the string SOB (which represents a
shadowing or LDIF operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
A required option that specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA to act on
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or the LDIF agreement. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of DSA distinguished name syntax.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
A required option that specifies the identifier of the operational binding to be changed. Specify
binding_id in the format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing or LDIF operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

The disable operation disables the execution of a shadowing agreement or an LDIF agreement.
This operation can only be performed on agreements with the status COOPERATIVE of an
operational binding. The status COOPERATIVE is not changed. Use the ob enable operation to
activate the shadowing agreement or the LDIF agreement. Then the supplier DSA sends
incremental updates to the consumer DSA or saves incremental updates to the local LDIF file.

Example
ob disable  -dsa /c=de/CN=SNIdsa \
            -operationalbindingid 8,0 \
            -bindingtype SOB

ob enable  

Enables the execution of a shadowing agreement or an LDIF agreement which has been disabled
by the DSA internally (e.g., because of previous recovery problems), or by the ob disable
operation. This operation can only be performed on agreements with the status COOPERATIVE
of an operational binding. The syntax is as follows:

ob enable -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

Options

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies a binding type. Specify the string SOB (which represents a
shadowing or LDIF operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
A required option that specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA to act on
or the LDIF agreement. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of DSA distinguished name syntax.
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-operationalbindingid binding_id
A required option that specifies the identifier of the operational binding to be changed. Specify
binding_id in the format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing or LDIF operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

The enable operation enables the execution of a shadowing agreement or an LDIF agreement
which has been disabled by the DSA internally (e.g., because of previous recovery problems), or
by the ob disable operation. The supplier DSA sends incremental updates to the consumer DSA
or saves incremental updates to the local LDIF file. This operation can only be performed on
agreements with the status COOPERATIVE of an operational binding.

Example
ob enable  -dsa /c=de/CN=SNIdsa \
           -operationalbindingid 8,0 \
           -bindingtype SOB

ob establish  

Changes the status of an operational binding to COOPERATIVE. The syntax is as follows:

ob establish -bindingtype binding_type
{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-operationalbindingid binding_id

Options

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies a binding type. Specify the string SOB (which represents a
shadowing or LDIF operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
A required option that specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA to act on
or the LDIF agreement. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of DSA distinguished name syntax.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
A required option that specifies the identifier of the operational binding to be changed. Specify
binding_id in the format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing or LDIF operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.
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The establish operation changes the status of an existing operational binding to COOPERATIVE.
Use this operation to activate a shadowing agreement or an LDIF agreement. The supplier DSA
sends a total update to the consumer DSA or saves a total update to a local file in LDIF format.

Example
ob establish  -dsa /c=de/CN=SNIdsa \
              -operationalbindingid 8,0 \
              -bindingtype SOB

ob help

Returns help information about the ob object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

ob help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the ob object.

Used without an argument or option, the help command returns brief information about each ob
operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with the
operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of the
ob object itself.

Example
ob help

The output of the sample command follows:
create Creates a shadowing agreement or an LDIF

agreement.
delete Deletes a shadowing agreement or an LDIF

agreement.
disable Disables a shadowing agreement or an LDIF

agreement.
enable Enables a shadowing agreement and the DISP

communication or an LDIF agreement.
establish Activates the shadowing agreement and the

DISP communication or an LDIF agreement.
modify Modifies a shadowing agreement or an LDIF

agreement.
modownacp Modifies the own access point of the DSA.
show Displays an entry of an operational

binding.
terminate Deactivates a shadowing agreement or an

LDIF agreement.
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help Displays the help text for the “ob” object
and its operations.

operations Lists the operations that can be performed
on the “ob” object.

ob modify

Changes a shadowing agreement between two DSAs or an LDIF agreement. The syntax is as
follows:

ob modify {-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}
-bindingtype binding_type
-operationalbindingid binding_id
[-updatemode update_mode]
[-pol sob_policies]

Options

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
This required option specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA to act on or
the LDIF agreement. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of DSA name syntax.

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies a binding type. Specify the keyword SOB (which represents a
shadowing or LDIF operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
Specifies the operational binding identifier of the agreement to be modified. Supply the
identifier returned from the last create, establish, or modify operation. The format of
binding_id is

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing or LDIF operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

-updatemode update_mode
Specifies when the replicated entries will be updated and whether the consumer (recipient of
the shadowed information) or the supplier (sender of the shadowed information) should initiate
the updates. Specify update_mode as described for the update_mode component in the
Shadowing-Agreement-Info structured attribute syntax. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of this syntax. The update_mode is
only modified when this option is supplied. The modifications specified take effect when the
current time interval expires.

-pol sob_policies
Specifies the policies used for the shadowing or LDIF agreement. Specify sob_policies in the
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SOB-Policies structured attribute syntax. See the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds chapter for a description of this syntax. Specify only the values you want to modify. The
sob_policies are only modified when this option is supplied. To reset the sob_policies to their
default values specify the option -pol {DEF=TRUE}.

The modify operation changes the update_mode or the sob_policies of a shadowing agreement
that has already been established between two DSAs or an LDIF agreement.

Example
ob modify
           -dsa /c=de/cn=SNIdsa \
           -bindingtype SOB \
           -operationalbindingid 12,0
           -pol {DEF=TRUE}
ob modify -ldif -bindingtype SOB -operationalbindingid 100 \
          -updatemode {SI={S={PS={WS=3600,UI=86400}}}} \
          -pol {LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132}}

ob modownacp

Changes the DSA’s my-access-point attribute. The syntax is as follows:

ob modownacp access_point

The modownacp operation replaces the values in the my-access-point attribute in the root DSE
with the values specified in the access_point argument. You can use the modownacp operation
to change the name of a DSA or its presentation address, for example, to add a network address
for a newly supported network communications protocol. Note that dynamically changing a DSA’s
presentation address or adding a new network address terminates all existing connections to
DSAs and DUAs.

Example
ob  modownacp {AE={/c=de/cn=SNIdsa}, \
        PSAP={TS=DSA,NA='TCP/IP!internet= \
                                199.27.99.100+port=21104'}}

ob operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the ob object. The syntax is as follows:

ob operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
ob operations

The output of the sample command follows:
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create delete disable enable establish modify modownacp show
terminate help operations

ob show

Displays a DSA’s shadowing agreements or LDIF agreements. The syntax is as follows:

ob show [-bindingtype binding_type]
[{-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}]
[-operationalbindingid binding_id]
[-pretty]

Options

-bindingtype binding_type
Specifies a binding type. Specify the keyword SOB (which represents a shadowing or LDIF
operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
Specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA to act on or an LDIF agreement.
See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a description of DSA name
syntax. When
-ldif is specified, only LDIF agreements are displayed.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
Specifies the identifier of the operational binding to be displayed. Specify binding_id in the
format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing or LDIF operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format

The show operation displays the shadowing agreements that have been created for a DSA or
LDIF agreements. When used without options, the operation returns the complete distinguished
names of all cooperating DSAs. LDIF agreements are indicated by the string <LDIF> instead of
the distinguished name of a cooperating DSA.

The following information is displayed:

• Binding stateThe status of the operational binding (e.g. COOPERATIVE). (See OBS
component of Cooperating-DSA structured attribute syntax for details.)

• ValidityThe time period during which the shadowing agreement or LDIF agreement is valid.
(See -validity option of the dirxadm ob create command for details.)

• AgreementThe information about the shadowing or LDIF agreement. (See SAI component of
Cooperating-DSA structured attribute syntax for details.)
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• Master and Slave referencesReferences to a primary or master shadowing or LDIF
agreement and references to secondary (slave) shadowing or LDIF agreement. (See MREF
and SREF subcomponents of the SAI component of Cooperating-DSA structured attribute
syntax for details.)

• Own roleThe role of the DSA (e.g. SUPPLIER). (See OR subcomponents of the SAI
component of Cooperating-DSA structured attribute syntax for details.)

• Policies The policies to be performed for the shadowing or LDIF agreement. (See RPOL
subcomponent of the SAI component of Cooperating-DSA structured attribute syntax for
details.)

• Update statusThe update status of the shadowing or LDIF agreement. (See Update-Status
structured attribute syntax for details.)

Use the -dsa option alone to return the binding types of all existing operational bindings within the
specified DSA. Use the -dsa option with the -bindingtype option to return a list of the identifiers
for all the operational bindings for the specified DSA and binding type.

Use the -ldif option alone to display the LDIF agreements.

By default, the results of the show operation are displayed as a Tcl list; use the -pretty option to
return the results in a tabular, more readable format.

Example

1. The following command displays the shadowing agreement created for the DSA
/C=DE/CN=SNIdsa with the operational binding id 8,0:

ob show -dsa /c=de/CN=SNIdsa \
        -operationalbindingid 8,0 \
        -bindingtype SOB \
        -pretty

The output of the sample command follows:
Validity-Agreement
Operational-Binding-State : NONCOOPERATIVE
OprBindMngmnt-Validity
  Validity-From           : 970523134201Z
Agreement                 :
  Shadow-Subject
    Area-Specification
      Context-Prefix      : /C=DE/O=PQR
      Replication-Area
        Subtree-Base     : /OU=Sales
    Attribute-Selection
      Class-Attributes
        All-Attributes       : TRUE
      Knowledge
        Knowledge-Type     : MASTER
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        Extended Knowledge : TRUE
  Update-Mode
    Supplier-Initiated
      On-Change            : TRUE
Update-Status
  Disabled                   : FALSE
  Update-Status
    Supplier-Update-Status
      Area-Change-State      : CHANGED
Own-Role                     : SUPPLIER
Master-Reference
  Cooperating-DSA            : /C=CH/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA20
  DSE-ID                     : 18
  Operational-Binding-ID
    Identifier               : 8
    Version                  : 0

2. The following command displays a LDIF agreement:
ob show -ldif \
        -operationalbindingid 100 \
        -bindingtype SOB \
        -pretty

The output of the sample command follows:
Validity-Agreement
Operational-Binding-State     : NONCOOPERATIVE
OprBindMngmnt-Validity
  Validity-From               : 981210130127Z
  Agreement
    Shadow-Subject
      Area-Specification
        Context-Prefix        : /C=CH/O=PQR
        Replication-Area
          Subtree-Base        : /OU=Sales
      Attribute-Selection
        Class-Attributes
          All-Attributes      : TRUE
      Knowledge
        Knowledge-Type        : MASTER
        Extended-Knowledge    : TRUE
    Update-Mode
      Supplier-Initiated
        Scheduled
          Periodic-Strategy
            Window-Size       : 900
            Update-Interval   : 86400
Update-Status
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  Disabled                    : FALSE
  Update-Status
    Supplier-Update-Status
      Area-Change-State       : CHANGED
Own-Role                      : SUPPLIER
Related-Policies
  LDIF-Supplier
    CR-and-LineFeed-Separator : TRUE
    Max-Characters-per-Row    : 64
    Delete-Attribute-Info     : TRUE

ob terminate

Changes the status of an operational binding to NONCOOPERATIVE (deactivates shadowing or
saving data to a local file in LDIF format). The syntax is as follows:

ob terminate -bindingtype binding_type
 {-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif}

-operationalbindingid binding_id

Options

-bindingtype binding_type
A required option that specifies a binding type. Specify the keyword SOB (which represents a
shadowing operational binding) in the binding_type argument to this option.

-dsa distinguished_name | -ldif
A required option that specifies either the complete distinguished name of the DSA to act on
or the LDIF agreement. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds chapter for a
description of DSA name syntax.

-operationalbindingid binding_id
A required option that specifies the identifier of the operational binding to be deleted. Specify
binding_id in the format

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing operational binding or LDIF
agreement and version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

The terminate operation changes the status of an existing operational binding to
NONCOOPERATIVE. Use this operation to deactivate a shadowing agreement or saving data to a
local file in LDIF format. Use the ob establish operation to activate the shadowing agreement or
the LDIF agreement. Then the supplier DSA sends a total update to the consumer DSA or saves a
total update to a local file in LDIF format.
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Example
ob terminate -dsa /c=de/CN=SNIdsa \
             -operationalbindingid 8,0 \
             -bindingtype SOB
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1.1.9 sys (dirxadm)

Synopsis

sys help [operation | -verbose]

[sys] log

[sys] nolog

sys operations

[sys] opmode [op_mode]

[sys] restore -file filename

[sys] save -file filename

[sys] start

[sys] status

[sys] stop

Purpose

A dirxadm object that manages the directory service.

Arguments

operation
The name of the sys operation for which to display help information.

op_mode
Specifies the operation mode of the DSA. Specify one of the following keywords:

• READONLY—Specifies that the DSA allows only read operations, for example list, search
or show operation. Update operations, for example add, delete or modify operation, are
rejected.

• READWRITE—Specifies that the DSA allows all operations.

Operations

sys help

Returns help information about the sys object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

sys help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the sys object.
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Used without an argument or option, the sys help operation returns brief information about each
sys operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with
the operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of
the sys object itself.

Example
sys help

The output of the sample command follows:
log Switches on the diagnostic logging.
nolog Switches off the diagnostic logging.
opmode Displays and sets the operation mode of the

DSA.
restore Restores the database from a file.
save Saves the database into a file.
start Starts the Directory Service.
status Displays the status of the DSA.
stop Stops the Directory Service.
help Displays the help text for the “sys” object

and its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be performed

on the “sys” object.

sys log  

Starts server diagnostic logging. The syntax is as follows:

[sys] log

DSA logging is initially controlled by the specifications in the configuration file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg. When a sys log operation is performed, subsequent logging is
controlled by the specifications in the configuration file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on. To use
these specifications when restarting the server, copy the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on to
the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg. By default, the log files are written to the directory
/opt/dirx/server/log. Use the dirxdumplog command to read the diagnostic information in the
trace log files. The exception log files are readable files. (See the chapter Logging Configuration
Files for details.)

When the environment variable DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE (see chapter titled DirX Environment
Variables for details) is set, logging is controlled by the specifications in this file.

Example
log
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sys nolog  

Stops server diagnostic logging. The syntax is as follows:

[sys] nolog

DSA logging is initially controlled by the specifications in the configuration file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg. When an sys nolog operation is performed, subsequent
logging is controlled by the specifications in the configuration file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off.
To use these specifications when restarting the server, copy the file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off to the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg. By default, the log
files are written to the directory /opt/dirx/server/log. Use the dirxdumplog command to read the
diagnostic information in the trace log files. The exception log files are readable files. (See the
chapter Logging Configuration Files for details.)

Example
nolog

sys operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the sys object. The syntax is as follows:

sys operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order, except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
sys operations

The output of the sample command follows:
log nolog opmode restore save start status stop help operations

sys opmode op_mode  

Sets or displays the operation mode of the DSA. The syntax is as follows:

[sys] opmode [op_mode]

The opmode operation sets the operation mode of the DSA to the mode specified in op_mode.
(See section Arguments above for details.) After the operation has been performed successfully
the operation mode of the DSA is displayed.

If op_mode is not supplied, the operation displays the current operation mode of the DSA.

Example

1. Set the operation mode of the DSA to read only:
opmode READONLY

   The output of the sample command follows:
READONLY
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2. Display the current operation mode of the DSA:
opmode

   The output of the sample command follows:
READWRITE

sys restore  

Restores a DSA database. The process of restoring the database is canceled when the backup
timeout value is exceeded. (See DIRX_BACKUP_TIMEOUT environment variable for details.)
The syntax is as follows:

[sys] restore -file filename

Options

-file filename
A required option that specifies the file from which to restore the database.

The restore operation does the following:

• Verifies that the database in the specified file is a valid DSA database.

• Stops the DSA.

• Restores the database.

• Starts the DSA.

Example
restore -file /tmp/DBsave

sys save  

Saves a DSA database. The process of saving the database is canceled when the backup timeout
value is exceeded. (See DIRX_BACKUP_TIMEOUT environment variable for details.) Note that
the transaction log file will be deleted. The syntax is as follows:

[sys] save -file filename

Options

-file filename
A required option that specifies the file in which to save the database. If you don´t specify the
name of the directory where the database is to be saved, the files are saved in the directory
/opt/dirx/server by default.

Example
save -file /tmp/DBsave
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sys start  

Starts a Directory Service (DSA and LDAP server). The syntax is as follows:

[sys] start [-host hostname] [-port portnumber]

Options

-host hostname
The hostname or IP address of the machine hosting the Directory Service to be administered.
The default is localhost.

-port portnumber
The port number of the process that is starting the Directory Service. You should use the -port
option only if there is a conflict with the default port number on your system.

Use the -host and/or -port options to start a specific Directory Service.

Unlike other operations, you must not perform a dse bind operation before performing the sys
start operation.

On Windows NT, DirX is started as an NT service by choosing Services from the Control Panel
menu. The sys start operation is used to start a remote Directory Service. In this case the -host
option must be specified.

The start operation may take several seconds.

Example
start

sys status

Shows the status of the connection to the DSA currently used. The syntax is as follows:

[sys] status

Example
status

Sample output from a status command follows:
Status Information
    Target Host    : localhost
    RPC-Portnumber : 5999
    Bind-Status    : NOT CONNECTED

sys stop

Stops a Directory Service (DSA and LDAP server). The syntax is as follows:

[sys] stop

On Windows NT, DirX is stopped by choosing Services from the Control Panel menu. The sys
stop operation is not used.
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The stop operation may take several seconds because the server must terminate outstanding
update operations and cancel outstanding retrieval operations.

Example
stop

See Also

dirxdumplog (Chapter 1), Logging Configuration Files (Chapter 5)
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1.2 dirxcp
Synopsis

dirxcp [script_name | -c command | -V]

Purpose

Manages objects in the directory information tree (DIT). The dirxcp program supports the
following objects:

abbr Displays valid abbreviations for object classes, attributes, and structured
attributes

args Manages service controls associated with a DAP directory operation

ldapargs Manages service controls associated with an LDAP directory operation

obj Manages directory objects

There are some utilities also which are described in the util (dirxcp) page.

Arguments

script_name
Filename of a user-defined script containing dirxcp commands.

Options

-c command
Executes the dirxcp or Tcl commands or commands specified by command.

-V
Displays the dirxcp build version, in the format:

´dirxcp´ build version: product_version build_id date time

For example:
´dirxcp´ build version: 6.0 A00 114 2000:12:10 20:10

The dirxcp initialize operation also writes the build version to the dirxcp trace file.

Description

The dirxcp program is a command-line directory user agent (DUA) that directory users and
system administrators can use to communicate with DSAs and LDAP servers. Use it to perform
the following tasks:

• Establish and terminate binds to DSAs and LDAP servers.

• Send requests to DSAs or LDAP servers to perform operations such as create, modify, delete,
and search on objects in the directory information tree (DIT). Note that an outstanding search,
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show, list or compare operation can be abandoned on a DSA by interrupting dirxcp. (Press
the Del or Ctrl and C key, dependent on your keyboard configuration.)

• Populate the DIT with objects (entries and subentries)

• Perform SQL-like queries on objects in the DIT.

• Modify service controls to change the behavior of operations.

• Display the abbreviations that it uses for attributes and OIDs (for DAP binds).

Tcl Command Language

The DirX control program is built on a portable command language called the tool command
language (Tcl). Tcl permits the use of variables, if statements, list-processing functions, loop
functions, and many other features commonly found in command languages. The program
extends these features to provide a set of commands for manipulating DirX objects. The program
also includes task scripts to help directory users and system administrators perform some routine
DirX object management functions.

The Directory Client Configuration File

The DirX control program uses the directory client configuration file (dirxcl.cfg) to determine the
DSAs and LDAP servers available. (See section titled Directory Client Configuration File for
details.)

Bind Types and Bind IDs

dirxcp supports multiple binds by using bind IDs and - for compatibility reasons - the concept of a
default bind. A bind ID is a string associated with either an LDAP bind (a connection to an LDAP
server through LDAPv2 or LDAPv3 protocol) or a DAP bind (a connection to a DSA through DAP
protocol). Specify the string value of a bind ID in an obj bind operation. (See obj bind operation
for details.) Use the bind ID in other operations to refer to a particular bind.

An obj bind command that does not specify a bind ID establishes a default bind. A command that
does not specify a bind ID refers to the default bind. Only one default bind can exist at a time and
this can be either an LDAP bind or a DAP bind.

The Abbreviation Files

The DirX control program uses the DirX abbreviation files (dirxabbr and dirxabbr-ext*) to convert
attribute abbreviations and object identifier strings to ASN1 object identifiers for DAP directory
operations. The program also uses these files to determine the attribute syntax, the full name of
the attribute, and other information.

Accessing Operations and Entries

The dirxcp program is the primary tool for performing directory service administration. All
operations are subject to access control and schema rules: you can perform an operation only if
you have access rights to the object for the action and only if the operation is consistent with the
schema definition.
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The dirxcp control program does not permit access to some DSA-specific entries (DSEs) and
operational attributes. System administrators with a thorough knowledge of directory information
database (DIB) maintenance can use the dirxadm program to manage the DSEs and operational
attributes or a DSA, but they should use dirxadm for this purpose only if they cannot perform the
management task with dirxcp.

Invoking dirxcp

You can invoke dirxcp commands in interactive and command mode

Interactive Mode

Activate interactive mode by entering the dirxcp command without any arguments. At the dirxcp
prompt, enter a dirxcp or Tcl command; dirxcp runs the command, displays the result, and is
ready to accept another command.

% dirxcp
dirxcp> obj create /C=de -attribute OCL=c {DSC=Germany}
dirxcp>

Command Mode

Activate command-line mode from the system prompt by using one of the following methods: :

• Enter the dirxcp command with the filename of a script that contains dirxcp commands, other
valid Tcl commands, or both, as follows:

% dirxcp myown.tcl

• Enter the dirxcp command with the -c option followed by a list that contains one or more
dirxcp commands or Tcl commands, for example:

% dirxcp -c “obj show {/C=de/O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=moy john}
  -attribute tn -pretty; obj modify -removeattr tn”

Enter multiple commands by separating them with a semicolon (;) and enclosing the
commands in quotation marks (“ ”). Remember to escape shell metacharacters (for example,
by enclosing them in quotation marks). Multiple commands must be on a single line.

When you use the -c option, operation results return to the interpreter, not to the shell. if you
enter multiple operations, the output of only the last operation is returned to the shell. You can
solve this problem by using the following workaround:
% dirxcp -c “puts [obj show /C=de -allattr]; puts [args show]”

Terminating dirxcp

Terminate an interactive dirxcp session by using the exit and quit commands. Use the following
syntax:

exit n

quit n
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Use the n argument to specify the exit value returned to the shell. The following example
terminates a session and returns an exit value of 56 to the shell:

dirxcp> exit 56

Exit Codes

By default, dirxcp returns zero (0) on success and a non-zero value if a command fails. The exit
codes for failure are:

1 An invalid command line was specified, for example, an invalid
option (for example, you specified dirxcp -z)

2 The specified file does not exist (for example, you specified dirxcp
zz.tcl, and zz.tcl does not exist)

3 The evaluation of the file failed (for example, you supplied an
incorrect command in the file)

4 The evaluation of the command failed (for example, you specified
an incorrect command on the dirxcp -c command line)

5 Tcl initialization failed

Startup Scripts

When you invoke dirxcp, the following script files are run in the order shown:

[info library]/init.tcl
Contains the standard Tcl initialization scripts with definitions for the unknown command and
the auto_load facility. The Tcl command info library returns the location of the file init.tcl.

$dirxcp_library/init.dirxcp
Contains the initialization scripts that implement the dirxcp commands and tasks. The
implementation sets the Tcl variable dirxcp_library to /opt/dirx/client/conf.

$HOME/.dirxcprc
Contains user customizations.

$TCL_PATH/user_script.tcl
Contains user-defined scripts within one or more user-specified directories defined with the
TCL_PATH environment variable.

Command Syntax

A dirxcp command has the following syntax:

[object] operation [argument] [-option [opt_arg]] ...

where:

object
Specifies the name of a dirxcp administration object. The dirxcp program supports the
following objects:
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abbr Displays valid abbreviations for object classes, attributes, and structured
attributes

args Manages service controls associated with a DAP directory operation

ldapargs Manages service controls associated with an LDAP directory operation

obj Manages directory objects

Specifying an administration object is optional; if you do not specify an object on the command
line, the specified operation is performed on the obj administration object.

For complete descriptions of these administration objects, refer to the individual object
reference pages, for example, the obj reference page.

operation
Specifies the name of an action such as create, show, or delete, that is to be performed on
an administration object. Refer to the individual object reference pages for complete
descriptions of the operations supported by each dirxcp object. Common operations for all
dirxcp objects are help and operations.

argument
Specifies the name of one or more specific objects to operate on. Most, but not all, dirxcp
objects take an argument. Refer to the individual object reference pages for descriptions of the
arguments supported by various objects.

-option
Specifies a qualifier that controls the precise behavior of a dirxcp command. Most, but not all,
dirxcp commands take options.  Some options take an argument, opt_arg, which can be a
name or a value.

 Line Continuation

 dirxcp commands in scripts can use the backslash character (\)  as the line continuation
character. In interactive mode, there is no continuation character. Instead, you must continue
typing. The line automatically wraps if your characters extend beyond the line end. If you press the
Enter/Return key, the information you have typed is sent to the system for processing. You
should press the Enter/Return key only when you have typed all information required for the
command to process.

Command Processing

The dirxcp command supports the Tcl built-in commands as well as its own commands.  A
command unknown to dirxcp is passed to the unknown command, which evaluates it as follows:

• If unknown finds the command is in a dirxcp script file, dirxcp runs it.

• If unknown finds that the command is an executable UNIX program, dirxcp runs it.
Consequently, you can invoke any UNIX command from the dirxcp prompt, for example, ls -l.
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• If unknown finds that you invoked the command at the top level of the dirxcp shell and that
the command requests C-shell like history substitution (such as !!, !number or \^old\^new),
dirxcp emulates the C shell’s history substitution.

• If unknown finds that you invoked the command at the top level of the dirxcp shell and the
command is a unique abbreviation for another command, dirxcp runs that command.

Abbreviations

The dirxcp command uses of two mechanisms to allow all object names, operation names, and
options to be abbreviated to the shortest unique string in interactive commands.

The first mechanism relies on the unknown command, whose behavior is described in the
Command Processing section of this reference page.

The second mechanism is built into the individual dirxcp commands themselves. This mechanism
allows the operation name to be abbreviated to the shortest unique string supported by the object,
and the option names to be abbreviated to the shortest unique string representing an option
supported by an object and operation. For example, consider the following dirxcp commands:

dirxcp> show -pretty
dirxcp> abbr operations

In the abbreviated form, the same operation can be entered as follows:
dirxcp> show -p
dirxcp> abbr o

Although abbreviating commands is a good way to save keystrokes in typing interactive
commands, abbreviations are not recommended for use in scripts. New procedures in scripts can
cause abbreviations to become ambiguous. Furthermore, abbreviations are not always portable.
When scripts move to other machines, some definitions may be left behind so scripts will not work
correctly. Always spell out complete names in scripts.

Tcl Variables

All dirxcp commands set several variables on invocation. The variables contain the name of the
directory in which startup scripts are stored, the return value of the last command, and so on. To
avoid unnecessary typing, you can substitute the value of these variables into the next command.

Tcl variables behave just like other variables in dirxcp. Thus, you can trigger variable substitution
by prepending a dollar sign ($) before the name of the variable. Alternatively, you can trigger
substitution by using set. The Tcl variables can only be set using the dirxcp program.

The dirxcp program defines the following variables:

_cwo
Holds the name of the current working object in the DIT. The following command sets the
current working object:

dirxcp> set _cwo /C=de/O=sni

The _cwo variable then contains the following value:
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dirxcp> puts $_cwo
/C=de/O=sni

Note that the variable is set to the specified value only if the object exists in the directory
information tree (DIT); if the object does not exist, the command returns an error. The default
current working object is the root of the DIT.

The _cwo variable is supported only for a default DAP bind. For LDAP binds and DAP binds
with a specific bind ID, there is no such variable. (See section Bind Types and Bind IDs of
this chapter for details.)

dirxcp_library
Holds the name of the directory in which the dirxcp startup scripts are stored. The user
cannot set this variable.

_t61
Holds a flag that indicates whether user-specified strings are represented in T61 format. By
default, dirxcp assumes that strings are specified in local format (ISO8859-1), and that
conversion to T61 format must be performed. If this variable is set to true, dirxcp does not
convert user-specified strings.

_localcode
Holds a keyword that indicates whether user-specified strings must be converted from PC-
Code to Latin.1 or vise versa. By default, dirxcp assumes that strings are specified in PC-
Code (_localcode=PC850), and that conversion to Latin.1 must be performed (only if
_t61=FALSE). If this variable is set to LATIN1, dirxcp does not convert user-specified strings.

This variable is supported only on Windows NT systems.

Line Recall and Editing

The dirxcp command uses the same line recall and editing features as the dirxadm command.
Refer to Line Editing and Recall in the dirxadm section for more information.

Example

The following command sequence illustrates the use of dirxcp and Tcl commands to create an
access control subentry. In this example, dirxcp has already been invoked.

puts "create /C=DE/CN=AC-subentry"
catch { create /C=DE/CN=AC-Subentry -attr attribute_list } status

if {$status == ""}
   then {puts "operation ok"}
   else {puts "$status"}
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Return Values

All dirxcp operations return either a NULL to indicate the successful completion of an operation or
a list of information requested by the user (such as the results of a search operation).  If an error
occurs, dirxcp returns an error message. The program uses the Tcl native error handling facility to
log additional error information returned from commands. This information is stored in two global
variables:

• The errorInfo variable, which contains the stack trace of the error messages.

• The errorCode variable, which is a Tcl list that contains two elements, DIRXCP (which
identifies the program) and the numeric value of the error code. The following table lists the
dirxcp error codes and error messages that can be returned. The error codes marked with an
asterisk (*) can also be returned by dirxadm.

Error Code Error Message

4401 * error while reading abbreviation file or syntax error with
respect to abbreviations, e.g. abbreviation unknown

4402 * errors while converting string to internal structures and
vice versa e.g. invalid attribute value

4403 * Conflicting option ...

4404 * Unknown option ...

4405 Missing RDN.

4406 Missing new superior.

4407 Missing object name.

4408 Missing attribute information.

4409 Missing information for the new attribute values.

4410 Missing Directory Service Agent name.

4411 Missing Presentation Service Access Point address.

4412 Missing user name.

4413 Missing password.

4414 Missing filter value.

4415 Missing scope of search.

4416 Missing time limit.

4417 Missing size limit.

4418 Missing target system.

4419 Missing arguments.
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4420 Invalid time limit ...

4421 Invalid size limit ...

4422 Unknown argument ...

4423 Unable to initialize workspace.

4424 Perform bind operation first.

4425 Missing value.

4426 Format error - ...

4427 * Mismatched quotes - ...

4428 Invalid parameter passed as an argument.

4429 * Too many arguments.

4430 Entry not found.

4431 * Subordinates not found.

4432 Insufficient memory to perform operation.

4435 Ambiguous option ...

4436 Too many values.

4437 Missing authentication type.

4438 Unknown error.

4447 Invalid argument argument_value.

4501 Wrong bind session type. (Session type is DAP session
whereas LDAP session is required (or vice versa).)

4502 Missing bind id.

4503 Invalid bind id …

4504 Latin.1/UTF8 conversion failed.

4505 Bind session identifier already in use.

4506 Missing server name.

4507 Missing server address.

4509 Missing protocol.

4510 Invalid protocol …

4511 Cannot set “_cwo”: _cwo is supported for a default DAP
bind only.

4601 * Unknown option.
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4602 * Unknown argument.

4603 * Invalid argument …

4605 * Unknown operation ...

4606 * Missing operation.

4607 * Too many arguments.

4609 * Error: Cannot unset ...

4610 * Insufficient memory.

4611 Missing bind id.

4615 Conflicting option …

4801 Operation affects multiple DSAs.

4802 An alias is encountered where an alias is not permitted.

4803 An alias is dereferenced that names an object that does
not exist.

4804 ASN.1 decoding failed.

4805 ASN.1 encoding failed.

4806 Initialization of ASN.1 utility failed.

4807 Attribute or attribute value already exists.

4808 Bad argument.

4809 Bad class.

4810 Bad context.

4811 Bad name.

4812 Bad session.

4813 Bad workspace.

4814 Directory system is busy.

4815 Operation can't be abandoned.

4816 Operation requires chaining operation mode.

4817 Problem with communication stack.

4818 DUA configuration file missing.

4819 DUA configuration file corrupted.

4820 Connection is busy.
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4821 Constraint violation.

4822 DIT is inconsistent.

4823 Object already exists.

4824 Credentials expired.

4825 Fatal error.

4826 The function does not apply to the object to which it is
addressed.

4827 The function was aborted by an external force.

4828 Communication problem (ICOM-attach failed).

4829 Communication problem (ICOM-detach failed).

4830 Communication problem (ICOM-receive failed).

4831 Communication problem (ICOM-send failed).

4832 Inappropriate authentication.

4833 Inappropriate matching.

4834 Initialization failed.

4835 Insufficient access rights.

4836 Operation interrupted.

4837 Invalid attribute syntax.

4838 Invalid attribute value.

4839 Invalid credentials.

4840 Invalid memory reference.

4841 Invalid signature.

4842 Invalid workspace.

4843 Loop detected while performing operation.

4844 Insufficient memory to perform operation.

4845 Fatal error.

4846 The attribute type is not included in the AVA.

4847 An attempt was made to start a synchronous operation
with outstanding asynchronous operations.

4848 Naming violation.

4849 Network problems.
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4850 Security error with no other information being available.

4851 Attribute or attribute value doesn't exist.

4852 The object doesn't exist.

4853 Operation to be abandoned doesn't exist.

4854 Workspace doesn't exist.

4855 Operation not allowed on non-leaf entries.

4856 Operation not allowed on RDN.

4857 Unsupported feature.

4858 Object class modification prohibited.

4859 Object class violation.

4860 Referral or partial outcome qualifier is outside the
required scope.

4861 An invalid pointer supplied as a function argument.

4862 Protection required (signed operation required).

4863 Generation of signature failed.

4864 Validation of signature failed.

4865 System error.

4866 Temporary difficulty encountered.

4867 Time Limit Exceeded

4868 Abandon failed: too late.

4869 Too many outstanding operations.

4870 Too many sessions. No more session can be started.

4871 The DSA does not have the administrative authority
over the particular naming context.

4872 Directory system unavailable.

4873 Critical service extension cannot be provided.

4874 Undefined attribute type passed in operation.

4875 Unexpected PDU passed/received in operation.

4876 Directory system is unwilling to perform the operation.

4877 Warning.

4878 Local abort received.
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4879 Abandon received.

4880 Can't invoke operation.

4881 Communication problem (Can't create subscriber).

4882 Bind to DSA failed.

4883 Can't convert DSA name of DUA configuration file.

4884 Can't convert requestor name.

4885 Can't convert target name of DUA configuration file.

4886 Can't convert DSA address of DUA configuration file.

4887 Communication problem (Can't enable binding).

4888 Communication problem (Can't delete binding).

4889 (Unknown) error returned from DSA.

4890 Incoming authentication failed.

4891 Outgoing authentication failed.

4892 Remote abort received.

4893 (Unknown) service error.

4894 (Unknown) attribute error.

4895 (Unknown) name error.

4896 Referral returned.

4897 (Unknown) security error.

4898 Abandon failed.

4899 (Unknown) update error.

4900 Administrative Limit Exceeded

4901 Invalid query reference.

4902 Unknown error from DSA received.

4903 Reject received.

4904 Missing default DSA / LDAP server.

4905 Illegal LDAP filter.

4906 LDAP protocol error.

4907 Unknown DUA error.
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The program also provides a catch command to help scripts catch errors and invoke error
handlers.

Viewing Output

In interactive mode, Tcl lists are written to stdout. However, in command-line mode, the Tcl lists
are not displayed. To display them, use the Tcl command puts. For example, the commands:

% dirxcp -c “bind; puts [show /C=de/O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=naik]”
% dirxcp -c “bind; catch {show /C=de/O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=naik}
result; puts $result”

print the results of a obj show operation to stdout.

Many dirxcp operations take a -pretty option, which causes the results of the operation to be
formatted into tables. Each page of -pretty output is 23 lines in length. Use the following dirxcp
scrolling commands to view multiple pages of output:

n View the nth page

-n Skip n pages backward

+n Skip n pages forward

$ View the last page

q Exit viewing

SPACE Advance to the next page

CR Advance one line

Note that if you specify the -pretty option, the return value is NULL, not a Tcl list.

See Also

abbr (Chapter 1), args (Chapter 1), dirxadm (Chapter 1), ldapargs (Chapter 1), obj (Chapter 1),
util (Chapter 1), Abbreviation Files (Chapter 5)
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1.2.1 abbr (dirxadm, dirxcp)
See the dirxadm section for information on the abbr object.

Note:

Attribute and attribute component abbreviations are used only for DAP binds. For LDAP binds the
LDAP names defined in the system schema must be used. See sections Attribute Table and
Object Classes Table of chapter DirX Default DSA Schema for the LDAP names of attributes
and object classes of the default schema and the dirxadm gs object for the management of LDAP
names.
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1.2.2 args (dirxcp)

Synopsis

args help [operation | -verbose]

args operations

args modify
[-bindid bid]
-default |
{[-attributesizelimit {limit | INFINITE}]
[-automaticcontinuation {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-chainingprohibited {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-copyshalldo {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-dontdereferencealias {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-dontusecopy {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-localscope {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-preferchain {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-priority {LOW | MEDIUM | HIGH}]
[-protectionrequest {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-scopeofreferral {COUNTRY | DMD | UNLIMITED}]
[-signedrequest {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-subentries {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-sizelimit {limit | INFINITE}]
[-timelimit {limit | INFINITE}]}

args show [-bindid bid] [-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxcp object that manages the service controls for DAP binds. The operations of the args
object should only be issued for established DAP binds.

Arguments

operation
The name of the args operation for which to display help information.

Operations

args help

Returns help information about the args object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

args help [operation | -verbose]
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Options

-verbose
Displays information about the args object.

Used without an argument or option, the args help command returns brief information about each
args operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with
the operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of
the args object itself.

Example
args help

The output of the sample command as follows:
modify Modifies the service controls.
show Shows the service controls.
help Displays help text for the ‘args’ object

and its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be

performed on the ‘args’ object.

args modify

Changes the service controls associated with directory operations using a DAP bind. The syntax is
as follows:

args modify
[-bindid bid]
-default |
{[-attributesizelimit {limit | INFINITE}]
[-automaticcontinuation {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-chainingprohibited {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-copyshalldo {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-dontdereferencealias {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-dontusecopy {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-localscope {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-preferchain {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-priority {LOW | MEDIUM | HIGH}]
[-protectionrequest {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-scopeofreferral {COUNTRY | DMD | UNLIMITED}]
[-signedrequest {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-subentries {TRUE | FALSE}]
[-sizelimit {limit | INFINITE}]
[-timelimit {limit | INFINITE}]}
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Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-attributesizelimit {limit | INFINITE}
Sets the maximum size (in octets) of an attribute to be returned. Specify a non-negative
integer or the keyword INFINITE. The default value is INFINITE.

-automaticcontinuation {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not continuation referrals are processed automatically. A value of FALSE
means that referrals are returned to dirxcp. A value of TRUE causes dirxcp to process
referrals automatically. The default value is TRUE.  

-chainingprohibited {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not a contacted DSA is allowed to chain an operation (automatically
contact other DSAs) if it cannot completely satisfy a request. The default value is FALSE.

-copyshalldo {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not an operation can be completed using a partial copy of the entry. The
default value is FALSE. A value of TRUE is meaningful only if the option
-dontusecopy is set to FALSE.

-default
Sets the service controls to the following values:

Attribute Size Limit INFINITE

Automatic Continuation TRUE

Chaining Prohibited FALSE

Copy Shall Do FALSE

Don't Dereference Alias FALSE

Don't Use Copy TRUE

Local Scope FALSE

Prefer Chaining TRUE

Priority Of Request MEDIUM

Protection Request FALSE

Scope Of Referral UNLIMITED

Signed Request FALSE

Size Limit INFINITE

Subentries FALSE
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Time Limit INFINITE

Do not use this option with any other options.

-dontdereferencealias {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not aliases found in the path of a query are dereferenced to the entries to
which they refer. A value of TRUE prohibits alias entries to be referenced, rather than the
aliased entries. The default value is FALSE.

-dontusecopy {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not an object’s shadow entry shall be used to satisfy a request. The
default value is TRUE.

-localscope {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether an operation is limited to the objects in the DSA to which dirxcp is currently
bound, or whether other DSAs can be contacted. The default value is FALSE.

-preferchain {TRUE | FALSE}
Indicates whether or not the preferred behavior for a DSA to contact other DSAs for chaining
operations.  A value of TRUE requests the DSA to contact other DSAs automatically. Whether
or not the contacted DSA actually chains an operation depends, for example, on whether it is
configured to chain. A value of TRUE is meaningful only if the -chainingprohibited option is
set to FALSE. The default value is TRUE.

-priority {LOW | MEDIUM | HIGH}
Sets the priority of a request. The default value is MEDIUM.

-protectionrequest {TRUE | FALSE}
Sets the preferred level of protection for results. If set to TRUE, it is a request for signed
results. The default value is FALSE.

-scopeofreferral {COUNTRY | DMD | UNLIMITED}
Specifies the scope for return of DSA referrals. If set to COUNTRY or DMD, only referrals to
DSAs within the COUNTRY or DMD scope are returned. The default value is UNLIMITED.

-signedrequest {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not the digital signature of the requester must be appended to the
operation arguments. The default value is FALSE.

-subentries {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not a list or search operation returns subentries. If set to TRUE, the
operation returns only subentries and normal entries become inaccessible. The default value
is FALSE.

-sizelimit {limit | INFINITE}
Sets the maximum number of objects returned for list and search operations. Specify a non-
negative integer or the keyword INFINITE. The default value is INFINITE.

-timelimit {limit | INFINITE}
Sets the maximum elapsed time in seconds for completion of an operation. If a list or search
operation does not complete by the specified limit, the operation returns an arbitrary selection
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of results accumulated before exceeding the time limit. Specify a non-negative integer or the
keyword INFINITE. The default value is INFINITE.

The modify operation changes one or more service control settings to be used in all subsequent
directory operations using the specified DAP bind. Specify one or more of the options that
correspond to the service controls you want to set. Alternatively, you can specify the -default
option to set the control services to their default values.

Service control settings for a specific bind ID are lost when an unbind operation is issued for this
bind ID. A subsequent bind operation resets the service controls to the default values for the
specified bind ID. The service controls are not reset to the default values if the default bind is
used. (See obj bind operation for details.)

Examples

1. The following sample command performs the following tasks:

– Limits the size of the results returned to five objects

– Specifies an infinite limit on the amount of time in which an operation can complete

– Allows copies to be present in a result
args modify -sizelimit 5 \
            -timelimit INFINITE \
            -copyshalldo TRUE

2. The following sample command sets the service controls to the default settings:
args modify -default

3. The following sample command shows the default values.
args show -pretty

The output of the sample command as follows:
Attribute Size Limit    - INFINITE
Automatic Continuation  - TRUE
Chaining Prohibited     - FALSE
Copy Shall Do           - FALSE
Don't Dereference Alias - FALSE
Don't Use Copy          - TRUE
Local Scope             - FALSE
Prefer Chaining         - TRUE
Priority Of Request     - MEDIUM
Protection Request      - FALSE
Scope Of Referral       - UNLIMITED
Signed Request          - FALSE
Size Limit              - INFINITE
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Subentries              - FALSE
Time Limit              - INFINITE

args operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the args object. The syntax is as follows:

args operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
args operations

The output of the sample command as follows:
modify show help operations

args show

Shows the service control settings currently in use for DAP binds. The syntax is as follows:

args show [-bindid bid] [-pretty]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in tabular format.

By default, the results of the show operation are returned as a Tcl list. Use the -pretty option to
display the results in a tabular, more readable format.

Example
args show

The output of the sample command as follows:
{attributesizelimit INFINITE} {automaticcontinuation TRUE}
{chainingprohibited FALSE} {copyshalldo FALSE} {dontdereferencealias
FALSE} {dontusecopy TRUE} {localscope FALSE} {preferchain TRUE}
{priority MEDIUM} {protectionrequest FALSE} {scopeofreferral
UNLIMITED} {signedrequest FALSE} {sizelimit INFINITE} {subentries
FALSE} {timelimit INFINITE}
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1.2.3 ldapargs (dirxcp)

Synopsis

ldapargs help [operation | -verbose]

ldapargs operations

ldapargs modify
[-bindid bid]
-default |
[-dereferencealias {ALWAYS | NEVER | SEARCHING | FINDING}]}
[-followreferral {TRUE | FALSE}]
{[-sizelimit {limit | INFINITE}]
[-timelimit {limit | INFINITE}]

ldapargs show [-bindid bid] [-pretty]

Purpose

A dirxcp object that manages the service controls for LDAP binds. The operations of the
ldapargs object can only be issued for established LDAP binds.

Arguments

operation
The name of the ldapargs operation for which to display help information.

Operations

ldapargs help

Returns help information about the ldapargs object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

ldapargs help [operation | -verbose]

Options

-verbose
Displays information about the ldapargs object.

Used without an argument or option, the ldapargs help command returns brief information about
each ldapargs operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options
associated with the operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return
a description of the ldapargs object itself.

Example
ldapargs help

The output of the sample command as follows:
modify Modifies the service controls.
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show Shows the service controls.
help Displays help text for the ‘ldapargs’

object and its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be

performed on the ‘ldapargs’ object.

ldapargs modify

Changes the service controls for LDAP binds. The syntax is as follows:

ldapargs modify
[-bindid bid]
-default |
[-dereferencealias {ALWAYS | NEVER | SEARCHING | FINDING}]}
[-followreferral {TRUE | FALSE}]
{[-sizelimit {limit | INFINITE}]
[-timelimit {limit | INFINITE}]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-default
Sets the service controls and options to the following values:

Dereference Alias ALWAYS

Follow Referral TRUE

Size Limit INFINITE

Time Limit INFINITE

Do not use this option with any other options.

-dereferencealias {ALWAYS | NEVER | SEARCHING | FINDING}
Controls handling of aliases in directory operations. An alias is an entry that refers to another
entry (the target). During directory operations aliases may be replaced by the target
(dereferenced). To control when this occurs, specify one of the following keywords:

• ALWAYS

• NEVER

• SEARCHING—Aliases are dereferenced during a search but not when locating the base
object of the search.

• FINDING— Aliases are dereferenced when locating the base object of the search but not
during the search.
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The default value is ALWAYS.

-followreferral {TRUE | FALSE}
Controls whether or not referrals returned by a search operation are followed automatically.
The default value is TRUE.

-sizelimit {limit | INFINITE}
Sets the maximum number of objects returned for list and search operations. Specify a non-
negative integer or the keyword INFINITE. The default value is INFINITE.

-timelimit {limit | INFINITE}
Sets the maximum elapsed time in seconds for completion of an operation. If a list or search
operation does not complete by the specified limit, the operation returns an arbitrary selection
of results accumulated before exceeding the time limit. Specify a non-negative integer or the
keyword INFINITE. The default value is INFINITE.

The modify operation changes one or more service control settings to be used in all subsequent
directory operations of the specified LDAP bind. Specify one or more of the options that
correspond to the service controls you want to set. Alternatively, you can specify the -default
option to set the control services to their default values.

Service control settings for a specific bind ID are lost when an unbind operation is issued for this
bind ID. A subsequent bind operation resets the service controls to the default values for the
specified bind ID. The service controls are not reset to the default values if the default bind is
used. (See obj bind operation for details.)

Examples

1. The following sample command performs the following tasks for the LDAP bind corresponding
to the binding id hawkL3:

– Limits the size of the results returned to 500 objects

– Limits the amount of time to 30 seconds in which an operation can complete
ldapargs modify -bindid hawkL3 -sizelimit 500 -timelimit 30

2. The following sample command sets the service controls for the LDAP bind corresponding to
the bind ID hawkL3 to the default values:
ldapargs modify -bindid haekL3 -default

ldapargs operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the ldapargs object. The syntax is as
follows:

ldapargs operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
ldapargs operations
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The output of the sample command as follows:
modify show help operations

ldapargs show

Shows the service control settings currently in use for LDAP binds. The syntax is as follows:

ldapargs show [-bindid bid] [-pretty]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in tabular format.

By default, the results of the show operation are returned as a Tcl list. Use the -pretty option to
display the results in a tabular, more readable format.

Example
bind -prot LDAPv3
ldapargs show -pretty

The output of the sample command as follows:
Dereference Alias - ALWAYS
Follow Referral   - TRUE
Size Limit        - INFINITE
Time Limit        - INFINITE
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1.2.4 obj (dirxcp)

Synopsis

[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
[-dsa distinguished_name | -psap psap_address]
[-authentication auth_method]
[-password password]
[-user username]
[-protocol protocol]
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]
[-ssl]
[-sasl]
[-cert7path cert7_pathname]
[-key3path key3_pathname]
[-certsubject nickname]
[-key3password key3_password]
[-mechanism mechanism]
[-status [-bindid bid1 [bid2 …]]]

[obj] compare [distinguished_name]
-attribute attribute
[-bindid bid]

[obj] create distinguished_name
-attribute attribute_list
[-bindid bid]

[obj] delete distinguished_name
[-bindid bid]

[obj] help [operation | -verbose]

[obj] list [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
[-pretty]

[obj] moddn [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
-rdn name_part
[-dontdeleteoldrdn]
[-newsuperior new_superior]

[obj] modify [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
{-addattr attribute_list |
-changeattr  old_attribute new_attribute |
-removeattr attribute_list}
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[obj] operations

[obj] search [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
[-allattr |
-alloperationalattr |
-alluserattr |
-attribute abbreviation ...]
{-baseobject |
 -onelevel |
 -subtree}
[-filter filter]
[-matchedvaluesonly]
[-noaliases]
[-pretty]
[-types]

[obj] show [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
[-allattr |
-alloperationalattr |
-alluserattr |
-attribute abbreviation ...]
[-pretty]
[-types]

[obj] unbind
[-bindid bid]

Purpose

A dirxcp object that manages objects in the directory information tree (DIT) via the directory
access protocol (DAP) or the LDAP protocol. (See obj bind operation for details.)

Arguments

distinguished_name
The name of an object to act on. Supply an object name as follows:

1. For DAP binds:

• Complete distinguished name, in the form

/distinguished_name

For example:
{/C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board/CN=mueller peter}

• Relative distinguished name, in the form
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distinguished_name

This name refers to a distinguished name that is relative to the current working object
identified in the _cwo Tcl variable. For example:

{CN=mueller peter}

is relative to the current working object

dirxcp> set _cwo {/C=de/O=pqr ag/OU=board}
/C=de/C=pqr ag/OU=board

dirxcp> show {CN=mueller peter} -attr SN -p
1) /C=DE/O=pqr ag/OU=board/CN=mueller peter
   Surname: Mueller

2. For LDAP binds there is no current working object. Supply the complete distinguished
name in the form:

distinguished_name

For example:
{cn=mueller peter,ou=board,o=pqr ag,c=de}

See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for
LDAP Binds chapters for complete information on distinguished name format.

operation
The name of the obj operation for which to display help information.

Operations

obj bind

Establishes a binding between dirxcp and a DSA or an LDAP server. The syntax depends upon
the protocol type (-protocol option) and the security level to be used.

For DAP binds (default) the following syntax must be used:

[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
[-dsa distinguished_name | -psap psap_address]
[-authentication auth_method]
[-password password]
[-user username]
[-protocol DAP]

For LDAPv2 binds (-protocol LDAPv2) the following syntax must be used:
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[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
[-authentication auth_method]
[-password password]
[-user username]
-protocol LDAPv2
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]
[-ssl]

For LDAPv3 binds (-protocol LDAPv3) the following syntax must be used:

• Anonymous bind over plain LDAPv3 protocol:

[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
-protocol LDAPv3
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]

• Simple authenticated bind over plain LDAPv3 protocol:

[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
-authentication simple
-password password
-user username
-protocol LDAPv3
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]

• Anonymous bind over SSL protected LDAPv3 protocol (encrypted data transfer):

[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
-protocol LDAPv3
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]
[-ssl]

• Simple authenticated bind over SSL protected LDAPv3 protocol (encrypted data transfer):

[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
-authentication simple
-password password]
-user username
-protocol LDAPv3
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]
[-ssl]

• SASL authenticated bind over SSL protected LDAPv3 protocol (encrypted data transfer and client
authentication):
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[obj] bind
[-bindid bid]
-protocol LDAPv3
[-server ldap_server_name | -address ldap_server_address]
-sasl
[-cert7path cert7_pathname]
[-key3path key3_pathname]
-certsubject nickname
-key3password key3_password
-mechanism EXTERNAL

To display the status of currently established binds the following syntax must be used:

[obj] bind -status [-bindid bid1 [bid2 …]]

Options

-address ldap_server_address
The real address of an LDAP server. Specify ldap_server_address in one of the following
formats:

• host[:port]

• host1[:port1],host2[:port2][,…]

where host or hostn is either an IP address or a DNS (domain name server) name and port or
portn is a port number (<32767). 389 is used as the default port number unless the -ssl option
or the –sasl option with the –mechanism EXTERNAL option is specified; in this case, the
default port number is 636.

If more than one real address is specified, an attempt is made to establish a connection using
real addresses from left to right.

-authentication auth_method
The authentication method to be applied. Supply one of the following keywords:

• simple—Simple unprotected authentication

• simple_pr1—Simple-protected authentication (password is encrypted)

• nt_external—Authenticated directory bind based on NT security

For LDAP binds, only simple unprotected authentication is supported.

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-cert7path cert7_pathname
The full pathname of the cert7.db file that contains the certificate database used by the
Netscape ldapssl library. A certificate database typically consists of PKCS#12 containers with
certificates and the user´s corresponding private keys, server certificates of valid servers and
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CA-certificates of accepted Root CAs. (See section SSL/TLS Certificate Database of chapter
DirX Files and for details.)

The default value is /opt/dirx/client/conf/cert7.db.

-certsubject nickname
The nickname that the Netscape ldapssl library uses to pick the correct PKCS#12 unit from
the cert7.db file. The nickname is built from some attribute values of the distinguished name
of the subject of the certificate. For example if a certificate was issued to a person with the
distinguished name “cn=admin, o=pqr, c=de” the nickname must be set to “admin’s PQR ID“.
As there is no rule how to derive the nickname from the certificate subject distinguished name,
the Netscape Navigator Security tool should be used to view the contents of a cert7.db file
and to learn the nicknames of the client certificates.

This option is mandatory, if the option –sasl is specified and the value of the option
–mechanism is EXTERNAL.

-dsa distinguished_name
The name of the target DSA. Specify the complete distinguished name of the DSA to which
you want to bind. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String
Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a description of distinguished name syntax.

-key3password key3_password
The password that protects the key3.db file. The Netscape Navigator Security tool can be
used to change the value of this password.

This option is mandatory, if the option –sasl is specified and the value of the option
–mechanism is EXTERNAL.

-key3path key3_pathname
The full pathname of the key3.db file that contains the PKCS#12-passwords / keys. This
PKCS#12-passwords / keys protect the private keys in the PKCS#12 containers in the
cert7.db file. The PKCS#12 passwords must be given only once during the process of import
of a PKCS#12 container into the cert7.db file.

The default value is /opt/dirx/client/conf/key3.db.

-mechanism mechanism
The SASL mechanism that is to be used for the authentication of the client and for the security
layer. Currently only the mechanism EXTERNAL is supported. That is SSL/TLS is to be used
as security layer and SSL/TLS Certificate Based Client Authentication is to be performed. If a
client uses this mechanism of authentication the directory service authenticates the subject
name of the certificate that is specified by the nickname
(-certsubject option). The keyword EXTERNAL (case sensitive) must be specified.

This option is mandatory if the –sasl option is specified.

-password password
The password associated with the user on whose behalf the bind request is being made.

-protocol protocol
The protocol to be used for the bind. Supply one of the following keywords (case-insensitive):
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• DAP—DAP bind (default)

• LDAPv2—LDAPv2 bind

• LDAPv3—LDAPv3 bind

Specifying this option overrides the protocol specification field in the client configuration file
dirxcl.cfg.

-psap psap_address
The PSAP address of the DSA. See Appendix Addresses and Configuration Information in
the manual DirX Advanced Administration Notes for a description of PSAP address format.

-sasl
This option specifies that a “Simple Authentication and Security Layer” mechanism is to be
used for the establishment of the session with the LDAP server. The semantics and the
additional options that must be specified depends upon the mechanism. (See option
-mechanism for details.)

This option is only supported for LDAP v3 protocol (-protocol option is LDAPv3).

-server ldap_server_name
The symbolic name of an LDAP server. dirxcp uses ldap_server_name to search the client
configuration file dirxcl.cfg for an entry specifying the LDAP server´s real address and
protocol type.

-ssl
The SSL/TLS security layer is to be used for the session when the -protocol option is
LDAPv3 or LDAPv2.

-status [-bindid bid1 [bid2 …]]
Reports status of specified bind IDs bidn or all bind IDs currently in use (including the default
bind).This option is mutually exclusive to all other options.

-user username
The name of the user on whose behalf the bind request is being made. Specify the complete
distinguished name of the user. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and
DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a description of distinguished
name syntax.

Multiple binds are supported using bind IDs and the concept of a default bind. A bind ID is a string
specified in the option -bindid associated with either an LDAP or a DAP bind.  Bind IDs may be
used in other dirxcp commands to refer to a specific bind.

A bind operation (or any other operation) without specifying a bind ID opens (or refers to ) a
default bind. There is only one default bind at a time and this can be either an LDAP or a DAP
bind.

When used without options, the bind operation creates an anonymous default bind to the default
DSA, which is the first DSA listed in the client configuration file dirxcl.cfg.

Use the -dsa or -psap options to bind to a specific DSA.
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Use the -server or -address options to bind to a specific LDAP server.

The option -dsa can be used synonymously for -server and -address synonymously for -psap.

If no DSA or LDAP server is specified in the options (i.e. none of the options -dsa, -psap,
-server, and -address is specified) the client configuration file dirxcl.cfg is searched for the first
line matching the protocol type specified in the option -protocol (or DAP if -protocol is not
specified). The address from this line is used to establish a bind.

If LDAPv2 or LDAPv3 is specified in the -protocol option and no LDAP server address line is
specified in the client configuration file dirxcl.cfg a bind to the local LDAP server is established.

Use the -authentication option to establish a specific authentication method. If you specify simple
or simple-protected authentication, you must supply the -user option and the -password option.
The password you supply for simple authentication, it is sent as clear text. The password you
supply for simple-protected authentication is sent encrypted. If you specify NT security, neither the
-user option nor the -password option can be supplied. Note that the user´s entry must contain
the NTUSER attribute. (See chapter NTS Security Identifier in the DirX Attributes chapter for
details)

Use the -ssl option to establish Secure Socket Layer (SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) for the
bind operation when the -protocol option specifies LDAPv2 or LDAPv3. When you specify this
option, the obj bind operation authenticates the LDAP server using the certificate information in
the file specified in the DIRX_TRUSTED_CA environment variable or in the
/opt/dirx/client/conf/cert7.db certificate database, if the environment variable is not set. See the
SSL/TLS Certificate Database section in the DirX Files chapter for more information about
SSL/TLS certificate authentication.

Use the -sasl option to establish client authentication and Secure Socket Layer (SSL)/Transport
Layer Security (TLS) for the bind operation when the -protocol option specifies LDAPv3. See the
recommendations entitled Authentication Methods for LDAP (RFC 2829) and Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (v3): Extensions for Transport Layer Security (RFC 2830) for details.

You can use either the –ssl or the –sasl option. The –sasl option includes the –ssl option.

When performing a bind operation for a specific bind ID the service controls are set to the default
values. When performing a default bind the service controls are set to the default values when the
protocol to be used is changed; for example, the last default bind used DAP protocol and the
default bind to be performed uses LDAPv3 protocol. (See -protocol option for details.)

Example
bind -user /C=de/CN=admin \
     -passw dirx \
     -auth simple_pr1
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bind -user /C=de/CN=admin \
     -passw dirx \
     -auth simple_pr1 \
     -psap TS=DSA1,NA=´TCP/IP!internet=165.26.143.71+port=17004´
bind -user cn=admin,o=pqr -password dirx -auth simple \
     -protocol LDAPv3 -address hawk.virt.de.com -bindid hawkL3
bind -sasl -mech EXTERNAL -certsubject {admin’s PQR ID} \
     -key3password zorro99 -prot LDAPv3
bind -status
The command output is as follows:
1) Connection:
    Bind-ID:             : hawkL3
    Protocol:            : LDAPv3
    Address:             : hawk.virt.de.com
    User-Name:           : cn=admin,o=pqr
    Authentication Type: : simple
    Status:              : bound
 2) Connection:
    Bind-ID:             : (default)
    Protocol:            : DAP
    Status:              : unbound

obj compare

Compares an attribute name and value with the attribute names and values of an object in the
DIT. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] compare [distinguished_name]
-attribute attribute
[-bindid bid]

Options

-attribute attribute
A required option that specifies the attribute and attribute value to compare. See the DirX
String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds
chapters for a description of attribute type and value syntax.

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

Use the obj compare operation to determine whether an attribute contains a specific value. By
default, the compare operation compares the specified attribute and value with the attributes and
values of the current working object.
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Specify a distinguished name to perform the operation on a specific object.  If the specified
attribute contains the specified value, the operation returns the text M=TRUE (meaning
Matched=TRUE); if the value is not present, it returns M=FALSE.

If the specified attribute was found in a shadow entry, the operation returns the text FE=false
(meaning From-Entry=FALSE). This is not supported for LDAP binds.

If the match was achieved in a subtype, the operation returns text in the form MS=attribute
(meaning Matched-Subtype=attribute), where attribute is the attribute abbreviation (or object
identifier, if no abbreviation is present in an abbreviation file) that corresponds to the subtype; for
example, MS=CN, or MS=2.5.6.91. This is not supported for LDAP binds.

You can abandon an outstanding compare operation by interrupting dirxcp. (Press the Del or Ctrl
and C key, dependent on your keyboard configuration, and dirxcp will send out an Abandon
operation to the directory server.) This is not supported for LDAP binds.

Example
obj compare /C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=zapf \
            -attr TN=55029

obj create

Creates a new object in the DIT. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] create distinguished_name
-attribute attribute_list
[-bindid bid]

Options

-attribute attribute_list
A required option that specifies one or more attributes to be applied to the object. See the
DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP
Binds chapters for a complete description of directory service attribute, attribute types, and
attribute list formats.

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

The create operation creates a new object in the directory information tree. The
distinguished_name argument is the name of the object to be created and can be specified as a
complete distinguished name or a distinguished name relative to the current working object (_cwo
Tcl variable). Note that the current working object is supported only for a default DAP bind. See
the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP
Binds chapters for a complete description of distinguished name formats.

Use the -attribute option to specify the attributes to be applied to the newly created object. You
must specify the ObjectClass (OCL) attribute as an attribute_list element; specifying additional
attributes is optional. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String
Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a complete list of the supported attribute types and
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attribute list formats. By default, the dirxcp program creates the operational attributes creation-
time, creators-name, structural-object-class, and governing-structure-rule.

Examples

1. The following sample command creates the organization “siemens nixdorf”.
create {/C=us/O=siemens nixdorf} \
       -attribute OCL=org {DSC=sni usa}

2. The following sample command creates the organizational-unit “engineering” underneath the 
“siemens nixdorf” organization with the telephone-number attribute TN=+1 964 123.
create {/C=us/O=siemens nixdorf/OU=engineering} \
       -attribute OCL=ou {DSC=engineering department} {TN=+1 964 123}

3. The following sample command creates the organizational-person “hughes” whose telephone 
number is “423423” within the engineering organization and whose surname is “hughes” and 
whose given name is “peter”.
create {/C=de/O=siemens nixdorf/OU=engineering/CN=hughes} \
       -attribute {OCL=orp;per} {DSC=software-engineer}\
                  {TN=+1 964 123 423423} SN=hughes GN=peter

obj delete

Deletes objects from the DIT. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] delete distinguished_name
[-bindid bid]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)The delete operation deletes objects
from the directory information tree.

Note that you cannot delete objects that still have subordinate objects.

Example

1. The following example sets the current working object to: /C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering
(Note that the _cwo variable is supported only for a default DAP bind.)
set _cwo /C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering

2. The following example deletes the object /C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering/CN=miller

delete CN=miller.

obj help

Returns help information about the obj object and its operations. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] help [operation | -verbose]
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Options

-verbose
Displays information about the obj object.

Used without an argument or option, the help command returns brief information about each obj
operation. Use the operation argument to return a description of the options associated with the
operation you specify. Alternatively, you can use the -verbose option to return a description of the
obj object itself.

Example
help

The output of the sample command as follows:

bind Binds to the specified directory server.
compare Checks if the object has the specified

attribute value.
create Creates the specified object in the

directory.
delete Removes the specified object from the

directory.
list Lists the children of the specified object.
modify Modifies the attribute values of an object

in the directory.
moddn Modifies the DN of an object in the

directory.
search Searches for objects in the directory.
show Reads attributes of an object in the

directory.
unbind Unbinds from the directory server.
help Displays help text for the ‘obj’ object and

its operations.
operations Lists the operations that can be performed

on the ‘obj’ object.
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obj list

Lists the distinguished names of the children of an object. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] list [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
[-pretty]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

Used without arguments or options, the list operation returns a Tcl list that contains the complete
distinguished names of the immediate subordinates of the current working object. Use the
distinguished_name argument to specify an object. Use the -pretty option to return the results of
the operation in a tabular, more readable format.

You can abandon an outstanding list operation by interrupting dirxcp. (Press the Del or Ctrl and
C key, dependent on your keyboard configuration, and dirxcp will send out an Abandon operation
to the directory server.) This is not supported for LDAP binds.

Example

1. The following sample command sets the current working object to /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11
set _cwo /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11

2. The following sample command lists the distinguished names of the current working object:
list -pretty

The output of the sample command as follows:
1) /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11/CN=mueller
2) /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11/CN=hughes
3) /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11/CN=zahn
4) /C=de/O=sni/OU=ap11/CN=schmid

obj modify

Changes the attribute values of an object. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] modify [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
{-addattr attribute_list |
 -changeattr  old_attribute new_attribute |
 -removeattr attribute_list} …
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Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-addattr attribute_list
Adds the attributes and attribute values specified in the attribute_list argument to an object.
See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for
LDAP Binds chapters for a description of attribute type and value syntax.

-changeattr old_attribute new_attribute
Changes the specified existing attribute and attribute values to the specified new attribute and
attribute values. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String
Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a description of attribute type and value syntax.

-removeattr attribute_list
Removes the attributes and attribute values specified in the attribute_list argument from an
object. See the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String
Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a description of attribute type and value syntax

The modify operation changes attributes and attribute values of objects. The distinguished_name
argument specifies the object to modify; if no distinguished_name argument is specified, the
operation acts on the current working object. Refer to the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a complete description of
distinguished name format.

Use the -addattr option to add new attributes and their attribute values to an object or add new
attribute values to an existing attribute.

Use the -changeattr option to modify values of an existing attribute; you must specify the option
name and the desired values for each attribute you want to change.  For example, to modify attr1
and attr2 for an object, enter the -changeattr option twice as follows: -changeattr attr1_old
attr1_new  -changeattr attr2_old attr2_new

Use the -removeattr option to remove existing attribute values or remove existing attributes.

You may combine the options -addattr -changeattr and -removeattr in any order as often as you
like.

Examples

1. In the following sample commands, the modify operation performs the following tasks on the
object represented by the distinguished name
/C=us/O=ins CO/OU=sales/CN=miller:

– Adds the telephone-number attribute type and value:
modify {/C=us/O=ins CO/OU=sales/CN=miller} \
       -addattr {tn=+1 964 123 5678}
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– Changes the TN attribute value
modify {/C=us/O=ins CO/OU=sales/CN=miller} \
       -changeattr {TN=+1 964 123 5678} {TN=+1 964 123 9999}

– Deletes the instance of the TN attribute assigned the value +1 964 123 9999C
modify {/C=us/O=ins CO/OU=sales/CN=miller} \
       -removeattr {TN=+1 964 123 9999}

2. In the following sample commands, the modify command performs the following tasks on the
object represented by the distinguished name

– Adds two telephone numbers to the object represented by the distinguished name
/C=us/O=acme/OU=sales/CN=gunther:

modify /C=us/O=acme/OU=sales/CN=gunther \
       -addattr {TN=+1 919 555 4545;+1 431 223 4457}

– Changes the initial values of both telephone numbers:
modify /C=us/O=acme/OU=sales/CN=gunther \
       -changeattr {TN=+1 919 555 4545}{TN=+1 508 693 9130} \
       -changeattr {TN=+1 431 223 4457}{TN=+1 508 477 7300}

obj moddn

Changes the last RDN of an object or a subtree or moves an object or subtree to a new superior.
The syntax is as follows:

[obj] moddn [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
-rdn name_part
[-dontdeleteoldrdn]
[-newsuperior new_superior]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-dontdeleteoldrdn
Saves the attribute values of the old RDN that are not present in the new RDN.

-rdn name_part
A required option that specifies the new RDN. If the operation moves an object or subtree to a
new superior without changing its RDN, the old RDN is supplied for this option. When the last
RDN of the object is to be changed grantRename permission is required. See the DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds chapters
for a description of relative distinguished name syntax, and ACI-Item attribute syntax for a
description of the permissions.
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-newsuperior new_superior
Specifies the distinguished name of the new superior of the entry. The new superior must
already exist. The new superior must not be the entry to be moved, or the root of the subtree
to be moved, or one of its subordinates, or such that the moved object violates any DIT
structure rules. If objects subordinate to the moved object violate the active subschema
subsequent adjustments must be done to make these objects consistent with the subschema.
grantExport permission is required for the object being considered with its original name, and
grantImport permission is required for the object being considered with its new name. See
the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP
Binds chapters for a description of distinguished names syntax, and ACI-Item attribute syntax
for a description of the permissions.

The moddn operation changes the last relative distinguished name of an object or subtree or
moves an object or subtree to a new superior. The distinguished_name argument specifies the
object or subtree to modify; if no distinguished_name argument is specified, the operation acts on
the current working object. Refer to the DirX String Representation for DAP Binds and DirX
String Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a complete description of distinguished
name format. By default, the operation removes the attributes and attribute values that do not exist
in the new RDN.

When a distinguished name is modified by the moddn operation all references inside a single
DSA to the complete name are updated automatically.

Example

In the following sample command, the object is renamed but the old name (zahn) is kept in the
new object. The resulting CN attribute has two values: zahn and soeder, where soeder is the
naming value of CN.

obj moddn /C=us/O=ibis/OU=staff/CN=zahn -rdn CN=soeder \
          -dontdeleteoldrdn

obj operations

Returns a list of operations that can be performed on the obj object. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] operations

The list of available operations is in alphabetical order except for help and operations, which are
listed last.

Example
obj operations

The output of the sample command is as follows:
bind compare create delete list modify moddn search show unbind help
operations
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obj search

Searches for objects. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] search [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
[-allattr | -alloperationalattr | -alluserattr | -attribute abbreviation [...]]
{-baseobject | -onelevel | -subtree}
[-filter filter]
[-matchedvaluesonly]
[-noaliases]
[-pretty]
[-types]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-allattr
Shows information about all of the attributes of an object, including user and operational
attributes.

-alloperationalattr
Returns the object’s operational attributes. This option is not supported for LDAP binds.

-alluserattr
Returns the object’s user attributes. For LDAP binds this option returns the same attributes as
the option –allattr.

-attribute abbreviation
Returns the attributes that correspond to the specified attribute abbreviations or OIDs. Use the
abbr show operation to determine attribute abbreviations.

For LDAP binds, the LDAP name or the OID of the attribute must be specified. Use the
dirxadm gs show operation to determine the LDAP names of attributes.

-baseobject
Limits the search scope to the base object; that is, the object represented by the specified
distinguished name, or the current working object.

-filter filter
Specifies the filter condition for the search. See the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for a description of search
filters.

-matchedvaluesonly
Specifies that attribute values not matched by the filter are not to be returned.

-noaliases
Specifies that aliases are not to be dereferenced. This option is prohibited for LDAP binds.
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-onelevel
Limits the search scope to the children of the base object.

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

-subtree
Limits the search scope to the subtree below the base object.

-types
Specifies that the results are to contain attribute types, but not attribute values.

The search operation searches for objects starting from the specified distinguished name or the
current working object. You must specify one of the search scope options
-baseobject, -onelevel, or -subtree.

By default, the operation does not search for attribute information. Use the -attribute,
-alloperationalattr, or -alluserattr options to return selected attribute information, or use the -
allattr option to return information about all attributes.

By default, the search operation returns results as Tcl lists. Use the -pretty option to return
formatted results.

If the search operation is unable to access information because of access restrictions, it returns
IE=TRUE (meaning Incomplete-Entry=TRUE) in the Tcl list or displays the following line in the
formatted output produced by the -pretty option:

Incomplete-Entry      :TRUE

Note that this is not supported for LDAP binds.

You can abandon an outstanding search operation by interrupting dirxcp. (Press the Del or Ctrl
and C key, dependent on your keyboard configuration, and dirxcp will send out an Abandon
operation to the directory server.) This is not supported for LDAP binds.

Examples

1. The following sample search operation returns the DNs and all user attributes of the 
subtree below the base object /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf.
search {/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf} \
       -subtree \
       -alluserattr \
       -pretty

The output of the sample command is as follows:
 1) /C=de/O=siemens nixdorf/OU=engineering/CN=miller
    Object-Class             : TOP
                             : PER
                             : ORP
    Common-Name              : Miller
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    Surname                  : Tom
    Description              : Software-Engineer
 2) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Hughes
    Object-Class             : TOP
                             : PER
                             : ORP
    Common-Name              : Hughes
    Surname                  : Peter
    Description              : Software-Engineer
    Telephone-Number         : +1 964 123 423423
 3) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Sales
    Object-Class             : TOP
                             : OU
    Organizational-Unit-Name : Sales
    Description              : Sales Department
    Telephone-Number         : +1 964 123 23422
 4) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering
    Object-Class             : TOP
                             : OU
    Organizational-Unit-Name : Engineering
    Description              : Engineering Department
    Telephone-Number         : +1 964 123 4567
 5) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf
    Object-Class             : TOP
                             : ORG
    Organization-Name        : Siemens Nixdorf
    Description              : SNI US

2. The following sample search operation returns the DNs and all attributes of the objects that 
are children of /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf.
search {/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf} -onelevel -allattr
       -pretty

The output of the sample command is as follows:
 1) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Sales
    Object-Class              : TOP
                              : OU
    Organizational-Unit-Name  : Sales
    Description               : Sales Department
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    Telephone-Number          : +1 964 123 23422
    Creation-Time             : 19961120171345Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 3
    Structural-Object-Classes : OU
 2) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering
    Object-Class              : TOP
                              : OU
    Organizational-Unit-Name  : Engineering
    Description               : Engineering Department
    Telephone-Number          : +1 964 123 4567
    Creation-Time             : 19961120171344Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 3
    Structural-Object-Classes : OU

3. The following sample search operation returns the DNs and all operational attributes of the 
(base) object /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf.
search {/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf} -baseobject
       -alloperationalattr -pretty

The output of the sample command is as follows:
 1) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf
    Creation-Time             : 19961120165002Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 2
    Structural-Object-Classes : ORG

4. The following sample search operation searches the subtree starting from /C=de for 
objects that contain the information specified in the search filter and returns their DNs.
search /C=DE -subtree -pretty -filter {TN=+1 964*}

The output of the sample command is as follows:
 1) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Hughes
 2) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Sales

obj show

Shows an object’s contents. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] show [distinguished_name]
[-bindid bid]
[-allattr | -alloperationalattr | -alluserattr | -attribute abbreviation ...]
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[-pretty]
[-types]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)

-allattr
Shows information about all of the attributes of an object, including user and operational
attributes.

-alloperationalattr
Returns the object’s operational attributes. This option is not supported for LDAP binds.

-alluserattr
Returns the object’s user attributes. For LDAP binds this option returns the same attributes as
the option –allattr.

-attribute abbreviation
Returns the attributes that correspond to the specified attribute abbreviations or OIDs. Use the
abbr show operation to determine attribute abbreviations. See the chapter titled Attribute
Values in a File how to write the attribute value in a file.

For LDAP binds, the LDAP name or the OID of the attribute must be specified. Use the
dirxadm gs show operation to determine the LDAP names of attributes. It is not possible to
write the attribute value in a file for LDAP binds.

-pretty
Displays the results of the operation in a tabular format.

types
Specifies that the results are to contain attribute types, but not attribute values.

Used without arguments or options, the show operation returns the distinguished name the
current working object. Use the distinguished_name argument to specify an object to show.

By default, the operation does not return attribute information. Use the -attribute,
-alloperationalattr, or -alluserattr options to return selected attribute information, or use the -
allattr option to return information about all attributes. If you have selected to return attribute
information, the show operation returns attribute types and values by default. Use the -types
option to limit the results returned to attribute types only.

By default, the results of the show operation are displayed as a Tcl list. Use the -pretty option to
return the results in a tabular, more readable format.

If the show operation is unable to access information because of access restrictions returns
IE=TRUE (meaning Incomplete-Entry=TRUE) in the Tcl list or displays the following line in the
formatted output produced by the -pretty option:

Incomplete-Entry      :TRUE
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Note that this is not supported for LDAP binds.

You can abandon an outstanding show operation by interrupting dirxcp. (Press the Del or Ctrl
and C key, dependent on your keyboard configuration, and dirxcp will send out an Abandon
operation to the directory server.) This is not supported for LDAP binds.

Examples

1. The following sample command shows all attributes associated with the object represented by
the distinguished name /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller.
Note also that this example shows the Incomplete-Entry flag that indicates access to some of 
the requested information was restricted.
show {/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller} \
     -allattr \
     -pretty

The output of the sample command is as follows:
 1) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller
    Incomplete-Entry          : TRUE
    Object-Class              : TOP
                              : PER
                              : ORP
    Common-Name               : Miller
    Surname                   : Tom
    Description               : Software-Engineer
    Creation-Time             : 19961120171347Z
    Creators-Name             : /C=DE/CN=admin
    Governing-Structure-Rule  : 4
    Structural-Object-Classes : ORP

2. The following sample command displays a Tcl list that contains all attributes associated with
the object represented by the distinguished name
/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller.
show {/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller}
     -allattr

The output of the sample command is as follows:
{/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller} {OCL=TOP;PER;ORP}
CN=Miller SN=Tom DSC=Software-Engineer CRT=19961120171347Z
CRN={/C=DE/CN=admin} GSR=4 SOC=ORP

3. The following sample command displays the telephone-number attribute associated with the 
object represented by the distinguished name
/C=DE/O=SiemensNixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller.
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show {/C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller}
        -attribute TN -pretty

The output of the sample command is as follows:
 1) /C=DE/O=Siemens Nixdorf/OU=Engineering/CN=Miller
    Telephone-Number : +1 964 123 5678

obj unbind

Terminates a binding between dirxcp and a DSA. The syntax is as follows:

[obj] unbind
[-bindid bid]

Options

-bindid bid
The name (bid) of the bind to be used. If this option is omitted, the default bind is used. (See
section Bind Types and Bind IDs of this chapter for details.)
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1.2.5 util (dirxcp)

Synopsis

count_entries base_object

delete_subtree base_object

faddattr filename

fcreate filename

Purpose

Utilities for dirxcp.

Arguments

base_object
The distinguished name of an entry in the DIT. See the DirX String Representation for DAP
Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds chapters for complete information
on distinguished name format.

filename
The name of the data file.

Operations

count_entries

Counts the number of master entries and shadow entries under the specified base object in the
bind DSA. The number of entries returned includes the base object entry. The syntax is as follows:

count_entries base_object

This utility can only be performed for a default bind id using DAP protocol (see obj bind (dirxcp)
for details).

Example
count_entries /C=de

The output of the sample command is as follows:
Master_entries: 187
Shadow_entries: 31

delete_subtree

Deletes the subtree under the specified base object. The base object itself is also deleted. The
syntax is as follows:

delete_subtree base_object
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If the subtree to be deleted contains shadow entries, you must set the service controls
appropriately before invoking delete_subtree (see args (dirxcp) for details).

This utility can only be performed for a default bind id. (See obj bind (dirxcp) for details.)

Example
delete_subtree /C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales

faddattr

Adds attributes and attribute values to existing entries in the DIT in batch mode. The syntax is as
follows:

faddattr filename

where filename is a data file that contains the names and attributes of the entries in the following
format:

• Blank lines and lines starting with the # character are ignored.

• All information for an entry must be contained in a single line. Each line is divided into fields
separated by the SPACE character. If the SPACE character is part of an attribute, the field
should be enclosed in curly braces ({ }).

• The first field in a line contains the distinguished name of the entry and subsequent fields
contain attribute information. If recurring values are specified for an attribute, the values must
be separated by a semicolon (;) and the field must be enclosed in curly braces ({ }).

Here are some examples of the file format:

# Add description
{/C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Smith John} {DSC=Sales Manager}

# Add telephone number
/C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Mayer {TN=+49(89)235-42356}

Example
faddattr datafile

fcreate

Creates entries in the DIT in a batch mode. The syntax is as follows:

fcreate filename

where filename is a data file that contains the names and attributes of the entries in the following
format:

• Blank lines and lines starting with the # character are ignored.

• All information for an entry must be contained in a single line. Each line is divided into fields
separated by the SPACE character. If the SPACE character is part of an attribute, the field
should be enclosed in curly braces ({ }).
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• The first field in a line contains the distinguished name of the entry and subsequent fields
contain attribute information. If recurring values are specified for an attribute, the values must
be separated by a semicolon (;) and the field must be enclosed in curly braces ({ }).

Here are some examples of the file format:

# Organizational Unit
/C=de/O=pqr/OU=Services OCL=OU

# Organizational Persons
{/C=de/O=pqr/OU=services/CN=Smith James} {OCL=ORP;PER;ORP;MUS} SN=Smith
\
TN=+49(89)123-456 {FTN={PN=+49(89)123-789}} \
{PA={PA1=Services Dpt,PA2=Einstein-Ring 4,PA3=D-81789
Munich,PA4=Germany}} \
{MOA={C=DE,ADMD=DBP,PRMD=PQR,OU1=MCH1,OU2=S41,SN=Smith,GN=James}}

/C=de/O=pqr/OU=services/CN=Mayer {OCL=ORP;PER;ORP;MUS} SN=Mayer \
TN=+49(89)123-567 {FTN={PN=+49(89)123-789}} \
{PA={PA1=Services Dpt,PA2=Einstein-Ring 4,PA3=D-81789
Munich,PA4=Germany}} \
{MOA={C=DE,ADMD=DBP,PRMD=PQR,OU1=MCH1,OU2=S41,SN=Mayer,GN=Erna}}

/C=de/O=pqr/OU=services/CN=Richter {OCL=ORP;PER;ORP;MUS} SN=Richter \
TN=+49(89)234-678 {FTN={PN=+49(89)234-6789}} \
{PA={PA1=Services Dpt,PA2=Albert-Ring 41,PA3=D-81789
Munich,PA4=Germany}} \
{MOA={C=DE,ADMD=DBP,PRMD=PQR,OU1=MCH1,OU2=S12,SN=Richter,GN=Franz}}

Example
fcreate datafile
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1.3 dirxauddecode
Synopsis

dirxauddecode -i audit_log_file
[-h]
[-e exported_user_file  | -a ascii_file]

Purpose

Evaluates DSA audit log files.

Options

-i audit_log_file
The name of the audit log file to evaluate. The dirxadm audit command initiates auditing.
When auditing is on, the DSA writes audit information to the pathname
/opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log by default. (The default can be override with the dirxadm
audit command.)

-h
Prints a command usage message.

-e exported_user_file
A version of the audit log file that can be used and manipulated by an end user. In this
version, internal data representations are converted to a form suitable for an end user.

-a ascii_file
An ASCII version of the audit file.

Description

The dirxauddecode command evaluates the audit log generated by the dirxadm audit
command. It writes the audit records in ASCII format to stdout or to a user output file.  If the data
is written to an output file, you can choose the -e option to convert the audit records from internal
string representation to a form usable by an end-user or the -a option to convert them to a ASCII
format. You can use the -h option to display a usage message for the command.

Examples
% dirxauddecode -h
Usage: dirxauddecode
                 -i <input audit file>
                 [-a <ASCII audit file>]
                 [-e <export file name>]

% dirxauddecode -i /opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log -a audit_file
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Exit Codes

The dirxauddecode command returns an exit code of 0 on success or a positive number if it
encountered an error. The text of the error message is displayed on stderr.

See Also

dirxadm (Chapter 1), audit (Chapter 1)
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1.4 dirxdumplog
Synopsis

dirxdumplog  [ -a ]
[ -c [!] ComponentNameList ]
[ -h]
[ -l NoOfLookAheadEntries ]
[ -m ]
[ -p ]
[ -s [!] SubComponentNameList ]
[ -t [!] ThreadIdentificationList ]
DirectoryLogFileName...

dirxdumplog  -T [-TransportInterfaceLoggingOptions ]
TransportInterfaceLogFileName [...]

Purpose

Displays the contents of a binary directory trace log file or a binary transport interface log file.

Arguments

DirectoryLogFileName
A string that represents the name of a serviceability log file on which to operate.

TransportInterfaceLogFile
A string that represents the name of a transport interface log file name on which to operate.

Options

-a
Suppresses display of additional information available in a directory log file entry, for example,
the contents of structured function arguments. (To enable the logging of additional information,
set debug level 9 for one or more components in the routing specification file.)

-c [!] ComponentNameList
If the ! character is specified, displays the directory log file entries that are not associated with
the components specified in ComponentNameList, otherwise, displays the directory log file
entries associated with the components in ComponentNameList. ComponentNameList is a
string that contains one or more component names associated with the log file entries. All
directory log file entries are currently associated with the dir component name.

-h
Prints a command usage message.

-l NoOfLookAheadEntries
Is an integer that represents the number of log file entries to look ahead when searching for
function entry/exit log file pairs. Merging between a function entry/exit log file entry is not
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performed if the corresponding entry cannot be found in the specified range. If this option is
not specified, dirxdumplog uses the value 512 as its search range.

-m
Suppresses merging of function entry log file entries and function exit log file entries. Invalid or
non-existent function input/output and result parameters of a log file entry are represented as
a ??? sequence. If this option is specified, dirxdumplog ignores the -l option.

-p
Suppresses display of the prolog information for each log file entry.

-s [!] SubComponentNameList
If  the ! character is specified, displays the directory log file entries that are not associated with
the subcomponents specified in SubComponentNameList, otherwise, displays the log file
entries associated with the subcomponents in SubComponentNameList.
SubComponentNameList is a string that contains a single subcomponent name or a comma-
separated list of subcomponent names associated with the log file entries. The dirxdumplog
command recognizes the following directory service subcomponent names:

Keyword Meaning

aci Access control

adm Administration

api Application interface

asn1 ASN1 encoder/decoder interface

attr Attribute service

audit Auditing

bth Bind table handling

conf Configuration

cref Continuation references

ctx Context-specific memory interface

daspp DAP/DSP processor

disp DISP initiator and responder

dopi Operational binding protocol initiator

drv Deriving - DN creation

frm Formatting - DN creation

glsch DSA schema handling

hash Hashing

icom Internal thread communication interface
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idb Interface to the database

idbe Interface to the database (external, for further use)

idbm Interface to the database in memory

idbn Interface to the database (native)

idbnl Interface to the database (native lower)

init Initialization

isam ISAM interface

ldap_cache LDAP cache operation

ldap_cfg Configuration of the LDAP server

ldap_conn LDAP connection handling

ldap_op LDAP operation handling

ldap_req LDAP request handling

ldap_ssl SSL processing in the LDAP server

ldif_ut LDIF utility functions

match Matching

nms Name service

norm Normalization

opb Operational binding

opr DSA operation handling

osi OSI communication

reorg Database reorganization

ros Remote operation service

rpc RPC interface

sch Schema handling

sec Security

shr Shared resources interface

snmp SNMP functions

sock Socket interface

sth Subtree handling

stx Syntax handling
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sys System call interface

sysadm DSA administration

tjh Timed job handler

util Utility functions

vthr Virtual thread interface

-t [!] ThreadIdentificationList
If the ! character is specified, displays the log file entries not associated with the threads
specified in ThreadIdentificationList.  Otherwise, displays log file entries associated with the
threads specified in ThreadIdentificationList. ThreadIdentificationList is a single integer or a
comma-separated list of integers that represent one or more thread Ids. Alternately, it is a
single keyword or a comma-separated list of keywords representing thread types. The
dirxdumplog command recognizes the following thread types:

Keyword Meaning

abort thread Handles aborted connections

MainThread Initial (main) thread

OperationThread DAP, DSP, DISP, or DOP operation handling
thread

OsiThread OSI communication handling thread

OsiIComThread OSI communication handling thread (supports the
primary OSI thread during internal event handling)

RpcComThread RPC communication handling thread

TimedJobThread Timed job handling thread

-T [-TransportInterfaceLoggingOptions]
Displays contents of specified binary transport interface log files instead of directory log files.
TransportInterfaceLoggingOptions is a string of one or more alphanumeric characters that
represent types of logging information to be output. The dirxdumplog command recognizes
the following logging options:

Character Meaning

c Displays only transport interface calls associated with
attachment, detachment, connection establishment,
redirection of connections and disconnection.

d Displays only transport interface calls associated with data
transfer and flow control.

e Displays only transport interface calls associated with event
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handling.

t Displays additional information about error values returned
through t_error().

v Displays transport interface calls with all options and user
data.

x Displays transport interface calls without options and user
data.

D Displays additional information about internal system calls.

Description

The directory service subcomponents log important information about their activities and state
through an internal serviceability interface or, in the case of the transport interface component,
through a local logging interface. You specify how directory trace log messages are to be routed
with the file dirxlog.cfg. Each log entry is written as a machine-independent binary record of data
defined as the contents of a serviceability prolog structure. The dirxdumplog command displays
the contents of this binary file in readable text format.

Example

The following examples are based on a DirX DSA log file LOG20861.01. The logging level has
been set to 1-5 for the subcomponents sec, idb, idbn, and icom. The DSA has rejected the bind.
The examples reduce the content of the output till it focused on the error.

1. Create a readable log file log.all of the whole content:
dirxdumplog LOG20861.01  > log.all
The following output is written to the file log.all:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RpcComAuxThread      0x00000011 dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:48:53
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   sysadm   dirxsysadm_svc.c 220         48:53:738
 0 dirx_svc_set_dbg_route (Request: ???, Result: ???)
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:743
 1 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158         48:53:745
 1 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
                     -- DEBUG1   sysadm   dirxsysadm_svc.c 220    48:53:746[001]
 0 dirx_svc_set_route (Request: 0xee9d1674, Result: 0xee9d1658)
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:752
 1 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158    48:53:753[001]
 1 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OsiThread            0x0000000a dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     NetEvent.c       183    50:09:342[018]
 0 IComSend (MessageType: ICOM_CLASS_MSG, ReceiverId: ICOM_OPR_CLASS_ID,
             MessagePriority: ICOM_NORMAL_PRIORITY, MessageSize: 44,
             MessageRef: 0xee9913dc, DeliveryCount: NULL<-1>) = SUCCESSFUL
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OperationThread      0x0000000f dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     starto.c         298         50:09:362
 0 IComReceive (MessageType: ???,
                SenderId: ???<Classid: ICOM_OSI_CLASS_ID, EntityId: 10>,
                MessageSize: ???<OUT: 44>, MessageRef: ???,
                TimeoutMode: ???,
                MessagePriority: ???<-1>) = SUCCESSFUL
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OperationThread      0x00000012 dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     starto.c         125    50:09:366[002]
 0 IComAttach (SubscriberId: 0xee951d38 <ClassId: ICOM_OPR_CLASS_ID,
               EntityId: 18>) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     starto.c         298         50:09:369
 1 IComReceive (MessageType: ICOM_CLASS_MSG,
                SenderId: 0xee951cb0<Classid: ???, EntityId: ???>,
                MessageSize: 0xee951bec<IN: 64>, MessageRef: 0xee951c84,
                TimeoutMode: ICOM_WAIT,
                MessagePriority: NULL<???>) = ???
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OperationThread      0x0000000f dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      proto.c          151    50:09:372[189]
 1 auth_dispatch (op_arg: 0xee931c88, op_res: 0xee931ac8)

                     -- DEBUG1   sec      auth_dispatch.c  183    50:09:378[181]
 2 auth_rec_bind_arg (binding: 0x469528, bind_ctx: 0xee930a98
,               auth_world: 0xee9312d8, bind_arg: 0x469728,
                bind_res: 0x4698d4, bind_err: 0x46bbc8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG2   sec      auth_dispatch.c  445    50:09:380[173]
 3 auth_process_bind (incoming_creds: 0x46972c, binding: 0x469528,
                memctx: 0xee9308fc, auth_world: 0xee9312d8,
                cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1, initiator_name: 0x4697d4,
                return_creds: NULL, dsapolicies: NULL) = AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG4   sec      dirxauth_s.c     192         50:09:392
 4 DN "Initiator_id.dn for bindtable" at address 004697d8 = "
         RDN (0): 2.5.4.6 = (PRI) <re>
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         RDN (1): 2.5.4.10 = (DirStr-PRT) <sni>
         RDN (2): 2.5.4.11 = (DirStr-PRT) <asw>
         RDN (3): 2.5.4.3 = (DirStr-PRT) <hinz und kunz>"
                     -- DEBUG3   sec      dirxauth_s.c     346    50:09:393[159]
 4 auth_get_policy_simple (mem_ctx: 0x4694a0, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                initiator_name: 0x469734, protocol: DACC_ACTX,
                role: BT_RESPONDER, auth_world: 0xee9312d8, PwList: 0x4699cc,
                my_name: 0x4699a4, pol_info: 0xee930234, dsaPolicies: NULL) =
AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      auth_policy.c    262    50:09:395[079]
 5 idb_open (open_request: 0xee92fe04, DbHandle: 0xee92fe00 <0x4c1b58>)
             = SUCCESSFUL
        request:
        STRUCT IdbOpenRequest {
          access_mode = IDB_READ_ONLY ;
          call = IDB_INTERNAL_CALL ;
        }
                     -- DEBUG1   idbn     idb.c            321    50:09:432[041]
 6 idbn_open (DbAccessMode: IDB_READ_ONLY, DbHandle: 0x4c1b58) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    384    50:09:475[005]
 5 auth_check_user_level (db_hd: 0xee92fe00, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                mem_ctx: 0x4694a0. initiator: 0x469734,
                pol_info: 0xee930234) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    871    50:09:476[002]
 6 auth_get_user_policy_data (idb_hd: 0xee92fe00, mem_ctx: 0x4694a0,
                initiator: 0x469734, pol_info: 0xee930234) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      auth_policy.c    2202   50:09:477[001]
 7 idb_read_dse (Request: 0xee92fb44, Result: 0xee92fb40) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    394    50:09:481[051]
 5 auth_get_user_entry (db_hd: 0xee92fe00, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                mem_ctx: 0x4694a0, initiator: 0x469734,
                pw_attrtype: 307390, pw_list: 0x4699cc) = AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      auth_policy.c    1075   50:09:482[049]
 6 idb_read_dse_dn (Request: 0xee92fc28, rdn count: 4,
  7 idb_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      idb.c            2372   50:09:485[004]
 7 idb_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      idb.c            2372   50:09:490[017]
 7 idb_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idbn     idb.c            519    50:09:496[009]
 8 idbn_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      idb.c            2372   50:09:508[012]
 7 idb_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idbn     idb.c            519    50:09:510[009]
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 8 idbn_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      idb.c            2372   50:09:521[007]
 7 idb_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = IDB_NOT_FOUND
                     -- DEBUG1   idbn     idb.c            519    50:09:524[003]
 8 idbn_read_dse (Request: 0xee92f9a0, Result: 0xee92f984) = IDB_NOT_FOUND
                     -- DEBUG1   idb      auth_policy.c    435    50:09:533[018]
 5 idb_close (DbHandle: 0x4c1b58) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   idbn     idb.c            402    50:09:534[016]
 6 idbn_close (DbHandle: 0x4c1b58) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG3   sec      auth_dispatch.c  453    50:09:555[001]
 3 auth_gen_bind_err (memctx: 0x4694a0, status: AUTH_INVALID_CREDS,
                bind_err: 0x46bbc8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG4   sec      auth_audit.c     277         50:09:557
 4 "DN for audit" : "/re/sni/asw/hinz und kunz"
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     proto.c          157    50:09:562[030]
 1 IComSend (MessageType: ICOM_CLASS_MSG, ReceiverId: ICOM_OSI_CLASS_ID,
             MessagePriority: ICOM_NORMAL_PRIORITY, MessageSize: 44,
             MessageRef: 0xee931ac4, DeliveryCount: NULL<-1>) = SUCCESSFUL
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OsiIComThread        0x0000000b dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     IComEvent.c      101         50:09:564
 0 IComReceive (MessageType: ???,
                SenderId: ???<Classid: ICOM_OPR_CLASS_ID, EntityId: 15>,
                MessageSize: ???<OUT: 44>, MessageRef: ???,
                TimeoutMode: ???,
                MessagePriority: ???<-1>) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     IComEvent.c      101         50:09:581
 0 IComReceive (MessageType: ICOM_ENTITY_MSG | ICOM_CLASS_MSG,
                SenderId: 0xee971d34<Classid: ???, EntityId: ???>,
                MessageSize: 0xee971d30<IN: 44>, MessageRef: 0x3cf28c,
                TimeoutMode: ICOM_WAIT,
                MessagePriority: NULL<???>) = ???
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OperationThread      0x0000000f dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     starto.c         298  50:09:594[4:417]
 0 IComReceive (MessageType: ICOM_ENTITY_MSG | ICOM_CLASS_MSG,
                SenderId: 0xee931cb0<Classid: -1, EntityId: -1>,
                MessageSize: 0xee931bec<IN: 64 OUT: 64>, MessageRef: 0xee931c84,
                TimeoutMode: 5000,
                MessagePriority: NULL<-1>) = ICOM_EMPTY
                     -- DEBUG1   icom     starto.c         497         50:14:012
 1 IComDetach () = SUCCESSFUL
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2. Create a readable log file log.sec and restrict the content to the subcomponent sec:
dirxdumplog –s sec  LOG20861.01  > log.sec
The following output is written to the file log.sec:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RpcComAuxThread      0x00000011 dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:48:53
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:743
 0 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158         48:53:745
 0 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:752
 0 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158    48:53:753[001]
 0 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:761
 0 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158         48:53:763
 0 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:770
 0 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158         48:53:772
 0 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  154         48:53:778
 0 auth_check_clt_verifier (verifier: 0xee9d15b4, idx: 8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      svc_auth_x511.c  158         48:53:781
 0 auth_setup_new_verifier (idx: 8, new_verifier: 0xee9d15ac)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OperationThread      0x0000000f dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      proto.c          151    50:09:372[189]
 0 auth_dispatch (op_arg: 0xee931c88, op_res: 0xee931ac8)

                     -- DEBUG1   sec      auth_dispatch.c  183    50:09:378[181]
 1 auth_rec_bind_arg (binding: 0x469528, bind_ctx: 0xee930a98
,               auth_world: 0xee9312d8, bind_arg: 0x469728,
                bind_res: 0x4698d4, bind_err: 0x46bbc8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG2   sec      auth_dispatch.c  445    50:09:380[173]
 2 auth_process_bind (incoming_creds: 0x46972c, binding: 0x469528,
                memctx: 0xee9308fc, auth_world: 0xee9312d8,
                cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1, initiator_name: 0x4697d4,
                return_creds: NULL, dsapolicies: NULL) = AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG4   sec      dirxauth_s.c     192         50:09:392
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 3 DN "Initiator_id.dn for bindtable" at address 004697d8 = "
         RDN (0): 2.5.4.6 = (PRI) <re>
         RDN (1): 2.5.4.10 = (DirStr-PRT) <sni>
         RDN (2): 2.5.4.11 = (DirStr-PRT) <asw>
         RDN (3): 2.5.4.3 = (DirStr-PRT) <hinz und kunz>"
                     -- DEBUG3   sec      dirxauth_s.c     346    50:09:393[159]
 3 auth_get_policy_simple (mem_ctx: 0x4694a0, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                initiator_name: 0x469734, protocol: DACC_ACTX,
                role: BT_RESPONDER, auth_world: 0xee9312d8, PwList: 0x4699cc,
                my_name: 0x4699a4, pol_info: 0xee930234, dsaPolicies: NULL) =
AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    384    50:09:475[005]
 4 auth_check_user_level (db_hd: 0xee92fe00, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                mem_ctx: 0x4694a0. initiator: 0x469734,
                pol_info: 0xee930234) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    871    50:09:476[002]
 5 auth_get_user_policy_data (idb_hd: 0xee92fe00, mem_ctx: 0x4694a0,
                initiator: 0x469734, pol_info: 0xee930234) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    394    50:09:481[051]
 4 auth_get_user_entry (db_hd: 0xee92fe00, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                mem_ctx: 0x4694a0, initiator: 0x469734,
                pw_attrtype: 307390, pw_list: 0x4699cc) = AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG3   sec      auth_dispatch.c  453    50:09:555[001]
 2 auth_gen_bind_err (memctx: 0x4694a0, status: AUTH_INVALID_CREDS,
                bind_err: 0x46bbc8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG4   sec      auth_audit.c     277         50:09:55

3. Create a readable log file log_thread15.sec and restrict the content to the subcomponent sec
and the thread with threadID 15:
dirxdumplog –s sec  -t 0x0f  LOG20861.01  > log_thread15.sec
The following output is written to the file log_thread15.sec:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OperationThread      0x0000000f dirxdsa          dir      Fri 02/11/00 09:50:09
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                     -- DEBUG1   sec      proto.c          151    50:09:372[189]
 0 auth_dispatch (op_arg: 0xee931c88, op_res: 0xee931ac8)

                     -- DEBUG1   sec      auth_dispatch.c  183    50:09:378[181]
 1 auth_rec_bind_arg (binding: 0x469528, bind_ctx: 0xee930a98
,               auth_world: 0xee9312d8, bind_arg: 0x469728,
                bind_res: 0x4698d4, bind_err: 0x46bbc8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG2   sec      auth_dispatch.c  445    50:09:380[173]
 2 auth_process_bind (incoming_creds: 0x46972c, binding: 0x469528,
                memctx: 0xee9308fc, auth_world: 0xee9312d8,
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                cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1, initiator_name: 0x4697d4,
                return_creds: NULL, dsapolicies: NULL) = AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG4   sec      dirxauth_s.c     192         50:09:392
 3 DN "Initiator_id.dn for bindtable" at address 004697d8 = "
         RDN (0): 2.5.4.6 = (PRI) <re>
         RDN (1): 2.5.4.10 = (DirStr-PRT) <sni>
         RDN (2): 2.5.4.11 = (DirStr-PRT) <asw>
         RDN (3): 2.5.4.3 = (DirStr-PRT) <hinz und kunz>"
                     -- DEBUG3   sec      dirxauth_s.c     346    50:09:393[159]
 3 auth_get_policy_simple (mem_ctx: 0x4694a0, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                initiator_name: 0x469734, protocol: DACC_ACTX,
                role: BT_RESPONDER, auth_world: 0xee9312d8, PwList: 0x4699cc,
                my_name: 0x4699a4, pol_info: 0xee930234, dsaPolicies: NULL) =
AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    384    50:09:475[005]
 4 auth_check_user_level (db_hd: 0xee92fe00, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                mem_ctx: 0x4694a0. initiator: 0x469734,
                pol_info: 0xee930234) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    871    50:09:476[002]
 5 auth_get_user_policy_data (idb_hd: 0xee92fe00, mem_ctx: 0x4694a0,
                initiator: 0x469734, pol_info: 0xee930234) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG5   sec      auth_policy.c    394    50:09:481[051]
 4 auth_get_user_entry (db_hd: 0xee92fe00, cred_kind: AUTH_CRED_SP1,
                mem_ctx: 0x4694a0, initiator: 0x469734,
                pw_attrtype: 307390, pw_list: 0x4699cc) = AUTH_INVALID_CREDS
                     -- DEBUG3   sec      auth_dispatch.c  453    50:09:555[001]
 2 auth_gen_bind_err (memctx: 0x4694a0, status: AUTH_INVALID_CREDS,
                bind_err: 0x46bbc8) = SUCCESSFUL
                     -- DEBUG4   sec      auth_audit.c     277         50:09:557
 3 "DN for audit" : "/re/sni/asw/hinz und kunz"

Exit Codes

The dirxdumplog command returns an exit code of 0 on success or a 1 if it encountered an error.
The text of the error message is displayed on stderr.

See Also

dirxadm (Chapter 1), dirxlog.cfg (Chapter 5), sys (Chapter 1)
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1.5  dirxreorg
Synopsis

dirxreorg [-d old_database_path]
 [-n new_database_path]

[-m]
[-v]
[-i]
[-c[dstr]]
[-S]
[-h]
[-V]

Purpose

Reorganizes or checks the DSA database.

Options

-d old_database_path
The path to the database to be reorganized. The default is the value of the environment
variable DIRX_INST_PATH/server/DB. (See chapter DirX Environment Variables for
details.)

-n new_database_path
The path to the reorganized database. This directory must be different from
old_database_path and must exist before performing the command. It is recommended to use
an empty directory.

In this directory, at least the same amount of disk space must be available as that used by the
database to be reorganized. When you use an NFS-mounted file system, the performance will
decrease.

This option is required when the DSA database is reorganized. It is not permitted when the
option –ctr or –cdr is specified and optional when the option –cs, -cd, or –ct is specified.

-m
Specifies that shadow entries are to be converted to master entries.

-v
Displays some useful information about the process of reorganization. It is recommended to
redirect stdout to a file.

-i
Specifies that errors are to be ignored when reading attributes from the old DSA database. If
the incorrect attribute is an operational or mandatory attribute the entry is not transferred to
the reorganized database. If the incorrect attribute is an optional attribute the entry is
transferred to the reorganized database but not the incorrect attribute.
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-c[dstr]
Specifies that the DSA database is checked. The option –c must be combined with at least
one of the following options:

• dChecks consistency of references to other entries. (These are the values of
attributes with distinguished name syntax, for example the SEA (see also)
attribute.)

• drChecks consistency of references to other entries and repairs
inconsistencies.

• sChecks all entries according schema information.

• tChecks the number of subordinates and subordinate indexes of the tree.

• trChecks the number of subordinates and subordinate indexes of the tree and
repairs wrong values.

Because errors that are found by a database check are written to stderr it is recommended to
redirect stderr to a file. Missing subordinate bits, wrong number of subordinates, and
inconsistencies of references can be repaired automatically by combining the options –t or –d
with the option -r, schema errors must be repaired manually by the administrator. For example
when specifying the option –cstdr all errors detected by dirxreorg except the schema errors
will be repaired.

-S
Specifies that the schema of the database in the new_database_path directory (option –n) is
used. That is the schema is not reorganized. The schema of the new database must be
compatible to the schema in the database that should be rorganized. Existing entries in the
new database are overwritten by the dirxreorg command.

-h
Prints a command usage message.

-V
Displays the dirxreorg build version, in the format:

´dirxreorg´ build version: product_version build_id date time

For example:
´dirxreorg´ build version: 6.0 A00 114 2000:12:10 20:10

Description

The dirxreorg command reorganizes or checks the database.

Perform the command for reorganization to optimize very large databases after adding and
deleting a lot of objects or when

• the command dirxcheck reports errors that cannot be repaired. (See chapter entitled
dirxcheck in the DirX Release Notes for details.)
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• index files seem to be corrupted (for example, the obj show (dirxcp) command returns an
object but the obj search (dirxcp) command cannot find the object).

• index files are mistakenly deleted.

• when entries exist but cannot be displayed by dirxcp. This happens for example when an entry
is deleted but there exists at least one reference to this entry. To repair such inconsistencies
specify the option –cdr.

• when references (values of attributes with Distinguished Name Syntax) in entries have become
invalid. This happens for example when entries that are referred to have been deleted. (Then
the DSA returns the error message Unwilling to perform because an entry´s attribute value is
a reference that cannot be resolved). To repair such inconsistencies specify the option –cdr.

Data that causes errors while reading or writing is not written to the reorganized database.
Consequently, some objects contained in the old database may be missing from the reorganized
database. Depending on the size of the database, the reorganization may take hours.

To reorganize the database:

1. Save the database.

2. Stop the DSA.

3. Perform the appropriate dirxreorg command to reorganize the database.

4. Check the reorganized database by performing the command dirxcheck. (See chapter
entitled dirxcheck in the DirX Release Notes for details.)

5. Move the reorganized database to the appropriate directory.

When no checks are required and the last call of the dirxreorg command terminated abnormally
(for example because there was not enough disk space available for the reorganized database)
and transaction logging was enabled (DIRX_TRANS_LOG was on), the dirxreorg proceeds with
the next entry after the last successfully reorganized entry when it is restarted. (See also chapter
Environment Variables.) When you re-execute dirxreorg after an abnormal termination, you
must use the same command options that you used for the previous run, and the
DIRX_TRANS_LOG environment variable must remain unchanged.

Examples

1. The following sample command reorganizes the DSA database of the DirX installation in the
installation directory /opt/dirx. The reorganized database is saved in the directory reorg.
stdout is redirected to the file tracefile to save information concerning the process of
reorganization.
% dirxreorg -d /opt/dirx/server/DB -n reorg -v > tracefile

2. The following sample command performs all checks in the DSA database located in the
directory db. The errors reported during the process of checking are written to the file err.
% dirxreorg -d db –cstd 2 > err

While performing the process of checking the following messages are written to stdout:
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No new path given - only checks are done!
Reorganization of DB started

Check of database completed.

The following errors are written to the file err:
Error in check subordinates index:
        the bit for /2.5.4.3=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry, DSE ID 2
        is missing in the indexrecord (WHOLE SUBTREE) of
        , DSE ID 1 !
Error in check subordinates index:
        the bit for /2.5.4.3=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry, DSE ID 2
        is missing in the indexrecord (ONE LEVEL) of
        , DSE ID 1 !
Error in check subordinates index:
        the bit for /2.5.4.3=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry, DSE ID 2
        is missing in the dsetypes record for DSE Type SUBENTRY!
Error in check subordinates index:
        the count of subordinates of DSE ID 1 is wrong:
        original count: 2, count got during check: 3

CHECK SCHEMA ERROR for
        /2.5.4.6=DE/2.5.4.10=PQR/2.5.4.11=Sales/2.5.4.3=Hohner
                mandatory attribute 2.5.4.4 missing

CHECK SCHEMA ERROR for
        /2.5.4.6=DE/2.5.4.10=PQR/2.5.4.11=Sales/2.5.4.3=Reichel
                attribute 2.5.4.20 has invalid syntax!

The errors reported for the subordinate indexes can be repaired automatically by performing
the dirxreorg command described in example 3.

The administrator must repair the reported schema errors using dirxadm in the following way:

• The missing mandatory attribute 2.5.4.4 (surname) must be added to the entry
/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Hohner

• The syntax of the attribute 2.5.4.20 (telephone number) of the entry
/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Reichel is incorrect, for example the value exceeds its
upper bound of 32 characters. The administrator must also repair this.
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3. The following sample command performs all checks in the DSA database located in the
directory db. Incorrect bits in subordinate indexes will be repaired. The errors reported during
the process of checking are written to the file err.
% dirxreorg -d db –cstdr 2 > err

While performing the process of checking the following messages are written to stdout:
No new path given - only checks are done!
Reorganization of DB started

Check of database completed.

The following errors are written to the file err:
Error in check subordinates index:
        the bit for /2.5.4.3=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry, DSE ID 2
        is missing in the indexrecord (WHOLE SUBTREE) of
        , DSE ID 1 !
        repair: the bit could be added to the indexrecord.
Error in check subordinates index:
        the bit for /2.5.4.3=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry, DSE ID 2
        is missing in the indexrecord (ONE LEVEL) of
        , DSE ID 1 !
        repair: the bit could be added to the indexrecord.
Error in check subordinates index:
        the bit for /2.5.4.3=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry, DSE ID 2
        is missing in the dsetypes record for DSE Type SUBENTRY!
        repair: the bit could be added to the indexrecord.
Error in check subordinates index:
        the count of subordinates of DSE ID 1 is wrong:
        original count: 2, count got during check: 3

  repair: the correct count could be set in the DSE.

4. The following sample command reorganizes the DSA database of the DirX installation in the
installation directory /opt/dirx. The reorganized database is saved in the directory reorg. In the
directory reorg a new database already exists before the dirxreorg command is performed.
The schema of the old database is not reorganized. The schema of the database located in
the directory reorg is used instead.
% dirxreorg -d /opt/dirx/server/DB -n new_db -S

While performing the process of checking the following messages are written to stdout:
Reorganization of DB started
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Note: dirxreorg will use the schema in the new DB directory!

Reorganization completed sucessfully – 23 entries restored

Exit Codes

The dirxreorg command returns an exit code of 0 on success or a positive number if it
encountered an error. The text of the error message is displayed on stderr.

See Also

Chapter File Locations
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Chapter

2 DirX String Representation for DAP Binds

This chapter describes the DAP-style string representations of simple and structured DirX
attributes, search filters and distinguished names. This string representation is used with the
administration programs dirxcp for DAP binds and dirxadm to enter and display directory
information and, if you are creating new attribute types that extend your directory schema, as the
syntax for those new attribute types. (See section Bind Types and Bind IDs of chapter DirX
Commands for details.)

This chapter provides:

• An overview of the elements and format of simple and structured attributes

• An overview of elements and format of distinguished names

• An overview of elements and format of search filters

• A table of reserved characters for attributes

• A description of attribute syntax, including how to override it and how to use defined and
undefined abbreviations

• A description of the string representations of each DirX simple attribute syntax

• A reference page for each DirX structured attribute that describes its string representation

2.1 Simple and Structured Attributes
Simple attributes are in the form:

type=simple_value[;simple_value ... ]

Structured attributes are in the form:

type=structured_value[;structured_value ... ]

Each of the elements in simple and structured attributes is described in the following sections.
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2.1.1 Attribute Types
For both simple and structured attributes, the type parameter identifies the attribute.

Internally attribute types are identified by OID (object identifiers), a unique series of integers
separated by the period (.) character. For example, 2.5.4.3 is the OID for the Common-Name
attribute type. You can identify attributes by OID, but to make it easier to specify attributes, the
dirxadm and dirxcp commands allow you to identify them by attribute type abbreviations in
command lines.

An abbreviation is an abbreviation of the attribute name. Abbreviations are specified in the DirX
abbreviation files. For example, the abbreviation C represents the Country attribute type, the
abbreviation CN represents the Common-Name attribute type. Abbreviations are case-insensitive;
for example, cn, Cn, and CN are all valid ways to specify the abbreviation for the Common-Name
attribute type. When you display attributes, dirxcp and dirxadm use attribute type abbreviations
by default. Use the -pretty option to display attribute names.

To display an attribute’s name, type abbreviations and OID, either use the dirxadm and dirxcp
abbr show commands or list the contents of the abbreviation files, which contains them.

2.1.2 Simple Attribute Values
For simple attributes, the simple_value parameter is the value assigned to the attribute.
simple_value can be only a simple value, not another attribute. To enter more than one
simple_value, separate each with a semicolon as shown in the following example:

{TN=+1 964 123 456}
{2.5.4.20=+1 964 123 456}
{TN=+1 964 123 456;+1 965 234 543}

2.1.3 Structured Attribute Values
For structured attributes, the structured_value parameter is the value assigned to the attribute.
structured value is a comma-separated sequence of component type/value pairs. In other words,
structured_value has the form:

structured_value={comp_type=comp_value[,comp_type=comp_value]...}

comp_value can either be a simple or a structured value. To enter more than one
structured_value, separate each with a semicolon (;).

Some sample structured attributes follow:

FTN={PN=63875}
2.5.4.23={PN=63875};{PN=12345}
PACI={ID=Admin-ACI,PR=10,AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}}}

Note that component types (comp_type) can only be specified with their abbreviations. They do
not have OIDs assigned.
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2.1.4 Attribute Lists for Simple and Structured Attributes
Most dirxadm and dirxcp operations allow you to specify more than one simple or structured
attribute on the command line. To specify more than one attribute, separate each attribute type
and value string with white space. The following -attribute option specifies an OCL, DSC and TN
simple attributes, all separated by a space. Note that the DSC and TN attributes are enclosed in
braces ({ }) because they contain white space for readability.

-attribute OCL=OU {DSC=Engineering Department} {TN=+1 964 123 4567}

2.1.5 Attribute Values in a File
Single attribute values can also be specified in a file or written to a file. The syntax is as follows:

attribute[_ANY]_FILE=filename

where attribute specifies the attribute type and filename the name of the file containing the
attribute value.

If the keyword _ANY is specified, the file contains the valid ASN.1 encoded value of the attribute
regardless of the syntax of the attribute according to the schema. Else the syntax OCTET STRING
is assumed. The value file then contains the binary representation of the attribute value. If the
syntax of the attribute according to the schema is not OCTET STRING an error is returned.

Multiple attribute values cannot be specified in a file.

Specifying the attribute value in a file is possible for the following dirxcp operations:

• obj create (-attribute option)

• obj modify (-addattr, -changeattr, -removeattr options)

• obj compare (-attribute option)

• obj show (-attribute option)

Examples:

1. In addition to the default schema a PICT attribute to store pictures is defined. The syntax of
this attribute is OCTET STRING. The file "/tmp/john.jpeg" contains the binary representation of
the picture. The following example adds the value to the PICT attribute.
modify /C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Huber \
       -addattr pict_file=/tmp/john.jpeg

2. Compare the PICT attribute. The file "pict.value" contains the value of the PICT attribute in
binary representation.
obj compare /C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=zapf \
            -attr PICT_FILE=pict.value

3. Modify the value of the PICT attribute. The file "pict.old" contains the old value and the file
"pict.new" contains the new value.
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modify /C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Mayer \
       - changeattr PICT_FILE=pict.old PICT_FILE=pict.new

4. Create an entry. The file "cert.encoded" contains the ASN.1 encoded value of the user
certificate attribute.
create /C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Huber -attr {OCL=per;orp;sau} \
       SN=Huber UC_ANY_FILE=cert.encoded

5. Show an entry. The ASN.1 encoded value of the user certificate attribute is written to the file
"huber.cert".
show /C=de/O=pqr/OU=sales/CN=Huber -attr UC_ANY_FILE=huber.cert

2.1.6 Base-64 Encoded Attribute Values
Single attribute values can also be specified Base-64 encoded or be read Base-64 encoded. The
syntax is as follows:

attribute[_ANY]_B64[=´attribute_value´]

where attribute specifies the attribute type and attribute_value specifies the Base-64 encoded
attribute value when creating or modifying this value.

If the keyword _ANY is specified, the value contains the valid ASN.1 encoded value of the
attribute regardless of the syntax of the attribute according to the schema. Else the syntax of the
attribute according to the schema is assumed. The value then contains the Base-64 encoded
representation of the attribute value.

Structured attributes can only be specified with the keyword _ANY. Otherwise an error is returned.

When the syntax of the attribute is not OCTET STRING null bytes in the value are not allowed.

Base-64 encoded attribute values must be enclosed in single quotes (´attribute value´).

Specifying the attribute value Base-64 encoded is possible for the following dirxcp operations:

• obj create (-attribute option)

• obj modify (-addattr, -changeattr, -removeattr options)

• obj compare (-attribute option)

• obj search (-attribute option)

• obj show (-attribute option)

Examples:

1. The following example creates the person /c=de/o=PQR/ou=Development/cn=TestUser1
with the attribute MHS-OR-Address (MOA)
({C=DE,ADMD=´ ´,PRMD=PQR,O=PQR,SN=TestUser1,GN=J}) specified Base-64 encoded:
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create {/c=de/o=pqr/ou=Development/cn=TestUser1} -attr sn=testp \
       {ocl=orp;per;top;mus} \
moa_any_b64='MIAwgGGAEwJERQAAYoATASAAAKKAEwNQUVIAAIMDUFFSpYCACVRlc3RV
c2VyMYEBSgAAAAAAAA=='

2. The following example displays the Street Address attribute (STA) of the person
/c=de/o=PQR/ou=Development/cn=Digger Base-64 encoded:
show {/c=de/o=pqr/ou=Development/cn=Digger} -attr sta_b64 -p

The output of the sample command as follows:
1) /C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development/CN=Digger
   Street-Address : 'MjQgRG91Z2FuIFN0cmVldA=='
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2.2 Distinguished Names
A distinguished name consists of a list of one or more relative distinguished names (RDNs), each
beginning with a forward slash (/). The list of relative distinguished names starts from the root
entry. For example:

/C=de/O=dbp/OU=dap11/CN=schmid, OU=ap11

Each RDN consists of one or more naming attributes in the following format:

type=value[, type=value]...

where type is an abbreviation or an OID that corresponds to a naming attribute type and value is
the string representation that corresponds to the attribute syntax assigned to the attribute type. For
example:

c=de

or
2.5.6.2=de

or
OU=dap11, L=munich
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2.3 Search Filters
Use search filter expressions to specify a filter in a dirxcp search operation. A search filter is
composed of one or more simple attributes, structured attributes, or distinguished name strings
separated by search filter operators.

The operators in the following table can be used in search filter expressions.

Operator Meaning

&& To “logically AND” two specified conditions

|| To “logically OR” two specified conditions

! To “logically NEGATE” a specified condition

~= To specify phonetic matching

> To match values that are greater than or equal to a specified value

>= To match values that are greater than or equal to a specified value

< To match values that are less than or equal to a specified value

<= To match values that are less than or equal to a specified value

* To specify substrings or to check for the presence of an attribute

( ) To nest search filter expressions

White space in a search filter string expression is ignored.

2.3.1 Search Filter Expression Example
The following sample search filter string

(cn~=schmid)&&(ocl=orp||ocl=rep)&&!(sn=ronnie)

directs dirxcp to search for names that meet all the following criteria:

• Have an object class attribute value of Organizational-Person or Residential-Person

• Have a Common-Name attribute value that approximately matches schmid

• Do not have a Surname attribute value of ronnie.
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Both of the following search filter strings test for the presence of the Common-Name attribute
type:

(c=de)&&(cn)
(c=de)&&(cn=*)

2.3.2 Search Operator Order of Precedence
Search filter operators have the following precedence when combined in expressions within a
search filter string:

1. The filter nesting operators () are evaluated first.

2. The “logical NEGATE” operator is evaluated next.

3. The “logical AND” operators are evaluated next.

4. The “logical OR” operator is evaluated last.

2.3.3 Search Filter Expressions and Reserved Characters
You can use any of the reserved attribute characters (described in section Reserved Attribute
Characters below in this chapter) in a search filter string. For example, use the quote characters
to enclose an attribute that uses white space as data within a search filter string:

ou=sni && cn=’Henri Mueller’ && tn=89989

2.3.4 Search Filter Expressions and Matching Rules
Some structured attributes have special matching rules that require that they must be specified
with special syntax when they are used in filters. For example, the structured attribute type
Protocol-Information is normally specified as follows:

PI={NA=network_address, PRO=profiles}

However, because it has special matching rules, this attribute must be specified as an octet string
without the components when used in a search filter string:

PI_OCT=octet_string

For each attribute type default matching rules are defined, for example a matching rule for equality
matching, a matching rule for substring matching, etc.

The extensible match filter condition allows to specify a different matching rule than the default
one. It also allows to extend the search on the attributes in the distinguished name that are not
stored as attributes in an entry itself. The syntax of the extensible match filter condition is specified
as follows:

EM={MR=matching_rule [, AT=attribute_type], MV=matching_value, DNA=boolean}

The MR=matching_rule component and the AT=attribute_type component can be specified either
as object identifiers or as abbreviations. The MV=matching_value component specifies the
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searched attribute value. The DNA=boolean component can have the value 1, TRUE, 0, or
FALSE. The value 1 or TRUE indicates that the attributes of the distinguished name of the entry
are to be used in addition to those of the entry in evaluating the match.

The following filter tests for the presence of the Organizational Unit attribute with value Sales,
using the matching rule Case-Ignore-Match, also evaluating the attributes of the distinguished
name:

EM={AT=OU, MV=Sales, DNA=TRUE, MR=CIM}

To search for entries where the Organizational Unit attribute has a value starting with S specify
the extensible match filter condition as follows:

EM={AT=OU, MV=S, DNA=TRUE, MR=CISM}
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2.4 Reserved Attribute Characters
The following table describes reserved characters for simple and structured attributes and
distinguished names. (See section Bind Types and Bind IDs of chapter DirX Commands for
details.)

Character Purpose

= Associates the attribute type and its value(s) or component(s).

‘’ For simple attributes: Indicates the start and end of an attribute value.
Used to indicate that white space is part of an attribute value and should
not be ignored.  (By default, white space is ignored.)  For example: ).

CN=‘Henry Mueller’

Curly braces ({}) perform the same function.

{} For structured attributes:  Indicates the start and end of a structured
attribute component.

For simple attributes and distinguished names:  Encloses the entire
attribute (type and value) or distinguished name to indicate that white
space is part of an attribute value.  For example,

{CN=Henry Mueller} or {/C=de/O=SNI AG}

Single quotes (‘’) perform the same function.

, For structured attributes:  Separates multiple values of components.

For distinguished names:  Separates multiple naming attribute value
assertions (multiple AVAs).

; For simple and structured attributes: Separates multiple values or
components.

/ For distinguished names:  Separates RDNs in distinguished name
syntax.

\xnn Specifies hexadecimal data where nn represents the hexadecimal
characters. For example:

\xab\xff\xcd

\ Escapes a reserved character.
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2.5 Attribute Syntax
Both simple and structured attributes are assigned default attribute syntaxes that determine the
form in which you must supply the attribute values and the allowed character set. For example, the
Common-Name simple attribute has as its default syntax Directory-String, which means the value
must be a string of the first 256 Latin-1 characters of the Latin-1 (ISO 8859-1) character set. If you
supply this attribute to the dirxadm or dirxcp commands, you must supply its value in the Latin-1
character set. Note that for the Directory-String syntax and a number of other syntaxes you can
also supply strings of T61 characters as values. This is described in Chapter 1 in the dirxcp and
dirxadm reference pages.

Attribute syntaxes are identified by name or abbreviation.  For example, the abbreviation DST
represents the Directory-String simple attribute syntax, and the abbreviation ACIITEM represents
the Access-Control-Information-Item structured attribute syntax.

To see the names of attribute syntaxes, use the dirxadm and dirxcp abbr show commands or
list the contents of the abbreviation files.

2.5.1 Overriding Default Attribute Syntax
The abbreviation files define the default syntax associated with each attribute type. When you
specify an attribute, the dirxcp and dirxadm programs consult the abbreviation files to determine
the attribute’s legal formats and its character encoding methods.

You can override the default attribute syntax by appending an underscore and the attribute syntax
abbreviation to the specified attribute type, as follows:

attribute-type_attribute-syntax-abbreviation

where attribute-type specifies the attribute type and attribute-syntax-abbreviation is the attribute
syntax abbreviation (which can be found by examining the abbreviation files).

For example, the attribute type CN has an attribute syntax of Directory-String. To encode the
attribute type/value association CN=naik with a Printable-String syntax, append the abbreviation
_PRI for printable string, as shown below:

CN_PRI=naik

This causes the value to use Printable-String syntax instead of Directory-String.

If you use an attribute syntax abbreviation to override an attribute’s default syntax, the dirxcp and
dirxadm show and search operations return the attribute type and selected attribute syntax
abbreviation to indicate that it is different from the default. For example, if you specify
cn_pri=naik, the programs return cn_pri=naik in their output.

If the default syntax is overridden with the syntax ANY, the ASN.1 decoding is suppressed. This
may be useful to write an ASN.1 encoded value of an attribute to a file. (See chapter titled
Attribute Values in a File for details). Note that the dirxcp and dirxadm commands are not able
to display ASN.1 encoded values.
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2.5.2 Syntax Abbreviations
The following is a list of attribute syntax abbreviations which can be used to override default
attribute syntaxes. Attribute syntax abbreviations are case-insensitive.

Syntax Abbreviation

ANY ANY

ATTR_TYPE ATT

BIT_STR BIT

BMP_STR BMP

BOOLEAN BOO

DIR_STR DSTR

DIR_STR_T61 DT61
 (Note that the default is BMP.)

DIR_STR_PRI DPRI

DIR_STR_BMP DBMP

DIR_STR_UNI DUNI

GENERALIZED_TIME GET

IA5_STR IA5

INTEGER INT

NUMERIC_STR NUM

OBJECT_ID OID

OCTET_STR OCT

PRINTABLE_STR PRI

TTX_STR TTX

T61_STR T61

UNIVERSAL_STR UNI

UTC_TIME UTC

2.5.3 Undefined Types and Abbreviations
To specify an attribute type that has not been defined in an abbreviation file, use the attribute type
OID and append to it the abbreviation of the attribute syntax, for example, 1.2.325.67890.4.2_PRI.
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In the output, the dirxcp and dirxadm programs return a string in the form:

oid_attribute-syntax-abbreviation=attribute_value

For example:
1.2.325.67890.4.2_PRI=xyz

which indicates that the attribute with the object identifier 1.2.325.67890.4.2 and the attribute
syntax Printable-String has a value of xyz, which is to be encoded as a printable string.

2.5.4 Attribute Syntax and Equality Matching Rule Syntax
In some instances an attribute’s Equality-Matching Rule syntax differs from its attribute syntax.
These attributes, their abbreviations, attribute syntax and Equality Matching Rule syntax are listed
in the following table.

Abbr. Attribute-Name Attribute Syntax Equality-Match-Rule

AT Attribute-Type ATTR_TYPE_DESC ATTR_TYPE

CDSA Cooperating-DSA COOPERATING_DSA DN

CK Consumer-Knowledge CONS_INFO SUPPL_OR_CONS_INFO
_MATCH_SET

DCR DIT-Content-Rules DITCONTENT_RULE_DESCR OBJECT_ID

DSAP DSA-Policy DSA_POLICIES DN

DSR DIT-Structure-Rules DITSTRUCT_RULE_DESCR INTEGER

EACI Entry-ACI ACIITEM DIR_STR

MAC My-Access-Point ACC_POINT DN

MR Matching-Rules MRULE_DESCR OBJECT_ID

MRU Matching-Rule-Use MRULE_USE_DESCR OBJECT_ID

NF Name-Forms NAME_FORM_DESCR OBJECT_ID

NSK Non-Specific-
Knowledge

MASTER_AND_SHAD_ACC_P
OINTS

MASTER_AND_SHAD_A
CC_POINTS_MATCH

OC Object-Classes OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR OBJECT_ID

PACI Prescriptive-ACI ACIITEM DIR_STR

PI Protocol-Information PROTO_INFO OCTET_STR

SACI Subentry-ACI ACIITEM DIR_STR

SES Secondary-Shadows SUPPL_AND_CONSS DN
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Abbr. Attribute-Name Attribute Syntax Equality-Match-Rule

SK Specific-Knowledge MASTER_AND_SHAD_ACC_P
OINTS

MASTER_AND_SHAD_A
CC_POINTS_MATCH

SPK Superior-Knowledge ACC_POINT DN

SUK Supplier-Knowledge SUPPL_INFO SUPPL_OR_CONS_INFO
_MATCH_SET

USP User-Policy USR_POLICIES DN

2.5.5 Attribute Syntax vs. Equality Matching Rule Syntax
For those attributes for which the Equality Matching Rule syntax differs from the attribute syntax,
you must specify the attribute to dirxcp and dirxadm according to the following conditions

• Use the attribute syntax with the:

-attribute option for create operations

-addattr option for modify operations

-changeattr option for modify operations (but only for the new attribute value)

• Use the Equality Matching Rule syntax in the:

-filter option for search operations, if EQUALITY matching has been chosen

-removeattr option for modify operations, if an attribute with it's value has been entered (e.g.,
TN=41098)

-changeattr option for modify operations (but only for the OLD attribute value)

-attribute option for compare operations

Each of the attributes for which the syntaxes differ is described in the following table.
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Syntax Notes

Attribute-Syntax:
ATTR_TYPE_DESC
Equality Matching Syntax: ATTR_TYPE

The Equality Matching-Rule is
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch, which means that
only the component ID of the ATTR_TYPE_DESCR
should match.  Enter the attribute as: AT=CN or
AT=2.5.4.3.  This Equality Matching Rule is a simple one
and only requires the attribute value without any
component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
COOPERATING_DSA
Equality Matching Syntax:
DN

The Equality Matching-Rule is
DistinguishedNameFirstComponentMatch, which means
that only the component DSA of the COOPERATING_DSA
should match.  Enter the attribute as:
CDSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=asw-dsa}.
This matching rule is a simple one and only requires the
attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
CONS_INFO
Equality Matching Syntax:
SUPPL_OR_CONS_INFO_MATCH_SET

The Equality-Matching-Rule is that the component AE of
the Access-Point subcomponent CON of the CONS_INFO
and additionally the component AGR should match.  Enter
the attribute as
CK={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=asw-dsa},
AGR=10.

Attribute-Syntax:
DITCONTENT_RULE_DESCR
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
OBJECT_ID

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch, which means that
only the component SOC of the
DITCONTENT_RULE_DESCR should match.  Enter the
attribute as DCR=ORP or DCR=2.5.6.7.  This matching
rule is a simple one and only requires the attribute value
without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
DSA_POLICIES
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
DN

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
DistinguishedNameFirstComponentMatch, which means
that only the component DSA of the DSA_POLICIES
should match.  Enter the attribute as
DSAP={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=asw-dsa}.
This matching rule is a simple one and only requires the
attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
DITSTRUCT_RULE_DESCR
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
INTEGER

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
integerFirstComponentMatch, which means that only the
component ID of the DITSTRUCT_RULE_DESCR should
match.  Enter the attribute as DSR=7.  This matching rule
is a simple one and only requires the attribute value
without any component name.
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Syntax Notes

Attribute-Syntax:
ACIITEM
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
DIR_STR

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
directoryStringFirstComponentMatch, which means that
only the component ID of the ACIITEM should match.
Enter the attribute as PACI=Administrator-ACI.  This
matching rule is a simple one and only requires the
attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
ACC_POINT
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
DN

The Equality-Matching-Rule is that the component AE of
the ACC_POINT should match.  Enter the attribute as
MAC={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa1}.  This
matching rule is a simple one and only requires the
attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
MRULE_DESCR
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
OBJECT_ID

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch, which means that
only the component ID of the MRULE_DESCR should
match. Enter the attribute as MR=CEM or MR=2.5.13.5.
This matching rule is a simple one and only requires the
attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
MRULE_USE_DESCR
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
OBJECT_ID

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch, which means that
only the component ID of the MRULE_USE_DESCR
should match. Enter the attribute as MRU=CEM or
MRU=2.5.13.5. This matching rule is a simple one and
only requires the attribute value without any component
name.

Attribute-Syntax:
NAME_FORM_DESCR
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
OBJECT_ID

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch,which means that
only the component ID of the NAME_FORM_DESCR
should match.  Enter the attribute as NF=LNF or
NF=2.5.15.1.  This matching rule is a simple one and only
requires the attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
MASTER_AND_SHAD_ACC_POINTS
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
MASTER_AND_SHAD_ACC_POINTS_M
ATCH

The Equality-Matching-Rule is that the component AE of
all Access-Points should match.  Enter the attribute as
NSK={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa1};
{/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa2}}
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Syntax Notes

Attribute-Syntax:
OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
OBJECT_ID

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
objectIdentifierFirstComponentMatch, which means that
only the component ID of the OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR
should match.  Enter the attribute as OC=ORP or
OC=2.5.6.7.  This matching rule is a simple one and only
requires the attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
PROTO_INFO
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
OCTET_STR

The Equality-Matching-Rule is that the component NA of
the PROTO_INFO should match.  Enter the attribute as
PI=\x0a\x0b.  This matching rule is a simple one and only
requires the attribute value without any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
SUPPL_AND_CONSS
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
DN

The Equality-Matching-Rule is that the component AE of
the Access-Point subcomponent SUP of the
SUPPL_AND_CONSS should match.  Enter the attribute
as SES={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw}.  This matching rule is a
simple one and only requires the attribute value without
any component name.

Attribute-Syntax:
USR_POLICIES
Equality-Matching-Syntax:
DN

The Equality-Matching-Rule is
DistinguishedNameFirstComponentMatch, which means
that only the component USN of the USR_POLICIES
should match.  Enter the attribute as
USP={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw}.  This matching rule is a
simple one and only requires the attribute value without
any component name.
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2.6 String Representations for Simple Attribute Syntaxes
The following section describes the string representations for simple attribute syntaxes.

2.6.1 Attribute Type Syntax
Specify an attribute type as an abbreviation (defined in the Attribute Definition Block in an
abbreviation file) or a dotted notation (for example, 1.2.5.6).

2.6.2 Bit String Syntax
Specify a bit string as a sequence of 1’s and 0’s (for example, 11110100100001001101101).

2.6.3 Boolean Syntax
Specify a boolean as the integer 1 (true) or 0 (false) or the keyword TRUE or FALSE.

2.6.4 Country Name Syntax
Specify a country name as a two-letter code according to the definitions in ISO 3166. Appendix A
lists the countries and their two-letter name codes.

2.6.5 Destination Indicator Syntax
Specify the country and city needed to provide the public telegram service according to CCITT
Rec. F.1 and Rec. F.31 It is a printable string (alphabetical characters only) of maximum length
128.

2.6.6 Directory String Syntax
Specify a directory string using any of the following four syntaxes.  

• T61 String Syntax—If the Tcl variable _t61 is set to TRUE, you must use the T.61 character
set for the directory string (for example, R\xF9m\xF9, which has the Latin-1 representation
Rømø). If the Tcl variable _t61 is set to FALSE, you must use the BMP string syntax. See the
description of BMP string syntax below in this section.

• Printable Syntax—Specify the directory string as a sequence of characters. Valid characters
are A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9, the space character, and the special characters: ’ (apostrophe), ( (left
parentheses), ) (right parentheses), + (plus sign), , (comma), - (hyphen), . (period), / (slash), :
(colon), = (equal sign), and ? (question mark) (for example, South Africa).

• BMP String Syntax—Specify the directory string as a BMP string. A BMP (Basic Multilingual
Plane) string is the internal representation of strings used by X.500 protocols and DSAs.
Specify a BMP string depending on the value of the TCL variables _t61 and _localcode. (See
section TCL Variables for details.) When _t61=TRUE T61 format is used as described above
(for example, Locality_T61=”M\xc8unchen”, T61 format of the value München). _t61=FALSE
species a range of Latin-1 (ISO 8859-1) characters, with Hex values ranging from 20 to 7E
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and A0 to FF (for example, Locality_BMP=”M\xfcnchen”, Latin-1 format of the value
München). (See also ISO 10646 Part 1: Architecture and Basic Multilingual Plane.)

• Universal String Syntax—Specify the directory string using BMP string syntax. See the
description of BMP string syntax above in this section.

• UTF-8 String Syntax—Specify the directory string using UTF-8 string syntax. A UTF-8 string
is a transformation format of the Universal Character Set (UCS) as defined in ISO 10646. See
RFC 2279 for details.

2.6.7 DSE Type Syntax
DSE Type syntax is a bit string syntax that represents the role that the DSE plays in regard to the
entry and its distribution. Note that DSEs can have multiple DSE types. For example, a DSE
representing a subordinate reference can also represent a shadowed context prefix that is an
administrative point. However, some combinations of DSE types are meaningless.) (Every DSE in
a DSA has a DSA-specific attribute of this syntax; the attribute is accessible using dirxadm only.)

Specify DSE type syntax in the following format:

DSE_TYPE = DSE_Type_combination

where:

dse_type
Is the abbreviation or OID that corresponds to an attribute with the DSE Type syntax.  (The
DSET attribute is the sole example of such an attribute. The DSET attribute is not part of a
normal Directory entry, visible using the Directory service.  Instead it is an attribute of the DSE
(DSA Specific Entry) that represents aspects of entries in particular DSAs.)

DSE_Type_combination
Is a list of one or more keywords separated by the + (plus sign) that define the role or roles of
the DSE. The possible keywords are:

• ROOT— Used exclusively by the DSE that represents the root of the DIT in a particular
DSA.

• GLUE—A DSE that represents a name only.  A DSA uses glue DSEs to hold the names
of the superiors of the context prefixes and cross references where there is no other
knowledge associated with them.  You cannot assign any other DSE types to a DSE typed
as GLUE.

• CP—A DSE that represents the context prefix of a naming context.

• ENTRY—A DSE that represents the entry itself, normally including the user attributes.  If
the SHADOW bit is not set, the DSE represents the master copy of the entry and holds all
the attributes associated with the entry.

• ALIAS—A DSE that represents an alias entry.

• SUBR—A DSE that represents a specific subordinate reference and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.
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• NSSR—A DSE that represents a non-specific subordinate reference, and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• SUPR—Used to mark a root DSE that holds a knowledge attribute that represents a
specific superior reference.  (See the ROOT keyword.)

• XR—A DSE that represents a cross-reference, and holds a corresponding knowledge
attribute.

• ADM_POINT—A DSE that represents an administrative point.

• SUBENTRY—A DSE that represents a subentry.

• SHADOW—A DSE that represents shadowed information.

• IMM_SUPR—A DSE that represents an immediate superior reference and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• RHOB—A DSE that  holds policy information (either administrative point or subentry
information), which has been received from a superior DSA as the result of a hierarchical
operational binding.

• SA—An additional characteristic of a subordinate reference DSE  (i.e., of type SUBR),
which is used to indicate that the context prefix pointed to by the reference is an alias and
not a normal entry.

The following lists the most commonly used types and combinations in the absence of
shadowing:

• ROOT+SUPR

• GLUE (must be used alone)

• ENTRY +CP+ADM_POINT

• ALIAS +CP

• SUBENTRY  (used alone)

• IMM_SUPR (used alone)

An example of an attribute in DSE Type syntax follows:
DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT
DSET=GLUE

2.6.8 Generalized Time Syntax
Specify generalized time as a simple string. The value of the string is the concatenation of the 8
year-month-day digits (YYYYMMDD), plus the six hour-minute-second digits (HHMMSS), plus a
time zone difference of Z (designating GMT), +HHMM, or -HHMM. The three possible forms, then,
are:
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• YYYYMMDDHHMMSSZ

• YYYYMMDDHHMMSS+HHMM

• YYYYMMDDHHMMSS-HHMM

For example, 19970101123000Z specifies Jan 1, 1997, 12:30:00 GMT.

Note that the only difference between generalized time and UTC time is that the year is specified
with four digits instead of two.

2.6.9 IA5 String Syntax
Specify an IA5 string using 7-bit ASCII characters, with valid Hex values in the range 20 to 7E (for
example, smith@pqr.de).

2.6.10 Integer String Syntax
Specify as an integer in the range 0 to 2**32 -1 (4,294,967,295). For example, 65535.

2.6.11 International ISDN Number Syntax
Specify as a numeric string (see Numeric String Syntax) of maximum length 16 which complies
with the internationally agreed format for ISDN addresses given in CCITT Rec. E.164.

2.6.12 ISO646 String Syntax
Specify an ISO 646 string using 7-bit ASCII characters, with valid Hex values in the range 20 to 7E
(for example, Washington D.C.).

2.6.13 Local Scope Policy Syntax
Local Scope Policy syntax is used for DSA configuration attributes that specify the interpretation of
the local-scope service control.

Specify Local Scope Policy syntax in the following format:

LocalScopePolicy=DSA | LOCAL-DOMAIN | DMD

where:

LocalScopePolicy
Is an abbreviation or OID that corresponds to an attribute with the Local Scope Policy syntax.
(The local-scope-policy (LSP) attribute, which specifies the interpretation of the local-scope
service control, is an example of such an attribute.  It is a single-valued attribute of the root
DSE, and is accessible using dirxadm only.).

LSP=local_scope_interpretation
Defines the local scope for the DSA.  local_scope_interpretation takes one of the following
values:
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• DSA—The local scope is the scope of the DSA. The DSA responds on the basis of
information that it holds itself, and does not chain or create referrals or continuation
references

• LOCAL-DOMAIN—The local scope is the scope of the local domain of the DSA. The DSA
chains or creates referrals or continuation references only to the group of DSAs in the
local domain. A DSA belongs to the same local domain as the local DSA if a DSA policy
exists for this DSA with the value OPT=LOCAL-DOMAIN

• DMD—The local scope is the scope of the Directory Management Domain (DMD) of the
DSA. The DSA will chain or create referrals or continuation references only within the
group of DSAs configured within the DMD. A DSA belongs to the same DMD as the local
DSA if a DSA policy exists for this DSA with the value OPT=DMD

An example of a Local Scope Policy Attribute follows:
LSP=DMD

2.6.14 Numeric String Syntax
Specify as a sequence of digits (0 to 9) and space (for example, 4711 13).

2.6.15 Object ID Syntax
 Specify an OID as an abbreviation (defined in the OID Definition Block in an abbreviation file) or a
dotted notation. For example, Organizational-Person could be specified as ORP or 2.5.6.7.

2.6.16 Octet String Syntax
Specify an octet string using single-byte Hex values (00 to FF) or their Latin-1 character
representation (for example \x01\x02ABC).

2.6.17 Preferred Delivery Method Syntax
Preferred-delivery-method syntax is a syntax for single-valued attributes that document the order
of preference for message delivery methods. Specify this syntax in the following format:

preferredDeliveryMethod=option [+option...]

option is one or more of the following keywords that describe the delivery methods and the order
of preference:

• ANY—Any method of delivery

• MHS—Message handling system delivery

• PHYSICAL—Physical delivery

• TELEX—Telex delivery

• TELETEX—Teletex delivery

• G3_FAX—G3 FAX delivery
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• G4_FAX—G4 FAX delivery

• IA5—IA5 terminal delivery

• VIDEOTEX—Videotex delivery

• TELEPHONE—Telephone delivery

The keywords are specified diminishing order of preference, with the most preferred method first
in the list. Separate multiple keywords with a plus sign (+). For example:

PDM=MHS+TELETEX+TELEPHONE

2.6.18 Printable String Syntax
Specify a printable string as a sequence of characters. Valid characters are

A to Z,
a to z,
0 to 9,
the space character,

and the special characters:

’ (apostrophe),
( (left parentheses),
) (right parentheses),
+ (plus sign),
, (comma),
- (hyphen),
. (period),
/ (slash),
: (colon),
= (equal sign),
? (question mark).

An example of Printable String Syntax follows:
 Smith/PQR AG.

2.6.19 SDSE Type Syntax
Specify a SDSE (shadow DSE) type the same as a DSE type (described earlier in this section).

2.6.20 TTX String Syntax
Specify a Teletex (TTX) string the same as a directory T61 string (described earlier in this
section).
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2.6.21 Unique Identifier Syntax
Specify a unique identifier the same as a bit string. See the description of bit string syntax earlier
in this section.

2.6.22 Universal String Syntax
Specify a universal string the same as a BMP string. See the description of BMP string syntax in
the Directory String Syntax section of this chapter.

2.6.23 UTC Time Syntax
Specify UTC time as a simple string. The value of the string is the concatenation of the six year-
month-day digits (YYMMDD), plus the six hour-minute-second digits (HHMMSS), plus a time zone
difference of Z (designating GMT), +HHMM, or -HHMM. The three possible forms, then, are:

• YYMMDDHHMMSSZ

• YYMMDDHHMMSS+HHMM

• YYMMDDHHMMSS-HHMM

For example, 970101123000Z specifies Jan 1, 1997, 12:30:00 GMT.

2.6.24 X121 Address Syntax
Specify as a numeric string (see Numeric String Syntax) of maximum length 15 which complies
with an address as defined by CCITT Rec. X.121 associated with an object.
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2.7 String Representations for Structured Attribute Syntaxes
This section describes the following structured attribute syntaxes supported by DirX.

• Syntaxes for schema attribute types

– Attribute-Type-Description

– DIT-Content-Rule-Description

– DIT-Structure-Rule-Description

– Matching-Rule-Description

– Matching-Rule-Use-Description

– Name-Form-Description

– Object-Class-Description

• Syntaxes for knowledge attribute types

– Access-Point

– Consumer-Information

– Master-And-Shadow-Access-Points

– Supplier-Information

– Suppliers-And-Consumers

• Syntaxes for certificate attribute types and certificate subcomponents

– Certificate (Signed)

– Certificate (Unsigned)

– Certificate Pair

– Cert-List (Signed)

– Cert-List (Unsigned)

• Syntaxes for Message Handling System (MHS) attribute types

– DL-Submit-Permission

– OR-Address

– OR-Name

• Syntaxes for operational attribute types and subcomponents

– ACI-Item

– Cooperating-DSA
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– DSA-Policies

– Shadowing-Agreement-Info

– SOB-Policies

– Update-Status

– User-Policies

• Syntaxes for the LDAP server

– LDAP-Cache-Parameters

• Syntaxes for miscellaneous attribute types and subcomponents

– Continuation-Reference

– Facsimile-Telephone-Number

– Name-And-Optional-UID

– Partial-Outcome-Qualifier

– Postal-Address

– Presentation-Address

– Protocol-Information

– Subtree-Specification

– Teletex-Terminal-Identifier

– Telex-Number
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2.7.1 Attribute-Type-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify attribute types. The AT attribute is an
example of such an attribute in the default DSA schema: AT (attribute-types) is an operational
attribute of a subschema subentry.

Synopsis

attributeTypes = {ID=attribute_identifier [,]
[N=attribute_type_name [; ...],]
[DSC=attribute_type_description,]
[OBS=boolean,]
INFO=attribute_type_info}

Attribute Type

attributeTypes

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Attribute-Type-
Description (ATTR_TYPE_DESCR) syntax. The Attribute-Types (AT) operational attribute, which
specifies the attribute types used within a subschema-specific administrative area, has the
ATTR_TYPE_DESCR attribute syntax. The AT attribute is multi-valued; each value describes one
attribute type. The information held in this attribute should be complete and in accordance with the
registered definition of each attribute type.

Components

ID=attribute_identifer

An abbreviation or OID that corresponds to an attribute type. Consult the attribute definition block
section of the abbreviation files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show abbr operation to obtain the
list of attribute type abbreviations and OIDs supported by DirX.

N=attribute_type_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that provides a useful title for the attribute type. Supply
one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute syntax (See Simple
Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation).

DSC=attribute_type_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the attribute type. Supply a value using the
DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax
representation).

OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the attribute type is obsolete. The value is represented
using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN
syntax representation.) The default is FALSE.
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INFO=attribute_type_info

A structured component that provides information about the attribute type. Specify
attribute_type_info in the following format (at least one of the components has to be present):

{[DER=derivation,]
[EM=equality_matching_rule,]
[OM=ordering_matching_rule,]
[SM=substrings_matching_rule,]
[AS=attribute_syntax,]
[MV=boolean,]
[COL=boolean,]
[UM=boolean,]
[APP=usage]}

If the component DER is specified you do not need to specify any other component, that is the
attribute type is fully derived from its supertype. If you want to define a specific attribute syntax
(component AS) or a specific matching rule (components EM, OM, SM) you must ensure that
these components are compatible with the syntax of the supertype.

If the component DER is not specified at least the component AS must be specified.

where:

DER=derivation
Specifies the attribute type abbreviation or OID that corresponds to the attribute type of which
this attribute is a subtype. This component is used only for attributes defined with a supertype.

EM=equality_matching_rule
Specifies the abbreviation or OID of a matching rule. This is an optional component, but you
should specify it for attributes defined with equality-matching rules. (See chapter titled
Matching Rule Table for values that are supported.)

OM=ordering_matching_rule
Specifies the abbreviation or OID of an ordering matching rule. This is an optional component,
but you should specify it for attributes defined with ordering matching rules.

SM=substrings_matching_rule
Specifies the abbreviation or OID of a substrings matching rule. This is an optional component
but you should specify it for attributes defined with a substrings matching rule.

AS=attribute_syntax
Specifies the ASN.1 description of the attribute syntax, as defined by the base-standard or
other formal definition for the attribute type. For each syntax, either the abbreviated or the full
form can be used. (See chapter titled Attribute Syntax Table for values that are supported.)

MV=boolean
Specifies whether the attribute is multi-valued. Supply the value using BOOLEAN attribute
syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.)
The default value is TRUE.
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COL=boolean
Specifies whether the attribute is a collective attribute. Supply the value using BOOLEAN
attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax
representation.) The default value is FALSE.

UM=boolean
Specifies whether users can modify the attribute. Supply the value using BOOLEAN attribute
syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.)
For user attributes, the value should always be TRUE.  For certain operational attributes, such
as timestamps, which are administered by the DSA itself, it should be FALSE. The default
value is TRUE.

APP=usage
Specifies how the attribute is to be used. This value is one of the following keywords:

• USR_APPLS—For normal user attributes

• DIR_OPR—For operational attributes used by the DSA as part of non-distrubuted
operations (for example, timestamp attributes, access control attributes)

• DISTRIBUTED_OPR—For operational attributes used by several DSAs as part of
distributed operations (e.g., knowledge-reference attributes)

• DSA_OPR—For operational attributes that are used purely locally to this DSA.

The APP component is only used for output purposes. Do not supply a value for input
purposes. During input the APP value is automatically set to USR_APPLS.

Description

The Attribute-Type attribute is provided only to permit a DSA to publish the static details of the
attributes that it supports within subschema-specific administrative areas. It has no other effect on
the operation of a DirX DSA. Attribute type descriptions are represented with the
ATTR_TYPE_DESCR attribute syntax.

Use the OBS component only to maintain the characteristics of attribute types that are no longer
supported. By default, the value of the OBS component is set to FALSE.

Examples
{AT={ID=O,N=organization A,
    DSC=description of organization A,
    INFO={DER=N,EM=CEM,OM=CEOM,SM=CESM,AS=N,
          MV=TRUE,COL=FALSE,UM=TRUE}
}}

AT={ID=2.5.4.10,N=Organization-Attribute,DSC=Organization,
    INFO={DER=2.5.4.41,EM=2.5.13.5,OM=CEOM,
          SM=2.5.13.7,AS=Name,MV=1,COL=FALSE,UM=1}
}
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2.7.2 DIT-Content-Rule-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify DIT content rules. There is only one such
attribute in the default DSA schema: DCR (DIT-Content-Rules), which is an operational attribute of
a subschema subentry.

Synopsis

dITContentRules= {SOC=structural_object_class,
[AOC=auxiliary_object_classes,]
[MA=attribute_list,]
[OA=attribute_list,]
[PA=attribute_list,]
[N=content_rule_name,]
[DSC=content_rule_description,]
[OBS=boolean]}

Attribute Type

dITContentRules

The abbreviation that corresponds to a structured attribute with the DIT-Content-Rule-Description
(DIT_CONTENT _RULE_DESCR) syntax. The DIT-Content-Rules (DCR) operational attribute, an
attribute of a subschema subentry which defines the DIT content rules used within a subschema-
specific administrative area, has the DIT_CONTENT_RULE_DESCR attribute syntax. The DCR
attribute is multi-valued; each value defines one DIT content rule.

Components

SOC=structural_object_class

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to the structural object class to which the content rule
applies. The structural-object-class attribute of any entry has a single value computed by the DSA
from the values of the object-class attribute. It represents the value of the entry’s object-class
attribute, which defines the nature of the entry. Such an object class value is structural and has no
subclasses present in the object-class attribute. (See also example in Name-Form-Description.)

AOC=auxiliary_object_classes

One or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to the auxiliary object classes allowed for an
entry to which the DIT content rule applies. This is an optional component.

MA=attribute_list

One or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to user attribute types that an entry with this
DIT content rule must contain in addition to the attribute types it must contain according to its
structural and auxiliary object classes. This is an optional component. This is the list of mandatory
attributes.
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OA=attribute_list

One or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to user attribute types that an entry with this
DIT content rule can optionally contain in addition to the attribute types it must contain according
to its structural and auxiliary object classes. This is an optional component.

PA=attribute_list

One or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to user attribute types of structural and
auxiliary object classes that are precluded from an entry to which this DIT content rule applies.
This is an optional component.

N=content_rule_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that corresponds to the name given to the content rule.
Supply one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.) This is an optional
component.

DSC=content_rule_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the content rule. Supply a value using the
DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See the Simple Attribute Syntax section of this chapter for a
description of DIR_STR syntax representation.) This is an optional component.

OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the content rule is obsolete. The value is represented
using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN
syntax representation.) The default is FALSE.

Description

The DIT-Content-Rules attribute permits a DSA to regulate the contents of entries within a
subschema-specific area. The administrator directly controls this attribute. DIT content rule
descriptions are represented with the DIT_CONTENT_RULE_DESCR schema attribute syntax.

Use the OBS component only to maintain the desired characteristics of a content rule that is no
longer is supported. By default, the value of the OBS component is set to FALSE.

Examples
{DCR={SOC=DSA,
     AOC=SAU,
     OA=UP,
     N=DSA,
     DSC=Additional characteristics }}

{DCR={SOC=ORP,
     AOC=MUS,
     MA=CN,
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     N=ORG-PERSON;
     MUS-ORG-Person,
     DSC=Content Rule allowing auxiliary OC MUS}}
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2.7.3 DIT-Structure-Rule-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify DIT structure rules. There is only one such
attribute in the default DSA schema: DSR (DIT-structure-rules), which is an operational attribute of
a subschema subentry. Structure rule values always form a tree with a topmost member that
corresponds to a subschema-specific point; lower members must specify a superior member.

Synopsis

dITStructureRules = {ID=struct_rule_identifier,
NF=name_form_identifier,
[SSR=superior_struct_rule_list,]
[N=struct_rule_name [; ...],]
[DSC=struct_rule_description,]
[OBS=boolean]}

Attribute Type

dITStructureRules

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the DIT-Structure-Rule-
Description (DIT_STRUCT_RULE_DESCR) syntax. The DIT-Structure-Rules (DSR) operational
attribute is a multi-valued attribute of a subschema subentry. It is used to define the DIT structure
rules within a subschema-specific administrative area. Each value of the attribute defines one DIT
structure rule.

Components

ID=struct_rule_identifer

An integer that corresponds to a DIT structure rule. These identifiers are pre-planned when the
structure rules are designed, but there are no constraints except that the value that is applicable
for a subschema-specific point is shared by the subschema associated with the point and by the
subschema used to create that point before it became a subschema-specific point.

NF=name_form_identifier

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to the  registered name form  applicable  to entries
governed by this structure rule.

SSR=superior_struct_rules_list

One or more integers that correspond to superior structure rules. Supply one or more values
(separated by semicolons) using the INTEGER attribute syntax. (See the String Representations
for Simple Attribute Syntaxes section of this chapter for a description of INTEGER syntax
representation.) This component must always be present except possibly for the topmost structure
rule of a subschema-specific area, and then only when no superior structure rule is available
(when, for example, the subschema-specific area is also an autonomous administrative area).
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N=struct_rule_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that defines a useful name given to the structure rule.
Supply one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See
the String Representations for Simple Attribute Syntaxes section of this chapter for a
description of DIR_STR syntax representation.) This is an optional component.

DSC=struct_rule_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the structure rule. Supply a value using the
DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax
representation.) This is an optional component.

OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the structure rule is obsolete. The value is represented
using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN
syntax representation.) The default is FALSE.

Description

The DIT-Structure-Rule-Description attribute is provided to permit a DSA to regulate the structure
of entries within a subschema-specific area. It is directly controlled by the administrator, and has a
direct effect on the structure of the DIT that can be built in the subschema-specific area. DIT
structure rule descriptions are represented with the DIT_STRUCT_RULE_DESCR schema
attribute syntax.

The ID component uniquely identifies the structure rule within the subschema. The SSR
component identifies the permitted superior structure rules for entries governed by the DIT
structure rule. This item is usually omitted only if the DIT structure rule applies to an autonomous
administrative point or if superior entry is held by a 1988 DSA that does not support structure
rules.

Use the OBS component only to maintain the desired characteristics of a structure rule that is no
longer supported. By default, the value of the OBS component is set to FALSE.

Example
{DSR={ID=1,NF=CNF,DSC=SR for Country};
    {ID=2,NF=ONF,SSR=1,DSC=SR for Organization};
    {ID=3,NF=OUNF,SSR=2,DSC=SR for OrganizationUnit};
    {ID=4,NF=OPNF,SSR=3,DSC=SR for OrganizationPerson};
    {ID=5,NF=OPNF,SSR=1,DSC=SR for OrganizationPerson under C}}
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2.7.4 Matching-Rule-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify matching rules.  There is only one such
attribute in the default DSA schema: MR (matching-rules), which is an operational attribute of a
subschema subentry.

Synopsis

matchingRules = {ID=matching_rule_identifier,
[N=rule_name [; ...],]
[DSC=rule_description,]
[OBS=boolean,]
[INFO=asn.1_syntax]}

Attribute Type

matchingRules

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Matching-Rule-
Description (MRULE_DESCR) syntax. The Matching-Rules (MR) operational attribute, which
specifies the matching rules used within a subschema-specific administrative area, has the
MRULE_DESCR attribute syntax. The MR attribute is multi-valued; each value describes one
matching rule. The information held in this attribute should be complete and in accordance with
the registered definition of each matching rule.

Components

ID=matching_rule_identifer

An abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a matching rule. Consult the OID definition block
section of the abbreviation files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show abbr operation to obtain the
list of matching rule abbreviations and OIDs.

N=rule_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that corresponds to the name given to the matching rule.
Supply one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.)

DSC=rule_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the matching rule. Supply a value using the
DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax
representation.)

OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the matching rule is obsolete. The value is represented
using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN
syntax representation.) The default is FALSE.
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INFO=asn.1_syntax

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that specifies the ASN.1 definition of the attribute syntax to
which the matching rule applies. The value is represented using DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.) The INFO
component is only used for output purposes. Do not supply a value for input purposes. During
input the INFO value is generated automatically (using the ID component). The table in chapter
titled Matching Rule Table shows the matching rule abbreviations and the attribute syntaxes to
which they apply.

Description

Matching rules are represented with the MRULE_DESCR schema attribute syntax. The matching-
rules attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish the matching rules that it supports. The
attribute has no other effect on the operation of a DirX DSA.

Use the optional N component to supply one or more names for the matching rule. The N
component is multi-valued; you can supply one or more values for rule_name. The examples
provided in this section give the full name as it appears in the OID definition block section of
dirxabbr file as the first value of N and give the German language equivalent in the second value.

Use the optional DSC component to provide a description of the matching rule.

Use the OBS component only to maintain the desired characteristics of a matching rule that is no
longer is supported. By default, the value of the OBS component is set to FALSE.

The INFO component and its value are returned in the results of read or search operations. For
example, a search operation on an MR structured attribute with an ID component value of CEM
returns an INFO value of DirectoryString {128}, which is the ASN.1 definition of the attribute
syntax to which the Case-Exact-Match (CEM) matching rule applies. Do not supply the INFO
component when specifying an attribute with the MRULE_DESCR syntax in an input string.

Examples
{MR={ID=CEM,N=Case-Exact-Match;exaktes Matching,
     DSC=Matching Rule for Case-Exact-Matching}}

{MR={ID=2.5.13.5,N=Case-Exact-Match;exaktes Matching,
     DSC=Matching Rule for Case-Exact-Matching}}
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2.7.5 Matching-Rule-Use-Description
 An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify matching rule use. There is only one such
attribute in the default schema: MRU (matching-rule-use), which is an operational attribute of a
subschema subentry.

Synopsis

matchingRuleUse = {ID=matching_rule_identifier,
[N=rule_use_name [; ...],]
[DSC=rule_use_description,]
[OBS=boolean,]
INFO=attribute_list}

Attribute Type

matchingRuleUse

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Matching-Rule-Use-
Description (MRULE_USE_DESCR) syntax. The Matching-Rule-Use (MRU) operational attribute
is a multi-valued attribute of a subschema subentry, and is used to define the attribute types to
which a matching rule can be applied within the subschema-specific administrative area.

Components

ID=matching_rule_identifer

An abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a matching rule. Consult the OID definition block
section of the abbreviation files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show abbr operation to obtain the
list of matching rule abbreviations and OIDs.

N=rule_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that corresponds to the name given to the matching rule.
Supply one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.) The rule name
supplied by this component should be in line with the names used in the matching-rules attribute,
if present.

DSC=rule_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the matching rule use. Supply a value using
the DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax
representation.)

OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the matching rule use is obsolete. The value is
represented using BOOLEAN attribute syntax.  (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of
BOOLEAN syntax representation.)  The default is FALSE.
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INFO=attribute_list

One or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to the attribute types to which the matching
rules apply.

Description

The Matching-Rule-Use-Description attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish the matching
rules, which can be used with particular attributes within a subschema-specific administrative
area. This attribute has no other effect on the operation of a DirX DSA.

Use the OBS component only to maintain the desired characteristics of a matching rule that is no
longer is supported. By default, the value of the OBS component is set to FALSE.

Examples
{MRU={ID=CEM,
     N=Usage of case-exact-string matching;CASE EXACT
       MATCH,DSC=Attributes that can use case-exact-string

 matching Case Exact Strings,
     INFO=CN;O ;OU }}

{MRU={ID=2.5.13.5,
     N=CaseExactMatching;CASE EXACT MATCH,DSC=Matching Rule
       Usage for Case Exact Strings,
     INFO=CN;2.5.4.41;O}}
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2.7.6 Name-Form-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify name forms. There is only one such attribute
in the default DSA schema: NF (name-forms), which is an operational attribute of a subschema
subentry.

Synopsis

nameForms = {ID=name_form_identifier [,]
[N=name_form_name [; ...],]
[DSC=name_form_description,]
[OBS=boolean,]
INFO=name_form_info}

Attribute Type

nameForms

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Name-Form-
Description (NAME_FORM_DESCR) syntax. The Name-Forms (NF) operational attribute is a
multi-valued attribute of a subschema subentry used to describe which name forms can be used
within the subschema-specific administrative area. Each value describes one name form.

The information specified for this attribute should be complete and in accordance with the
registered definition of each name form.

Components

ID=name_form_identifer

An abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a name form. Consult the OID definition block section
of the abbreviation files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show abbr operation to obtain the list of
name form abbreviations and OIDs supported by DirX.

N=name_form_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that corresponds to the name given to the name form for
registration. Supply one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute
syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.)

DSC=name_form_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the name form. Supply a value using the
DIR_STR attribute syntax in accordance with the registration of the name form. (See Simple
Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.)
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OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the name form is obsolete. The value is represented using
BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax
representation.) The default is FALSE.

INFO=name_form_info

A structured component that provides information about the name form. Specify name_form_info
in the following format:

{SUB=object_class ,
NM=attribute_list
[,NO=attribute_list]}

where:

SUB=object_class
Specifies the abbreviation or OID that corresponds to the structural-object-class attribute value
for an entry to which the name form applies. The structural-object-class attribute of any entry
has a single value computed by the DSA from the values of the object-class attribute. It
represents the value of the entry’s object-class attribute, which defines the nature of the entry.
Such an object class value is structural and has no subclasses present in the object-class
attribute. For example, if the object class attribute of an entry has four values as shown below:
top, person, organizational-person, MHS-user

the structural-object-class-attribute value is organizational-person (MHS-user is auxiliary, and
the remainder are superclasses).

NM=attribute_list
Specifies one or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to attribute  types for which there
must be a corresponding AVA in the RDN of the entries associated with this name form.  This
component specifies the mandatory naming attributes.

NO=attribute_list
Specifies one or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to attribute  types for which there
may optionally be a corresponding AVA in the RDN of entries associated with this name form.
This component specifies optional naming attributes.

Description

The Name-Form attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish which name forms it supports
within a subschema-specific administrative area. This attribute has no other effect on the
operation of a DirX DSA. Name form descriptions are represented with the
NAME_FORM_DESCR schema attribute syntax.

Use the OBS component only to maintain the desired characteristics of a name form that is no
longer is supported. By default, the value of the OBS component is set to FALSE.
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Examples
{NF={ID=OPNF,
    N=organizational-person-name-form; ORG-PERSON-NF,
    DSC=organisational-person named by common-name and
        optionally organizational-unit-name,
    INFO={SUB=ORP,NM=CN,NO=OU}
   }}

{NF={ID=2.5.15.6,
    N=ORGANIZATIONAL-PERSON-NAME-FORM;ORG-PERSON-NF,
    DSC=Name-Form for Organizational-Person,
    INFO={SUB=ORP,NM=CN,NO=OU}
   }}
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2.7.7 Object-Class-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify object classes. The OC attribute is an
example of such an attribute in the default DSA schema: OC (object-classes) is an operational
attribute of a subschema subentry

Synopsis

objectClasses = {ID=object_class_identifier [,]
[N=object_class_name [; ...],]
[DSC=object_class_description,]
[OBS=boolean,]
INFO=object_class_info}

Attribute Type

objectClasses

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Object-Class-
Description (OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR) syntax. The Object-Classes (OC) operational attribute is
a multi-valued attribute of a subschema subentry used to describe which object classes can be
used within the subschema-specific administrative area. It has the OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR
attribute syntax. Each value describes one object class.

The information specified for this attribute should be complete and in accordance with the
registered definition of each object class.

Components

ID=object_class_identifer

An abbreviation or OID that corresponds to an object class. Consult the OID definition block
section of the abbreviation files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show abbr operation to obtain the
list of object class abbreviations and OIDs supported by DirX.

N=object_class_name

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that corresponds to the name given to the object class.
Supply one or more values (separated by semicolons) using the DIR_STR attribute syntax. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.) The object class
name should include the name given to the object class for registration.

DSC=object_class_description

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the object class. Supply a value using the
DIR_STR attribute syntax that is in accordance with the registration of the object class. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of DIR_STR syntax representation.)
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OBS=boolean

A boolean value that specifies whether the object class is obsolete. The value is represented
using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN
syntax representation.) The default is FALSE.

INFO=object_class_info

A component that provides information about the object class. Specify object_class_info in the
following format (at least one of the components has to be present):

{[SUB=identifier_superclass,]
[KIND=object_class_kind]
[,MA=attribute_list]
[,OA=attribute_list]}

where:

SUB=identifier_superclass
Specifies the abbreviation or OID that corresponds to the object class (if any) that is the
superclass for this object class. If there is no superclass, do not specify this component.

KIND=object_class_kind
Specifies the kind of object-class that the object class registration specifies. Supply one of the
following keywords:

• STRUCTURAL—Represents a real-world object (for example, device, organization) that is
concrete enough to have a place in the DIT

• AUXILIARY—Descriptive of real-world objects (usually being applicable to more than
one)

• ABSTRACT—Represents an abstraction of real-world objects which does not exist in it
own right

The default value is STRUCTURAL.

MA=attribute_list
Specifies one or more abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to attributes  that are registered
as mandatory for entries  of this object class.

OA=attribute_list
Specifies one or more attribute type abbreviations or OIDs that correspond to attributes that
are registered as optional for entries of this object class.

Description

The Object-Class-Description permits a DSA to publish the static details of the object-classes it
supports within a subschema-specific administrative area. This attribute has no other effect on the
operation of a DirX DSA. Object class descriptions are represented with the
OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR schema attribute syntax.
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Use the OBS component only to maintain the characteristics of the object class for object class
that is no longer supported. The default value is FALSE.

Examples
{OC={ID=ORP,
    N=Organizational-Person-OCL;
      ORG-PERSON;organizationalPerson,
    DSC=OCL for Organizational-Person,
    INFO={SUB=PER,KIND=STRUCTURAL,
    OA=L;SPN;STA;PDO;PA;PC;POB;FTN;IIN;TN;TTI;TXN;
       PDM;DI;RA;X1A;OU;TIT}
   }}

{OC={ID=2.5.6.7,
    N=Organizational-Person-OCL;ORG-PERSON,
    DSC=OCL for Organizational-Person,
    INFO={SUB=PER,KIND=STRUCTURAL,
    OA=L;SPN;STA;PDO;PA;PC;POB;FTN;IIN;TN;TTI;TXN;
     PDM;DI;RA;X1A;OU;TIT}}
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2.7.8 Access-Point
An attribute syntax for knowledge attributes that specify DSA access points (i.e., the names and
addresses of DSAs that can interact with the holding DSA using a Directory protocol).

Synopsis

AccessPoint = {AE=application_entity_title,
PSAP=presentation_address
[,PRINFO=protocol_info]}

Attribute Type

AccessPoint

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Access-Point
(ACC_POINT) syntax. SPK (Superior-Knowledge) and MAC (My-Access-Point) are examples of
such an attribute.

Components

AE=application_entity_title

Is the distinguished name of the DSA.

PSAP=presentation_address

Is the presentation address of the DSA. Specify presentation_address as a Presentation-Address
attribute. (See Presentation-Address for details.)

PRINFO=protocol_info

A structured component with the Protocol-Information syntax. See Protocol-Information in this
chapter for a complete description of protocol information format. If it is specified, its NSAP
address component must correspond to one of the NSAP addresses given in the presentation
address

Note:  The PRINFO component is not required for TCP/IP communications; it can be omitted.

Example
MAC={AE={/C=de/O=PQR AG/CN=dsa},
     PSAP={TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=136.30.74.3+port=102'}}
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2.7.9 Consumer-Information
An attribute syntax for DSA-specific attributes of context prefixes. The Consumer-Knowledge
attribute (CK) is the only one such attribute in the default DSA schema. It describes consumer
DSAs that shadow all or part of the corresponding naming context. It specifies the access points of
each DSA together with the numeric identifier for the corresponding operational binding.

Synopsis

ConsumerInformation = {CON=access_point_of_consumer,
AGR=operational_binding_ID}

Attribute Type

ConsumerInformation

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Consumer-Information
(CONS_INFO) syntax. CK (Consumer-Knowledge) is such an attribute. The CK attribute is an
attribute of the context prefixes of shadowed naming contexts in supplier DSAs, and is accessible
with dirxadm only.

Components

CON=access_point_of_consumer

The access point of a consumer DSA which shadows all or part of the naming context
corresponding to the context prefix holding this attribute. Specify access_point_of_consumer as
an Access-Point syntax.  (See Access-Point for details.)

AGR=operational_binding_ID

The identifier of the operational binding for the shadow agreement.  Specify
operational_binding_ID in the following format:

{ID=operational_binding_identifier,
VERS=version_ number}

where:

ID=operational_binding_identifier
Is an integer that identifies the shadow agreement binding. The ID is assigned by the holding
DSA as part of the establishment of the operational binding, and is unique within the scope of
the two DSAs.

Vers=version_number
Is an integer that identifies the version of the shadow agreement binding. This integer
increases when the operational binding is modified.
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Description

Information about shadow consumers for a particular naming context held by a shadow supplier
DSA are represented by a multi-valued Consumer-Knowledge operational attribute associated
with the context prefix of the naming context. The information identifies the access points of the
consumer DSAs and also the identifiers for the corresponding shadowing agreements. Note that
there can be several shadowing agreements involving this naming context with a specific
consumer DSA.

Examples
CK={CON={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa},

PSAP={TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'},
    AGR={ID=10,VERS=20}
    }
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2.7.10 Master-And-Shadow-Access-Points
An attribute syntax for distributed-operation attributes that specify access points for partner DSAs
within a distributed DIT. The SK attribute (Specific-Knowledge) is an example of such an attribute
in the default DSA schema.

Synopsis

MasterAndShadowAccPoints={MOS=MasterOrShadowAccPoint}

Note: The value is a set of components of type MasterOrShadowAccPoint

Attribute Type

MasterAndShadowAccPoints

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Master-And-Shadow-
Acc-Points (MASTER_AND_SHAD_ACC_POINTS) syntax. The SK (Specific-Knowledge) attribute
is an operational attribute that represent knowledge references, and is accessible using dirxadm
only.  The SK attribute is used for DSEs of type subordinate reference, cross-reference and
immediate superior reference.

Components

MOS=MasterOrShadowAccPoint

The access for the master or a shadow DSA. Specify MasterOrShadowAccPoint in the following
format:

{MSAP=access_point
[,CAT=category]}

where:

MSAP=access_point
Is the access point for the master or a shadow DSA.  access_point is an AccessPoint
component. See AccessPoint for details on the component format.

CAT=category
Specifies whether the access point is for the master or a shadow DSA. Specify category as
one of the following keywords:

• MASTER

• SHADOW

The default is MASTER. Only one MasterOrShadowAccPoint value can be assigned a
category of MASTER.
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Description

This syntax must be used for the administration of subordinate references, cross-references and
immediate superior references.  Access points for the corresponding master and shadow DSAs
are represented with the MasterAndShadowAccPoints (MASTER_AND_SHAD_ACC_POINTS)
syntax. The access points are specified with an AccessPoint component and the category of the
DSA (master or shadow) is also specified.

Examples
SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},
               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}},
         CAT=MASTER};
        {MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},
               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.1+port=102'}},
         CAT=SHADOW}
   }
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2.7.11 Supplier-Information
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify information known to a shadow consumer DSA about
the shadow supplier DSA in a shadow agreement. There is only one such attribute in the default
DSA schema: SUK (Supplier-Knowledge).

Synopsis

SupplierInformation={SUP=access_point,
AGR=agreement_ID,
ISM=is_master
[,NSM=access_point]}

Attribute Type

SupplierInformation

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Supplier-Information
(SUPPL_INFO) syntax. For example, SUK is an attribute of a context prefix of a shadowed
naming context.

Components

SUP=access_point

The access point for the shadow supplier DSA that shadows all or part of the naming context
covered by the shadow agreement specified with the AGR subcomponent. The shadow-supplier
DSA can be the master DSA only if the agreement is not a secondary shadowing agreement.
access_point is an AccessPoint subcomponent.  See AccessPoint for details on the attribute
format.

AGR=agreement_ID

The identifier of the operational binding for the shadow agreement. Specify
operational_binding_ID in the following format:

{ID=operational_binding_identifier,
VERS=version_ number}

where:

ID=operational_binding_identifier
Is an integer that identifies the shadow agreement binding. The ID is assigned by the holding
DSA as part of the establishment of the operational binding, and is unique within the scope of
the two DSAs.

VERS=version_number
Is an integer that identifies the version of the shadow agreement binding. This integer
increases when the operational binding is modified.
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ISM=is_master

A Boolean value that specifies whether the supplier holds the master copy of the naming context.
The value is represented using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See the Simple Attribute Syntax for
a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.) The default value is TRUE (the supplier holds
the master copies). If the value is FALSE; the shadowing agreement is a secondary shadowing
agreement.

NSM=access_point

If the shadow supplier in the shadow agreement specified by the ARG component does not hold
the master copy of the naming context, the NSM component defines the master DSA’s access
point. The NSM subcomponent is optional but should be used to optimize operations (for example,
update operations) that are passed to the DSA that holds the master naming context.
access_point is an AccessPoint subcomponent. See AccessPoint for details on the
subcomponent format.

Description

Information about a shadow supplier is represented with the SupplierInformation (SUPPL_INFO)
syntax.  This information known by a shadow consumer DSA is hold in the SUK attribute of the
shadowed context prefix and consists of the ID and version number that identify the shadow
agreement between the supplier and the consumer, the access point for the supplier of the copy of
the naming context, and an indication of whether this supplier holds the master copy of the naming
context. In addition, the information can optionally include the access point for the master if the
supplier does not hold the master copy.

Examples
SUK={SUP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},
          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}},
     AGR={ID=1,
          VERS=1},
     ISM=TRUE,
     NSM={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},
          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.1+port=102'}};
         {AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa3},
          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.2+port=102'}}
    }
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2.7.12 Supplier-And-Consumers
An attribute syntax for attributes that document the suppliers of secondary shadows and their
consumers.  In the default DSA schema, this is used only in the SES (Secondary-Shadows)
operational attribute.

Synopsis

SupplierAndConsumers={SUP=access_point,
CON=access_point[;access_point]...}

Attribute Type

SupplierAndConsumers

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Supplier-And-
Consumers (SUPPL_AND_CONSS) syntax.  For example, SES (Secondary-Shadows) is an
attribute of a context prefix.

Components

SUP=access_point

The access point for each shadow supplier that has a secondary shadow. Specify access_point as
an Access-Point subcomponent. See Access-Point for more information.

CON=access_point

The access point for each shadow consumer of the suppliers named with the SUP component.
Specify access_point as an AccessPoint subcomponent. See Access-Point for more information.

Description

The suppliers of secondary shadows and their consumers are represented with the Supplier-And-
Consumers attribute syntax. The syntax uses an Access-Point attribute to identify the access
points.

Examples
SES={SUP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},
         PSAP={TS=Server19,
               NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}}},
     CON={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},
         PSAP={TS=Server19,
               NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.2+port=102'}}};

   {AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa3},
         PSAP={TS=Server19,
               NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.3+port=102'}}}
    }
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2.7.13 Certificate (Signed)
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify authentication certificates that store the
public key of a user and the public key of the user’s certification authority.

Synopsis

Cert = {CU=certificate_unsigned,
ALG=algorithm,
EV=encrypted_value}

Attribute Type

Cert

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Cert (Cert) syntax. Two
attributes in the default schema have this syntax:

• UC (user-certificate), an attribute of entries with object class strong-authentication-user

• CAC (CA-Certificate), an attribute of entries representing Certification Authorities

Components

CU=certificate_unsigned

The unsigned user certificate. The certificate_unsigned parameter is in the form of a Certificate
(Unsigned) component. See Certificate (Unsigned) for details on its format.

ALG=algorithm

The OID that identifies the signature algorithm used to sign (i.e., hash the data and sign it) the
certificate and any parameters used by that algorithm. Specify algorithm in the following format:

{AL=object_identifier[,ALP=algorithm_parameters]}

AL=object_identifier
Is the OID or abbreviation that identifies the algorithm used to sign the certificate. This
parameter represents the combination of the method used to hash the certificate information
and the public-key cryptography system employed.

ALP=algorithm_parameters
Parameters used by the algorithm for the signature. The form depends on the object identifier
specified by the AL component, but is generally absent (no additional parameters needed).

EV=encrypted_value

The encrypted value. This value is the result of the following procedure:

1. The unencrypted certificate list is encoded using ASN.1 under the constraints documented in
clause 9 of X.509.
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2. The results are hashed using the hashing algorithm specified by the object identifier

3. The hash results are encrypted using the encryption algorithm specified by the object
identifier, and making use of the private key of the signing entity

4. The result is expressed as a bit string

Description

Certificates that store either a user’s public key or the public key of the user’s certification authority
(known as CA certificates) are represented with the Certificate attribute syntax. Both forms of
certificates are unsigned until a signature is provided by the relevant certification authority. The
signature represents the encrypted hash of an encoding of the certificate.

Examples
CAC={CU={VER=V3,
         SN=10,
         SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

        ALP=1024
             },
         IS={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
         VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

        VNB=9412011500Z
             },
         SUB={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=wythenshawe},
         SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

             ALP=1024
                 },
PK=001100010011001000110011110010011000001100010000001
         },
     IUID=0011000100110010001100,
     SUID=1111010100101001011110
        },
     ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,
     ALP=1024

 },
     EV=0011000100110010001100}
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2.7.14 Certificate (Unsigned)
A syntax for a component of a signed certificate.

Synopsis

CU = {[VER=version_number]
,SN=serial_number
,SIG=signature_algorithm
,IS=DN_of_issuer
,VAL=validity
,SUB=DN_of_subject
,SUBK=public_key_for_subject
[,IUID=unique_ID_of_issuer]
[,SUID=subject_unique_id]
[,EXT=extensions;extensions;...]}

Components

VER=version_number

The version number of the user certificate. Up to 3 versions are supported. Specify the version
number as one of the following keywords.

• V1—Includes neither unique-identifiers or extensions (The default.)

• V2—Optionally includes unique-identifiers, but does not include extensions

• V3—Optionally includes unique-identifiers and extensions

SN=serial_number

An integer that specifies the serial number of the user certificate. The number is unique for the
Certification Authority.

SIG=signature_algorithm

The OID that identifies the algorithm used to sign the certificate and any parameters used by that
algorithm. Specify signature_algorithm in the following format:

{AL=object_identifier
[,ALP=algorithm_parameters]}
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where:

AL=object_identifier
The OID or abbreviation that identifies the algorithm used to sign the certificate.  This
parameter represents the combination of the method used to hash the certificate information
and the public-key cryptography system employed.

ALP=algorithm_parameters
Parameters used by the algorithm for the signature.   The form depends on the object
identifier specified by the AL component, but is generally absent (no additional parameters
needed).

IS=DN_of_issuer

The distinguished name of the certification authority that issued the certificate for the user.

VAL=validity

The period of time during which the certificate is valid. Specify validity as a range of dates in the
following format:

{VNB=valid_not_before,
VNA=valid_not_after}

where:

VNB=valid_not_before
Is the time in UTC format that begins the range.

VNA=valid_not_after
Is the time in UTC format that terminates the range.

SUB=DN_of_subject

The distinguished name of the user for whom the certificate was created.

SUBK=public_key_for_subject

The user’s public key. Specify public_key_for_subject in the following format:

{AL=algorithm_for_subject,
PK=public_key}

where:

AL=algorithm_for_subject
The OID that identifies the algorithm used to encrypt the user’s public key and any parameters
used by the algorithm.  Specify algorithm_for_subject in the following format:

{AL=object_identifier[,ALP=algorithm_parameters]}

AL=object_identifier
The OID of the algorithm used to encrypt the user’s public key.
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ALP=algorithm_parameters
Parameters used by the algorithm for the encryption.

PK=public_key
The public key for the certificate user.  The format depends on the algorithm specified by the
AL component. It typically consists of an ASN.1 encoding of the key components.

IUID=unique_ID_of_issuer

The UID (a bit string) of the certification authority that issued the certificate. This component is
optional. When present, it distinguishes between two objects that possess the same distinguished
name at different times. (They cannot both possess the same name at the same time.)

SUID=subject_unique_id

The UID (a bit string) of the user for whom the certificate was created.

EXT=extensions

Extensions provide an open-ended method for holding additional information. Each extension
consists of three components:

• An identifier for the extension

• A critical extension flag indicating whether the extension can be ignored if not understood

• A value which represents the data corresponding to the extension

Specify extensions in the following format:

{ID=oid
[,CRIT=boolean value,]
EV=OCTET_STRING}

where:

ID=oid

The OID specifying the extension type.

CRIT=boolean value
An indication of whether or not the extension can be ignored by a user that does not
understand the extension. If TRUE, the extension is critical, and the user must be able to
understand the extension to use the certificate. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a
description of BOOLEAN syntax.)

EV=octet_string
The DER encoded extension information represented within an octet string. The format of the
information is dependent on the value of the OID used to identify the extension.

Description

The unsigned components of certificates that store user and certificate authority keys are
represented with the Certificate (Unsigned) attribute syntax. The certificates, which are issued by
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a certificate authority, store users’ certified public keys along with other pertinent information. They
are used to authenticate the identity of the user.

Specifically the certificates hold the following information provided by the signing certificate
authority:

• A version number, a number ranging from V1 to V3 that is assigned by the certificate
authority, and a version number also assigned by the certificate authority

• An ID that identifies the algorithm to be used to sign the certificate with other parameters
if needed

• The distinguished name of the certification authority that issued the certificate,
extended, if necessary with a unique UID

• A validity period, specified by a begin date and an end date, that defines the lifetime of
the certificate

• The name of the user of the private key for which the certificate publishes the public
key, extended, if necessary with a unique UID

• An encoding of the public key components

• Optionally, an open-ended set of extensions, which are additional information that can
be used to define the usage or validity of the certificate

Examples
CU={VER=V3,
    SN=10,
    SIG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.2,

   ALP=1024
        },
    IS={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
    VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

   VNB=9412011500Z
        },
    SUB={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=wythenshawe},
    SUBK={AL={AL=1.2.840.113549.1.1.1,

      ALP=1024},
          PK=001100010011001000110011110010011000001100010000001     

 },
    IUID=0000110101001011010100,
    SUID=1011010101101101011000
   }
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2.7.15 Certificate-Pair
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify cross-certificate pairs.

Synopsis

Cert-Pair = {[F=certificate]
[,R=certificate]}

Attribute Type

Cert-Pair

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Certificate-Pair
(CERT_PAIR) syntax. For example, CCP (Cross-Certificate-Pair) is such an attribute. The CCP
attribute is an attribute normally associated with Certification Authorities.

Components

F=certificate

An unsigned certificate that stores the public key of a “forward” member of the cross-certificate
pair. Specify certificate as a Certificate (Signed) attribute. See Certificate (Signed) for the
attribute format.

R=certificate

An unsigned certificate that stores the public key of a “reverse” member of the cross-certificate
pair. Specify certificate as a Certificate (Signed) attribute. See Certificate (Signed) for the
attribute format.

Description

Certificate pairs are used within cross-certificate-pair attributes to cross-connect CAs (e.g., CAs
associated with different organizations). Cross-connect CAs are represented with the Certificate-
Pair attribute syntax.  Certificate pairs are certificates for two CAs that mutually trust each other.

When combined with other CA certificates in a certificate path, the certificate pair makes it
possible to create a trusted certification path that progresses from a certificate issued by a trusted
CA to the certificate of the object whose signature is to be checked.

A cross-certificate-pair attribute can supply pairs of certificates for which the issuer of one is the
subject of the other. It can alternatively supply just one of the pair (typically the forward
component). The set of forward certificates in a cross-certificate-pair should represent a single
unbroken directed graph (i.e., the subject of each certificate shall be the issuer of another forward
certificate or of the originator's certificate).

Example
CCP={F={CU={VER=V3,
            SN=10,
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            SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,
                 ALP=1024
                },
            IS={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
            VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

           VNB=9412011500Z
                },
            SUB={/C=ie/O=sse},
            SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

                ALP=512
     },

                  PK=0011000100110010001100111100100110000011000100
            },
        IUID=00101010110100101001,
        SUID=00111010110100111001
           },
        ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1

       ALP=1024
    },

        EV=0011000100110010001100
       },
     R={CU={VER=V3,
            SN=10,
            SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

           ALP=1024
                },
            IS={/C=ie/O=sse},
            VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

           VNB=9412011500Z
                },
            SUB={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
            SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

                ALP=512
     },

                  PK=00110001001100100011001111001001100000110001000
            },
        IUID=10101010110100101001,
        SUID=00111010110000101001
           },
        ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

       ALP=1024
    },

        EV=0011000100110010001100
       }
    }
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2.7.16 Cert-List (Signed)
An attribute syntax for signed certificate lists, used solely by Certification Authorities to hold
revocation lists (lists of identifiers for certificates that have been revoked, typically because they
have become compromised, or are otherwise no longer valid).

Synopsis

CertList = {CLU=certificate_list_unsigned,
ALG=algorithm,
EV=encrypted_value}

Attribute Type

CertList

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Cert-List (CERT_LIST)
syntax. Attributes with this syntax have two uses:

• For CRL (Certificate-Revocation-List) information, to revoke user’s certificates

• For ARL (Authority-Revocation-List) information, to revoke CA’s certificates

Both are types of information are attributes of Certification Authorities.

Components

CLU=certificate_list_unsigned

An unsigned certification list. Specify certificate_list_unsigned in the form of a Cert-List (Unsigned)
component. See Cert-List (Unsigned) for a description of this component format.

ALG=algorithm

The OID that identifies the algorithm used to sign the certificate list together with any parameters
used by that algorithm. Specify algorithm in the following format:

{AL=object_identifier[,ALP=algorithm_parameters]}

AL=object_identifier
The OID or abbreviation that identifies the combination of hashing and encryption algorithms used
to sign the certificate-list. This component is required by any algorithm that checks the signature.

ALP=algorithm_parameters
Parameters used by the algorithm for the signature. The format is dependent on the value of the
AL component, but in most cases, there will be no additional parameters.

EV=encrypted_value

The encrypted value is a result of the following procedure:
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1. The encrypted certificate list is encoded using ASN.1 under the constraints documented in
clause 9 of X.509

2. The encryption results are hashed using the hashing algorithm specified by the AL component

3. The resulting hash is encrypted the encryption algorithm specified by the AL and the private
key of the signing entity

4. The result is expressed as a bit string

Description

Signed certificate lists are represented with the Cert-List (Signed) attribute syntax. The certificate
list portion of the Cert-List (Signed) attribute is represented by an Cert-List (Unsigned) component
(described in the Cert-List (Unsigned)). The signature portion consists of the digital signature in
the form of a bit string, together with an object identifier that specifies the procedure by which the
signature was created and (where necessary) any additional parameters for the signature
process.

Example
ARL={CLU={VER=V2,
         SIG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
         IS={/C=de/O=PQR AG/OU=Corporate CA },
         TU=9612011200Z,
           NU=9612011300Z,

     RC={SN=25,
               RD=9603011500Z};

        {SN=75,
               RD=9608231005Z}},
      ALG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
      EV=0011000100110010001100}
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2.7.17 Cert-List (Unsigned)
A syntax for unsigned certificate lists. This syntax is never used as an attribute syntax. It specifies
the syntax of information that, with a digital signature, comprises a certificate revocation list. The
signed version of this information is defined in the Cert-List (Signed) attribute syntax, which
describes the syntax of the values that used as actual attribute values.

Synopsis

CLU= {[VER=version_number]
,SIG=signature_algorithm
,IS=DN_of_issuer
,TU=this_update
[,NU=next_update]
[,RC=revoked_certificates;revoked_certificates;...]
[,EXT=extensions;extensions;...]}

Components

VER=version_number

The version number of the certificate list. Up to two versions are supported. Specify the version
number as one of the following keywords.

• V1 (Version 1 lists do not have a corresponding version_number element; for version 1
lists, this argument should not be specified)

• V2 (Version 2 optionally includes extensions)

SIG=signature_algorithm

Contains the OID that identifies the algorithm used to sign the certificate list together with any
parameters used by that algorithm. Specify signature_algorithm in the following format:

{AL=object_identifier[,ALP=algorithm_parameters]}

AL=object_identifier
Is the OID or abbreviation that identifies the combination of hashing and encryption  algorithms
used to sign the certificate-list. This is required by any algorithm that checks the signature. It
duplicates the information provided with the signature itself. (See the AL component in Cert-List
(Signed) attribute syntax.)

ALP=algorithm_parameters
Parameters used by the algorithm for the signature. The format depends on the value of the AL
component, but in most cases, there will be no additional parameters. This information, if present,
duplicates the information provided with the signature itself. (See the ALP component in Cert-List
(Signed) attribute.)

IS=DN_of_issuer

The distinguished name of the certification authority that issued the certificate list.
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TU=this_update

The date and time of issue of this certificate list, in UTC time format. The information is used to
help assess the validity of the list.

NU=next_update

The date and time of the next planned update to the certificate list, in UTC time format. If this date
and time have passed, the current list is obsolete. The CA will check current list for any certificates
whose validity is in question. If the current list is unavailable, the CA will consider the certificates to
be suspect.

RC=revoked_certificates

The list of certificates that have been invoked and are no longer valid. Specify revoked_certificates
in the following:

{SN=serial_number,
RD=revocation_date
[,EXT=extensions;extensions;...]}

where:

SN=serial_number
Is an integer that specifies the serial number of the revoked certificate.

RD=revocation_date
Is the date and time the certificate was revoked in UTC time format.

EXT= extensions;extensions;...
This component specifies extensions that apply to individual certificates. It cannot be supplied
for V1 lists.

Extensions in certificates and certificate lists provide an open-ended method for holding
additional information. Each extension consists of three components:

• An identifier for the extension

• A critical extension flag indicating whether the extension can be ignored if not understood

• A value which represents the data corresponding to the extension

Specify extensions in the following format:

{ID=oid
[,CRIT=boolean value,]
EV=octet_string}

where:

ID=oid
The OID for the form of the extension information.
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CRIT=boolean value
An indication of whether or not the extension can be ignored by a user of this
information that does not understand the extension . If TRUE, the extension is critical,
and the user must be able to understand the extension to use the certificate. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.)

EV=octet_string
The DER encoded extension information represented within an octet string, for
example,

EV=\x02\x01\x00

The format of the information is dependent on the value of the OID used to identify the
extension.

EXT=extensions

Extensions are used here to represents extensions for the list as a whole. Extensions cannot be
specified for V1 lists.

Specify extensions in the following format:

{ID=oid[,CRIT=boolean_value,] EV=octet_string}

See the previous RC=revoked_certificates section for further details.

Description

Certificate revocation lists (CRLs) are represented with the Certificate-List (Unsigned)
(CertListUnsigned) attribute syntax. A CRL is issued regularly by each issuing certification
authority (CA), and contains a list of those certificates issued by the CA that have been declared
invalid although their validity period has not expired. A separate list is provided for user certificates
and CA-certificates issued by a particular CA.

Revoked certificates are invalid, usually because the user’s or CA’s private key has been
compromised. Note that a signature signed by the owner of a revoked certificate may still be valid
(just as transactions may be valid for a lost credit-card if they predate the time of loss).

Version 2 certificates contain the means of augmenting the information contained in the CRL in
two ways:

• Extension information can be associated with any certificate identifier

• Extension information can be associated with the CRL as a whole.

The purpose of a CRL is to ensure that certificates can be trusted if their identifiers are not on the
most recent CRL. For this to work, a CRL must be up to date, and users must be able to
determine that the CRL that they have obtained is the latest one.
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Example
CLU={VER=V2,
                SIG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
                IS={/C=de/O=PQR AG/OU=Corporate CA },
                TU=9612011200Z,
                  NU=9612011300Z,

            RC={SN=25,
                      RD=9603011500Z};

               {SN=75,
                      RD=9608231005Z}

           }
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2.7.18 DL-Submit-Permission
An attribute syntax used for the MDS (MHS-DL-Submit-Permission) attribute that specifies who
can submit messages to a distribution list.

Synopsis

DLSubmitPermission = {IND=individual |
MDL=member-of-DL |
PM=pattern-match |
MG=member-of-group}

Attribute Type

DLSubmitPermission

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the DL-Submit-Permission
(DLSubmitPerm) syntax. For example, MDS (MHS-DL-Submit-Permission) is such an attribute.

Components

IND=individual

The OR name of the individual who is allowed to submit a message. The individual parameter has
to be specified with ORName syntax. See OR-Name.

MDL=member-of-DL

The name of a distribution list whose members are allowed to submit messages.

PM=pattern-match

Specifies an OR name pattern. Every MHS user or distribution list whose OR name matches this
pattern is allowed to submit a message.

MG=member-of-group

The distinguished name of a specified group-of-name (for example,
/C=DE/O=SNI/OU=ASW/CN=asw-group) whose members can submit a message.

Description

This syntax is used for the MHS attribute MDS (MHS-DL-Submit-Permission). This attribute
identifies users and distribution lists that can submit messages to a distribution list. Members are
identified in one of the following four ways:

• As individuals by OR names with the IND component.

• As members of a specified distribution list with the MDL component

• As individual whose name matches a specified OR name or as members of a distribution
list whose name matches a specified OR name pattern with the PM component.
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• As members of a group of names with the MG component.

Examples
MDS={IND={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,

          SN=dumitrescu},
          DN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com2/CN=dumitrescu}}}
MDS={MDL={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,

          SN=dumitrescu}}}
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2.7.19 OR-Address
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify X.400 originator/recipient (OR) addresses.

Synopsis

ORAddress = {C=country,
ADMD=ADMD,
PRMD=PRMD
[,O=organization]
[,OU1=organizational_unit_1]
[,OU2=organizational_unit_2]
[,OU3=organizational_unit_3]
[,OU4=organizational_unit_4]
[,SN=surname]
[,GN=given_name]
[,GEN=generation_qualifier]
[,INI=initials]
[,CN=common_name]
[,DT1=domain_defined_type_1]
[,DT2=domain_defined_type_2]
[,DT3=domain_defined_type_3]
[,DT4=domain_defined_type_4]
[,DV1=domain_defined_value_1]
[,DV2=domain_defined_value_2]
[,DV3=domain_defined_value_3]
[,DV4=domain_defined_value_4] }

Attribute Type

ORAddress

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the OR-Address
(OR_ADDRESS) syntax. For example, MOA (MHS-OR-Address) is such an attribute.  An OR
address comprises a number of standard components and a number of optional components
defined by the management domain to which the originator/recipient subscribes (know as domain
defined components). In most cases only the standard components C, ADMD, PRMD, O, OU, SN,
GN, GEN and INI are used.

Components

C=country

An identifier of the country in either Printable or Numeric string format.
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ADMD=ADMD

An identifier of the Administrative Management Domain in either Printable or Numeric string
format.

PRMD=PRMD

An identifier of the Private Management Domain in either Printable or Numeric string format.

O=organization
OU1=organizational_unit_1
OU2=organizational_unit_2
OU3=organizational_unit_3
OU4=organizational_unit_4

An identifier of the organization and up to 4 organizational units in either Printable or T61 string
format. To supply a T61 string the component name must be suffixed by _T61   For example, the
OU1= München component must be OU1_T61= München.

SN=surname

The surname in either Printable or T61 string format. To supply a T61 string the component name
must be suffixed by _T61.

GN=given_name

The given name in either Printable or T61 string format. To supply a T61 string the component
name must be suffixed by _T61.

GEN=generation_qualifier

The generation qualifier in either Printable or T61 string format. To supply a T61 string the
component name must be suffixed by _T61.

INI=initials
INIT=initials_t61

The name initials in either Printable or T61 string format. To supply a T61 string the component
name must be suffixed by _T61.

CN=common_name

The common name in either Printable or T61 string format. To supply a T61 string the component
name must be suffixed by _T61.

DT1=domain_defined_type_1
DT2=domain_defined_type_2
DT3=domain_defined_type_3
DT4=domain_defined_type_4

Up to 4 domain-defined types in either Printable or T61 string format.  To supply a T61 string the
component name must be suffixed by _T61.
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DV1=domain_defined_value_1
DV2=domain_defined_value_2
DV3=domain_defined_value_3
DV4=domain_defined_value_4

Up to 4 domain-defined values in either Printable or T61 string format.  To supply a T61 string the
component name must be suffixed by _T61.

Description

Information about X.400 originator/recipient addresses is represented by the OR-Address attribute
syntax.

Example
MOA={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitrescu}
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2.7.20 OR-Name
An attribute syntax for MHS attributes that specify X.400 originator/recipient (OR) names,
Directory names, or both.

Synopsis

ORName = { [ X400=or_address ]
[,DN=directory_name] }

Attribute Type

ORName

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the OR-Name (OR_NAME)
syntax. For example, MDM (MHS-DL-Members) is such an attribute.

Components

X400=or_address

The X400 address of an MHS user or an MHS distribution list. See OR-Address for the syntax of
this parameter.

DN=directory_name

The Directory distinguished name of the MHS user or the MHS distribution list.

Description

This syntax is used for the attribute MDM (MHS-DL-Members), which identifies the members of a
MHS distribution list. Each member is identified by OR name, which consists of an X400 address,
or Directory distinguished name, or both OR name and Directory distinguished name.

Examples
MDM={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitres},
     DN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com2/CN=dumitres}}
MDM={DN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com2/CN=dumitres}}
MDM={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitres}}
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2.7.21 ACI-Item
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify one of the following:

• Access control policies (for prescriptive ACI or subentry-ACI operational attributes)

• Local access control requirements applicable to a single entry when used in the entry ACI
operational attribute.

Synopsis

ACII = {ID=id_tag,
PR=integer,
AL={authentication_level},
IF={item_first} | UF={user_first}}

Attribute Type

ACII

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the ACI-Item (ACIITEM)
syntax. The attributes with ACIITEM attribute syntax are:

• Prescriptive-ACI (PACI)—An operational attribute of a subentry that contains access control
information applicable to entries within a subentry’s scope.

• Entry-ACI (EACI) —An operational attribute of an entry that contains access control
information applicable to the entry in which it appears and to that entry’s contents.

• Subentry-ACI (SACI) —An operational attribute of an administrative point that contains
access control information that applies to each of the subentries associated with the
administrative point.

Components

ID=id_tag

A string (of up to 64 characters long) that identifies the ACIITEM using a string that can be
meaningful to an administrator. Specify the string in DIR_STR format. (See Simple Attribute
Syntax for a description of DIR_STR format.)

PR=integer

An integer that specifies the precedence of the  ACIITEM relative to other ACIITEMs. If the ACI
evaluation encounters a grant and a denial that relate to the same user and action on the same
protected object, and the grant has a higher precedence than the denial, the denial.

If both have the same precedence, the rules of implicit preference are followed:

• The ACIITEM with the more specifically defined user wins
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• If there is no more specifically defined user, the ACIITEM with the more specifically
defined protected-object wins, or the denial wins.

Specify integer as a value from 0 to 255, with 0 corresponding to a default and 255 to a mandatory
policy.

AL={authentication_level}

The minimum authentication level required to access the entry. Specify authentication_level in the
format:

BL={L=level}

where level is one of the keywords:

• NONE—Requires user identification

• SIMPLE—Requires user identification and password identification

• STRONG—Requires user identification using public key cryptography.

IF={item_first}

The protected items and their permissions.  This component can help provide a variety of access
capabilities to different users and user classes through a simply expressed set of protected items.

Specify item_first in the format:

PI={protected_items},
IP={item_permission [;item_permission ...]}

where:

PI={protected_items}
protected_items is a structured component that represents a set of protected items. Each
component is optional and defines a protected item. Specify protected_items in the format:

[E=boolean]
[,AUAT=boolean]
[,AT=attribute_list]
[,AAV=attribute_list]
[,AUATV=boolean]
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where:

E=boolean
Determines whether the permissions apply to the entry. Further permissions are
usually needed to access the information in the entry. However, there is one
exception: the entry can be deleted without regard to the access rights to the
attributes. The value is represented using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple
Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.)

AUAT=boolean
Determines whether the permissions apply to all user attributes as a whole. Further
permissions are usually needed to access the information in the entry. However, there
is one exception: the entry can be deleted without regard to the access rights to the
attributes.

This component cannot be used to define permissions for operational attributes. The
value is represented using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax
for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.)

AT=attribute_list
Specifies that the permissions apply to the attribute types identified by abbreviation or
OID in attribute_list. Consult the attribute definition block section of the abbreviation
files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show abbr operation to obtain the list of attribute
type abbreviations and OIDs.

Further permissions are usually needed to access the information in the entry.
However, there is one exception: the entry can be deleted without regard to the
access rights to the attributes.

This component can be used to define permissions for explicitly identified operational
attributes.

AAV=attribute_list
Specifies that the permissions apply to the attribute values associated with the
attribute types  identified by abbreviation or OID in attribute_list. Consult the attribute
definition block section of the abbreviation files or use the dirxadm or dirxcp show
abbr operation to obtain the list of attribute type abbreviations and OIDs.

In general, access must be granted first to each attribute before access to the attribute
values is granted. However, there is one exception: in a modify-entry operation;
attribute values can be added or removed without regard to the access rights on the
attribute.

AUATV=boolean
Determines whether the permissions apply to all user attribute information associated
with the entry, including all values of user attributes. The value is represented using
BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of
BOOLEAN syntax representation.)
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IP={item_permission}
item_permission represents one or more permissions to be applied to protected_items.
Specify item_permission in the format:

[PR=integer,]
UC={ user_class},
GAD=permissions

where:

PR=integer
Specifies the precedence of the ACIITEM relative to other ACIITEMs. (See the PR
component for more information on ACIITEM precedence.) Specify a value from 0 to
255. This is an optional component. If it is not specified, the precedence level used is
the level specified in the ACIIITEM PR component.

UC={user_class}
Specifies the users to which the permissions apply. Specify user_class in the format:

[AU=boolean] [,TH=boolean] [,N={name_and_opt_uid}] [,UG={user_group}]
[,SUB={subtree}]

where each component is optional and defines a set of users:

AU=boolean
Determines whether the permissions apply to every directory user that has been
authenticated in compliance with the authentication level specified by the AL
component. The value is represented using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See Simple
Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.)

TH=boolean
Determines whether the permissions apply to the authenticated user with the same
distinguished name as the entry being accessed. (Authentication is performed using
the method defined by the AL component.)

N={name_and_opt_uid}
Specifies that the permissions apply to the user with the specified distinguished name
and (optionally) UID. The UID component can only be used with users authenticated
with the strong method of authentication. (See the AL component for more
information.) See the description of the Name-And-Optional-UID structured attribute
for information on how to specify the name_and_opt_uid argument. Supply the
distinguished name of the object absolute (relative to the root of the DIT).

UG={user_group}
Specifies the distinguished name and (optionally) UID of a Group-of-Unique-Names
object (GOUN). The permissions apply to all members of the object. Supply the
distinguished name of the object absolute (relative to the root of the DIT).
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SUB={subtree}
Specifies that the permissions apply to the set of users whose distinguished names
fall within the definition of the specified subtree. See the description of the Subtree-
Specification structured attribute for an explanation of its component syntax.

GAD=permissions
Specifies the access rights to be granted or denied. Specify permissions as one of
more of the following keywords, separated by the plus sign (+):

grantAdd denyAdd

grantBrowse denyBrowse

grantCompare denyCompare

grantDiscloseOnError denyDiscloseOnError

grantExport denyExport

grantFilterMatch denyFilterMatch

grantImport denyImport

grantModify denyModify

grantRead denyRead

grantRemove denyRemove

grantRename denyRename

grantReturnDN denyReturnDN

Do not mix permissions that grant and deny access in a single ACIITEM. Grant and
denial permissions evaluate authentication levels slightly differently, so that the
meaning of the user classes is potentially different. For example, with the
authentication level set to simple, a granting access to all users will insist that they
have authenticated using simple authentication. Denying access to all users will deny
all users whatever the means of authentication.

The meanings of these permissions are described in the following table.

Permission Meaning

Add For entries: controls the ability to create an entry in the DIT
(subject to the access controls on all attributes and values to
be placed in the new entry). In order to add an entry,
permission to add its mandatory attributes and their values
must t least be granted. For attributes: controls the ability to
add an attribute (subject to the ability to add all specified
attribute values).  For attribute values: controls the ability to
add an attribute value to an existing attribute
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Permission Meaning

Browse For entries: controls whether directory operations (i.e., list and
search operations) can access entries that they do not
specifically name

Compare For attributes and their values: controls whether attributes
and values can be used in compare operations

DiscloseOnError For entries: controls whether the entry’s name can be returned
in an error or empty result. If not granted, the Directory returns
an error as if the entry did not exist. For attributes: controls
whether the attribute’s presence can be disclosed in attribute
or security errors. If not granted, the Directory returns an error
as if the attribute did not exist. For attribute values: controls
whether the attribute value’s presence can be disclosed in
attribute or security errors. If not granted, the Directory returns
an error as if the attribute did not exist.

Export For modify DN operations: controls whether an entry can be
moved (with its subordinates, if any) from its present position in
the DIT to another position in which it has a different superior
entry. The Export permission must be held by the old superior
entry. If the last RDN of the entry being moved is changed, the
entry must also possess the Rename permission.

FilterMatch For attributes and their values only: controls whether the
attributes and values can be matched with corresponding
values in a search filter. If the cannot, the filter must be
evaluated as if the attribute or value was either absent or could
not be accessed.

Import For modifyDN operations only: applies when an entry is
being moved (with its subordinates, if any) to another position
in the DIT where it has a different superior entry: The Import
permission must be held by the new superior entry. The entry
must itself grant Export permissions for success.

Modify For entries only: controls whether the information contained in
an entry can be modified using a modify operation.  Note that
appropriate attribute and value permissions must also be
granted in order to modify any attributes and values in the
entry.  (Modifying the RDN is no affected by the Modify
permission.)
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Permission Meaning

Read For entries: controls whether Directory read or compare
operations that specifically name an entry can read that entry.
Further permissions are required to access the attributes and
their values. For attributes and values: controls whether read
or search operations can return attributes and values as entry
information.

Remove For entries: controls the ability to remove an entry from the
DIT regardless of controls on attributes or attribute values
within the entry. For attributes: controls the ability to remove
an attribute and all of its values. For attribute values: controls
the ability to remove an attribute value from an existing
attribute.

Rename Controls whether an entry can be renamed with a new RDN
subject to the consequential changes to the distinguished
names of subordinate entries. (It may not be possible to
rename an entry when there is a subordinate reference that is
subordinate to the entry.) Note, however, that permissions
within subordinate entries are not taken into account when
evaluating permissions for this operation.

ReturnDN Controls whether an entry’s distinguished name can be
returned in an operation result.  If this permission is not
granted, an alias name can in some cases be returned; if it is
not possible to return an alias, information about the entry is
withheld.

UF={user_first}

A component that specifies user classes and their permissions  This component can help provide
a variety of access capabilities to different items through a simple set of user classes.

Specify user_first in the format:

UC={user_class},
UP={user_permission
[;user_permission ...]}

where:

UC=user_class
Represents a set of users and user_permission represents one or more permissions to be
applied to user_class. Specify user_class in the same format as the UC component of the IF
(item_first) component’s IP (item_permission) component.

UP=user_permission
Specify user_permission in the format:
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[PR=integer,]
PI={ protected_items},
GAD=permissions

where:

PR=integer
Has the same format and meanings as the PR component of item_permission (IP).

PI=protected_items
Has the same format and meaning as the PI component of item_first (IF).

GAD=permissions
Has the same format and meaning as the GAD component of item_permission (IP).

Description

Access control information is represented with the ACIITEM attribute syntax. Each ACIITEM
grants or denies defined permissions to specific users and protected items.

The id_tag component provides an identifier for each ACIITEM. You can use it to remove a
specific ACIITEM value, or to protect it with a prescriptive-ACI, subentry-ACI or entry-ACI, as
appropriate.

The item_first and user_first components represent different ways to organize access control
information. Use item_first if you want to group permissions by protected items (entries).
Alternately, you can use user_first to group permissions by user classes.

Example
PACI={ID=Some authenticated PQR users can Read all entries,
      PR=50,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={N={DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}};
                {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer}};
                {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=Ketzer}},
              SUB={BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development}}},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
              GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN};
             {PI={AUATV=TRUE},
              GAD=grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch};
             {PR=51,
              PI={AT=UP},
              GAD=denyRead+denyFilterMatch}}};
     {ID=Authenticated PQR users can Modify their passwords,
      PR=100,
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      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
             GAD=grantModify};
             {PI={AT=UP,
                  AAV=UP},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove}}};
     {ID=The administrator has additional permissions,
      PR=254,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={N={DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};
             {PI={AUATV=TRUE},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove};
             {PI={AT=CRN;CRT;MN;MT},
              GAD=grantRead}}
      }
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2.7.22 Cooperating-DSA
An attribute syntax for attributes that hold information about the administrated operational bindings
with partner DSAs or LDIF agreements. There is only one such attribute in the default schema:
CDSA (Cooperating-DSA-Table), which is an attribute of a subentry of the root-DSE. The
Cooperating-DSA attribute syntax is only used for display purposes; it cannot be used for input.

Synopsis

CooperatingDSA = {PSAP=presentation_address
[,PRINFO=protocol_information]
[,DSA=dsa_name]
,DSEID=dse_id
[,SOB=shadow_operational_binding]}

Attribute Type

CooperatingDSA

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Cooperating-DSA
(COOPERATING_DSA) syntax. The DirX specific CDSA (Cooperating-DSA) attribute is such an
attribute. The CDSA attribute is a system-maintained attribute of a subentry of the root DSE that
can only be displayed with dirxadm.

Components

PSAP=presentation_address

The presentation address of the DSA identified by the DSA name given by the DSA component.
See Presentation-Address for a complete description of presentation address format.

PRINFO=protocol_information

A structured component with the Protocol-Information syntax. See Protocol-Information in this
chapter for a complete description of protocol information format. This component is normally
omitted. If it is specified, its NSAP address component must correspond to one of the NSAP
addresses given in the presentation address.

DSA=dsa_name

The distinguished name of the cooperating DSA.

DSEID=dse_id

The internal numerical identifier assigned by the DSA to the DSE representing the DSA name.

SOB=shadow_operational_binding

A structured component that defines the shadow binding. shadow_operational_binding is
displayed in the format:
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{SAI=shadow_agreement_info
[,OBID=operational_binding_ID]
,OR=own_role
[,OBMV=operational_binding_validity]
,OBS=operational_binding_state
[,SECS=secondary_shadows]
[,MREF=master_sob_reference]
[,SREF=slave_sob_reference[;slave_sob_reference …]]
[,RPOL=relating_sob_policies]}

SAI=shadow_agreement_info
A structured component that defines the components of a shadowing agreement. See
Shadowing-Agreement-Info for a complete description of shadowing agreement information
format.

OBID=operational_binding_ID
A structured component that identifies the operations binding. operational_binding_ID is in the
following form:
{ID=integer,VERS=integer}

ID=integer specifies the binding ID and VERS=integer the binding version.

OR=own_role
The role of the DSA.  own_role is one of the following keywords:

• SUPPLIER

• CONSUMER

OBMV=operational_binding_validity
A structured component that defines the range of dates during which the binding is valid.
operational_binding_validity is in the following form:

{[VF=valid_from][,VU=valid_until]}

valid_from is a generalized time string or the keyword NOW, which defines the beginning of
the range of dates. The default value NOW defines the start of the date range as the current
date.

valid_until is a generalized time string or the keyword TERMINATION, which is the default
value and defines the end of the range as never.

OBS=operational_binding_state
Specifies the status of an operational binding. operational_binding_state is one of the
following keywords:

• COOPERATIVE—The Shadowing agreements is active.

• NONCOOPERATIVE—The shadowing agreements is inactive.
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SECS=secondary_shadows
A component that identifies the access points for secondary shadows. See Supplier-And-
Consumers for a detailed description of the secondary_shadows format.

MREF=master_sob_reference
A component that identifies the master shadowing operational binding (e.g. a shadowing or
LDIF agreement) in case of secondary shadowing or clustering of LDIF agreements. The
master_sob_refrence is displayed in the following format:

{DSA=dsa_name,DSEID=dse_id,OBID=operational_binding_id}

where

DSA=dsa_name
Specifies the distinguished name of the DSA from which the DSA receives the
shadows. When a master LDIF agreement is referred, the string <LDIF> is displayed
instead of the master DSA´s distinguished name.

DSEID=dse_id
Specifies the internal numerical identifier assigned by the DSA to the DSE
representing the DSA name.

OBID=operational_binding_id
Specifies the operational binding id of the master shadowing operational binding in the
following format:

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

SREF=slave_sob_reference
A component that identifies a list of slave shadowing operational bindings (e.g. a list of
shadowing or LDIF agreements) in case of secondary shadowing or clustering of LDIF
agreements. The different shadowing operational bindings are separated by a semicolon
(;).The slave_sob_reference is displayed in the following format:

{DSA=dsa_name,DSEID=dse_id,OBID=operational_binding_id}

where

DSA=dsa_name
Specifies the distinguished name of the DSA to which the DSA sends secondary
shadows. When a master LDIF agreement is referred, the string <LDIF> is displayed
instead of the DSA´s distinguished name.

DSEID=dse_id
Specifies the internal numerical identifier assigned by the DSA to the DSE
representing the DSA name.
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OBID=operational_binding_id
Specifies the operational binding id of the secondary shadowing operational binding in
the following format:

id[,version]

where id is an integer that uniquely identifies the shadowing operational binding and
version is an optional integer that specifies the version.

RPOL=relating_sob_policies
A component that identifies the SOB-Policies performed for this shadowing operational
binding. See SOB-Policies for a detailed description of the relating_sob_policies format.

Description

The Cooperating-DSA attribute is a DSA-generated attribute of a subentry of the root-DSE that
displays the status of operational bindings between the present DSA and other DSAs or LDIF
agreements. DirX supports only shadowing operational bindings (SOB).

This Cooperating-DSA attribute is multi-valued; it contains a value for every DSA involved in a
SOB and for every LDIF agreement. The attribute should not be modified by users, and, being a
root-DSE subentry attribute, can be accessed by dirxadm only. The dirxadm ob functions can be
used to create, modify, or delete the information displayed by this attribute syntax.

Examples
CDSA={PSAP={TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+
                           port=21002'},}
      DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa1},
      DSEID=5,
      SOB={SAI={SS={AREA={CP={/C=de/O=sni},
                RA={DEF=TRUE},
                ATT={DEF=TRUE}}},
                MAS={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa},
                PSAP={TS=Server19,

NA='TCP/IP!internet=234.56.78.90+port=21002'}}},
     OBID={ID=20,
           VERS=0},
     OR=SUPPLIER,
     OBMV={VF=960730120000Z},
     OBS=COOPERATIVE,
  }
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2.7.23 DSA-Policies
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify DSA policies. This attribute syntax is used solely by
the DSAP (DSA-Policy) attribute, which is an attribute of the root DSE. The DSA-Policy attribute,
which is accessible only by using dirxadm, defines the bilateral agreements between the present
DSA (local DSA) and other remote DSAs known to it.

Synopsis

DsaPolicies = {DSA={DN_string},
[,OPT=DSA_policy_options]
[,KL=integer]
[,TO=integer]
[,AP={DSA_authentication_policy}]}

Attribute Type

DsaPolicies

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Dsa-Policies
(DSA_POLICIES) syntax. The DSAP attribute is a DSA-specific operational attribute of the root
DSE and is accessible only by using dirxadm.

Components

DSA=DN_string

The distinguished name of the DSA for which the policy options apply. Specify a value of /
(forward slash) to mark the policy as a default for all DSAs for which no specific policy is defined.
Note that it is not possible to specify policies for a specific set or group of DSAs.

OPT=DSA_policy_options

Policy options that apply to the interoperation of this DSA with other DSAs. Specify
DSA_policy_options as one or more keywords or the value 0 (zero). Separate multiple keywords
with the + (plus sign). The keywords are:

• CHAINING—Indicates that the present DSA is willing to send chained operations to this
DSA. This keyword does not affect incoming chained operations. (This is the default
value.)

• LOCAL-DOMAIN—Indicates that the named DSA lies within the same local-domain as
the present DSA, for the purpose of the local-scope bit in the service-control options. This
option is relevant only if the LSP (Local-Scope-Policy) attribute is set to LOCAL-DOMAIN
or DMD.

• DMD—Indicates that the named DSA lies within the same DMD as the present DSA, for
the purpose of the scope-of-referral service control. This option is only relevant if the LSP
(Local-Scope-Policy) attribute is set to DMD.
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• COUNTRY—Indicates that the named DSA lies within the same country as the present
DSA, for the purpose of the scope-of-referral service control.

Supplying the value 0 for DSA_policy_options means that the local DSA does not chain to this
DSA and that this DSA is neither within the same local domain, DMD nor country as the local
DSA.

KL=integer

An integer that defines the keep-line policy, a policy that defines the number of seconds a DSA will
wait before disconnecting from an idle DSP association. A DSP association is idle when there are
no outstanding operations on it. If you do not specify a keep-line policy, the association will be
terminated after each chained operation.

TO=integer

An integer that defines the time-out policy, a policy that defines the number of seconds the DSA
will wait before it aborting a connection with a non-responding partner. This policy is used to
detect a communications failures during operations, not idle DSAs (as the keep-line policy). To
enforce the policy a timer is set for the specified time-out after a DATA_STOP event occurs at the
transport level.

If you do not specify a time-out policy, the DSA never aborts connections after a DATA_STOP
event; although the connection could be timed out by another DSA.

AP=DSA_authentication_policy

Authentication policy for the DSA. Specify DSA_authentication_policy in the following format:

[AMB={auth_methods}]
[,AMT={auth_methods}]
[,TD=trust_degree]
[,OPWD=any_octet_string]
[,PPWD=any_octet_string]
[,CE=credentials_expiration]
[,CV=credentials_validity]
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where:

AMB={auth_methods}
Specifies the authentication method for binds allowed from the remote DSA.  Only these
authentication methods will be accepted by the local DSA for incoming DSP and DISP binds
from the remote DSA.  The local DSA will use the “strongest” authentication method specified
for outgoing DSP and DISP binds to the remote DSA. Currently only the following
authentication methods are allowed.   Specify auth_methods in the following format:

AM=authentication_methods

The authentication_methods parameter is a sequence of the following keywords separated by
semicolons:

• NONE—No authentication is performed. (Corresponds to an authentication level of NONE
for access control.)

• SIMPLE—Simple authentication is performed, but no password is supplied. (Corresponds
to an authentication level of NONE for access control.)

• SIMPLE-WITH-PWD—Simple authentication with a password is performed. A DN and
password are passed in the clear. (Corresponds to an authentication level of SIMPLE for
access control.)

• SIMPLE-PROTECTED—Simple authentication is performed with a secure token. A DN,
password, a random number, and a timestamp are passed after being protected with
hashing encoding function. (Corresponds to an authentication level of SIMPLE for access
control.)

• EXTERNAL-NT—External authentication is performed. (Corresponds to an authentication
level of SIMPLE for access control.)

The default is NONE;SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED;EXTERNAL-NT.
A DirX DSA will use as default SIMPLE-PROTECTED for outgoing DSP and DISP binds.

AMT={auth_methods}
Specifies the authentication methods that must be used by the remote DSA in order to be
trusted for a chained operation. Specify auth_methods in the same format as the AMB
component.

If you specify the component AMT={auth_methods}, you should specify the component
TD=trust_degree.
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TD=trust_degree
The degree of trust allowed to chained operations supplied by the DSA. Specify the
trust_degree  parameter as one or both of the following keywords:

• READ—The DSA can grant access to incoming chained Read operations, subject to
normal access control.

• MODIFY—The DSA can grant access to incoming chained Modify operations, subject to
normal access control.

If you specify both keywords, separate them with a + (plus sign).

If you specify the component TD=trust_degree, you should specify the component
AMT={auth_methods}.

OPWD=any_octet_string
The password to be used to define the local DSA’s credentials for simple authentication. If the
password is not specified, the default policy password is used (i.e., the policy for which the
DSA=DN_string component is set to /).

PPWD=any_octet_string
The password which has to be used within the credentials sent by the DSA named in the
policy for simple authentication.

CE=credentials_expiration
The amount of time in seconds after a bind is initiated that the outgoing credentials in DSP
and DISP binds will expire. This component is used only with simple-protected authentication.
The default is 30.

CV=credentials_validity
The time in seconds after a bind that is initiated that the incoming credentials in DSP and
DISP binds will expire. This component is  used only with simple-protected authentication. The
default is 30.

Description

Dsa-Policies is a syntax for the DSAP attribute. This attribute controls a DSA’s method of
interaction with other DSAs. Specifically, it supplies information about the authentication
procedures for DSP and DISP operations. The DSAP attribute is a multi-valued attribute. Each
value is assigned to a specific DSA or / and contains one or more policy options. The DSAP
attribute can be managed only by using dirxadm.

Examples
DSAP={DSA={/},
      OPT=COUNTRY+DMD,
      KL=100,
      TO=60,
      AP={AMB={AM=NONE},

    TD=READ}
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DSAP={DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=asw-dsa},
      OPT=COUNTRY+DMD,
      KL=10,
      TO=60,
      AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          AMT={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          TD=READ+MODIFY,
          OPWD=asw-dsa,
          PPWD=sni-dsa.
          CE=5000,
          CV=300}};
     {DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=pn-dsa},
      OPT=COUNTRY+DMD,
      TO=60,
      AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          AMT={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          TD=READ+MODIFY,
          PPWD=sni-dsa}}

    TD=READ}

DSAP={DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=asw-dsa},
      OPT=COUNTRY+DMD,
      KL=10,
      TO=50,
      AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD},
          AMT={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          TD=READ+MODIFY,
          OPWD=asw-dsa,
          PPWD=sni-dsa.
          CE=50,
          CV=300}
      }

DSAP={DSA={/C=de/CN=dsa},
      OPT=0,
      KL=10,
      TO=50,
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      AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD},
          TD=READ+MODIFY,
          OPWD=asw-dsa,
          PPWD=sni-dsa,
          CE=50,
          CV=300 }
      }
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2.7.24 Shadowing-Agreement-Info
A syntax for specifying shadowing or LDIF agreements. This attribute syntax is used in the
dirxadm ob create command for the -agreement option and for displaying components of the
Cooperating DSA table.

Synopsis

ShadowingAgreementInfo={SS={shadow_subject_unit_of_replication}
[,UM={update_mode}]
[,MAS={master_access_point}]
[,SEC=secondary_shadows]}

Components

SS=shadow_subject_unit_of_replication

A structured component that defines the information (entries, attributes, and knowledge) to be
replicated. This information is known as the “shadow subject” or “unit of replication.” Specify
shadow_subject_unit_of_replication in the following format:

AREA={area_specification}
,ATT=attribute_selection
[,KNO={knowledge}]

where:

AREA={area_specification}
Identifies the naming context area to be replicated. Specify area_specification in the form:
CP={context_prefix_distinguished_name},
RA={replication_area_subtree_specification}

where:

context_prefix_distinguished_name
Specifies the context prefix of the naming context.  This is the distinguished name of
the node at the top of the naming context. The value / is root context.

replication_area_subtree_specification
Specifies whether the entire naming context should be replicated or only a subtree
within the naming context. Specifyreplication_area_subtree_specification in the
Subtree-Specification attribute syntax format (see Subtree-Specification for
details).

ATT=attribute_selection
Filters the attributes to be replicated. In addition to the attributes specified here, access control
operational attributes, Creation Time (CRT), Modification Time (MT), and object class attribute
are always replicated. Further operational attributes, for example, Creators Name (CRN), must
be explicitly included. Specify attribute_selection in one of the following formats:
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• {DEF=TRUE}

This form causes all user attributes and the operational attributes described above to be
replicated.

• {[ATSCL=object_class_identifier,]CA={ALL=TRUE} |
                                                             {INCL=attribute_list} |
                                                             {EXCL=attribute_list}}
 [;{[ATSCL=…,]CA={…}};…]

      where:

      ATSCL=object_class_identifier
The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to an object class and specifies that the
shadow supplier is to perform attribute selection of this class for shadowing. If the
class is omitted, the selection applies to all classes.

      CA=…
Specifies that either all attributes ({ALL=TRUE}) of the specified object class or only a
part of the attributes are replicated. Include or exclude attributes by specifying the
INCL or EXCL component, where attribute_list specifies one or more abbreviations or
OIDs (separated by a semicolon (;)) that correspond to attribute types. INCL explicitly
includes and EXCL explicitly excludes attribute types. When using the EXCL
component, any attribute contained in an entry, which is not explicitly excluded, is
implicitly included in the unit of replication. In case of conflicting specifications, INCL
has priority over explicitly excluded attributes and EXCL has priority over implicitly
included attributes. If all attributes ({ALL=TRUE}) is not specified, an INCL or an
EXCL component must be specified.

KNO={knowledge}
Identifies the knowledge references to be replicated. Specify knowledge in the following form:
KT=knowledge_type [, EK=extended_knowledge]

where:

knowledge_type=MASTER | SHADOW | BOTH
A keyword that specifies the knowledge types to shadow when subordinate
references are encountered at the base of the naming context. Specify the knowledge
type with one of the following keywords:

• MASTER—Shadow only the knowledge reference that references the master
DSA for the subordinate naming context

• SHADOW—Shadow only the knowledge references that reference commonly
used shadows of the subordinate naming context. (In practice, this means
shadows of the complete naming context, since less complete shadows are not
always reliably useful.)

• BOTH—Shadow both master and commonly used shadow references.

The default value (nothing specified) is that no knowledge references are replicated.
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extended _knowledge = TRUE | FALSE
A Boolean value that specifies whether to replicate extended subordinate references,
which are subordinate references that are not immediately subordinate to entries that
are shadowed.

UM={update_mode}

A structured component that defines when the replicated entries will be updated and whether the
consumer or the supplier should initiate the updates. Specify update_mode in either of the
following formats:

• For supplier-initiated updates, specify update_mode in the format:

SI={ S={scheduling_parameters} | OC=on_change}

• For consumer-initiated updates, this component is required. Specify update_mode in
the format:

CI={scheduling_parameters}

• For LDIF-agreements, this component is required. Specify update_mode in the format:

SI={ S={scheduling_parameters}}

For supplier-initiated, consumer-initiated updates and LDIF-agreements, the components
SI={ S={scheduling_parameters} | OC=on_change}, CI={scheduling_parameters} and
SI={ S={scheduling_parameters}} establish the update schedule. Use the SI subcomponent to set
up a schedule for supplier-initiated updates and LDIF-agreements or the CI parameter to set up a
schedule for consumer-initiated updates. When you specify scheduling parameters, all time units
are in seconds.

where:

OC=on_change
on_change is a boolean value.  The value TRUE means that replicated entries are updated
immediately when the master entries are modified or created. The value FALSE means that
no updates will be performed automatically. The default mode is SI={OC=TRUE}.

scheduling_parameters
Specify scheduling_parameters in the following format:

PS={periodic_strategy}

periodic_strategy is designed to allow shadowing to take place at regular intervals. Specify
periodic_strategy in the following format:

WS=window_size,
UI=update_interval
[,BT=begin_time]

where:
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WS=window_size
An integer that defines the time period in seconds during which the shadow consumer
will accept updates from the shadow supplier.  A shadow window allows updates to
occur at anytime within the window time.  It is useful if for some reason the updates
are unable to start at the exactly scheduled moment or for a retry if some update
failure occurs.

UI=update_interval
Is an integer that specifies in seconds the interval in seconds between the opening of
the update windows.  For example, if UI is set to 1800 (30 minutes) and WS to 300 (5
minutes), the update cycle is 35 minutes.  Updates of up to five minutes in duration
can occur every 30 minutes.

BT=begin_time
The start-time of the first update window in Generalized Time format. When this start
time is after the validity of the shadowing agreement the update cycle begins at this
time. (See -validity option of ob create operation for details.) Once started the update
cycle begins until the shadow agreement is terminated. (See Simple Attribute
Syntax for a description of this format.) The default for this subcomponent is the time
the shadowing agreement was activated.

MAS=master_access_point

An optional structured component that defines the access point of the master DSA for the naming
context. (Note that if secondary shadowing is used the master DSA cannot be the shadow
supplier, because a shadow consumer acts also as the shadow supplier for the same
information.). The value is optional when the shadowing is primary shadowing (i.e. the supplier is
also the master of the information).

Specify master_access_point as an Access-Point attribute.  (See Access-Point for details.)

SEC=secondary_shadows

A Boolean value that specifies whether the consumer in this agreement can act as a secondary
shadow to the shadow supplier. Secondary shadow consumers can shadow the shadowed
information on to other DSAs. The value is represented using BOOLEAN attribute syntax. (See
Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.). The default is
FALSE (secondary shadows are not allowed).

Description

Information pertaining to a shadow agreement between supplier and consumer DSA or an LDIF
agreement is represented with the Shadowing-Agreement-Info component syntax. This syntax is
only used for specifying the value of the -agreement parameter in the dirxadm ob create
command and for displaying components of the Cooperating DSA table. It describes a shadowing
agreement, which basically defines:

• What is being replicated, known as the “unit of replication”. (The SS subcomponent
attribute.)
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• When updates of the replicated entries should take place and who initiates the update
process. (The UM subcomponent attribute.)

• The access point of the master DSA, if necessary. (The MAS subcomponent attribute.)

• Whether secondary shadows are allowed. (The SEC subcomponent attribute.)

Example
{SS={AREA={CP={/C=DE/O=PQR},
           RA={DEF=TRUE}
          },
     ATT={DEF=TRUE}
    },
 UM={SI={S={PS={WS=3600,
             UI=86400,
             BT=19970101230000Z
               }
            }
        }
    }
}

{SS={AREA={CP={/C=CH/O=PQR},
           RA={BAS={/O=sales},
     EXCL={CHB={/OU=ABC/OU=DEF}};{CHA={/OU=XYZ}},
     MIN=0,MAX=10,
     SF={ITEM=PER}
     }
   },
 KNO={EK=TRUE,KT=MASTER},
 ATT={DEF=TRUE}
 }
}

{SS={AREA={CP={/C=CH/O=PQR},
           RA={BAS={/OU=Sales}}
          },
     KNO={EK=TRUE,KT=MASTER},
     ATT={CA={INCL=CRN}}; includes operational attribute
                            Creator´s Name
         {CA={EXCL=O;L;DSC}}; excludes attributes Organization,
                         Locality, and Description
         {ATSCL=ORP,CA={ALL=TRUE}} includes all attributes of object
                                 class Organizational Person
                                (inclusive O, L, and DSC of ORP)
                               and implicitely includes all user
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                               attributes that are not
                               explicitely excluded here
    }
}
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2.7.25 SOB-Policies
A syntax for specifying policies for shadowing operational bindings like shadowing or LDIF
agreements. This attribute syntax is used in the dirxadm ob create command for the -pol option.

Synopsis

SOBPolicies={DEF=TRUE} |
{[MAS=sob_master_policies]
[,INI=sob_initiator_policies]
[,SUPP=sob_supplier_policies]
[,CONS=sob_consumer_policies]
[,LDSUPP=sob_ldif_supplier_policies]}

Components

DEF=TRUE

Specifies that default policies should be used. See the other components for a description of the
default policies.

MAS=sob_master_policies

Specifies the policies used for master shadowing agreements. Specify sob_master_policies in the
following format:

{[MAXJSZ=max_journal_size]
[,MAXJFIL=max_journal_files]}

where:

MAXJSZ=max_journal_size]
Specifies the maximum amount of disk space in kilobytes used by shadowing operational
binding journal files. The value of 0 (zero) indicates that an unlimited amount of disk space
can be used. The default value is unlimited.

MAXJFIL=max_journal_files]
Specifies the maximum number of journal files for the shadowing operational binding. The
value of 0 (zero) indicates that an unlimited number of files can be used. The default value is
unlimited.

INI=sob_initiator_policies

Specifies the policies used for initiator shadowing agreements. These components should only be
administered if you want to manipulate the default values of the error recovery. If it is useful, an
error recovery is performed automatically; that is, for example, when the server is temporarily shut
down. Specify sob_initiator_policies in the following format:

{[RMR=recovery_max_retries]
[,RTO=recovery_timeout]
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[,RI=recovery_interval]
[,RD=recovery_divisor]}

where:

RMR=recovery_max_retries
The maximum number of retries of recovery for shadowing agreements with the DSA specified
in the DSA=DN_string component of a DSAP attribute where the local DSA is the initiator. The
default is 20 .

If the RTO=recovery_timeout and the RMR=recovery_max_retries components are equal to 0,
recovery is configured as unlimited (that is, there is no limitation by timeout or by number of
retries, and recovery never stops).

If either the RTO=recovery_timeout or the RMR=recovery_max_retries component is equal to
0 (and the other one is equal to a non-zero value), no recovery will be done.

If the RTO=recovery_timeout and the RMR=recovery_max_retries components are equal to a
non-zero value, recovery will be attempted until both values have been exceeded.

RTO=recovery_timeout
The timeout in seconds of a recovery attempt for shadowing agreements with the DSA
specified in the DSA=DN_string component of a DSAP attribute where the local DSA is the
initiator. The default is 1200 (that is, 20 minutes).

If the RTO=recovery_timeout and the RMR=recovery_max_retries components are equal to 0,
recovery is configured as unlimited (that is there is no limitation by timeout or by number of
retries, and recovery never stops).

If either the RTO=recovery_timeout or the RMR=recovery_max_retries component is equal to
0 (and the other one is equal to a non-zero value) no recovery will be done.

If the RTO=recovery_timeout and the RMR=recovery_max_retries components are equal to a
non-zero value, recovery will be attempted until both values have been exceeded.

RI=recovery_interval
The time interval in seconds between the end of a recovery attempt and the start of the next
attempt for shadowing agreements. This component is relevant only for the shadowing
agreements with the DSA specified in the DSA=DN_string component of a DSAP attribute
where the local DSA is the initiator and the UM={update_mode} component of the
Shadowing-Agreement-Info is OC=TRUE (on_change). (See Shadowing-Agreement-Info
for details.) The default is 240 (that is, 4 minutes).

RD=recovery_divisor
The time interval between two recovery attempts for shadowing agreements is the
window_size divided by the recovery_divisor. This component is relevant only for the
shadowing agreements with the DSA specified in the DSA=DN_string component of a DSAP
attribute where the local DSA is the initiator and the UM={update_mode} component of the
Shadowing-Agreement-Info is periodic_strategy. (See Shadowing-Agreement-Info for
details.) The default is 16.
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SUPP=sob_supplier_policies

Specifies the policies used for supplier shadowing agreements. Specify sob_supplier_policies in
the following format:

{[US=supplier_update_strategy]
[,MAXLOC=max_local_memory]
[,MAXOSK=max_old_segments_kept]
[,MAXINC=max_incremental_merges]
[,MAXICON=max_incremental_confirmations]}

where:

US=supplier_update_strategy
The standard supplier update strategy that the shadow supplier intends to use for the updates.
The first shadowing operation involves a total update and subsequent operations an
incremental update of the unit of replication. Specify one of the following keywords:

• TOTAL-INCRthe pure X.525 standard strategy. This strategy is recommended for
interworking.

• SEGM-TOTAL-INCRa standard conformant DirX extension that overcomes the
resource limitations of the standard mechanism by segmenting the messages. This is the
default strategy if no value for US is specified.

The supplier and the consumer must use the same update strategy for a shadowing operational
binding.

The use of the following components is recommended to avoid bottlenecks when processing the
data to update the unit of replication:

MAXLOC=max_local_memory
The maximum amount of memory in kilobytes to be used to create the data to update the unit
of replication.

If the update strategy is TOTAL-INCR, calculate MAXLOC by multiplying the number of
entries in the replicated area by the average size of an entry (about 2 KB).

If the update strategy is SEGM-TOTAL-INCR, MAXLOC must be at least big enough to take
up the largest entry to transfer.

The value 0 (zero) indicates that an unlimited amount of memory can be used.
The default value is 512.

When processing the data, the maximum consumption of memory is (3 * MAXLOC). If
MAXLOC is exceeded, the shadowing operational binding is disabled. Before the
administrator can enable the shadowing operational binding, he must adapt the configuration.

MAXOSK=max_old_segments_kept
Specifies the maximum number of old shadowing operational binding update history segment
files saved in case of incremental updates. A value lower or equal 1 indicates that 2 files are
saved. The default is 2.
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MAXINC= max_incremental_merges
Specifies the maximum number of update operations to be merged per entry on supplier side
when an incremental update is processed. A value lower or equal 1 indicates no merges. The
default value is 32.

MAXICON=max_incremental_confirmations
Specifies the maximum number of incremental update refreshes sent in a sequence of
segmented incrementals without starting a complete new update cycle. A complete new
update cycle requires a new bind and coordination before the incremental update can be
performed. This component is only used in case of incremental refreshes, the
supplier_update_strategy is SEGM-TOTAL-INCR, and the update_mode (see Shadowing-
Agreement-Info for details) is scheduled OC=TRUE (on_change).

This component is useful only for units of replication with a high update frequency. In this
case, it can happen that after a single update is confirmed by the consumer, new updates may
be ready for transmission on the supplier side.

A value less than or equal to 1 indicates that each transmission is confirmed. The default is 1.

CONS=sob_consumer_policies

Specifies the policies used for consumer shadowing agreements. Specify sob_consumer_policies
in the following format:

{[US=consumer_update_strategy]
[,MAXLOC=max_local_memory]}

where:

US=consumer_update_strategy
The standard consumer update strategy that the shadow consumer requests. The first
shadowing operation involves a total update and subsequent operations an incremental
update of the unit of replication. If the database becomes inconsistent, the consumer requests
a total refresh of the unit of replication. Specify one of the following keywords:

• TOTAL-INCRthe pure X.525 standard strategy. This strategy is recommended for
interworking.

• SEGM-TOTAL-INCRa standard conformant DirX extension which overcomes resource
limitations of the standard mechanism by segmenting the messages. This is the default
consumer update strategy if no value for US is specified.

The supplier and the consumer must use the same update strategy for a shadowing operational
binding.

The use of the following component is recommended to avoid bottlenecks when processing the
data to update the unit of replication:

MAXLOC=max_local_memory
The maximum amount of memory in kilobytes to be used to create the data to update the unit
of replication. This value should be at least (2 * MAXLOC) of the corresponding supplier
agreement.
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If the update strategy is TOTAL-INCR, calculate MAXLOC by multiplying the number of
entries in the replicated area by the average size of an entry (about 2 KB).

If the update strategy is SEGM-TOTAL-INCR, MAXLOC must be at least big enough to take
the largest entry to transfer.

The value 0 (zero) indicates that an unlimited amount of memory can be used.
The default value is 1024.

When processing the data, the maximum consumption of memory is (3 * MAXLOC). If
MAXLOC is exceeded, the shadowing operational binding is disabled. Before the
administrator can enable the shadowing operational binding, he must adapt the configuration.

LDSUPP=sob_ldif_supplier_policies

Specifies the policies used for LDIF agreements. Specify sob_ldif_supplier_policies in the
following format:

{[CRLF=cr_and_lf_separator]
[,BAS64=base64_encoding]
[,BINO=binary_only]
[,ENTRYO=entry_only]
[,MAXROW=max_rows]
[,{DELAT=delete_attr_info | DELATLIST=attribute_list}]
[,{MODAT=modify_attr_info | MODATLIST=attribute_list}]
[,PROG=program_name]
[,CS=codeset]
[,CHANGEO=changes_only]}

where:

CRLF=cr_and_lf_separator
A boolean value that specifies whether carriage-return and line-feed (TRUE) or only carriage-
return (FALSE) is used as a separator. The default is FALSE.

BAS64=base64_encoding
A boolean value that specifies whether Base-64 encoding is performed (TRUE) for attribute
values and distinguished name strings containing values lower than 32 (SPACE character) or
greater than 126 (∼) (not printable data) or Base-64 encoding is not performed (FALSE). This
subcomponent is ignored when the value of the subcomponent BINO is ALL. The default is
FALSE.

BINO=binary_only
Specifies the format in which the data are written. Specify one of the following keywords:

• NONE—attribute values, attribute type information and distinguished names are written
decoded and printable. This is the default value.

• ATTR—all attribute values are written ASN.1 encoded and Base-64 encoded, attribute
type information is written in Object Identifier format, and distinguished names are written
decoded and printable.
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• ALL—all attribute values are written ASN.1 encoded and Base-64 encoded, attribute type
information is written in Object Identifier format, and distinguished names are written
ASN.1 encoded and in hexadecimal format as defined in RFC 1779.

ENTRYO=entry_only
A boolean value that specifies whether the entry is saved only with user attributes and the
operational attributes Creation Time and Modification Time (TRUE) or all entry information
(user attributes, all operational attributes, references and subentries) is saved (FALSE). The
default is FALSE.

MAXROW=max_rows
Specifies the maximum number of characters per line. The default is 80.

DELAT=delete_attr_info
A boolean value that specifies whether attribute types and values of a deleted entry or
attribute are saved (TRUE) or not (FALSE). The default is FALSE.

DELATLIST=attribute_list
Specifies that only a part of attribute types and values of a deleted entry or attribute is to be
saved. attribute_list specifies one or more abbreviations or OIDs (separated by a semicolon
(;)) that correspond to the attribute types to be saved.

MODAT=modify_attr_info
A boolean value that specifies whether attribute types and values of a modified entry or
attribute are saved (TRUE) or not (FALSE). The attribute values represent the values before
the modify operation. Attributes with a distinguished name part are not saved. The default is
FALSE.

MODATLIST=attribute_list
Specifies that only a part of attribute types and values of a modified entry or attribute is to be
saved. attribute_list specifies one or more abbreviations or OIDs (separated by a semicolon
(;)) that correspond to the attribute types to be saved. The attribute values represent the
values before the modify operation. Attributes with a distinguished name part are not saved.

PROG=program_name
An IA5 string that specifies a command string to be performed after the creation of the file in
LDIF format has been completed. When this policy is omitted, see the ob create command for
information on how to export the file.

This policy can be used as follows:

• Simple use (only on UNIX systems):
The string specifies the name of an executable, for example /usr/bin/mail, that is invoked
after the creation of the LDIF file has completed. The string must not contain the character
%. The LDIF file is directed to standard input of the executable. After the executable has
completed, the LDIF file is removed and the exit code is evaluated. An exit code of 0
indicates success. An exit code of 1 indicates a temporary error; in this case, the LDIF
agreement is scheduled for error recovery. Another exit code indicates a permanent error;
in this case, the LDIF agreement is disabled.
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• Advanced use:
The string specifies the name of an executable to be invoked after the creation of the LDIF
file has completed. The string can contain macros (starting with the character %) to be
replaced before the executable is invoked. You can specify one or more of the following
macros:

%F—is replaced by the LDIF file name. This macro is required on Windows NT systems.
When this macro is omitted on UNIX systems, the LDIF file is directed to standard input of
the executable as described above.

%U—is replaced by the current update time. The update time is specified in Generalized
Time syntax as specified in RFC 2252. (See section Generalized Time Syntax details.)

%L—is replaced by the last update time. The last update time is specified in Generalized
Time syntax as specified in RFC 2252. (See section Generalized Time Syntax details.) A
value of NONE indicates that this agreement is processed the first time after establishing
the LDIF agreement. (See the ob establish command for details.)

%S—indicates the kind of content that was or will be created. This macro is replaced by
one of the following keywords:

 CONTENT-FILE—indicates an LDIF content file (the total content was saved).
CHANGE-LOG—indicates a change log file (only updates were saved).
NO-CHANGE—indicates an empty change log file (no updates occurred).

%A—is replaced by the agreement identifier (without the version number) in numerical
string format.

%%—is replaced by %.

%any—is replaced by any where any is a character other than the macros described
above, the macro %P (see coordinated advanced use below for details), and the macro
%V (see recommendations for troubleshooting below for details).

Other parameters are given to the executable as specified.

After the command has completed, the LDIF file is removed and the exit code is evaluated.
An exit code of 0 indicates success. An exit code of 1 indicates a temporary error; in this
case, the LDIF agreement is scheduled for error recovery. Another exit code indicates a
permanent error; in this case, the LDIF agreement is disabled.

• Coordinated advanced use:
When the macro %P (indicating the processing state) and at least the macro %U or %L
(see advanced use for details) are specified, the executable is invoked before the LDIF
agreement is processed. In this case, the %P macro is replaced by the keyword
COORDINATE. The %F macro is replaced by the keyword NO-FILE and / or no redirection
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of standard input is performed. The executable may check the last update time, upgrade
from a change log file format to a content file format, or discard LDIF files and restart
recording of history. After the executable has completed, the exit code is evaluated:

An exit code of 0 indicates success; in this case, an LDIF file is created and the executable
is invoked a second time. (The macro %P is replaced by the keyword UPDATE.)

An exit code of 1 indicates a temporary error; in this case, the LDIF agreement is
scheduled for error recovery.

An exit code of 5 indicates that the current (total) content file or change log file should be
discarded, but the update history should be recorded and a change log file should be
created when processing the LDIF agreement next time. In this case, the executable is
invoked a second time without creating an LDIF file. (The macro %P is replaced by the
keyword UPDATE, %S is replaced by the keyword DISCARDED, and %F is replaced by
the keyword NO-FILE.)

An exit code of 2 indicates that a (total) content file is required, an exit code of 3 indicates
that a previous LDIF file is missing, an exit code of 4 indicates that the corresponding LDIF
file has already been received. In these cases, the executable is invoked a second time
without creating an LDIF file. (The macro %P is replaced by the keyword COORDINATE.)
After the executable completes, the exit code is evaluated. Only exit code of 0 ((total)
content file is created) or 5 (content/change file is discarded) are accepted. The executable
is invoked again. (The macro %P is replaced by the keyword UPDATE.)

Any other exit code indicates a permanent error; in this case, the LDIF agreement is
disabled.

• Recommendations for troubleshooting:
The command string prog_name may contain the name of an existing program (e.g.
/usr/bin/mail on UNIX systems), a UNIX shell script, or a self-written application. These
executables should not use the exit codes -1, -2, and -3 because they are used internally
with the following meanings:

 -1: On Windows NT systems, create process failed. On UNIX systems, fork failed.
 -2: On Windows NT systems, macro %F is missing. On UNIX systems, exec failed.

-3: The DSA was stopped (for example, by performing the dirxadm operation
      sys stop) or the LDIF agreement was terminated (for example, by performing the
      dirxadm operation ob terminate).

On Windows NT systems, system information (for example, function return codes of
system operations) is saved in the USR log file.

Use the macro %V to get additional diagnostic and system information on UNIX systems.
Using %V causes stderr to be directed to a file with the LDIF file name to which an e has
been appended. (See the dirxadm ob create operation for details on the LDIF filename.)
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Diagnostic, error and system messages are written to this file. The UNIX shell option -x
can be used to trace the processing of shell scripts into this file. On Windows NT systems,
the macro %V is ignored.

 The following figure illustrates the general processing while the prog_name policy is
performed.
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 Start processing: Parse prog_name command string

If command string contains macro %P
Yes        No

Replace macros
Perform command (%P = COORDINATE)

Evaluate exit code:
• 0: Create LDIF file
• 1: Error recovery (stop processing)
• 2 or 3 or 4:

Suggest total content file
Perform command (%P = COORDINATE)
Accept only exit codes 0 or 5
- 0: Create total content file
- 5: Nothing
- else: Disable LDIF agreement (stop processing)

• 5: Nothing
• else:Disable LDIF agreement (stop processing)

Replace macros
Perform command (%P = UPDATE)

Evaluate exit code:
• 0: Nothing
• 1: Error recovery (stop processing)
• else:Disable LDIF agreement (stop processing)

Remove LDIF file

Create LDIF file

Replace macros
Perform command

End processing
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CS=codeset
Specifies the character set for the encoding in which printable data are saved in the file. This
subcomponent is ignored when the value of the subcomponent BINO is ALL. Specify one of
the following keywords:

• LATIN1—The data are saved in Latin1 format as specified in ISO8859-1.

• UTF8—The data are saved in UTF-8 format.

The default is UTF8.

CHANGEO=changes_only
A boolean value that specifies whether only updates are saved (TRUE) or a total content file is
saved (FALSE). This policy is only evaluated when the subcomponent PROG is omitted. The
default is FALSE.

Description

Information pertaining to policies for a shadow agreement between supplier and consumer DSA or
an LDIF agreement is represented with the SOB-Policies attribute syntax. This syntax is only used
for specifying the value of the -pol parameter in the dirxadm ob create command and for
displaying components of the Cooperating DSA table. It describes the following policies:

• Master-SOB-Policies (the MAS component), which defines the use of system resources
such as disk space limitations (the MAXJSZ subcomponent) and file limitations (the
MAXJFIL subcomponent).

• Initiator-SOB-Policies (the INI component), which defines the error recovery for initiator
shadowing agreements.

• Supplier-SOB-Policies (the SUP component), which defines the update strategy in use
(the US subcomponent) and the use of system resources.

• Consumer-SOB-Policies, which defines the update strategy in use (the US
subcomponent) and the memory limitation (the MAXLOC subcomponent).

• LDIF-Supplier-SOB-Policies (the LDSUPP component) which basically defines the LDIF
file format.

The following restrictions apply for specifying the value of the -pol parameter in the dirxadm ob
create command:

• Specify either a Supplier-SOB-Policy or a Consumer-SOB-Policy or an LDIF-Supplier-SOB-
Policy according to the agreement created by the dirxadm ob create command.

• Master-SOB-Policies can only be specified for primary shadowing operational bindings. (The
value of the -bindingtype parameter in the dirxadm ob create command is SOB.)

• Initiator-SOB-Policies can only be specified for initiator agreements. (The value of the
-ownrole parameter in the dirxadm ob create command is SUPPLIER and the updates are
supplier-initiated or the value of the -ownrole parameter in the dirxadm ob create command is
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CONSUMER and the updates are consumer-initiated. See also UM component of Shadowing-
Agreement-Info attribute syntax for details.)

• Supplier-SOB-Policies can only be specified for non-LDIF agreements and the value of the
-ownrole parameter in the dirxadm ob create command is SUPPLIER.

• Consumer-SOB-Policies can only be specified for LDIF agreements and non-LDIF agreements
and the value of the -ownrole parameter in the dirxadm ob create command is CONSUMER.

• LDIF-Supplier-SOB-Policies can only be specified for LDIF agreements and the value of the
-ownrole parameter in the dirxadm ob create command is SUPPLIER.

If no policy is specified, useful default policies are performed. When specifying the value of the
-pol parameter in the dirxadm ob create command, the policies are performed only for the
agreement created by this dirxadm ob create command.

Example
{INI={RMR=20,RTO=1200,RI=240,RD=16}}

{SUPP={US=TOTAL_INCR,MAXLOC=1024}}

{CONS={US=TOTAL_INCR,MAXLOC=2048}}

{LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132}}

{LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132,DELAT=TRUE,MODAT=TRUE}}

{LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132,DELATLIST=L;UID;RMB,MODATLIST=UID}}

{MAS={MAXJSZ=1000,MAXJFIL=20},
 LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132}}

{LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132,
        {PROG=/usr/bin/mail John.Smith@icn.siemens.de}}}

After the creation of the file in LDIF format has
 completed successfully the file is sent by e-mail to John
 Smith.

{LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132,
        {PROG=ldif-process p1 p2 %A %S %F p6 p7}}}

After the creation of the file in LDIF format has
 completed successfully the macros %A, %S, and %F are
 replaced and then the executable ldif-process is
 performed. Note that p1, p2, p6, and p7 are also input
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 parameters of ldif-process and are given to the process
 as specified.
 Commandline:
   ldif-process p1 p2 1001 CHANGE-LOG 0009.04789p p6 p7
   where 1001 is the LDIF agreement identifier and
   0009.04789p is the temporary LDIF file name

{LDSUPP={CRLF=TRUE,MAXROW=132,
        {PROG=ldif-process p1 %P %A %S %F %U}}}

Before starting the creation of the file in LDIF format
 the macros (starting with a %) are replaced and the
 the executable ldif-process is invoked. Dependening on
 the exit code of ldif-process, the LDIF file is created
 or not and then the ldif-process is invoked a second
 time.
 Commandline (1. call before processing the LDIF
 agreement):
   ldif-process p1 COORDINATE 1001 CHANGE-LOG NO-FILE
        19990105060000Z

  where 1001 is the LDIF agreement identifier and
   19990105060000Z is the current update time.
 Exit code of ldif-process is 0:
   The LDIF agreement is processed and an LDIF change log
   file is created.
 Commandline (2. call after the creation of the LDIF file
 has been finished):

  ldif-process p1 UPDATE 1001 CHANGE-LOG 0009.04789p
        19990105060000Z

  where 1001 is the LDIF agreement identifier,
   0009.04789p is the temporary LDIF file name
   19990105060000Z is the current update time.
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2.7.26 Update-Status
An attribute syntax for attributes that hold the update status about the administered operational
bindings with partner DSAs or LDIF agreements. The Update-Status attribute syntax is only used
for display purposes of the dirxadm ob show command; it cannot be used for input.

Synopsis

US={[D=disabled]
US=update_status_info}

Components

D=disabled
A boolean value that indicates whether the agreement is disabled (TRUE), e.g. because errors
occurred and the administrator´s intervention is necessary before the agreement can be
enabled again, or enabled (FALSE). The default value is FALSE.

US=update_status_info
A structured component that specifies the status of the supplier or consumer update.
update_status_info is displayed in the following format:

{[SUS=supplier_update_status] | [,CUS=consumer_update_status]}

where:

SUS=supplier_update_status
Specifies the status of supplier updates.  supplier_update_status is in the following
format:
{AC=area_changes,OU=old_updates}

The AC=area_changes component is one of the following keywords:

• NO-CHANGESindicates that area changes were not made since last replication
was performed.

• CHANGEDindicates that changes inside the replicated area were made since
last replication was performed or during performing replication, which were not yet
successfully shadowed to the consumer DSA.

• TOUCHEDindicates that changes inside the replicated area since last replication
was performed were made and the replication of this changes is in progress.

The OU=old_updates component contains the updates successfully sent by the
supplier.  old_updates is displayed in the following format:

{SID=segment_id,UT=update_time,AC=area_changes}[;{...}]
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The SID=segment_id component is an integer value identifying a time segment. It
indicates which changes were shadowed within this update. For instance, SID=3
means that all changes done until the end of the time segment 3 were transmitted
within this update.

The UT=update_time component is a time string in Generalized-Time format. It is the
time at which the update was performed.

The AC=area_changes component is a boolean value. A value of TRUE indicates that
the update contained area changes. The value FALSE is only possible with a
scheduled update strategy, and indicates that this update was an incremental update
with no changes.

CUS=consumer_update_status
Specifies the status of consumer updates. consumer_update_status in the following
format:

{LU=last_update,CUS=cons_upd_stat}

The last_update parameter is a time string in Generalized Time format that specifies
the time of the last update to the DIB. (See the DirX String Representation chapter
for a description of Generalized Time syntax.)

The cons_upd_stat parameter is one of the following keywords:

• TOTAL-UPDATEindicates that the databases are not synchronized (e.g.
replication was not yet started or errors occurred during the last replication
process, for example the DSA was stopped).

• INCREMENTAL-UPDATEindicates that the databases are synchronized
(replication was started and the updates were transferred successfully).

Description

The Update-Status is maintained by the DSA. It displays the current and planned updates of
operational bindings between the present DSA and other DSAs or of LDIF agreements. DirX
supports only shadowing operational bindings (SOB). The Update-Status attribute syntax is only
used for display purposes of the dirxadm ob show command; it cannot be used for input.

Examples
US={D=TRUE,US={SUS={AC=CHANGED}}}
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2.7.27 User-Policies
An attribute syntax used solely for the user-policy, the attribute of the root DSE that specifies
policies for DAP users, discriminating between them by name.

Synopsis

UserPolicies = {USN={DN_string},
OPT=user_policy_options
[,AP={USER_authentication_policy}]}

Attribute Type

UserPolicies

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the User-Policies
(USR_POLICIES) syntax. For example, the USP (User-Policy) is such an attribute. The USP
attribute is a DSA-specific operational attribute of the root DSE, and is accessible with dirxadm
only.

Components

USN=DN_string

The distinguished name of the root of the subtree that contains the users to whom the policy
options apply. Specify DN-string as a / (forward slash) to apply the policies to all otherwise
unspecified users.

If a user is subordinate to more than one name, the lowest name defines the applicable policy.
The DN_string can specify a single user.

OPT=user_policy_options

Policy options that specify whether the user can access the services of a DSA that can chain the
user’s operations, if necessary, and perform modify operations. The policy options apply only to
users bound to the DSA using DAP.

Specify user_policy_options as one or more keywords or the value 0 (zero).  Separate multiple
keywords with the + (plus sign). The keywords are:

• CHAINING—Permits the DSA to generate chained operations on behalf of the user

• MODIFY—Permits the DSA to carry out local modify operations on behalf of the user

Supplying the value of 0 for user_policy_options means that the DSA will not perform chaining and
modify operations on behalf of the user.

AP=user_authentication_policy

Authentication policy for the user. Specify user_authentication_policy in the following format:
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[AMB={auth_methods}]
[,OPWD=any_octet_string]
[,CV=credentials_validity]

where:

AMB={auth_methods}
Specifies the authentication methods allowed for the user.  Currently only the following
authentication methods are allowed. Specify auth_methods in the following format:

AM=authentication_methods

The authentication_methods parameter is a sequence of the following keywords separated by
semicolons:

• NONE—No authentication is performed. (Corresponds to an authentication level of NONE
for access control.)

• SIMPLE—Simple authentication is performed, but no password is supplied. (Corresponds
to an authentication level of NONE for access control.)

• SIMPLE-WITH-PWD—Simple authentication with a password is performed. The user’s
DN and password are passed in the clear. (Corresponds to an authentication level of
SIMPLE for access control.)

• SIMPLE-PROTECTED—Simple authentication is performed with a secure token is
performed. The users DN, password, a random number, and a timestamp are passed
after being protected with hashing encoding function. (Corresponds to an authentication
level of SIMPLE for access control.)

• EXTERNAL-NT—External authentication is performed. (Corresponds to an authentication
level of SIMPLE for access control.)

The default is NONE;SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED;EXTERNAL-NT.

OPWD=any_octet_string
The password returned to the user by the DSA (if necessary) to validate the DSA. (Used only
for SIMPLE-PROTECTED authentication.)

CV=credentials_validity
The time period in seconds which is added to the expiration time of an incoming credential in
order to check the credential’s validity. (Used only with SIMPLE-PROTECTED authentication.)
The default is 30.

Description

The User-Policies syntax is for attributes that control a DSA’s methods of interaction with users.
The syntax is used for the multi-valued USP attribute. The USP attribute specifies the policies for
several individual users or group of users. These policies control:

• The authentication method required from the users

• Whether the users can access the chaining and modify services of the DSA
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Example
USP={USN={/ },
     OPT=0,
     AP={AMB={AM=NONE}}
     };

USP={USN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
     OPT=CHAINING+MODIFY,
     AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD},
         OPWD=my-pwd,
         CV=300}};
    {USN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com},
     OPT=CHAINING,
     AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE},
         OPWD=pwd}}
}
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2.7.28 LDAP-Cache-Parameters
An attribute syntax used solely for the administration of the LDAP server´s cache.

Synopsis

LDAPCacheParameters=MAXCEL=max_cached_elements
[,MINCT=min_cache_time]
[,MAXCT=max_cache_time]
[,MINCE=min_cached_entries]
[,MAXCE=max_cached_entries]
[,CTS=cache_table_size]

Attribute Type

LDAPCacheParameters

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the LDAP-Cache-
Parameters syntax. The LCAP (LDAP Cache Parameters) is such an attribute. The LCAP attribute
is a single valued attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry, and is accessible with dirxadm
and dirxcp.

Components

MAXCEL=max_cached_elements

An integer specifying the maximum number of LDAP search results that are stored in the LDAP
server´s cache. An LDAP search result consists always of one ore more LDAP result messages.
Each result message describes one resulting entry. The last result message contains the result
code of the search. If the search resulted in no entry the LDAP search result consists only of the
last result message containing the result code. The value of this component shall be chosen in
accordance to the value of the cache_table_size component and the system memory available.
Each cache entry requires about 1 KB. The default value is 10000 (that is the LDAP cache
consumes about 10 MB memory).

MINCT=min_cache_time

An integer specifying the minumum number of seconds that an LDAP search result is stored in the
LDAP cache. The default value is 0.

MAXCT=max_cache_time

An integer specifying the maximum number of seconds that an LDAP search result is stored in the
LDAP cache. The default value is 43200 (12 hours).

MINCE=min_cache_entries

An integer specifying the minimum number of entries that an LDAP search result must have to be
stored in the LDAP cache. The default value is 0.
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MAXCE=max_cache_entries

An integer specifying the maximum number of entries that an LDAP search result can have to be
stored in the LDAP cache. The default value is 1000. (That is an LDAP search result is not stored
in the cache if it consists of more than 1000 entries.)

CTS=cache_table_size

An integer specifying the size of the internal cash table. For best performance the value of this
component should be at least (max_cached_elements / 3). It must be at least 128. The default
value is 4096.

Description

The optional LDAP Cache Parameters (LCAP) attribute is provided to configure the LDAP cache.
It describes the essential layout of the LDAP cache. By selecting suitable values the cache can be
adjusted to local memory requirements and update frequency. There is no configurable value for
the maximum LDAP cache memory size. A rough estimation is to assume about 1KB for each
stored entry. As a result consists of n entries it is important to find a proper combination of the
following parameters that fit into the system memory available. There are three general scenarios:

• Most of the LDAP requests return small results (just a few entries).Specify a small
max_cache_entries value and a high max_cached_elements value.

• Most of the LDAP results contain big results (many entries).Specify a high
max_cache_entries value and a small max_cached_elements value.

• There is a random mixture between all sizes of results.Specify values lower than the
default values of max_cache_entries and max_cached_elements.

The LDAP cache is enabled if the LDAP Cache (LCA) attribute is set to TRUE. The LDAP cache
can be managed dynamically by the ldap cache operations. (See section ldap cache of the
dirxadm command for details.)

An LDAP search result is only stored in the LDAP cache when the following conditions apply:

• The number of entries of the result is between min_cache_entries and
max_cache_entries.

LDAP search results are removed from the LDAP cache when the following conditions apply:

• The maximum number of LDAP search results (max_cache_elements) is exceeded.

• The search result was stored for at least for the minumum storage time (min_cache_time).

• The maximum storage time (max_cache_time) of a search result is exceeded.

• The search result has the lowest hit rate.

After the database has been modified by an update operation all LDAP search results are
removed from the LDAP cache independent from the conditions described above.

LDAP search results not stored in the LDAP cache when the following conditions apply:
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• The result has already been stored in the LDAP cache.

• The request of a result contains controls (LDAP v3 only).

• The result was assembled via DSA chaining.

Example

In the following example a maximum number of 15000 LDAP search results are stored in the
LDAP cache for at least 60 seconds and 2 hours (7200 seconds) at maximum. To be stored in the
cache the search result must consist of at least 5 entries and 1500 entries at maximum. The
optimum size of the cache table is 5000 (15000 / 3) for best performance.

LCAP={MAXCEL=15000,
      MINCT=60,
      MAXCT=7200,
      MINCE=5
      MAXCE=1500
      CTS=5000}
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2.7.29 Continuation-Reference
A component syntax used for information returned by DSAs when the referral method of
interaction is used for an operation. This syntax is described here for output purposes only, it
cannot be used for input. This syntaxes are used by the dirxcp command to define the format and
contents of displayed information.

Synopsis

DSAR={TO=target-object
[,ARDNS=aliased-rdns]
,OP=operation-progress
[,RRDNS=resolved-rdns]
,RT=reference-type
,API=access-point_info;access-point_info;...
,EO=entry-only
,RTDUA=return-to-DUA
,NROM=name-resolve-on-master }

Components

TO=target-object

A string that identifies the distinguished name of the object that should be used in continuing the
operation on the referred-to DSA (for example, /C=de/O=sni).

ARDNS=aliased-rdns

An integer that identifies the number of aliases dereferenced to obtain the distinguished name of
the target.

OP=operation-progress

Indicates the state of the referral operation. operation-progress is in the format:
{NRP=name-resolution-phase
[,NRDN=next-rdn-to-be-resolved]}

where:

NRP=name-resolution-phase
One of the following keywords:

• NOT-STARTED

• PROCEEDING

• COMPLETED

NRDN=next-rdn-to-be-resolved
An integer that indicates to the DSA which of the RDNs in the target object is the next to be
resolved.
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RRDNS=resolved-rdns

An integer that identifies how many RDNs have actually been resolved using internal references
only.

RT=reference-type

Indicates the type referral. refererence type is one of the following keywords:

• SUPERIOR

• SUBORDINATE

• CROSS

• NON-SPECIFIC-SUBORDINATE

• SUPPLIER

• MASTER

• IMMEDIATE-SUPERIOR

• SELF

API=access-point_info

The access points for the master DSA and/or the shadow DSA in order to achieve the
continuation. access-point_info is in the following format:
{AP=MasterAndShadowAccPoints [,AAP=MasterAndShadowAccPoints]}

See Master-And-Shadow-Access-Points for a description of MasterAndShadowAccPoints
syntax. The AAP component specifies additional access points.

EO=entry-only

A Boolean value that specifies whether or not the DSA should resolve only the named entry if alias
names are encountered. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax
representation.) A value of TRUE indicates that name resolution should be performed only on the
named entry.

RTDUA=return-to-DUA

A Boolean value that specifies whether the requested information is available from the DUA.  This
component is used when for security reasons the DSA  cannot return information from an
intermediate DSA. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax
representation.) A value of TRUE indicates that the information must be obtained from the DUA.

NROM=name-resolve-on-master

A boolean value that specifies whether name resolution must be performed by the master DSA.
(See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of BOOLEAN syntax representation.) A value of
TRUE indicates that name resolution must be performed by the master.
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Description

Continuation references passed during the referral method of interaction are represented with
Continuation-Reference component syntax. The component contains the continuation reference
for the referral

Examples
DSAR={TO={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa20},
      OP={NRP=PROCEEDING,NRDN=5},
      RRDNS=4,
      RT=SUBORDINATE,
      API={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa20},
           PSAP={TS=Server20,
                 NA=TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=102}},
           CAT=MASTER}},
      EO=FALSE,
      RTDUA=FALSE,
      NROM=FALSE
     }
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2.7.30 Facsimile-Telephone-Number
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify Facsimile (FAX) numbers.

Synopsis

FacsimileTelephoneNumber ={PN=phone_number
[,PAR=G3_FAX_NonBasicParameter]}

Attribute Type

FacsimileTelephoneNumber

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Facsimile-Telephone-
Number (FAX_TELEPHONE_NO) syntax. For example, FTN (Fax-Telephone-Number) is such an
attribute.

Components

PN=phone_number

The fax number in Printable string format (of up to 32 characters long).

PAR=G3_FAX_NonBasicParameter

The settings for the G3 Fax parameters. Note that setting G3 parameters is hardly ever required.
Specify G3_FAX_NonBasicParameter  in the following format:

{[A3W=TRUE | FALSE]
[,B4L= TRUE | FALSE]
[,B4W= TRUE | FALSE]
[,FR= TRUE | FALSE]
[,TD= TRUE | FALSE]
[,UC= TRUE | FALSE]
[,UL= TRUE | FALSE]}

Specify TRUE to turn the parameter on or FALSE to turn it off.

Description

FAX numbers are represented with the Facsimile-Telephone-Number attribute syntax.  The
number consists the country code and number in Printable string format.  You can also set G3
non-basic parameters.

Example
FTN={PN=12345}
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2.7.31 Name-And-Optional-UID
An attribute syntax for attributes that identify objects by a distinguished name and an optional
identifier that can remove ambiguity from names that have been re-used.

Synopsis

NameAndOptionalUID = {DN={distinguished name}
[,UID=BIT_string]}

Attribute Type

NameAndOptionalUID

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Name-And-Optional-
UID syntax. For example, UM (Unique-Member) is such an attribute.  The UM attribute can be
used in objects which represent lists of names.

Components

DN=distinguished name

The distinguished name of the object. (See section Distinguished Name above in this chapter for
details.)

UID=BIT_string

A bit string that uniquely identifies the object. The bit string can be used when an object is
removed from the Directory, and another object is subsequently given the same Directory name.
The bit string must be chosen for uniqueness, such as a time-stamp (for example). (See section
Bit String Syntax above in this chapter for details.)

Description

The identity of objects can be represented with the Name-And-Optional-UID attribute syntax. The
attribute consists of the object distinguished name and an optional bit string that distinguishes
between objects with the same distinguished name. The association between a user of the
Directory and a name when the UID is present can be established by strong authentication using
Version 2 (or later) certificates.

Examples
UM={DN={/C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering/CN=Hughes H},
    UID=0010100101001011110};
   {DN={/C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering/CN=Smith J}
   }
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2.7.32 Partial-Outcome-Qualifier
A component syntax for information returned when DSA operations (search, list) cannot be
completed. This syntax is only used for output purposes, it cannot be used for input. This syntaxes
are used by the dirxcp command to define the format and contents of displayed information.

Synopsis

POQF={LP=limit_problem
[,UDSA=continuation_reference[; ...],
UCE=unavailable-critical-extension}

Components

LP=limit_problem

One of the following keywords that defines a limit was exceeded:

• TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED

• SIZE LIMIT EXCEEDED

• ADMINISTRATIVE LIMIT EXCEEDED

UDSA=continuation-reference

The DSA continuation reference for unexplored DSAs. See Continuation-Reference for the
complete syntax of continuation-reference.

UCE=unavailable-critical-extension

A Boolean value that specifies whether or not mandatory protocol extensions are supported by the
DSA involved the execution of this operation. (See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of
BOOLEAN syntax representation.)

Description

Information returned for partially completed operations is represented with the Partial-Outcome-
Qualifier component syntax.  The information includes a description of the limit that was exceeded,
the continuation reference, and an indication of whether the DSA involved in the operation
supports mandatory protocol extensions.
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Examples
POQF={LP=SIZE LIMIT EXCEEDED,
      UDSA={TO={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa},
            ARDNS=0,
            OP={NRP=COMPLETED},
            RT=SUBORDINATE,
            API={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa
                                /CN=dsa20},
                            PSAP={TS=Server20,
                                  NA=’TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+
                                     port=102’}},
                      CAT=MASTER}},
                  EO=FALSE,
                  RTDUA=FALSE,
                  NROM=FALSE};
            {TO={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa},
             ARDNS=0,
             OP={NRP=COMPLETED},
             RT=SUBORDINATE,
             API={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa
                                 /CN=dsa18},
                             PSAP={TS=Server18,
                                   NA=’TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+
                                      port=102’}},
                       CAT=MASTER}},
                  EO=FALSE,
                  RTDUA=FALSE,
                  NROM=FALSE}}
     }
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2.7.33 Postal-Address
A structured attribute syntax for postal addresses.

Synopsis

PostalAddress = {PA1=postal-address-string
[,PA2=postal-address-string]
[,PA3=postal-address-string]
[,PA4=postal-address-string]
[,PA5=postal-address-string]
[,PA6=postal-address-string]}

Attribute Type

PostalAddress

The abbreviation that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Postal-Address
(POSTAL_ADDR) syntax.  For example, PA (Postal-Address) is such an attribute.

Components

PAn=postal-address-string

A string (of up to 30 characters long) in DirectoryString format that provides a line of a postal
address.

Description

Postal addresses are represented with the Postal-Address attribute syntax. The attribute consists
of up to 6 address lines in directory string format. Each address line is limited to 30 characters in
(in accordance with ITU-T recommendation F.401). One address line is required; the remaining 5
are optional.

Example

Note that in the following example backslashes are used to escape the comma, which is otherwise
interpreted as a component-separation character.

PA={PA1=Tom Miller,
    PA2=525\, Hacienda Ave.\,
    PA3=Reading\, Massachusetts\, 01867
   }
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2.7.34 Presentation-Address
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify presentation addresses.

Synopsis

PSA={[PS=P_Selector,]
[SS=S_Selector,]
[TS=T_Selector,]
NA=network_address[;network_address; …]}

Attribute Type

PSA

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Presentation-Address
(PRESENTATION_ADDR) syntax. For example, PSA (Presentation-Address) is such an attribute.
The PSA attribute is used in entries that represent application entities or subclasses of application
entities (such as DSAs).

Components

PS=P_Selector

The presentation selector address in Octet string format.

SS=S_Selector

The session selector address in Octet string format.

TS=T_Selector

The transport selector address in Octet string format.

NA=network_address

The network address in Octet string format. The use of NSAP macros as shown in the example is
strongly recommended for entering network addresses.

Description

Presentation address are represented with the Presentation-Address attribute syntax.
Presentation addresses are always associated with application entity entries. The PSAP macro
utility handles presentation address attributes. See PSAP Addresses in Appendix Addresses
and Configuration Information in the manual DirX Advanced Administration Notes for an
explanation of presentation address format.

Example

The following example shows a presentation address with a:
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• T-Selector (the TS component), an octet-string with octet values, set to the string “server,”
using ISO8824 encoding

• Network address (the NA component) set to correspond to an IP address of 123.45.67.89,
with a port number of 31111

PSA={TS=server,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=31111'}
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2.7.35 Protocol-Information
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify protocol information in the form of profiles (identified
by object identifier) that are associated with particular network addresses.

Synopsis

ProtocolInformation ={NA=NSAP-Address,
OID=object_identifier[;object_identifier…]}

Attribute Type

ProtocolInformation

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Protocol-Information
syntax. For example, PI (Protocol-Information) is such an attribute. The PI attribute is restricted to
entries (e.g., those of object class application-entity or subclasses of application-entity), which
themselves contain presentation-address attributes.

Components

NA=NSAP-Address

The NSAP network address of the communications object to be described. The NSAP address
must be one of the NSAP addresses in the presentation address of the object being described.

OID=object_identifier

The OID or an abbreviation for the OID that corresponds to a profile (e.g., as defined by OIW or
EWOS) that is supported by the communications object.  Note that these OIDs represent low-level
communications characteristics (e.g., those associated with the network layer or below).

Description

Protocol-Information attribute syntax represents lower-layer communications characteristics of
communications objects. This information consists of the NSAP address to which the profile
applies and one or more object IDs that represent the profiles to which the object conforms.

Examples
 PI={NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102',
     OID=1.3.14.65.237;1.3.14.65.239}
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2.7.36 Subtree-Specification
An attribute syntax for attributes or for attribute components that specify subtrees. This attribute is
used in the subtree-specification attribute of subentries to represent the target of policies held by
the subentries. Note that this syntax is also used as part of the Shadowing-Agreement-Info
attribute syntax and the ACI-Item syntax.

Synopsis

SubtreeSpecification = {[DEF=boolean_value]
[,BAS=base_object_of_subtree]
[,EXCL=specific_exclusions]
[,MIN=minimum_base_distance]
[,MAX=maximum_base_distance]
[,SF=specification_filter]}

Attribute Type

SubtreeSpecification

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the SubtreeSpecification
(SUBTREE_SPEC) syntax. For example SS (Subtree-Specification) is such an attribute. SS is a
mandatory attribute of a subentry.

Components

DEF=boolean_value

A Boolean value that specifies whether the subtree consists of the entire administrative area. If
DEF=TRUE (the subtree consists of entire administrative area), you cannot specify the BAS and
SF components.

BAS=base_object_of_subtree

Specifies the base of the subtree in context-dependent way:

• In subentriesRelative to the administrative point

• In Shadowing-Agreement-InfoRelative to the context prefix

• In ACI-Item (UC component)Absolute (relative to the root of the DIT)

In all cases, however, the Distinguished Name format is used (starts with a /). If this component is
omitted, but the SF component is supplied, the SF component (below) is used as a filter for the
entire administrative area. To specify the whole subtree (inclusive the base object of the subtree),
use the notation BAS=/.

EXCL=specific_exclusions

This component defines a list of exclusions. It has the following format:
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{CHB={chop_before}} | {CHA={chop_after}} [; {CHB={chop_before}} | {CHA={chop_after}} ... ]

The CHB=chop_before form defines a limit point that is to be excluded along with its subordinates
from the subtree or subtree refinement. The limit point is an entry identified by a distinguished
name relative to the base object of subtree.

The CHA=chop_after form defines a limit point whose subordinates are to be excluded from the
subtree or subtree refinement. The limit point is an entry identified by a distinguished name
relative to the base object of subtree.

MIN=minimum_base_distance

Is an integer value that excludes all entries superior to entries that are minimum_base_distance
RDN arcs below the base. The default value of zero corresponds to the base object of subtree.

MAX=maximum_base_distance

Is an integer value that excludes all entries subordinate to entries that are
maximum_base_distance RDN arcs below the base. An absent of the component indicates that
no lower limit should be imposed on the subtree or subtree refinement.

SF=specification_filter

The specification_filter is used to select entries in the subtree subordinate to the base defined by
the BAS component or the entire administrative area. Specify specification_filter in the following
format:

{ITEM=object_class} |
{AND=specification_filter[;specification_filter … ]} |
{OR=specification_filter[;specification_filter … ]} |
{NOT=specification_filter}

object_class is either the OID of an object class or an object class abbreviation. The SF
component selects entries that match the specification_filter within their object class attributes.

This component is ignored when specified in the UC component of an ACI-Item.

Description

Specifications of subtrees used by subentries or in ACI items to define target entries for policies,
are represented with the Subtree-Specification (SUBTREE_SPEC) syntax.

Examples
SS={DEF=TRUE}

SS={BAS={/OU=Research/OU=Metallurgy Department}}

SS={BAS={/OU=Research/OU=Metallurgy Department },SF={ITEM=ORP}}
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SS={BAS={/O=sni},
    EXCL={CHB={/OU=Research/OU=Metallurgy}};{CHA={/OU=Sales}},
    MIN=0,MAX=10
    SF={ITEM=PER}}

SS={SF={ITEM=2.5.6.7}}

SS={BAS={/OU=Sales},
    SF={AND={ITEM=ORP};{ITEM=MUS}}}
 Selects all organizational persons of the organizational
 unit Sales that are also MHS users.
 That are all entries under the base object /OU=Sales
 with the object class values ORP and MUS.

SS={BAS={/OU=Sales},
    SF={AND={ITEM=ORP};{NOT={ITEM=MUS}}}}

Selects all organizational persons of the organizational
 unit Sales that are not MHS users.
 That are all entries under the base object /OU=Sales
 with the object class value ORP and not MUS.

SS={BAS={/OU=Sales},
    SF={OR={ITEM=ORP};{ITEM=OU}}}

Selects all organizational persons and all organizational
 units of the organizational unit Sales.
 That are all entries under the base object /OU=Sales
 with the object class values ORP or OU.
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2.7.37 Teletex-Terminal-Identifier
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify a Teletex terminal.

Synopsis

TeletexTerminalIdentifier = {TT=teletex-terminal
[,PAR=teletex-non-basic-parameters] }

Attribute Type

TeletexTerminalIdentifier

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Teletex-Terminal-
Identifier syntax. For example, TTI (TTX-Terminal-Identifier) is such an attribute.

Components

TT=teletex-terminal

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that identifies the terminal. Specify the teletex-terminal
parameter using the Printable String syntax. See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of
Printable String Syntax representation.

PAR=teletex-non-basic-parameters

A component that sets non-basic parameters for various teletex options. Specify teletex-non-
basic-parameters in the following format:

{[CCS=control_character_sets]
[,GCS=graphic_character_sets]
[,MC=miscellaneous_capabilities]
[,PF=page_formats]
[,PU=private_use]}

where:

CCS=control_character_sets
A T61 string that defines the control character sets to use.

GCS=graphic_character_sets
A T61 string that defines the graphic character sets to use.

MC=miscellaneous_capabilities
A T61 string that defines miscellaneous capabilities to use.

PF=page_formats
An OCTET string that defines the page formats to use.

PU=private_use
An OCTET string that defines user-defined Teletex parameters.
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Description

Teletex terminals and their parameters are represented by the Teletex-Terminal-Identifier attribute
syntax.  The information consists of a printable string that identifies the terminal and optional non-
basic, advanced parameters that control terminal parameters such as character sets, page
formats and other capabilities.

Examples
{TTI={TT= PQR AG Teletex center}}
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2.7.38 Telex-Number
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify Telex numbers.

Synopsis

TelexNumber = {TN=telex_number
[,CC=country_code]
[,AB=answer_back]}

Attribute Type

TelexNumber

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Telex-Number
(TELEX_NO) syntax. For example, TXN (Telex-Number) is such an attribute.

Components

TN=telex_number

The telex number in Printable string format (of up to 14 characters long).

CC=country_code

The county code in Printable string format (of up to 4 characters long).

AB=answer_back

The short textual string (of up to 8 characters long), in Printable string format, with which the telex
station responds when required to indicate its identity. (For example, when the telex station is
connected to.)

Description

Telex numbers are represented with the Telex-Number attribute syntax. The number consists of
the country code, Telex number, and answer-back code.

Example
{TXN={TN=24344,
     CC=046,
     AB=GAMEX B }}
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Chapter

3 DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds

This chapter describes LDAP-style string representations of simple and structured DirX attributes,
search filters and distinguished names. This string representation is used with the administration
program dirxcp for LDAP binds to enter and display directory information. (See section Bind
Types and Bind IDs of chapter DirX Commands for details.)

This chapter provides:

• An overview of the elements and format of simple and structured attributes

• An overview of elements and format of distinguished names

• An overview of elements and format of search filters

• A table of reserved characters for attributes

• A description of attribute syntax

Refer to the following documents for additional information about LDAP:

• Wahl, M., Howes, T., and S. Kille, "Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3)", RFC 2251,
December 1997.

• Wahl, M., Coulbeck, A., Howes, T., and S. Kille, "Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3):
Attribute Syntax Definitions", RFC 2252, December 1997.

• Kille, S., Wahl, M., and T. Howes, "Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3): UTF-8 String
Representation of Distinguished Names", RFC 2253, December 1997.

• Howes, T., "A String Representation of LDAP Search Filters", RFC 2254, December 1997.

• Yergeau, F., "UTF-8, a transformation format of Unicode and ISO 10646", RFC 2279, January
1998.

3.1 Simple and Structured Attributes
Simple attributes are in the form:

type=simple_value[;simple_value ... ]

Structured attributes are in the form:
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type=structured_value[;structured_value ... ]

Each of the elements in simple and structured attributes is described in the following sections.

3.1.1 Attribute Types
For both simple and structured attributes, the type parameter identifies the attribute.

Internally attribute types are identified by OID (object identifiers), a unique series of integers
separated by the period (.) character. For example, 2.5.4.3 is the OID for the Common-Name
attribute type. You can identify attributes by OID, but to make it easier to specify attributes, the
dirxcp commands allow you to identify them by LDAP names in command lines. There are no
abbreviated and verbose forms as for attribute types for DAP binds.

The LDAP name(s) of an attribute are specified in the system schema. LDAP names for attributes
can be created or modified by performing the dirxadm commands gs create or gs modify. (See
section gs (dirxadm) for details.) For example, the LDAP name c or countryName represents the
Country attribute type, the LDAP name cn or commonName represents the Common-Name
attribute type. When administering LDAP names using dirxadm commands, LDAP names are
treated case-sensitive. When specifying LDAP names in dirxcp commands, LDAP names are
treated case-insensitive; for example, cn, Cn, and CN are all valid ways to specify the LDAP
name for the Common-Name attribute type independent of the exact value for the LDAP name
specified in the system schema.

When you display attributes, dirxcp uses

• the exact LDAP name value specified in the system schema, when the LDAP name was
specified in the request.

• the first exact LDAP name value specified in the system, when specifying options like –allattr
in requests.

• the object identifier (OID), when the object identifier was specified in the request.

See sections Attribute Table and Object Classes Table of chapter DirX Default DSA Schema
for the LDAP names of attributes and object classes of the default schema.

3.1.2 Simple Attribute Values
For simple attributes, the simple_value parameter is the value assigned to the attribute.
simple_value can be only a simple value, not another attribute. To enter more than one
simple_value, separate each with a semicolon as shown in the following examples:

{telephoneNumber=+1 964 123 456}
{2.5.4.20=+1 964 123 456}
{telephoneNumber=+1 964 123 456;+1 965 234 543}

Simple attribute values are always treated as UTF-8 strings for LDAP binds.
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3.1.3 Structured Attribute Values
In contrast to the DAP protocol, the LDAP protocol usually handles all attribute values as UTF-8
strings. There is no common rule how to specify structured attribute values. Refer to section
String Representations for Structured Attribute Syntaxes of this chapter and RFC 2252
(Attribute Syntax Definitions) for structured attribute syntaxes that are supported by the LDAP
server and how they are specified. When displayed structured attribute values are not broken into
subcomponents in pretty mode.

3.1.4 Attribute Lists for Simple and Structured Attributes
Most dirxcp operations allow you to specify more than one simple or structured attribute on the
command line. To specify more than one attribute, separate each attribute type and value string
with white space. The following -attribute option specifies an OCL, DSC and TN simple attributes,
all separated by a space. Note that the DSC and TN attributes are enclosed in braces ({ })
because they contain white space for readability.

-attribute objectClass=organizationalUnit
           {description=Engineering Department}
           {telephoneNumber=+1 964 123 4567}

3.1.5 Binary Attribute Values
The LDAP v3 protocol supports the specification of attribute values in binary format, that is the
ASN.1 encoding of the attribute value. To display and specify the binary attribute values on the
user interface of dirxcp the Base-64 encoded representation of the attribute value is used. To
specify or read attribute values in binary format the syntax is as follows:

{attribute;binary} to read the attribute value binary

{attribute;binary=attribute_value} to specify the attribute value binary

where attribute specifies the attribute type and attribute_value specifies the Base-64 encoding of
the binary attribute value when creating or modifying this value.

When the syntax of the attribute is not OCTET STRING null bytes in the value are not allowed.

Specifying the attribute value in binary format is possible for the following dirxcp operations:

• obj create (-attribute option)

• obj modify (-addattr, -changeattr, -removeattr options)

• obj compare (-attribute option)

• obj search (-attribute option)

• obj show (-attribute option)

Examples:
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1. The following example creates the person cn=TestUser1, ou=Development, o=PQR, c=de
with the attribute MHS-OR-Address (mhsOraddresses). The Base-64 encoded value of the
MHS-OR-Address represents the value
{/G=j/S=testUser1/O=PQR/PRMD=pqr/ADMD=/C=de}.
create {cn=TestUser1, ou=Development, o=PQR, c=de} -attr sn=testp \
       {objectClass=organizationalPerson;person;top;mhsUser} \
{mhsOraddresses;binary=MIAwgGGAEwJkZQAAYoATASAAAKKAEwNwcXIAAIMDUFFSpY
CACXRlc3RVc2VyMYEBagAAAAAAAA==}

2. The following example displays the Street Address attribute (street) of the person cn=Digger,
ou=Development, o=PQR, c=de Base-64 encoded:
show cn=Digger,ou=Development,o=pqr,c=de -attr {street;binary} -p

The output of the sample command as follows:
1) cn=Digger,ou=Development,o=PQR,c=de
   street\;binary : MjQgRG91Z2FuIFN0cmVldA==
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3.2 Distinguished Names
 A distinguished name consists of a list of one or more relative distinguished names (RDNs),
separated by a comma (,). The list of relative distinguished names starts with the last namepart
and ends with the first namepart under the root entry. For example:

cn=schmid+ou=ap11,ou=dap11,o=dbp,c=de

Each RDN consists of one or more naming attributes in the following format:

type=value[+type=value]...

where type is an LDAP name or an OID that corresponds to a naming attribute type and value is
the string representation that corresponds to the attribute syntax assigned to the attribute type.
The plus sign (+) is used to separate multiple AVAs within one RDN. For example:

c=de

or
2.5.6.2=de

or
ou=dap11+l=munich

When the name of the root entry is specified the slash (/) must be used.
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3.3 Search Filters
Use search filter expressions to specify a filter in a dirxcp search operation. A search filter is
composed of one or more simple attributes, structured attributes, or distinguished name strings,
and search filter operators. Specify a search filter in the following format:

([logical_operator](type matching_operator value)[(type matching_operator value) …])

where

logical_operator
is one of the following operators:

Operator Meaning

& To “logically AND” two specified conditions

| To “logically OR” two specified conditions

! To “logically NEGATE” a specified condition

type
specifies an LDAP name or an object identifier.

matching_operator
is one of the following operators:

Operator Meaning

= To specify equality

~= To specify phonetic matching

>= To match values that are greater than or equal to a specified value

<= To match values that are less than or equal to a specified value

value
specifies the attribute value in LDAP syntax. * is used to specify substrings or to check for the
presence of an attribute.

No SPACE character is permitted between type and matching_operator and matching_operator
and value.
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3.3.1 Search Filter Expression Example
The following sample search filter string

(&((cn~=schmid)\
(|(objectClass=organizationalPerson)\
(objectClass=residentialPerson))\
(!(sn=ronnie))))

directs dirxcp to search for names that meet all the following criteria:

• Have an object class attribute value of Organizational-Person or Residential-Person

• Have a Common-Name attribute value that approximately matches schmid

• Do not have a Surname attribute value of ronnie.

Both of the following search filter strings test for the presence of the Common-Name attribute
type:

(&(c=de)(cn))
(&(c=de)(cn=*))
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3.4  Reserved Attribute Characters
The following table describes reserved characters used for LDAP binds. (See section Bind Types
and Bind IDs of chapter DirX Commands for details.)

Character Purpose

{} For attributes and distinguished names:  Encloses the entire attribute
(type and value) or distinguished name to indicate that white space is part
of an attribute value. For example,

{cn=Henry Mueller} or {o=SNI AG, c=de}

; For attributes: Separates multiple values.

\ Escapes a reserved character.

Note:

RFC 2252 specifies additional reserved characters that also must be escaped in attribute values.
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3.5 Attribute Syntax
The attribute syntax of all attribute types is treated as UTF-8 strings for LDAP binds.

3.5.1 Undefined Types
To specify an attribute type that has not been assigned an LDAP name in the system schema, use
the attribute type OID, for example, 1.2.325.67890.4.2. (See section gs (dirxadm) how to manage
LDAP names.)

In the output, the dirxcp program returns a string in the form:

oid=attribute_value

For example:
1.2.325.67890.4.2=xyz

which indicates that the attribute with the object identifier 1.2.325.67890.4.2 has a value of xyz.
The value of the attribute type must be specified according to its attribute syntax.
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3.6 String Representations for Simple Attribute Syntaxes
The following section describes the string representations for simple attribute syntaxes supported.
All other simple attribute syntaxes not described in this section are treated as UTF-8 string.

3.6.1 Attribute Type Syntax
Specify an attribute type as an LDAP name (defined in the system schema) or a dotted notation
(for example, 1.2.5.6).

For LDAP names only the following characters are permitted: A to Z, a to z (case ignore), 0 to 9,
and - (hyphen).

3.6.2 Bit String Syntax
Specify a bit string as a sequence of 1’s and 0’s enclosed by the character ' and the character B
appended (for example, '11110100100001001101101'B).

3.6.3 Boolean Syntax
Specify a boolean as the string TRUE or FALSE.

3.6.4 Object ID Syntax
Specify an OID as an LDAP name (defined in the system schema) or a dotted notation. For
example, Organizational-Person could be specified as organizationalPerson or 2.5.6.7.

3.6.5 Generalized Time Syntax
The syntax is the same as in DAP style. (See section Generalized Time Syntax of chapter DirX
String Representation for DAP Binds for details.)

3.6.6 IA5 String Syntax
The syntax is the same as in DAP style. (See section IA5 String Syntax of chapter DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds for details.)

3.6.7 Integer String Syntax
The syntax is the same as in DAP style. (See section Integer String Syntax of chapter DirX
String Representation for DAP Binds for details.)

3.6.8 Numeric String Syntax
The syntax is the same as in DAP style. (See section Numeric String Syntax of chapter DirX
String Representation for DAP Binds for details.)
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3.6.9 Preferred Delivery Method Syntax
Preferred-delivery-method syntax is a syntax for single-valued attributes that document the order
of preference for message delivery methods. Specify this syntax in the following format:

preferredDeliveryMethod=option [$option...]

option is one or more of the following keywords that describe the delivery methods and the order
of preference:

• any—Any method of delivery

• mhs—Message handling system delivery

• physical—Physical delivery

• telex—Telex delivery

• teletex—Teletex delivery

• g3fax—G3 FAX delivery

• g4fax—G4 FAX delivery

• ia5—IA5 terminal delivery

• videotex—Videotex delivery

• telephone—Telephone delivery

The keywords are specified diminishing order of preference, with the most preferred method first
in the list. Separate multiple keywords with a dollar sign ($). For example:

preferredDeliveryMethod=mhs$teletex$telephone

3.6.10 Printable String Syntax
The syntax is the same as in DAP style. (See section Printable String Syntax of chapter DirX
String Representation for DAP Binds for details.)

3.6.11 UTC Time Syntax
The syntax is the same as in DAP style. (See section UTC Time Syntax of chapter DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds for details.)
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3.7 String Representations for Structured Attribute Syntaxes
This section describes the following structured attribute syntaxes supported by DirX for LDAP
binds.

• Syntaxes for schema attribute types

– Attribute-Type-Description

– Object-Class-Description

• Syntaxes for Message Handling System (MHS) attribute types

– OR-Address

• Syntaxes for miscellaneous attribute types and subcomponents

– Facsimile-Telephone-Number

– Name-And-Optional-UID

– Postal-Address

– Teletex-Terminal-Identifier

– Telex-Number

Note:

All attributes with a structure attribute syntax not described in this section must be specified in
binary format for LDAP binds. (See section Binary Attribute Values above in this chapter for
details.)
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3.7.1 Attribute-Type-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify attribute types. The LAT attribute is an
example of such attributes in the default DSA schema: LAT (LDAP AT) is a derived operational
attribute of the LDAP global schema subentry. This attribute syntax cannot be used for input.

Synopsis

attributeTypes=( attribute_identifier
[NAME [(]'attribute_type_name' [... )] ]
[DESC 'attribute_type_description' ]
[OBSOLETE ]
[SUP derivation ]
[EQUALITY equality_matching_rule ]
[ORDERING ordering_matching_rule ]
[SUBSTR substrings_matching_rule ]
[SYNTAX attribute_syntax [{length}] ]
[SINGLE-VALUE ]
[COLLECTIVE ]
[NO-USER-MODIFICATION ]
[USAGE usage ])

Attribute Type

attributeTypes

The abbreviation or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Attribute-Type-
Description (ATTR_TYPE_DESCR) syntax. The LDAP Attribute-Types (LAT) derived operational
attribute, which specifies the attribute types used within the LDAP global schema subentry, has
the ATTR_TYPE_DESCR attribute syntax. The LAT attribute is multivalued; each value describes
one attribute type. The information held in this attribute should be complete and in accordance
with the registered definition of each attribute type. The LAT attribute also provides the LDAP
names of the attribute types and is derived automatically by the DirX DSA.

Components

attribute_identifer

An object identifier (OID) that corresponds to an attribute type.

NAME 'attribute_type_name'

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that provides the LDAP name(s) for the attribute type. The
values are enclosed by apostrophes (') and separated by a whitespace character. A list of LDAP
names is enclosed by brackets (( ... )). For LDAP names only the following characters are
permitted: A to Z, a to z (case ignore), 0 to 9, and - (hyphen).
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DESC 'attribute_type_description'

A UTF-8 string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the attribute type. The value is
enclosed by apostrophes (').

OBSOLETE

The keyword OBSOLETE indicates that the attribute type is no longer supported (but its
characteristics are maintained). The default is that the specified attribute type is supported and the
keyword OBSOLETE is omitted.

SUP derivation

Specifies the attribute type LDAP name or OID that corresponds to the attribute type of which this
attribute is a subtype. This component is used only for attributes defined with a supertype.

EQUALITY equality_matching_rule

Specifies the LDAP name or OID of an equality matching rule. This is an optional component, but
it should be specified for attributes defined with equality matching rules.

ORDERING ordering_matching_rule

Specifies the LDAP name or OID of an ordering matching rule. This is an optional component, but
it should be specified for attributes defined with ordering matching rules.

SUBSTR substrings_matching_rule

Specifies the LDAP name or OID of a substrings matching rule. This is an optional component, but
it should be specified for attributes defined with substrings matching rules.

SYNTAX attribute_syntax [{ length }]

Specifies the OID of the attribute type syntax for use with LDAP, and an optional indication of the
maximum length length of a value of this attribute.

SINGLE-VALUE

The keyword SINGLE-VALUE indicates that the attribute type is single-valued. The default is that
the specified attribute type is multi-valued and the keyword SINGLE-VALUE is omitted.

COLLECTIVE

The keyword COLLECTIVE indicates that the attribute type is a collective attribute. The default is
that the specified attribute type is not collective and the keyword COLLECTIVE is omitted.

NO-USER-MODIFICATION

The keyword NO-USER-MODIFICATION indicates that the attribute type is not modifiable by
users. The default is that the specified attribute type is user modifiable and the keyword NO-
USER-MODIFICATION is omitted.
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USAGE usage

Specifies how the attribute is to be used. This value is one of the following keywords:

• userApplications—For normal user attributes

• directoryOperation—For operational attributes used by the DSA as part of non-distrubuted
operations (for example, timestamp attributes, access control attributes)

• distributedOperation—For operational attributes used by several DSAs as part of distributed
operations (e.g., knowledge-reference attributes)

• dSAOperation—For operational attributes that are used purely locally to this DSA

The default value is userApplications.

Description

The LDAP Attribute-Types attribute is provided only to permit an LDAP server to publish the static
details of the attributes that it supports within its global schema. It has no other effect on the
operation of an LDAP server. Attribute type descriptions are represented with the
ATTR_TYPE_DESCR attribute syntax.

LDAP servers should provide at least one of the SUP and SYNTAX components for each attribute
type description.

The components of this syntax are separated by a whitespace character.

Examples
attributeTypes=
....
( 2.5.4.20 NAME 'telephoneNumber' EQUALITY telephoneNumberMatch
SYNTAX 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.44 {32} )
....
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3.7.2 Object-Class-Description
An attribute syntax for schema attributes that specify object classes. The LOC attribute is an
example of such attributes in the default DSA schema: LOC (LDAP OC) is a derived operational
attribute of the LDAP global schema subentry. This attribute syntax cannot be used for input.

Synopsis

objectClasses=( object_class_identifier
[NAME 'object_class_name' ]
[DESC 'object_class_description' ]
[OBSOLETE ]
[SUP [( ]superior_object_class[$ ... )]]
[kind ]
[MUST [( ]attribute_type [$ ... )]]
[MAY [( ]attribute_type [$ ... )]])

Attribute Type

objectClasses

The LDAP name or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Object-Class-
Description (OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR) syntax. The LDAP Object-Classes (LOC) derived
operational attribute is a multi-valued attribute of the LDAP global schema subentry used to
describe which object classes are supported by the LDAP server. Each value describes one object
class. The LOC attribute provides the LDAP names of the object classes and is derived
automatically by the DirX DSA.

The information specified for this attribute should be complete and in accordance with the
registered definition of each object class.

Components

object_class_identifer

An OID that corresponds to an object class.

NAME 'object_class_name'

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that corresponds to LDAP name given to the object class.
Only one LDAP name is provided. It is enclosed by apostrophes ('). For LDAP names only the
following characters are permitted: A to Z, a to z (case ignore), 0 to 9, and - (hyphen).

DESC 'object_class_description'

A UTF-8 string (of up to 1024 characters long) that describes the object class. The value is
enclosed by apostrophes (').
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OBSOLETE

The keyword OBSOLETE indicates that the object class is no longer supported (but its
characteristics are maintained). The default is that the specified object class is supported and the
keyword OBSOLETE is omitted.

SUP derivation

Specifies the LDAP names or OIDs that corresponds to the object classes (if any) that are the
superclass for this object lass. A list of object classes is enclosed by brackets and the object
classes are separated by a $ character.

kind

Specifies the kind of object-class that the object class registration specifies. The value is one of
the following keywords:

• STRUCTURAL—Represents a real-world object (for example, device, organization) that is
concrete enough to have a place in the DIT

• AUXILIARY—Descriptive of real-world objects (usually being applicable to more than one)

• ABSTRACT—Represents an abstraction of real-world objects which does not exist in it own
right

MUST attribute_types

Specifies one or more LDAP names or OIDs that correspond to attributes that are registered as
mandatory for entries of this object class. A list of attributes is enclosed by brackets and the
attribute types are separated by a $ character.

MAY attribute_types

Specifies one or more LDAP names or OIDs that correspond to attributes that are registered as
optional for entries of this object class. A list of attributes is enclosed by brackets and the attribute
types are separated by a $ character.

Description

The Object-Class-Description permits a LDAP server to publish the static details of the object-
classes it supports. This attribute has no other effect on the operation of a LDAP server. Object
class descriptions are represented with the OBJECT_CLASS_DESCR schema attribute syntax.

The components of this syntax are separated by a whitespace character.

Examples
objectClasses=
....
( 2.5.6.16 NAME 'certificationAuthority' SUP top AUXILIARY MUST
(cACertificate $ certificateRevocationList $ authorityRevocationList)
MAY crossCertificatePair )
....
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3.7.3 OR-Address
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify X.400 originator/recipient (OR) addresses.

Synopsis

ORAddress=[/CN=common_name]
[/I=initials]
[/Q=generation_qualifier]
[/G=given_name]
[/S=surname]
[/OU4=organizational_unit_4]
[/OU3=organizational_unit_3]
[/OU2=organizational_unit_2]
[/OU1=organizational_unit_1]
[/O=organization]
/PRMD=PRMD
/ADMD=ADMD
/C=country

Attribute Type

ORAddress

The LDAP name or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the OR-Address
(OR_ADDRESS) syntax. For example, mhsOraddresses is such an attribute. An OR address
comprises a number of standard components and a number of optional components defined by
the management domain to which the originator/recipient subscribes (know as domain defined
components). In most cases only the standard components C, ADMD, PRMD, O, OU, S, G, Q and
I are used.

Components

CN=common_name

The common name in Printable string format.

I=initials

The name initials in Printable 61 string format.

Q=generation_qualifier

The generation qualifier in Printable string format.

G=given_name

The given name in Printable or string format.
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S=surname

The surname in Printable string format.

O=organization
OU1=organizational_unit_1
OU2=organizational_unit_2
OU3=organizational_unit_3
OU4=organizational_unit_4

An identifier of the organization and up to 4 organizational units in Printable string format.

PRMD=PRMD

An identifier of the Private Management Domain in either Printable or Numeric string format.

ADMD=ADMD

An identifier of the Administrative Management Domain in either Printable or Numeric string
format.

C=country

An identifier of the country in either Printable or Numeric string format.

Description

Information about X.400 originator/recipient addresses is represented by the OR-Address attribute
syntax.

The components of this attribute syntax are separated by a slash (/).

Example
mhsOraddresses=/G=Irmgard/S=Hohner/OU2=S41/OU1=MCH1/O=PQR/PRMD=PQR
/ADMD=DBP/C=de
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3.7.4 Facsimile-Telephone-Number
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify Facsimile (FAX) numbers.

Synopsis

FacsimileTelephoneNumber=phone_number
[$fax_parameters]

Attribute Type

FacsimileTelephoneNumber

The LDAP name or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Facsimile-Telephone-
Number (FAX_TELEPHONE_NO) syntax. For example, facsimileTelephoneNumber is such an
attribute.

Components

phone_number

The fax number in Printable string format (of up to 32 characters long).

fax_parameters

The settings for the G3 Fax parameters. Note that setting G3 parameters is hardly ever required.
Specify fax_parameters in the following format:

fax_parameter[$fax_parameters]

where fax_parameter is one of the following identifiers:

• twoDimensional

• fineResolution

• unlimitedLength

• b4Length

• a3Width

• uncompressed

Description

FAX numbers are represented with the Facsimile-Telephone-Number attribute syntax. The
number consists the country code and number in Printable string format. You can also set G3 non-
basic parameters.

The components of this attribute syntax are separated by a $ character.
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Example
facsimileTelephoneNumber=+49 89 12345
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3.7.5 Name-And-Optional-UID
An attribute syntax for attributes that identify objects by a distinguished name and an optional
identifier that can remove ambiguity from names that have been re-used.

Synopsis

NameAndOptionalUID=distinguished_name
[#BIT_string]

Attribute Type

NameAndOptionalUID

The LDAP name or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Name-And-Optional-
UID syntax. For example, uniqueMember is such an attribute. The uniqueMember attribute can be
used in objects which represent lists of names.

Components

distinguished_name

The distinguished name of the object. (See section Distinguished Name above in this chapter for
details.)

Although the # character is used as separator for the components of this syntax and it may occur
in a string representation of a distinguished_name, no additional special quoting is done.

BIT_string

A bit string that uniquely identifies the object. The bit string can be used when an object is
removed from the Directory, and another object is subsequently given the same Directory name.
The bit string must be chosen for uniqueness, such as a time-stamp (for example). (See section
Bit String Syntax above in this chapter for details.)

Description

The identity of objects can be represented with the Name-And-Optional-UID attribute syntax. The
attribute consists of the object distinguished name and an optional bit string that distinguishes
between objects with the same distinguished name. The association between a user of the
Directory and a name when the UID is present can be established by strong authentication using
Version 2 (or later) certificates.

The components of this attribute syntax are separated by a # character.

Examples
uniqueMember=o=sni,c=DE#'100'B
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3.7.6 Postal-Address
A structured attribute syntax for postal addresses.

Synopsis

PostalAddress=postal-address-string1
[$postal-address-string2]
[$postal-address-string3]
[$postal-address-string4]
[$postal-address-string5]
[$postal-address-string6]

Attribute Type

PostalAddress

The abbreviation that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Postal-Address
(POSTAL_ADDR) syntax. For example, postalAddress is such an attribute.

Components

postal-address-stringn

A UTF-8 string (of up to 30 characters long) that provides a line of a postal address.

Backslashes (\) and $ characters, if they occur in a component, are escaped by using an
additional backslash, for example the string A\$ represents the value A$ in a component.

Description

Postal addresses are represented with the Postal-Address attribute syntax. The attribute consists
of up to 6 address lines in UTF-8 string format. Each address line is limited to 30 characters in (in
accordance with ITU-T recommendation F.401). One address line is required; the remaining 5 are
optional.

The components of this attribute syntax are separated by a $ character.

Example
postalAddress=PQR AG$Sales Dpt$Einstein-Ring 4$D-81789 Munich$Germany
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3.7.7 Teletex-Terminal-Identifier
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify a Teletex terminal.

Synopsis

TeletexTerminalIdentifier=teletex-terminal
[$teletex-non-basic-parameters]

Attribute Type

TeletexTerminalIdentifier

The LDAP name or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Teletex-Terminal-
Identifier syntax. For example, teletexTerminalIdentifier is such an attribute.

Components

teletex-terminal

A string (of up to 1024 characters long) that identifies the terminal. Specify the teletex-terminal
parameter using the Printable String syntax. See Simple Attribute Syntax for a description of
Printable String Syntax representation.

teletex-non-basic-parameters

A component that sets non-basic parameters for various teletex options. Specify teletex-non-
basic-parameters in the following format:

[$control:control_character_sets]
[$graphic:graphic_character_sets]
[$misc:miscellaneous_capabilities]
[$page:page_formats]
[$private:private_use]

where:

control:control_character_sets
A string that defines the control character sets to use.

graphic:graphic_character_sets
A string that defines the graphic character sets to use.

misc:miscellaneous_capabilities
A string that defines miscellaneous capabilities to use.

page:page_formats
A string that defines the page formats to use.

private:private_use
A string that defines user-defined Teletex parameters.
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Description

Teletex terminals and their parameters are represented by the Teletex-Terminal-Identifier attribute
syntax. The information consists of a printable string that identifies the terminal and optional non-
basic, advanced parameters that control terminal parameters such as character sets, page
formats and other capabilities.

The components of this attribute syntax are separated by a $ character.

Examples
{teletexTerminalIdentifier=PQR AG Teletex center$page:letter}
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3.7.8 Telex-Number
An attribute syntax for attributes that specify Telex numbers.

Synopsis

TelexNumber=telex_number
[$country_code]
[$answer_back]}

Attribute Type

TelexNumber

The LDAP name or OID that corresponds to a structured attribute with the Telex-Number
(TELEX_NO) syntax. For example, telexNumber is such an attribute.

Components

telex_number

The telex number in Printable string format (of up to 14 characters long).

country_code

The county code in Printable string format (of up to 4 characters long).

answer_back

The short textual string (of up to 8 characters long), in Printable string format, with which the telex
station responds when required to indicate its identity. (For example, when the telex station is
connected to.)

Description

Telex numbers are represented with the Telex-Number attribute syntax. The number consists of
the country code, Telex number, and answer-back code.

The components of this attribute syntax are separated by a $ character.

Example
{telexNumber=24344$046$GAMEX B}
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Chapter

4 DirX Attributes

This chapter describes the DirX attributes defined in the DirX default DSA schema. (See the
chapter titled DirX Default DSA Schema for details.) For each attribute it provides:

• A short description.

• The abbreviation that can be used in dirxadm and in dirxcp for DAP binds instead of object
identifiers.

• The LDAP name(s) that can be used in dirxcp for LDAP binds instead of object identifiers.

• The syntax for DAP protocol.

• The syntax for LDAPv3 protocol.
Note: When this subsection is omitted the LDAPv3 syntax is UTF-8 string.

• An example for DAP binds.

• An example for LDAPv3 binds.

The LDAP name(s), the syntax, and an example for LDAPv3 binds are only provided for attributes
that can be administered with the LDAP protocol. Only X.500 user attributes (except for the
attributes of subentries) can be administered via LDAP.

For a detailed description of the attribute syntaxes see the chapters titled DirX String
Representation for DAP Binds and DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds.

4.1 X.500 User Application Attributes
User application attributes are attributes representing user information.

4.1.1 Naming Attributes
The following attributes are used in DirX to identify the entries. Note that naming attributes may
also be used as normal attributes for an object.

Common Name

The Common Name attribute specifies a name by which the object is commonly known and
conforms to the naming conventions of the country or culture with which it is associated.
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An attribute value for Common Name is chosen either by the person or organization it describes or
by the organization responsible for the object it describes for devices and application entities.

Abbreviation

CN

LDAP Name(s)

cn, commonName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}

Example (DAP)

{CN=John Smith}

{CN=High Speed Modem}

CN=Mayer

Example (LDAP)

{cn=John Smith}

{cn=High Speed Modem}

commonName=Mayer

Country Name

The Country Name attribute specifies a country. It identifies the country in which the named object
is located or with which it is associated.

It is not checked whether the specified value is contained in the list of valid country codes.

Abbreviation

C

LDAP Name(s)

c, countryName

Syntax (DAP)

Country-Name (Only ISO/IEC IS3166 codes are valid values, see Appendix Country Codes.)

Syntax (LDAP)

Printable String (Size (2)) (LDAP style)
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Example (DAP)

C=DE

Example (LDAP)

c=DE

countryName=UK

Locality Name

The Locality Name attribute specifies a locality (e.g., a city). It identifies a geographical area or
locality in which the named object is located or with which it is associated.

Abbreviation

L

LDAP Name(s)

l (character: lower l), localityName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

L=Munich

Example (LDAP)

l=Munich

localityName=Berlin

Organization Name

The Organization Name attribute specifies an organization.

An attribute value for Organization Name is chosen by the organization.

Abbreviation

O

LDAP Name(s)

o, organizationName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}
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Example (DAP)

{O=German Telecom}

O=PQR

Example (LDAP)

{o=German Telecom}

organizationName=PQR

Organizational Unit Name

The Organizational Unit Name attribute specifies an organizational unit.

The designated organizational unit is a part of an organization designated by an Organization
Name attribute. An Organizational Unit Name attribute must be associated with an Organization
Name attribute.

An attribute value for Organizational Unit Name is chosen by the organization of which it is a part.

Abbreviation

OU

LDAP Name(s)

ou, organizationalUnitName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}

Example (DAP)

{OU=Marketing Division}

Example (LDAP)

{ou=Marketing Division}

organizationalUnitName=Development

State or Province Name

The State or Province Name attribute specifies a state or province. It identifies the geographical
subdivision in which the named object is located or with which it is associated.

Abbreviation

SPN

LDAP Name(s)

st, stateOrProvinceName
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Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

SPN=Florida

Example (LDAP)

st=Florida

{stateOrProvinceName=Freistaat Bayern}

Street Address

The Street Address attribute specifies a site for the local distribution and physical delivery in a
postal address (i.e., the street name, place, avenue, and the house number).

Abbreviation

STA

LDAP Name(s)

street, streetAddress

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

{STA=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6}

Example (LDAP)

{street=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6}

4.1.2 Names in General

DN Qualifier

The DN Qualifier attribute specifies disambiguating information to add to the relative distinguished
name of an entry. It is used for entries held in multiple DSAs. Its value is the same in a given DSA
and all the entries to which this information has been added.

Abbreviation

DNQ

LDAP Name(s)

dnQualifier
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Syntax (DAP)

Printable-String

Syntax (LDAP)

Printable-String (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{DNQ=the older}

{DNQ=of PQR-DSA}

Example (LDAP)

{dnQualifier=the older}

Generation Qualifier

The Generation Qualifier attribute contains a string, which is used to provide generation
information.

Abbreviation

GQ

LDAP Name(s)

generationQualifier

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

GQ=sen.

GQ=II

Example (LDAP)

generationQualifier=sen.

generationQualifier=II

Given Name

The Given Name attribute specifies the first name of an individual.

Abbreviation

GN
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LDAP Name(s)

gn, givenName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

GN=John

Example (LDAP)

givenName=John

Initials

The Initials attribute specifies the initials of some or all of an individual´s name, but not the
surname(s).

Abbreviation

I

LDAP Name(s)

initials

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

I=F.P.

Example (LDAP)

initials=F.P.

Name

The Name attribute is the attribute supertype from which string attribute types typically used for
naming are formed.

Abbreviation

N

LDAP Name(s)

name
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Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

N=Miller

Example (LDAP)

name=Miller

Serial Number

The Serial Number attribute specifies an identifier, the serial number of a device.

Abbreviation

SER

LDAP Name(s)

serialNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Printable-String (Size(1..64))

Syntax (LDAP)

Printable-String (Size(1..64)) (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

SER=A12345

Example (LDAP)

serialNumber=A12345

Surname

The Surname attribute specifies the surname of an individual.

Abbreviation

SN

LDAP Name(s)

sn, surname

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}
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Example (DAP)

SN=Smith

Example (LDAP)

sn=Smith

{surname=Meier-Luedenscheidt}

Unique Identifier

The Unique Identifier attribute specifies an identifier used to distinguish between object references
when a distinguished name is reused. The attribute value is represented by a bit string.

Abbreviation

UID

LDAP Name(s)

x500UniqueIdentifier, uniqueIdentifier

Syntax (DAP)

Unique-Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Bit String

Example (DAP)

UID=0011010100

Example (LDAP)

uniqueIdentifier='0011010100'B

4.1.3 Attributes for Authentication

Authority Revocation List

The Authority Revocation List attribute identifies Certification Authority (CA) certificates that have
been revoked, typically because they have been compromised, or are otherwise no longer valid.
The attribute is used solely by Certification Authorities. (See Certificate-List syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

ARL

LDAP Name(s)

authorityRevocationList
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Syntax (DAP)

Certificate-List

Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)

Example (DAP)

ARL={CLU={VER=V2,
  SIG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
      IS={/C=de/O=PQR AG/OU=Corporate CA },
      TU=9612011200Z,
  NU=9612011300Z,

   RC={SN=25,
       RD=9603011500Z};

        {SN=75,
         RD=9608231005Z}},
    ALG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
      EV=1011010101101101011000}

Example (LDAP)

{authorityRevocationList;binary=MIIBaTCB0wIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADAtMQsw
CQYDVQQGEwJERTEMMAoGA1UEChMDUFFSMRAwDgYDVQQLEwdFbnRydXN0Fw05ODA5MDIxMjIz
MThaFw05ODA5MDMxMzEzMzJaoHIwcDBBBgNVHRwBAf8ENzA1oDOgMaQvMC0xCzAJBgNVBAYT
AkRFMQwwCgYDVQQKEwNQUVIxEDAOBgNVBAsTB0VudHJ1c3QwCgYDVR0UBAMCAQ4wHwYDVR0j
BBgwFoAUEy7QRSaZ8D9VFsYlK1V/XQsXJZ0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADgYEAki/dBwJ+v9qU
1+rJA6Pkvi5BQgAfpGPCgoq5jWdkLw/I/GbPhxZAMEYDvvDPkUTh4MwkfL2HFpwwKKZVNJ25
kfWOzdSEMtUuFEym4ofRi8B24r9PoivzGHvoZFRhtvG/jBEnDDm5f0BsoDvLk7Z+DOi/kNot
rW4cZdDAaYg0irE=}

CA-Certificate

The CA-Certificate attribute specifies the public key of the user´s certification authority (CA). (See
Certificate syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

CAC

LDAP Name(s)

cACertificate

Syntax (DAP)

Certificate
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Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)

Example (DAP)

CAC={CU={VER=V3,
         SN=10,
         SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

        ALP=1024
             },
         IS={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
         VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

        VNB=9412011500Z
             },
         SUB={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=wythenshawe},
         SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

             ALP=1024
                 },
PK=001100010011001000110011110010011000001100010000001
         },

 IUID=00101010110100101001,
     SUID=00111010110100111001
        },
     ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,
     ALP=1024

 },
     EV=1011010101101101011000}

Certificate Revocation List

The Certificate Revocation List attribute identifies user certificates that have been revoked,
typically because they have been compromised, or are otherwise no longer valid. The attribute is
used solely by Certification Authorities. (See Certificate-List syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

CRL

LDAP Name(s)

certificateRevocationList

Syntax (DAP)

Certificate-List
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Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)

Example (DAP)

CRL={CLU={VER=V2,
    SIG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
         IS={/C=de/O=PQR AG/OU=Corporate CA },
         TU=9612011200Z,
    NU=9612011300Z,

     RC={SN=25,
             RD=9603011500Z};

              {SN=75,
               RD=9608231005Z}}
    ALG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
         EV=1011010101101101011000}

Example (LDAP)

{certificateRevocationList;binary=MIIBaTCB0wIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADAtMQ
swCQYDVQQGEwJERTEMMAoGA1UEChMDUFFSMRAwDgYDVQQLEwdFbnRydXN0Fw05ODA5MDIxMj
IzMThaFw05ODA5MDMxMzEzMzJaoHIwcDBBBgNVHRwBAf8ENzA1oDOgMaQvMC0xCzAJBgNVBA
YTAkRFMQwwCgYDVQQKEwNQUVIxEDAOBgNVBAsTB0VudHJ1c3QwCgYDVR0UBAMCAQ4wHwYDVR
0jBBgwFoAUEy7QRSaZ8D9VFsYlK1V/XQsXJZ0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADgYEAki/dBwJ+v9
qU1+rJA6Pkvi5BQgAfpGPCgoq5jWdkLw/I/GbPhxZAMEYDvvDPkUTh4MwkfL2HFpwwKKZVNJ
25kfWOzdSEMtUuFEym4ofRi8B24r9PoivzGHvoZFRhtvG/jBEnDDm5f0BsoDvLk7Z+DOi/kN
otrW4cZdDAaYg0irE=}

Cross-Certificate-Pair

The Cross-Certificate-Pair attribute specifies cross-certificate pairs of a certification authority. (See
Certificate-Pair syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

CCP

LDAP Name(s)

crossCertificatePair

Syntax (DAP)

Certificate-Pair

Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)
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Example (DAP)

CCP={F={CU={VER=V3,
            SN=10,
            SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,
                 ALP=1024
                },
            IS={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
            VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

           VNB=9412011500Z
                },
            SUB={/C=ie/O=sse},
            SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

                ALP=512
     },

                  PK=0011000100110010001100111100100110000011000100
            },
        IUID=00101010110100101001,
        SUID=00111010110100111001
           },
        ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1

       ALP=1024
    },

        EV=1011010101101101011000
       },
     R={CU={VER=V3,
            SN=10,
            SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

           ALP=1024
                },
            IS={/C=ie/O=sse},
            VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

           VNB=9412011500Z
                },
            SUB={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
            SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

                ALP=512
     },

                  PK=00110001001100100011001111001001100000110001000
            },
        IUID=10101010110100101001,
        SUID=00111010110000101001
           },
        ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

       ALP=1024
    },

        EV=1011010101101101011000
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       }
    }

Delta Revocation List

The Delta Revocation List attribute identifies certificates that have been recently revoked, typically
because they have been compromised, or are otherwise no longer valid. The attribute is used
solely by Certification Authorities. (See Certificate-List syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

DRL

LDAP Name(s)

deltaRevocationList

Syntax (DAP)

Certificate-List

Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)

Example (DAP)

DRL={CLU={VER=V2,
    SIG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
         IS={/C=de/O=PQR AG/OU=Corporate CA },
         TU=9612011200Z,
    NU=9612011300Z,

     RC={SN=25,
             RD=9603011500Z};

              {SN=75,
               RD=9608231005Z}}
    ALG={AL=1.3.14.3.2.3},
         EV=1011010101101101011000}

Example (LDAP)

{deltaRevocationList;binary=MIIBaTCB0wIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADAtMQswCQYD
VQQGEwJERTEMMAoGA1UEChMDUFFSMRAwDgYDVQQLEwdFbnRydXN0Fw05ODA5MDIxMjIzMTha
Fw05ODA5MDMxMzEzMzJaoHIwcDBBBgNVHRwBAf8ENzA1oDOgMaQvMC0xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkRF
MQwwCgYDVQQKEwNQUVIxEDAOBgNVBAsTB0VudHJ1c3QwCgYDVR0UBAMCAQ4wHwYDVR0jBBgw
FoAUEy7QRSaZ8D9VFsYlK1V/XQsXJZ0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADgYEAki/dBwJ+v9qU1+rJ
A6Pkvi5BQgAfpGPCgoq5jWdkLw/I/GbPhxZAMEYDvvDPkUTh4MwkfL2HFpwwKKZVNJ25kfWO
zdSEMtUuFEym4ofRi8B24r9PoivzGHvoZFRhtvG/jBEnDDm5f0BsoDvLk7Z+DOi/kNotrW4c
ZdDAaYg0irE=}
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NTS Security Identifier

The NTS Security Identifier attribute specifies the NT account name of the user. If an
authenticated directory bind based on NT security should be performed, the user´s entry must
contain this attribute. (See dse bind and obj bind for details.)

Abbreviation

NTUSER

LDAP Name(s)

Specify the object identifier 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.121 in dotted notation.

Syntax (DAP)

Octet String

Example (DAP)

NTUSER=nt-volp

Example (LDAP)

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.121=nt-volp

User Certificate

The User Certificate attribute specifies the public key of a user. (See Certificate syntax for
details.) A user may obtain one or more certificates from one or more Certification Authorities. The
object class must have the value Strong-Authenticated-User (SAU).

Abbreviation

UC

LDAP Name(s)

userCertificate, userSMimeCertificate

Syntax (DAP)

Certificate

Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)

Example (DAP)

UC={CU={VER=V3,
         SN=10,
         SIG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,
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        ALP=1024
             },
         IS={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
         VAL={VNA=9412011200Z,

        VNB=9412011500Z
             },
         SUB={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=wythenshawe},
         SUBK={AL={AL=2.5.8.1.1,

             ALP=1024
                 },
PK=001100010011001000110011110010011000001100010000001
         },
     IUID=0000110101001011010100,
     SUID=1011010101101101011000
        },
     ALG={AL=2.5.8.1.1,
     ALP=1024

 },
     EV=1111010101101101011000}

User Password

The User Password attribute specifies the password of an object.

Abbreviation

UP

LDAP Name(s)

userPassword

Syntax (DAP)

Octet String (Size(1..128))

Example (DAP)

UP=pw4712

Example (LDAP)

userPassword=pw4712

4.1.4 Explanatory Attributes

Business Category

The Business Category attribute specifies information concerning the occupation of some
common objects, e.g., people.
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Abbreviation

BC

LDAP Name(s)

businessCategory

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

{BC=Software Engineering}

Example (LDAP)

{businessCategory=Software Engineering}

Description

The Description attribute specifies information describing the associated object.

Abbreviation

DSC

LDAP Name(s)

description

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {1024}

Example (DAP)

{DSC=Feel free to phone he is very helpful}

Example (LDAP)

{description=Feel free to phone he is very helpful}

4.1.5 Postal Addressing

Physical Delivery Office Name

The Physical Delivery Office Name attribute specifies the name of the city, village, etc. where a
physical delivery office is situated.

Abbreviation

PDO
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LDAP Name(s)

physicalDeliveryOfficeName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

PDO=Munich-Trudering

Example (LDAP)

physicalDeliveryOfficeName=Munich-Trudering

Postal Address

The Postal Address attribute specifies the address information required for physical delivery of
postal messages by the postal authority to the named object. (See Postal-Address syntax for
details.)

Abbreviation

PA

LDAP Name(s)

postalAddress

Syntax (DAP)

Postal-Address

Syntax (LDAP)

Postal-Address (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{PA={PA1=Frank Mayer,PA2=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,PA3=D-81730 Munich}}

Example (LDAP)

{postalAddress=Frank Mayer$Otto-Hahn-Ring 6$D-81730 Munich$Germany}

Postal Code

The Postal Code attribute specifies the postal code for a named object. It is part of the object´s
postal address.

Abbreviation

PC
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LDAP Name(s)

postalCode

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {40}

Example (DAP)

PC=D-81730

Example (LDAP)

postalCode=D-81730

Post Office Box

The Post Office Box attribute specifies the post office box at which the object will receive physical
post delivery. It is part of the object´s postal address.

Abbreviation

POB

LDAP Name(s)

postOfficeBox

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {40}

Example (DAP)

POB=1281730

Example (LDAP)

postOfficeBox=1281730

4.1.6 Telecommunication Addresses

Destination Indicator

The Destination Indicator attribute specifies according to CCITT Rec. F.1 and Rec. F.31 the
country and city associated with the object needed to provide the public telegram service.

Abbreviation

DI

LDAP Name(s)

destinationIndicator
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Syntax (DAP)

Destination-Indicator

Syntax (LDAP)

Printable String {128} (LDAP style) only alphabetical characters

Example (DAP)

{DI=F Paris}

Example (LDAP)

{destinationIndicator=F Paris}

Fax Telephone Number

The Fax Telephone Number attribute specifies a telephone number for a facsimile (FAX) terminal.
(See Facsimile-Telephone-Number for details).

Abbreviation

FTN

LDAP Name(s)

facsimileTelephoneNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Facsimile-Telephone-Number

Syntax (LDAP)

Facsimile-Telephone-Number (LDAP-style)

Example (DAP)

FTN={PN=3456}

Example (LDAP)

facsimileTelephoneNumber=3456

International ISDN Number

The International ISDN Number attribute specifies an International ISDN number associated with
an object. The attribute value is a numeric string that complies with the internationally agreed
format for ISDN addresses given in CCITT Rec. E. 164. (See International-ISDN-Number for
details.)

Abbreviation

IIN
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LDAP Name(s)

internationalISDNNumber

Syntax (DAP)

International-ISDN-Number (see CCITT Rec. E.164 for valid values)

Syntax (LDAP)

Numeric-String {16}

Example (DAP)

IIN=27456

Example (LDAP)

internationalISDNNumber=27456

Registered Address

The Registered Address attribute specifies a mnemonic for an address associated with an object
at a particular city location. It is registered in the country in which the city is located and is used by
the public telegram service. (See Postal-Address syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

RA

LDAP Name(s)

registeredAddress

Syntax (DAP)

Postal-Address

Syntax (LDAP)

Postal-Address (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{RA={PA1=Frank Mayer,PA2=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6,PA3=D-81730 Munich}}

Example (LDAP)

{postalAddress=Frank Mayer$Otto-Hahn-Ring 6$D-81730 Munich$Germany}

Telephone Number

The Telephone Number attribute specifies a telephone number associated with an object.
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Abbreviation

TN

LDAP Name(s)

telephoneNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Printable-String (Size(1..32))

Syntax (LDAP)

Printable-String (Size(1..32)) (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{TN=+49 89 6745678;+48 89 636 567890}

Example (LDAP)

{telephoneNumber=+49 89 6745678;+48 89 636 567890}

Teletex Terminal Identifier

The Teletex Terminal Identifier attribute specifies a teletex terminal identifier for a teletex terminal
associated with an object. (See Teletex-Terminal-Identifier syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

TTI

LDAP Name(s)

teletexTerminalIdentifier

Syntax (DAP)

Teletex-Terminal-Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Teletex-Terminal-Identifier (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{TTI={TT= PQR AG Teletex center}}

Example (LDAP)

{teletexTerminalIdentifier=PQR AG Teletex center$page:letter}
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Telex Number

The Telex Number attribute specifies a telex number, country code, and answerback code for a
telex terminal associated with an object. (See Telex-Number syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

TXN

LDAP Name(s)

telexNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Telex-Number

Syntax (LDAP)

Telex-Number (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{TXN={TN=24344,
     CC=046,
     AB=GAMEX B }}

Example (LDAP)

{telexNumber=24344$046$GAMEX B}

X.121 Address

The X.121 Address attribute specifies an address as defined by CCITT Rec. X.121 associated
with an object. (See X121-Address Syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

X1A

LDAP Name(s)

x121Address

Syntax (DAP)

X121-Address

Syntax (LDAP)

Numeric-String {15}

Example (DAP)

X1A=1234
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Example (LDAP)

x121Address=1234

4.1.7 Message Handling Systems

MHS Deliverable Content Length

The MHS Deliverable Contents Length attribute specifies the length of contents that can be
delivered.

Abbreviation

MDL

LDAP Name(s)

mhsDeliverableContentLength

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Syntax (LDAP)

Integer-String (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

MDL=1024

Example (LDAP)

mhsDeliverableContentLength=1024

MHS Deliverable EITs

The MHS Deliverable EITs attribute specifies the object identifiers of the deliverable encoded
information types.

Valid values are:

DAP bind (keyword) LDAPv3 bind (OID) Meaning

EITUND 2.6.3.4.0 Undefined-EIT

EITIA5 2.6.3.4.2 IA5-EIT

EITG3F 2.6.3.4.3 G3-FAX-EIT

EITG4 2.6.3.4.4 G4-Class-1-EIT

EITTTX 2.6.3.4.5 TTX-EIT

EITVID 2.6.3.4.6 Video-EIT
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EITMIX 2.6.3.4.9 Mixed-Mode-EIT

Abbreviation

MDE

LDAP Name(s)

mhsDeliverableEits

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Object Identifier (LDAP style) in dotted notation.

Example (DAP)

MDE=EITUND

Example (LDAP)

mhsDeliverableEits=2.6.3.4.0

MHS DL Members

The MHS DL Members attribute specifies the members of a MHS distribution list. (See OR-Name
syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

MDM

LDAP Name(s)

mhsDLMembers

Syntax (DAP)

OR-Name

Syntax (LDAP)

OR-Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

MDM={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitres},
           DN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com2/CN=dumitres}}

MDM={DN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com2/CN=dumitres}}

MDM={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitres}}
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MHS DL Submit Permission

The MHS DL Submit Permission attribute specifies the users and distribution lists that can submit
messages to a distribution list. (See DL-Submit-Permission syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

MDS

LDAP Name(s)

mhsDLSubmitPermissions

Syntax (DAP)

DL-Submit-Permission

Syntax (LDAP)

Specify the attribute value in binary format. (See section Binary Attribute Values of chapter DirX
String Representations for LDAP Binds for details.)

Example (DAP)

MDS={IND={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitrescu},
          DN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com2/CN=dumitrescu}}}

MDS={MDL={X400={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitrescu}}}

MHS Deliverable Content Types

The MHS Deliverable Content Types attribute specifies the object identifiers of the deliverable
content types allowed for a MHS user.

Abbreviation

MDT

LDAP Name(s)

mhsDeliverableContentType

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Object Identifier (LDAP style) in dotted notation.

Example (DAP)

MDT=1.4.56.7
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Example (LDAP)

mhsDeliverableContentType=1.4.56.7

MHS Message Store DN

The MHS Message Store DN attribute specifies the distinguished name of an MHS store.

Abbreviation

MMS

LDAP Name(s)

mhsMessageStoreName

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

MMS={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-Message-Store}

Example (LDAP)

mhsMessageStoreName=cn=PQR-Message-Store,o=PQR,c=DE

MHS OR Address

The MHS OR Address attribute specifies a X.400 originator/recipient (OR) address. (See OR-
Address syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

MOA

LDAP Name(s)

mhsOraddresses

Syntax (DAP)

OR-Address

Syntax (LDAP)

OR-Address (LDAP style)
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Example (DAP)

MOA={C=de,ADMD=dbp,PRMD=sni,O=asw,OU1=com2,SN=dumitrescu}

Example (LDAP)

mhsOraddresses=/S=dumitrescu/OU1=com2/O=asw/PRMD=sni/ADMD=dbp/C=de

4.1.8 Preference Attributes

Preferred Delivery Method

The Preferred Delivery Method attribute specifies the order of preference for message delivery
methods. The attribute is single-valued. (See Preferred Delivery Method Syntax for details.)

Valid values are:

DAP bind LDAPv3 bind Meaning

ANY any Any method of delivery

MHS mhs Message handling system delivery

PHYSICAL physical Physical delivery

TELEX telex Telex delivery

TELETEX teletex Teletex delivery

G3_FAX g3fax G3 FAX delivery

G4_FAX g4fax G4 FAX delivery

IA5 ia5 IA5 terminal delivery

VIDEOTEX videotex Videotex delivery

TELEPHONE telephone Telephone delivery

For DAP binds, multiple values are separated by a plus sign (+), with the most preferred method
first in the list; for LDAP binds, multiple values are separated by a dollar sign ($), with the most
preferred method first in the list

Abbreviation

PDM

LDAP Name(s)

preferredDeliveryMethod

Syntax (DAP)

Preferred-Delivery-Method
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Syntax (LDAP)

Preferred-Delivery-Method (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

PDM=PHYSICAL+ANY

Example (LDAP)

preferredDeliveryMethod=physical$any

4.1.9 OSI Applications

Application Entity

The Application Entity attribute specifies the object identifier that is assigned to an application
entity and allows it to be identified.

Abbreviation

AE

LDAP Name(s)

Specify the object identifier 1.0.10616.5.2 in dotted notation.

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Object Identifier (LDAP style) in dotted notation.

Example (DAP)

AE=1.3.12.2.1107.0

Example (LDAP)

1.0.10616.5.2=1.3.12.2.1107.0

Presentation Address

The Presentation Address attribute specifies a presentation address associated with an object
representing an OSI application entity. (See Presentation-Address syntax for details.)

This attribute is not supported for LDAP protocol.

Abbreviation

PSA
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Syntax (DAP)

Presentation-Address

Example (DAP)

PSA={TS=server,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=31111'}

Protocol Information

The Protocol Information attribute associates protocol information with each network address in
the PSAP attribute. For each NSAP, address it identifies the protocol or profile for the network and
transport layers. (See Protocol Information syntax for details.)

This attribute is not supported for LDAP protocol.

Abbreviation

PI

Syntax (DAP)

Protocol-Information

Example (DAP)

PI={NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102',
     OID=1.3.14.65.237;1.3.14.65.239}

Supported Application Context

The Supported Application Context attribute specifies the object identifiers of supported
application contexts. The attribute is contained in the root-DSE and is automatically generated
when the database is created. It can be accessed using dirxadm. (See the chapter titled
Supported-application-context in DirX Advanced Administration Notes).

Valid values are:

• DAP Directory-Access-AC

• DOPM DOP-Management-AC

• DSP Directory-System-AC

• RSCI Reliable-Shadow-Consumer-Initiated-AC

• RSSI Reliable-Shadow-Supplier-Initiated-AC

• SCI Shadow-Consumer-Initiated-AC

• SSI Shadow-Supplier-Initiated-AC

• SSIA Shadow-Supplier-Initiated-Async-AC

• SCIA Shadow-Consumer-Initiated-Async-AC
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The DirX DSA supports the application contexts DAP, DSP, SCI, and SSI.

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP or DAP protocol
is possible.

Abbreviation

SAC

Syntax

Object Identifier

Example (dirxadm)

SAC=DAP;DSP;SCI;SSI

Transfer Syntaxes Supported

The Transfer Syntaxes Supported attribute specifies the object identifiers of the transfer syntaxes
and / or encoding rules supported. The attribute is contained in the root-DSE. It can be accessed
using dirxadm.

The implementation supports the ASN.1 Basic and Distinguished Encoding Rules.

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP or DAP protocol
is possible.

Abbreviation

TSS

Syntax

Object Identifier

Example (dirxadm)

TSS=2.1.1;2.1.2.1 ASN.1 Basic and Distinguished Encoding Rules

Upper Layer Profile Info

The Upper Layer Profile Info attribute specifies the object identifiers of the upper layer profile that
are implemented in an application entity.

The implementation supports the EWOS profiles FOI11 and FOI5.

Abbreviation

ULPI

LDAP Name(s)

Specify the object identifier 1.0.10616.5.1 in dotted notation.
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Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Object Identifier (LDAP style) in dotted notation.

Example (DAP)

ULPI=1.0.10616;1.0.12072 EWOS profiles FOI11 and FOI5

Example (LDAP)

1.0.10616.5.1=1.0.10616;1.0.12072 EWOS profiles FOI11 and FOI5

4.1.10 Relational Attributes
Relational attributes are concerned with information regarding objects that are related to a
particular object in certain ways.

Aliased Object Name

The Aliased Object Name attribute specifies an alternative name for an object or object entry. It is
contained in an alias entry. (See the chapter titled Aliases in the DirX Introduction and DirX
Advanced Administration Notes for details.)

Abbreviation

AON

LDAP Name(s)

aliasedObjectName, aliasedEntryName

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

AON={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Hohner}

Example (LDAP)

aliasedObjectName=cn=Hohner,ou=Sales,o=PQR,c=DE

DN

The Distinguished Name attribute specifies the name of an object.
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Abbreviation

DN

LDAP Name(s)

distinguishedName

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished-Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Miller}

Example (LDAP)

distinguishedName=cn=Miller,ou=Sales,o=PQR,c=DE

Member

The Member attribute specifies a group of names associated with an object.

Abbreviation

MEM

LDAP Name(s)

member

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished-Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{MEM=/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=distribution list}

Example (LDAP)

{member=cn=distribution list,ou=Sales,o=PQR,c=DE}

Owner

The Owner attribute specifies the name of the object that is responsible for an associated object.
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Abbreviation

OWN

LDAP Name(s)

owner

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished-Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

OWN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer}

Example (LDAP)

owner=cn=Mayer,ou=Sales,o=PQR,c=DE

Role Occupant

The Role Occupant attribute specifies the name of an object that fulfills an organizational role.

Abbreviation

RO

LDAP Name(s)

roleOccupant

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished-Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

RO={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer}

Example (LDAP)

roleOccupant=cn=Mayer,ou=Sales,o=PQR,c=DE
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See Also

The See Also attribute specifies the names of directory objects that can be other aspects of the
same real world object.

Abbreviation

SEA

LDAP Name(s)

seeAlso

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name

Syntax (LDAP)

Distinguished-Name (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

SEA={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer}

Example (LDAP)

seeAlso=cn=Mayer,ou=Sales,o=PQR,c=DE

Unique Member

The Unique Member attribute identifies objects by a distinguished name and an optional identifier.
This attribute can remove ambiguity from names that have been reused. (See Name-And-
Optional-UID syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

UM

LDAP Name(s)

uniqueMember

Syntax (DAP)

Name-And-Optional-UID

Syntax (LDAP)

Name-And-Optional-UID (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

UM={DN={/C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering/CN=Hughes H},
    UID=0010100101001011110};
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   {DN={/C=us/O=sni/OU=engineering/CN=Smith J}

   }

Example (LDAP)

uniqueMember=cn=Hughes H,ou=engineering,o=sni,c=us
             #'0010100101001011110'B;
             cn=Smith J,ou=engineering,o=sni,c=us

4.1.11 Miscellaneous Attributes

DSA Copy Entries

The DSA Copy Entries attribute is a proprietary attribute of the root DSE specifying the number of
shadow entries hold in the DSA. The value cannot be deleted or modified by the Directory user.
The attribute can be displayed using dirxadm.

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

DCE

Syntax

Integer

Example (dirxadm)

DCE=10

DSA Master Entries

The DSA Master Entries attribute is a proprietary attribute of the root DSE specifying the number
of master entries hold in the DSA. The value cannot be deleted or modified by the Directory user.
The attribute can be displayed using dirxadm.

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

DME

Syntax

Integer

Example (dirxadm)

DME=101
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House Identifier

The House Identifier attribute specifies information that is used to identify a particular building, for
example a house number or house name relative to a street or town.

Abbreviation

HID

LDAP Name(s)

houseIdentifier

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

HID=32

Example (LDAP)

houseIdentifier=32

Knowledge Information

The Knowledge Information attribute specifies a human readable accumulated description of
knowledge mastered by a specific DSA.

Abbreviation

KNI

LDAP Name(s)

knowledgeInformation

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

{KNI=The entry is also shadowed by the PQR-DSA}

Example (LDAP)

{knowledgeInformation=The entry is also shadowed by the PQR-DSA}

Labeled URI

The Labeled URI attribute as specified in RFC 2079 defines one of several Universal Resource
Identifiers. The values must comply with RFC1738.
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Abbreviation

LURI

LDAP Name(s)

labeledURI

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String

Example (DAP)

LURI=http:\/\/www.sni.de

Example (LDAP)

labeledURI=http:\/\/www.sni.de

Object Class

The ObjectClass attribute specifies the object identifiers of the object classes which indicates the
nature of a particular entry. Each entry must contain this attribute.

There are three types of object classes:

• Abstract object classes—Used to derive other object classes and provide the common
characteristics of such object classes. An entry cannot belong only to abstract object classes.
The only abstract object class in DirX is TOP.

• Structural object classes—Defines specific types of real-world objects, for example, object
class organizational person (ORP). An entry is characterized by one structural object class
superclass chain which has a single structural object class as the most subordinate object
class. The structural object class of an entry cannot be changed.

• Auxiliary object classes—Defines characteristics that can be shared by more than one kind of
real-world object. For example, message handling systems make use of the auxiliary object
class MHS user (MUS) to specify a package of mandatory and optional MHS attributes for
entries whose structural object class is variable (e.g., ORP for organizational person or REP for
residential person). An object may be member of one or more auxiliary object classes. The
auxiliary object class of an entry may change over time.

Since all entries are member of the object class TOP, this value need not be specified.

The Object Class Table in the chapter titled DirX Default Schema describes the LDAP name(s)
(which is used as value for LDAP binds), the abbreviation (which is used as value for DAP binds),
the type, the superclasses, and the mandatory and optional attributes.

See the chapter titled Object Classes of DirX Introduction for further information.

Abbreviation

OCL
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LDAP Name(s)

objectClass

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Object Identifier (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{OCL=PER;ORP;MUS}

Example (LDAP)

{objectClass=person;organizationalPerson;mhsUser}

RFC822 Mailbox

The RFC822 Mailbox attribute specifies a SMTP mail address (internet mail address).

Abbreviation

RMB

LDAP Name(s)

rfc822Mailbox, mail

Syntax (DAP)

IA5-String

Example (DAP)

RMB=John.Smith@sales.pqr.de

Example (LDAP)

mail=John.Smith@sales.pqr.de

Title

The Title attribute specifies the position or function of the object within an organization.

Abbreviation

TIT

LDAP Name(s)

title
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Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}

Example (DAP)

TIT=Manager

Example (LDAP)

title=Manager

4.1.12 Collective Attributes
Collective attributes are user attributes whose values are the same for a collection of entries.

Although collective attributes appear to users of the Directory query operations as entry attributes,
they are treated differently from entry attributes. This difference is that collective attributes cannot
be administered (i.e., modified) via the entries in which they appear but must be administered via
their associated subentries. (See the chapter titled Creating Collective Attributes in a Subtree
in the DirX Administration Guide for details.)

To use collective attributes in an entry, the DIT content rule governing the entry must allow it.

Collective attributes can be excluded from particular entries by the use of the Collective
Exclusions directory operational attribute.

Collective Fax Telephone Number

The Collective Fax Telephone Number attribute specifies a fax telephone number for a collection
of entries

Abbreviation

FTNC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveFacsimileTelephoneNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Facsimile-Telephone-Number

Syntax (LDAP)

Facsimile-Telephone-Number (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

FTNC={PN=563212}

Example (LDAP)

collectiveFacsimileTelephoneNumber=563212
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Collective International ISDN Number

The Collective International ISDN Number attribute specifies a international lSDN number for a
collection of entries

Abbreviation

IINC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveInternationalISDNNumber

Syntax (DAP)

International-ISDN-Number (see CCITT Rec. E.164 for valid values)

Syntax (LDAP)

Numeric-String {16}

Example (DAP)

IINC=1234

Example (LDAP)

collectiveInternationalISDNNumber=1234

Collective Locality Name

The Collective Locality Name attribute specifies a locality name for a collection of entries

Abbreviation

LC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveLocalityName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

LC=Munich

Example (LDAP)

collectiveLocalityName=Munich
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Collective Organization Name

The Collective Organization Name attribute specifies an organization name for a collection of
entries.

Abbreviation

ONC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveOrganizationName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}

Example (DAP)

{ONC=German Telecom}

ONC=PQR

Example (LDAP)

{collectiveOrganizationName=German Telecom}

collectiveOrganizationName=PQR

Collective Organizational Unit Name

The Collective Organizational Unit Name attribute specifies an organizational unit for a collection
of entries.

Abbreviation

OUC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveOrganizationalUnitName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {64}

Example (DAP)

{OUC=Marketing Division}

Example (LDAP)

{collectiveOrganizationalUnitName=Marketing Division}
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Collective Postal Address

The Collective Postal Address attribute specifies a postal address for a collection of entries.

Abbreviation

PAC

LDAP Name(s)

collectivePostalAddress

Syntax (DAP)

Postal-Address

Syntax (LDAP)

Postal-Address (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{PAC={PA1=PQR, PA2=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, PA3=D-81234 Munich}}

Example (LDAP)

{postalAddress=PQR$Otto-Hahn-Ring 6$D-81730 Munich$Germany}

Collective Postal Code

The Collective Postal Code attribute specifies a postal code for a collection of entries.

Abbreviation

PCC

LDAP Name(s)

collectivePostalCode

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {40}

Example (DAP)

PCC=D-81234

Example (LDAP)

collectivePostalCode=D-81234
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Collective Physical Delivery Office Name

The Collective Physical Delivery Office Name attribute specifies a physical delivery office name for
a collection of entries.

Abbreviation

PDOC

LDAP Name(s)

collectivePhysicalDeliveryOfficeName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

PDOC=Munich

Example (LDAP)

collectivePhysicalDeliveryOfficeName=Munich

Collective Post Office Box

The Collective Post Office Box attribute specifies a post office box name for a collection of entries.

Abbreviation

POBC

LDAP Name(s)

collectivePostOfficeBox

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {40}

Example (DAP)

{POBC=Post Office Box 56789}

Example (LDAP)

{collectivePostOfficeBox=Post Office Box 56789}

Collective State or Province Name

The Collective State or Province Name attribute specifies a state or province for a collection of
entries.
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Abbreviation

SPNC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveStateOrProvinceName

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

SPNC=Florida

Example (LDAP)

collectiveStateOrProvinceName=Florida

Collective Street Address

The Collective Street Address attribute specifies street address for a collection of entries.

Abbreviation

STAC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveStreetAddress

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {128}

Example (DAP)

{STAC=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6}

Example (LDAP)

{collectiveStreetAddress=Otto-Hahn-Ring 6}

Collective Telephone Number

The Collective Telephone Number attribute specifies a telephone number for a collection of
entries.

Abbreviation

TNC
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LDAP Name(s)

collectiveTelephoneNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Printable-String (SIZE(1..32))

Syntax (LDAP)

Printable-String (SIZE(1..32)) (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{TNC=+49 89 374526}

Example (LDAP)

{collectiveTelephoneNumber=+49 89 374526}

Collective TTX Terminal Identifier

The Collective TTX Terminal Identifier attribute specifies a ttx terminal identifier for a collection of
entries.

Abbreviation

TTIC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveTeletexTerminalIdentifier

Syntax (DAP)

Teletex-Terminal-Identifier

Syntax (LDAP)

Teletex-Terminal-Identifier (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{TTIC={TT=PQR AG Teletex Center}}

Example (LDAP)

{collectiveTeletexTerminalIdentifier=PQR AG Teletex Center}

Collective Telex Number

The Collective Telex Number attribute specifies a telex number for a collection of entries.
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Abbreviation

TXNC

LDAP Name(s)

collectiveTelexNumber

Syntax (DAP)

Telex-Number

Syntax (LDAP)

Telex-Number (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{TXNC={TN=375679,CC=049,AB=GAMEX B}}

Example (LDAP)

collectiveTelexNumber=375679$049$GAMEX B

4.1.13 Attributes of the LDAP Root Subentry
The LDAP protocol defines the so-called LDAP root as a collection of attributes that describe the
LDAP server´s capabilities and supported features. LDAP clients usually read these attributes
before they start working with the LDAP server in order to retrieve information about useful
features the server provides.

In DirX, the LDAP root subentry /CN=ldapRoot is used to store these attributes. Run the script
ldap_admin.adm (using dirxadm) to create an LDAP root subentry that specifies the default
values for the DirX LDAP server. The information within the LDAP root subentry should not be
changed once it has been established and the LDAP server has been initialized.

The LDAP root subentry can be retrieved via LDAP by performing the following search request:
obj search "" –allattr –baseobject –filter (objectclass=*)

LDAP Naming Contexts

The LDAP Naming Contexts attribute specifies the distinguished names of the naming contexts
that the contact DSA masters or shadows. This attribute is a mandatory attribute and must contain
at a minimum a string with length 0. There is no automatic synchronization between the X.500
context prefix and the LDAP naming context stored in the LDAP root subentry.

Abbreviation

LNCO

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished Name
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Example (DAP)

LNCO={/C=de/O=siemens/OU=mds}

Alternate Servers

The Alternate Servers attribute specifies the URLs of other LDAP servers that can handle the
client´s request. This attribute is an optional attribute.

Abbreviation

ASER

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

ASER=ldap:\/\/ldapserver.sni.com

Supported Extensions

The Supported Extensions attribute specifies the object identifiers of the extensions that the LDAP
server supports. This attribute is an optional attribute.

Abbreviation

SEXT

LDAP Name(s)

supportedExtension

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Example (DAP)

SEXT=1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.20037 LDAP server supports the Start-TLS
   extended operation

Supported Control

The Supported Control attribute specifies the object identifiers of the controls that the LDAP server
supports. This attribute is an optional attribute.

LDAP clients use the values of this attribute to evaluate whether they can successfully include the
control values to their search operation. The controls itself are intended to optimize search
operations with a large search result.

DirX LDAP servers should provide the following values in the Supported Control attribute:

• 1.2.840.113556.1.4.319 Simple Paged Results for request and response
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• 1.2.840.113556.1.4.473 Server Side Sorting Request

• 1.2.840.113556.1.4.474 Server Side Sorting Response

• 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.9 Virtual List View Request

• 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.10 Virtual List View Response

All these controls above are supported by the DirX DSA when the suitable indices are created in
the DSA´s database. (See section Supported LDAP Server Service Controls in the DirX
Administration Guide for details.)

Abbreviation

SCON

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Example (DAP)

{SCON=2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.9;1.2.840.113556.1.4.473;1.2.840.113556.1.4.
474;1.2.840.113556.1.4.319;2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.10}

Supported SASL Mechanism

The Supported SASL Mechanism attribute specifies the names of the SASL authentication
mechanisms that the LDAP server supports. This attribute is an optional attribute. (See RFC 2222
for details on SASL.)

The LDAP server supports the EXTERNAL SASL (attribute value EXTERNAL) mechanism.This
mechanism type means that the LDAP server supports certificate based client authentication
based on SSL/TLS.

Abbreviation

SSME

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

SSME=EXTERNAL

Supported LDAP Versions

The Supported LDAP Versions attribute specifies the LDAP protocol versions that the LDAP
server supports. This attribute is a mandatory attribute. Valid values are 2, and 3.
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Abbreviation

SLVE

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

SLVE=2;3 LDAP server supports LDAP protocol versions 2 and 3

Og Supported Profile

The Og Supported Profile attribute specifies the object identifiers of the profiles that the LDAP
server supports. This attribute is a mandatory attribute.

Abbreviation

OSPR

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Example (DAP)

OSPR=1.2.826.0.1050.11.1.1; 1.2.826.0.1050.11.2.1

LDAP server supports the Open Group Profiles Read-Only LDAP server
and Read-Write LDAP server

LDAP Subschema Subentry

The LDAP Subschema Subentry attribute specifies the distinguished names of the LDAP
subschema subentries. This attribute is a mandatory attribute. Because LDAP clients read this
information using the name created by the script ldap_admin.adm it is strongly recommended not
to modify this value.

Abbreviation

LSSU

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished Name

Example (DAP)

LSSU={/CN=LDAPGlobalSchemaSubentry}
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4.1.14 Attributes of the LDAP Global Schema Subentry
The LDAP server uses global schema information from its default DSA to build a list of attribute
types and object classes. In DirX this information is saved in the LDAP global schema subentry.
This subentry is created automatically by the DirX DSA. LDAP clients usually read this subentry to
get LDAP server´s schema information (attribute types and object classes). The following figure
illustrates the relationship between the DirX DSA schema and the LDAP server schema.

Figure 1: Relationship between DirX DSA Schema and LDAP Schema

The LDAP global schema subentry can be retrieved via LDAP by performing the following search
request:

obj search cn=ldapGlobalSchemaSubentry –allattr –baseobject –filter
(objectclass=*)

LDAP AT

The LDAP AT attribute is a derived attribute specifying the attribute types used within the global
schema. The component N=attribute_type_name provides the LDAP names of the attribute type.
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(See section titled Attribute-Type-Description of chapter DirX String Representation for LDAP
Binds for details.)

Abbreviation

LAT

LDAP Name(s)

attributeTypes

Syntax (DAP)

Attribute-Type-Description

Syntax (LDAP)

Attribute-Type-Description (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

LAT={ID=O,N=organization; org,
         DSC=description of organization,
         INFO={DER=N,EM=CEM,OM=CEOM,SM=CESM,AS=N,
                     MV=TRUE,COL=FALSE,UM=TRUE}
}

Example (LDAP)

attributeTypes=
....
( 2.5.4.20 NAME 'telephoneNumber' EQUALITY telephoneNumberMatch SYNTAX
1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.44 {32} )
....

LDAP OC

The LDAP OC attribute is a derived attribute specifying the object classes used within the global
schema. The component N=object_class_name provides the LDAP name of the object class. You
can specify only one LDAP name for an object class. (See section titled Object-Class-
Description of chapter DirX String Representation for LDAP Binds for details.)

Abbreviation

LOC

LDAP Name(s)

objectClasses

Syntax (DAP)

Object-Class-Description
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Syntax (LDAP)

Object-Class-Description (LDAP style)

Example (DAP)

{LOC={ID=ORP,
       N=Organizational-Person,
       DSC=OCL for Organizational-Person,
       INFO={SUB=PER,KIND=STRUCTURAL,
       OA=L;SPN;STA;PDO;PA;PC;POB;FTN;IIN;TN;TTI;TXN;
              PDM;DI;RA;X1A;OU;TIT}
       }}

{LOC={ID=2.5.6.7,
       N=Organizational-Person,
       DSC=OCL for Organizational-Person,
       INFO={SUB=PER,KIND=STRUCTURAL,
       OA=L;SPN;STA;PDO;PA;PC;POB;FTN;IIN;TN;TTI;TXN;
              PDM;DI;RA;X1A;OU;TIT}}

Example (LDAP)

objectClasses=
....
( 2.5.6.16 NAME 'certificationAuthority' SUP top AUXILIARY MUST
(cACertificate $ certificateRevocationList $ authorityRevocationList)
MAY crossCertificatePair )
....

4.1.15 Attributes for LDAP Server Configuration
Attributes for LDAP server configuration are attributes of the LDAP configuration subentry with the
default name /CN=ldapConfiguration. Run the script ldap_admin.adm (using dirxadm) to create
a default LDAP configuration subentry that specifies default values for the DirX LDAP server. Use
the dirxadm dse operations to modify the attributes of the default LDAP configuration subentry or
to create new LDAP configuration subentries. Specify the Common Name (CN) of a new LDAP
configuration subentry in the -id identification option of the dirxadm ldap config operation in
order to update the configuration of a running LDAP server process with a particular set of
configuration attributes. Modifications of an LDAP configuration subentry also become effective
after a restart of the LDAP server.

LDAP Search Service Controls

The LDAP Search Service Controls attribute specifies the service controls that apply to the search
operation. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify the value in the following
format:
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PreferChaining=Flag:ChainingProhibited=Flag:LocalScope=Flag:DontUseCopy=Flag:
DontDereferenceAlias=Flag:Subentries=Flag:CopyShallDo=Flag:Priority=Integer:
TimeLimit=Integer:SizeLimit=Integer:ScopeOfReferral=Integer:AttributeSizeLimit=Integer

where:

PreferChaining=Flag
indicates whether chaining is preferred, rather than referrals. Specify T
(trueindicates to prefer chaining) or F (falseindicates to prefer referrals). The
default value is T (prefer chaining).

ChainingProhibited=Flag
indicates whether chaining and other methods of distributing the request around the
Directory are prohibited. Specify T (trueindicates to prohibit chaining) or F
(falseindicates to permit chaining). The default value is F (permit chaining).

LocalScope=Flag
indicates whether the operation is to be limited to a local scope as specified in the
Local Scope Policy. (See Local Scope Policy attribute and Local Scope Policy
Syntax for details.) Specify T (trueindicates limitation to a local scope) or F
(falseindicates no limitation to a local scope). The default value is F (no limitation to
a local scope).

DontUseCopy=Flag
indicates whether copied (shadowed) information shall not be used to provide the
service. Specify T (trueindicates not to use copies) or F (falseindicates to use
copies). The default value is T (not to use copies).

DontDereferenceAlias=Flag
indicates whether an alias entry used to identify the entry affected by an operation is
not to be dereferenced. This is necessary to refer to an alias entry itself rather than
the aliased entry. In modify operations, alias dereferencing is not supported. Specify F
(falseindicates to dereference aliases) or T (trueindicates not to dereference
aliases). The default value is F (dereference aliases).

Subentries=Flag
indicates whether a search or list operation returns only subentries and normal entries
become inaccessible. Specify T (trueindicates to return only subentries) or F
(falseindicates to return only normal entries). The default value is F (return only
normal entries).

CopyShallDo=Flag
indicates, when an operation is able to partly but not fully satisfy a query at a copied
(shadowed) information of an entry, whether it need not chain the query. This service
control is meaningful only if DontUseCopy=F. Specify T (trueindicates to permit
operations that do not fully satisfy a query with shadowed information) or F
(falseindicates to prohibit operations that do not fully satisfy a query with shadowed
information and to chain the query). The default value is F (partial results using copied
information are prohibited).
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Priority=Integer
specifies the priority at which the service is to be provided. Specify one of the
following values:

0indicates low priority.

1indicates medium priority.

2indicates high priority.

The default value is 1 (medium).

TimeLimit=Integer
specifies the maximum elapsed time in seconds for completion of an operation.
Specify a non-negative integer. A value of 0 (zero) indicates no time limit. The default
value is 0.

SizeLimit=Integer
specifies the maximum number of objects returned for a list or search operation.
Specify a non-negative integer. A value of 0 (zero) indicates no size limit. The default
value is 0.

ScopeOfReferral=Integer
specifies the scope to which a referral returned by a DSA should be relevant. Specify
one of the following values:

0indicates DMD (Directory Management Domain).

1indicates Country.

2indicates Unlimited.

The default value is 2 (no limitation).

AttributeSizeLimit=Integer
specifies the maximum size (in octets) of any attribute (the type and all its values) to
be returned. If an attribute exceeds this limit, all of its values are omitted. Specify a
non-negative integer. A value of 0 (zero) indicates no size limit. The default value is 0.

Abbreviation

LSES

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LSES={SizeLimit=11:ScopeOfReferral=1:PreferChaining=F}
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LDAP Compare Service Controls

The LDAP Compare Service Controls attribute specifies the service controls that apply to the
compare operation. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify the value in the
same format as described for the LDAP Search Service Controls (see there for details).

Abbreviation

LCOS

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LCOS={SizeLimit=11:ScopeOfReferral=1:PreferChaining=F}

LDAP Add Service Controls

The LDAP Add Service Controls attribute specifies the service controls that apply to the create
operation. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify the value in the same
format as described for the LDAP Search Service Controls (see there for details).

Abbreviation

LADS

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LADS={SizeLimit=11:ScopeOfReferral=1:PreferChaining=F}

LDAP Remove Service Controls

The LDAP Remove Service Controls attribute specifies the service controls that apply to the
remove/delete operation. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify the value in
the same format as described for the LDAP Search Service Controls (see there for details).

Abbreviation

LRES

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LRES={SizeLimit=11:ScopeOfReferral=1:PreferChaining=F}
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LDAP Modify Service Controls

The LDAP Modify Service Controls attribute specifies the service controls that apply to the modify
operation. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify the value in the same
format as described for the LDAP Search Service Controls (see there for details).

Abbreviation

LMOS

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LMOS={SizeLimit=11:ScopeOfReferral=1:PreferChaining=F}

LDAP ModifyDN Service Controls

The LDAP ModifyDN Service Controls attribute specifies the service controls that apply to the
modify DN operation. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify the value in the
same format as described for the LDAP Search Service Controls (see there for details).

Abbreviation

LMDS

Syntax (DAP)

Directory-String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LMDS={SizeLimit=11:ScopeOfReferral=1:PreferChaining=F}

LDAP Port Number

The LDAP Port Number attribute specifies the TCP port number on which the LDAP server is to
listen. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. The default value is 389.

Abbreviation

LPNU

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

LPNU=6666
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LDAP Secure Port Number

The LDAP Secure Port Number attribute specifies the port number on which the LDAP server is to
listen for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) secured LDAP protocol. A value of 0 indicates that SSL is
disabled. To enable SSL, it is recommended to specify the value 636 because this is the standard
port for SSL. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. The default value is 0 (SSL is
turned off).

When SSL is enabled, the LDAP server tries to read also the LDAP SSL configuration subentry.
The distinguished name of the LDAP SSL configuration subentry is specified in the LDAP SSL
Configuration Subentry attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry. (See also sections LDAP
SSL Configuration Subentry and Attributes for LDAP Server SSL Configuration.)

Abbreviation

LSPN

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

LSPN=636

LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry CN

The LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry CN attribute specifies the common name attribute of the
LDAP SSL configuration subentry. This attribute is an optional single-valued attribute. When this
attribute is omitted the LDAP server reads the LDAP SSL configuration subentry with the default
common name value LdapSSLConfiguration.

Abbreviation

LSCCN

Syntax (DAP)

Printable String

Example (DAP)

LSCCN={LDAPSSLConfigurationSubentry}

LDAP Max Connections

The LDAP Max Connections attribute specifies the maximum number of simultaneous LDAP
connections that the LDAP server supports. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute.
The default value is 1024.

Abbreviation

LMCO
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Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

LMCO=124

LDAP Connection Idle Time

The LDAP Connection Idle Time attribute specifies the number of seconds of client inactivity after
which the LDAP server is to close an LDAP connection to an LDAP client. This attribute is an
optional, single-valued attribute. The default value is 300 seconds.

Abbreviation

LCIT

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

LCIT=600

LDAP Unbind Delay Time

The LDAP server tries to share DAP backend connections among the same authenticated LDAP
client connections, for example two LDAP clients bound with the same credentials use the same
DAP backend connection. The LDAP Unbind Delay Time attribute specifies whether authenticated
DAP binds shall be reused by the LDAP server if no refrences to a specific bind are present. This
attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. Specify one of the following values:

0close authenticated DAP connections immediately after the last LDAP client using that
connection has unbound.

n>0keep authenticated DAP connections for at least n seconds after the last LDAP client
using that connection has unbound.

The default value is 0.

The value of this attribute does not affect anonymous binds.

Abbreviation

LUDT

Syntax (DAP)

Integer
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Example (DAP)

LUDT=60

LDAP ASN1 Header

The LDAP ASN1 Header attribute specifies whether X.509 attributes are returned in binary ASN1
encoding (value: FALSE) or in “{ASN}<hexdump of asn1 encoding>” format (value: TRUE). This
format applies only to LDAP v2 accesses. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. The
default value is FALSE (X.509 attributes are returned as binary in LDAP v2 results).

Abbreviation

LAHE

Syntax (DAP)

Boolean

Example (DAP)

LAHE=TRUE

LDAP Charset Conv Request

The LDAP Charset Conv Request attribute specifies the representation of string attributes that the
LDAP server expects for string values in LDAP requests. This format applies only to LDAP v2
directory access operations. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. In LDAP v3
strings are always represented in UTF-8 format. Specify one of the following values:

LATIN1all strings are represented as specified in ISO8859-1.

UTF8all strings are represented in UTF-8 format.

T61all strings are represented in T61 format.

The default value is UTF8.

Abbreviation

LCCQ

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LCCQ=T61

LDAP Charset Conv Result

The LDAP Charset Conv Result attribute specifies the conversion of string attributes that the
LDAP server performs for LDAP search results. This format applies only to LDAP v2 directory
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access operations. This attribute is an optional, single-valued attribute. In LDAP v3 strings are
always represented in UTF-8 format. Specify one of the following values:

LATIN1all strings are converted as specified in ISO8859-1.

UTF8all strings are converted in UTF-8 format.

T61all strings are converted in T61 format.

The default value is UTF8.

The following table shows the impact of this attribute value on the representation of string values
in the LDAP v2 protocol.

Attribute value syntax in
DIR.X DSA

Value of
LDAP Charset Conv Result

String representation in
LDAPv2

Printable String T61 String Printable String
T61 String T61 String T61 String
BMP String T61 String T61 String
Printable String LATIN1 Printable String
T61 String LATIN1 ISO8859-1
BMP String LATIN1 ISO8859-1
Printable String UTF8 Printable String
T61 String UTF8 UTF8
BMP String UTF8 UTF8

Abbreviation

LCCS

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {32768}

Example (DAP)

LCCS=LATIN1

LDAP Read Only Server

The LDAP Read Only Server attribute specifies whether the LDAP server allows update
operations (add, delete, modify and moddn) (value: FALSE) or not (value: TRUE). When this
attribute is set to the value TRUE update operations are rejected with the error Administrative
Limit Exceeded. The default value is FALSE (update operations permitted).

Abbreviation

LROS
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Syntax (DAP)

Boolean

Example (DAP)

LROS=TRUE

LDAP Thread Pool Size

The LDAP Thread Pool Size attribute specifies the maximum number of operation threads
available to operate LDAP client requests in parallel. This pool size is static and cannot be
modified without restarting the server.

The value of this attribute does not limit the possible simultaneous connections nor the possible
simultaneous operations but it may affect the performance of the LDAP server and should be
chosen with care. It is dependent on the available system resources and the expected search
profiles (big results or small results, LDAP cache on/off). Especially, if the LDAP cache is enabled
and provides a good hit rate it might be possible to reduce this number. If the LDAP cache is
disabled or most operations stress the backend with long lasting operations the value could be
increased to gain more performance. If all pool threads are busy, further operations will be queued
for processing.

If the value is set too high for your system there might be the effect of permanent re-scheduling of
threads for the cost of lowered LDAP performance

The default value of this attribute is 16.

Abbreviation

LTPS

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

LTPS=24

LDAP Cache

The LDAP Cache attribute specifies whether the LDAP cache for LDAP search results is enabled.
This machanism can provide dramatic performance increase if repeated LDAP search requests
appear frequently, for the cost of extra memory.

If the value is TRUE the LDAP cache is enabled, that is an LDAP search result is retrieved in the
LDAP cache first. An LDAP result is retrieved successfully in the LDAP cache when the very same
user sends the identical search request several times.

If the value is FALSE the LDAP cache is disabled, that is all LDAP search results are retrieved in
the DSA database.
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The default value of this attribute is FALSE (LDAP cache disabled).

Modifications to this attribute become effective only after a restart of the LDAP server.

To enable or disable the LDAP cache dynamically use the dirxadm ldap cache –start or –stop
operations. (See the ldap cache section of the dirxadm command for details on a set of
operations for dynamic administration of the LDAP cache.)

Abbreviation

LCA

Syntax (DAP)

Boolean

Example (DAP)

LCA=FALSE

LDAP Cache Parameters

The LDAP Cache Parameters attribute is provided to configure the LDAP cache. (See LDAP-
Cache-Parameters syntax for details)

Modifications to this attribute become effective only after a restart of the LDAP server.

Abbreviation

LCAP

Syntax (DAP)

LDAP-Cache-Parameters

Example (DAP)

In the following example a maximum number of 15000 LDAP search results are stored in the
LDAP cache for at least 60 seconds and 2 hours (7200 seconds) at maximum. To be stored in the
cache the search result must consist of at least 5 entries and 1500 entries at maximum. The
optimum size of the cache table is 5000 (15000 / 3) for best performance.

LCAP={MAXCEL=15000,
      MINCT=60,
      MAXCT=7200,
      MINCE=5
      MAXCE=1500
      CTS=5000}

4.1.16 Attributes for LDAP Server SSL Configuration
Attributes for LDAP server SSL configuration are attributes of the LDAP server SSL configuration
subentry with the default name /CN=LdapSSLConfiguration. (This name is referenced in the
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LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry CN (LSCCN) attribute of the LDAP Server Configuration
subentry.) All attributes are optional and single-valued. Run the script ldap_sslcfg.cp (using
dirxcp) to create a default LDAP SSL configuration subentry that specifies default values for the
DirX LDAP server. Use the dirxcp obj operations to modify the attributes of the default LDAP SSL
configuration subentry or to create new LDAP SSL configuration subentries. Modifications of an
LDAP SSL configuration subentry become effective after a restart of the LDAP server. The LDAP
server SSL configuration subentry is only read at start time when SSL is enabled; that is, when the
value of the LDAP Secure Port Number attribute is greater than zero. (See section LDAP Secure
Port Number for details.)

LDAP Supported Encryption Strength

The LDAP Supported Encryption Strength single valued attribute specifies the cipher suites that
are accepted in the SSL handshake protocol. Cipher suites are algorithms for signing, encryption,
and hashing. Valid values are:

• WeakThe LDAP server accepts only the following cipher suites for weak encryption strength
(40/56 bit encryption):

− RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5_SUITE

− RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5_SUITE

− RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DH_DSS_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DH_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_DSS_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_DSS_EXPORT1024_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC4_56_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_DSS_EXPORT1024_WITH_RC4_56_SHA_SUITE

• StrongThe LDAP server accepts only the following cipher suites for strong encryption
strength (128+ bit encryption):

− RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5_SUITE

− RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA_SUITE

− RSA_WITH_IDEA_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DH_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA_SUITE
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− DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DH_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− RSA_EXPORT1024_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA_SUITE

− DHE_DSS_WITH_RC4_128_SHA_SUITE

• AllThe LDAP server accepts the cipher suites specified for weak and for strong encryption
strength.

The default value of this attribute is All.

Note:
Although it is possible to set the value to Strong it is necessary to have the 128+ bit enabled
version of the LDAP server to provide 128+ bit SSL encryption. This version is available as a
special package on request.

You can check your version of encryption by performing the following command:
dirxldapv3 –v

In case of weak SSL encryption the following output is displayed:
DIR.X LDAP Server V6.0 A00 116 2000:12:12 20:10 (weak SSL)

Abbreviation

LSSES

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {40}

Example (DAP)

LSSES=Strong

LDAP Supported Security Protocols

The LDAP Supported Security Protocols single-valued attribute specifies the supported security
protocols. These values are negotiated during SSL connection establishment. Valid values are:

• TLSv1.0The LDAP server accepts only TLSv1.0 security protocol.

• SSLv3.0The LDAP server accepts only SSLv3.0 security protocol.
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• AllThe LDAP server accepts TLSv1.0 and SSLv3.0 security protocols.

The default value of this attribute is All.

Abbreviation

LSSSP

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {128}

Example (DAP)

LSSSP=TLSv1.0

LDAP Own Keymaterial File

The LDAP Own Keymaterial File attribute specifies the full pathname of the file that contains the
LDAP server´s userCertificate and Private Key material. This file is a PKCS#12 file protected by a
password.

The default value of this attribute is /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/cert_ldapserver.p12

The PKCS#12 file is part of the LDAP server´s PSE. The PSE consist of the following three files:

• cert_ldapserver.p12Contains the ldapserver’s own certificate and private key.

• cert_trusted_cas.p12Contains the CA certificates that are trusted to issue correct user
certificates. (See section LDAP Valid Root CAs File for details.) This file is only
necessary if SLL client authentication is required (See section LDAP SSL Client
Authentication Required for details.)

• dirx_pkcs12.pwdContains the password suitable to unlock the cert_ldapserver.p12 file
and the cert_trusted_cas.p12 file. (See section LDAP PKCS12 Password File for
details.)

The cert_ldapserver.p12 file and the cert_trusted_cas.p12 file are PKCS#12 formatted and
therefore password protected. Both files have to be protected by the same password contained in
the file dirx_pkcs12.pwd.

Abbreviation

LSOKM

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {1024}

Example (DAP)

LSOKM=\/opt\/dirx\/ldap\/conf\/ssl\/cert_ldapserver.p12
(on Unix systems)
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LSOKM=C:\\ProgramFiles\\Siemens\\Dirx\\ldap\\conf\\ssl\\cert_ldapserver.
p12 (on Windows NT / Windows 2000 systems)

Note that the slash (/) and the backslash (\) character must be escaped by a backslash (\)
character.

LDAP PKCS12 Password File

The LDAP PKCS12 Password File attribute specifies the full pathname of the file that contains the
password for access to the own keymaterial files (PKCS#12) and the SSL/TLS certificate
database file. The format of the value specified in this file is indicated by an optional tag that is
also contained in this file.

It is strongly recommended to protect this file by means of the operating system so that read
access is only granted to the LDAP server process.

The default value of this attribute is /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirx_pkcs12.pwd

The PKCS#12 file is part of the LDAP server´s PSE. The PSE consist of the following three files:

• cert_ldapserver.p12Contains the ldapserver’s own certificate and private key. (See
section LDAP Own Keymaterial File for details.)

• cert_trusted_cas.p12Contains the CA certificates that are trusted to issue correct user
certificates. (See section LDAP Valid Root CAs File for details.) This file is only
necessary if SLL client authentication is required (See section LDAP SSL Client
Authentication Required for details.)

• dirx_pkcs12.pwdContains the password suitable to unlock the cert_ldapserver.p12 file
and the cert_trusted_cas.p12 file.

The cert_ldapserver.p12 file and the cert_trusted_cas.p12 file are PKCS#12 formatted and
therefore password protected. Both files have to be protected by the same password contained in
the file dirx_pkcs12.pwd.

Abbreviation

LSPPF

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {1024}

Example (DAP)

LSPPF=\/opt\/dirx\/ldap\/conf\/ssl\/dirx_pkcs12.pwd
(on Unix systems)

LSPPF=C:\\ProgramFiles\\Siemens\\Dirx\\ldap\\conf\\ssl\\dirx_pkcs12.pwd
(on Windows NT / Windows 2000 systems)

Note that the slash (/) and the backslash (\) character must be escaped by a backslash (\)
character.
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LDAP SSL Trace File

The LDAP SSL Trace File attribute specifies the full pathname of the directory in which the SSL-
specific log files are located. SSL-specific log file names are in the format:

iplpid.log

where pid is the process ID of the LDAP server process that created the log file.

The default value of this attribute is /opt/dirx/ldap/log

Abbreviation

LSTFI

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {1024}

Example (DAP)

LSTFI=\/opt\/dirx\/ldap\/log\/ssl (on Unix systems)

LSPPF=C:\\ProgramFiles\\Siemens\\Dirx\\ldap\\log\\ssl
(on Windows NT / Windows 2000 systems)

Note that the slash (/) and the backslash (\) character must be escaped by a backslash (\)
character.

LDAP SSL Trace Level

The LDAP SSL Trace Level attribute specifies the level of SSL internal logging. A valid value is an
integer in the range of 0 to 15 where 0 indicates that SSL logging is turned off.

The default value of this attribute is 0 (SSL logging is turned off).

Abbreviation

LSTLE

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

LSTLE=8

LDAP SSL Client Authentication Required

The LDAP SSL Client Authentication Required attribute specifies whether the LDAP server
requires SSL Client Authentication for SSL protected connections. When a client performs SSL
Client Authentication he/she requires a user certificate and a private key.
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If the value is FALSE, clients must not perform SSL Client Authentication when establishing the
SSL/TLS connection.

If the value is TRUE, clients must always perform SSL Client Authentication when establishing the
SSL/TLS connection.

A client must always perform SSL Client Authentication in SASL bind operations (-sasl option
specified in the obj bind operation) independent of the value of this attribute. See obj bind
operation for details.

The default value of this attribute is FALSE (SSL Client Authentication not required).

In the security layer SSL/TLS client authentication takes place during the establishment of the
connection. Certificate based client authentication is a concept of the application protocol LDAP v3
and is verified by the client itself when performing the obj bind operation. (See the
recommendations entitled Authentication Methods for LDAP (RFC 2829) and Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (v3): Extensions for Transport Layer Security (RFC 2830) for details.)

Abbreviation

LSCAR

Syntax (DAP)

Boolean

Example (DAP)

LSCAR=FALSE

LDAP Valid Root CAs File

The LDAP Valid Root CAs File attribute specifies the full pathname of the PKCS#12 file containing
Root CA certificates.The LDAP server trusts the Certification Authorities (CA) certified by these
CA Certificates to issue valid user Certificates. The Valid Root CA File is only used when the
LDAP server supports client authentication.

The default value of this attribute is /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/cert_trusted_cas.p12

The PKCS#12 file is part of the LDAP server´s PSE. The PSE consist of the following three files:

• cert_ldapserver.p12Contains the ldapserver’s own certificate and private key. (See
section LDAP Own Keymaterial File for details.) This file is only necessary if SLL client
authentication is required (See section LDAP SSL Client Authentication Required for
details.)

• cert_trusted_cas.p12Contains the CA certificates that are trusted to issue correct user
certificates.

• dirx_pkcs12.pwdContains the password suitable to unlock the cert_ldapserver.p12 file
and the cert_trusted_cas.p12 file. (See section LDAP PKCS12 Password File for
details.)
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The cert_ldapserver.p12 file and the cert_trusted_cas.p12 file are PKCS#12 formatted and
therefore password protected. Both files have to be protected by the same password contained in
the file dirx_pkcs12.pwd.

See the recommendations entitled Authentication Methods for LDAP (RFC 2829) and Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (v3): Extensions for Transport Layer Security (RFC 2830) for details.

Abbreviation

LSVRF

Syntax (DAP)

Directory String {1024}

Example (DAP)

LSVRF=/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/ssl/cert_trusted_cas.p12 (on Unix systems)

LSVRF=C:\ProgramFiles\Siemens\Dirx\ldap\conf\ssl\cert_trusted_cas.p12
(on Windows NT / Windows 2000 systems)
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4.2 X.500 Directory Operational Attributes
Directory operational attributes represent control information, such as access control information,
or other information provided by the Directory, such as when an entry was modified. These
attributes can be viewed and manipulated using dirxcp.

4.2.1 Attributes for Access Control
The following attributes are used to grant or deny users access to directory information. (See the
chapter titled Security and Access Control in the DirX Introduction and the chapter Security in
the DirX Advanced Administration Notes for details.)

Access Control Scheme

The Access Control Scheme attribute specifies the means by which access to the Directory
information and potentially to access rights themselves may be controlled within an access control
specific area. The attribute is placed in the administrative entry for the corresponding
administrative point. Only administrative entries for access control specific points contain the
Access Control Scheme attribute.

The Access Control Scheme attribute can have the following values:

• BACS basic-access-control scheme

• SACS simplified-access-control scheme

Abbreviation

ACS

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Example (DAP)

ACS=SACS

ACS=BACS

Entry ACI

The Entry ACI attribute specifies the local access control requirements applicable to a single
entry.(See ACI-Item syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

EACI
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Syntax (DAP)

ACI-Item

Example (DAP)

EACI={ID=Authenticated user can Modify his passwords,
      PR=254,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
             GAD=grantModify};
             {PI={AT=UP,
                  AAV=UP},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove}}}

Prescriptive ACI

The Prescriptive ACI attribute is an attribute of a subentry that specifies access control information
applicable to entries within a subentry´s scope. (See ACI-Item syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

PACI

Syntax (DAP)

ACI-Item

Example (DAP)

PACI={ID=Some authenticated PQR users can Read all entries,
      PR=50,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={N={DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}};
                {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Mayer}};
                {DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=Ketzer}},
              SUB={BAS={/C=DE/O=PQR/OU=Development}}},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
              GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+grantReturnDN};
             {PI={AUATV=TRUE},
              GAD=grantRead+grantCompare+grantFilterMatch};
             {PR=51,
              PI={AT=UP},
              GAD=denyRead+denyFilterMatch}}};

     {ID=Authenticated PQR users can Modify their passwords,
      PR=100,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={TH=TRUE},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
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             GAD=grantModify};
             {PI={AT=UP,
                  AAV=UP},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove}}};

     {ID=The administrator has additional permissions,
      PR=254,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={N={DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};
             {PI={AUATV=TRUE},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove};
             {PI={AT=CRN;CRT;MN;MT},
              GAD=grantRead}}
      }

Subentry ACI

The Subentry ACI attribute is an attribute of an administrative point that specifies access control
information applicable to each of the subentries associated with the administrative point. (See
ACI-Item syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

SACI

Syntax (DAP)

ACI-Item

Example (DAP)

SACI={ID=admin: enable handling of subentries,
      PR=254,
      AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
      UF={UC={N={DN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},
          UP={PI={E=TRUE},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};
             {PI={AUATV=TRUE},
              GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove};
             {PI={AT=CRN;CRT;MN;MT},
              GAD=grantRead}}
      }
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4.2.2 Attributes of Information Framework

Administrative Role

The Administrative Role attribute specifies the administrative role of an entry representing an
administrative point, i.e., the type of an administrative point. It is also used to regulate the
subentries permitted to be subordinate to an administrative entry. (See the chapter titled
Administrative-role in the DirX Advanced Administration Notes and the chapter titled
Administrative Areas in the DirX Introduction for further information.)

Valid values for the Administrative Role attribute are:

• AA autonomous area

• ACSA access control specific area

• ACIA access control inner area

• CAIA collective attribute inner area

• CASA collective attribute specific area

• SASA subschema administrative area

Abbreviation

AR

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Example (DAP)

AR=AA

{AR=AA;ACSA;SASA}

Collective Exclusions

The Collective Exclusions attribute specifies the collective attribute types that should be excluded
from an entry. The values are object identifiers for the collective attributes that are to be excluded.
The value XACA (OID: 2.5.18.0) excludes all collective attributes from an entry. (See the chapter
titled Collective Exclusions in the DirX Advanced Administration Notes and the chapter titled
Creating Collective Attributes in a Subtree in the DirX Administration Guide for further
information.)

Abbreviation

CE

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier
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Example (DAP)

CE=XACA excludes all collective attributes

{CE=LC;TTIC;TXNC} excludes collective locality, ttx-terminal-
    identifier and telex-number

Creators Name

The Creators Name attribute specifies the distinguished name of the Directory user that created
an entry.

Abbreviation

CRN

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name

Example (DAP)

CRN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-Administrator}

Creation Time

The Creation Time attribute specifies the time that an entry was created.

Abbreviation

CRT

Syntax (DAP)

Generalized-Time

Example (DAP)

CRT=19970101123000Z

Modifiers Name

The Modifiers Name attribute specifies the distinguished name of the Directory user that last
modified an entry.

Abbreviation

MN

Syntax (DAP)

Distinguished-Name
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Example (DAP)

MN={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-Administrator}

Modification Time

The Modification Time attribute specifies the time that an entry was last modified.

Abbreviation

MT

Syntax (DAP)

Generalized-Time

Example (DAP)

MT=19970102123700Z

Subtree Specification

The Subtree Specification attribute specifies subtrees. It is a mandatory attribute of a subentry.
(See Subtree-Specification syntax for details.)

This attribute is not supported for LDAP protocol.

Abbreviation

SS

Syntax (DAP)

Subtree-Specification

Example (DAP)

SS={DEF=TRUE}

SS={BAS={/OU=Research/OU=Metallurgy Department}}

SS={BAS={/OU=Research/OU=Metallurgy Department},SF={ITEM=ORP}}

SS={SF={ITEM=2.5.6.7}}

4.2.3 Attributes for Schema Administration

DIT Content Rules

The DIT Content Rules attribute specifies the DIT content rules within a subschema specific area.
It is a multi valued attribute of the subschema subentry. Each value defines one DIT content rule
describing the contents of an entry. The attribute values are directly controlled by the
administrator. (See DIT-Content-Rule-Description syntax for details.)
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Abbreviation

DCR

Syntax (DAP)

DIT-Content-Rule-Description

Example (DAP)

{DCR={SOC=DSA,
     AOC=SAU,
     OA=UP,
     N=DSA,
     DSC=Additional characteristics }}

{DCR={SOC=ORP,
     AOC=MUS,
     MA=CN,
     N=ORG-PERSON;
     MUS-ORG-Person,
     DSC=Content Rule allowing auxiliary OC MUS}}

DIT Structure Rules

The DIT Structure Rules attribute specifies the DIT structure rules within a subschema specific
area. It is a multi-valued attribute of the subschema subentry. Each value defines one DIT
structure rule describing the structure of an entry. The attribute values are directly controlled by
the administrator, and have a direct effect on the structure of the DIT that can be built in the
subschema specific area. (See DIT-Structure-Rule-Description syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

DSR

Syntax (DAP)

DIT-Structure-Rule-Description

Example (DAP)

{DSR={ID=1,NF=CNF,DSC=SR for Country};
    {ID=2,NF=ONF,SSR=1,DSC=SR for Organization};
    {ID=3,NF=OUNF,SSR=2,DSC=SR for OrganizationUnit};
    {ID=4,NF=OPNF,SSR=3,DSC=SR for OrganizationPerson};
    {ID=5,NF=OPNF,SSR=1,DSC=SR for OrganizationPerson under C}}
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Governing Structure Rule

The Governing Structure Rule attribute specifies the governing structure rule of an entry.

Abbreviation

GSR

Syntax (DAP)

Integer

Example (DAP)

GSR=1

Structural Object Class

The Structural Object Class attribute specifies the structural object class of an entry.

Abbreviation

SOC

Syntax (DAP)

Object Identifier

Example (DAP)

structuralObjectClass=organizationalPerson

4.2.4 Attributes for Schema Publication

Attribute Types

The Attribute Types attribute specifies the attribute types used within a subschema. (See chapter
titled Attribute-Type-Description for details.)

Abbreviation

AT

Syntax (DAP)

Attribute-Type-Description

Example (DAP)

AT={ID=O,N=organization A,
      DSC=description of organization A,
      INFO={DER=N,EM=CEM,OM=CEOM,SM=CESM,AS=N,
                 MV=TRUE,COL=FALSE,UM=TRUE}
}
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Matching Rules

The Matching Rules attribute specifies the matching rules within a subschema specific area. It is a
multi-valued attribute of the subschema subentry. Each value defines one matching rule. The
attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish the matching rules that it supports. It has no other
effect on the operation of the DirX DSA. (See Matching-Rule-Description syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

MR

Syntax (DAP)

Matching-Rule-Description

Example (DAP)

Note that the examples provided give the full name as it appears in the OID definition block
section of dirxabbr file as the first value of N and give the German language equivalent in the
second value.

{MR={ID=CEM,N=Case-Exact-Match;exaktes Matching,
         DSC=Matching Rule for Case-Exact-Matching}}

{MR={ID=2.5.13.5,N=Case-Exact-Match;exaktes Matching,
         DSC=Matching Rule for Case-Exact-Matching}}

Matching Rule Use

The Matching Rule Use attribute specifies the attribute types to which a matching rule applies
within a subschema specific area. It is a multi-valued attribute of the subschema subentry. The
attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish the matching rules, which can be used with
particular attributes within a subschema. It has no other effect on the operation of the DirX DSA.
(See Matching-Rule-Use-Description syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

MRU

Syntax (DAP)

Matching-Rule-Use-Description

Example (DAP)

{MRU={ID=CEM,
          N=Usage of case-exact-string matching;CASE EXACT
              MATCH,DSC=Attributes that can use case-exact-string

        matching Case Exact Strings,
           INFO=CN;O ;OU }}
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{MRU={ID=2.5.13.5,
          N=CaseExactMatching;CASE EXACT MATCH,DSC=Matching Rule
              Usage for Case Exact Strings,
           INFO=CN;2.5.4.41;O}}

Name Forms

The Name Forms attribute specifies the name forms within a subschema specific area. It is a
multi-valued attribute of the subschema subentry. Each value defines one name form. The
attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish the name forms it supports within a subschema. It
has no other effect on the operation of the DirX DSA. (See Name-Form-Description syntax for
details.)

Abbreviation

NF

Syntax (DAP)

Name-Form-Description

Example (DAP)

{NF={ID=OPNF,
       N=organizational-person-name-form; ORG-PERSON-NF,
       DSC=organizational-person named by common-name and
                optionally organizational-unit-name,
       INFO={SUB=ORP,NM=CN,NO=OU}

      }}

{NF={ID=2.5.15.6,
       N=ORGANIZATIONAL-PERSON-NAME-FORM;ORG-PERSON-NF,
       DSC=Name-Form for Organizational-Person,
       INFO={SUB=ORP,NM=CN,NO=OU}

      }}

Object Classes

The Object Classes attribute specifies the object classes within a subschema specific area. It is a
multi-valued attribute of the subschema subentry. Each value defines one object class. The
attribute is provided to permit a DSA to publish the static details of the object classes it supports
within a subschema. It has no other effect on the operation of the DirX DSA. (See Object-Class-
Description syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

OC
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Syntax (DAP)

Object-Class-Description

Example (DAP)

{OC={ID=ORP,
       N=Organizational-Person-OCL;
           ORG-PERSON;organizationalPerson,
       DSC=OCL for Organizational-Person,
       INFO={SUB=PER,KIND=STRUCTURAL,
       OA=L;SPN;STA;PDO;PA;PC;POB;FTN;IIN;TN;TTI;TXN;
              PDM;DI;RA;X1A;OU;TIT}

       }}

{OC={ID=2.5.6.7,
       N=Organizational-Person-OCL;ORG-PERSON,
       DSC=OCL for Organizational-Person,
       INFO={SUB=PER,KIND=STRUCTURAL,
       OA=L;SPN;STA;PDO;PA;PC;POB;FTN;IIN;TN;TTI;TXN;
              PDM;DI;RA;X1A;OU;TIT}}
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4.3 X.500 Distributed Operational Attributes
Operational attributes are attributes representing operational and/or administrative information.
Distributed operational attributes are used by several DSAs as part of distributed operations, e.g.,
knowledge reference attributes.

4.3.1 Knowledge Reference Attributes

Non Specific Knowledge

The Non Specific Knowledge attribute specifies access points for the master DSAs of one or more
naming contexts and/or shadow DSAs for the same or more naming contexts. The context
prefixes of the naming context(s) is (are) not known. The immediate superior is known and the
access point information is associated with its name. (See Master-And_Shadow-Access-Points
syntax for details.) The attribute is multi-valued and managed by the DSA itself. It is accessible
only by using dirxadm.

The attribute is held in a DSE of type NSSR and represents non-specific subordinate references.

The DSA may use the attribute information when constructing a continuation reference returned in
a DAP or DSP referral, when performing chaining, and when constructing shadowed DSA specific
entries of type NSSR provided in the DISP.

Non-specific subordinate references are not supported by the DirX DSAs.

Abbreviation

NSK

Syntax (DAP)

Master-And-Shadow-Access-Point

Example (DAP)

NSK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},

               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}},

         CAT=MASTER};

        {MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},

               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.1+port=102'}},

         CAT=SHADOW}

   }
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Specific Knowledge

The Specific Knowledge attribute specifies access points for the master DSAs of a naming context
and/or shadow DSAs for that naming context. The context prefix of the naming context is known
and associated with the access point information. (See Master-And_Shadow-Access-Points
syntax for details.) The attribute is single-valued. It is accessible only by using dirxadm.

The attribute is held in a DSE of type SUBR (representing a specific subordinate reference),
IMM_SUPR (representing a immediate superior reference), or XR (representing a cross
reference).

The DSA may use the attribute information when constructing a continuation reference returned in
a DAP or DSP referral, when performing chaining, and when constructing shadowed DSA specific
entries of type SUBR, IMM_SUPR, or XR provided in the DISP.

To return LDAP referrals to LDAP clients, the AE component can contain the value of the special
naming attribute LDAP URL (abbreviation LURL and syntax Directory-String {32768}). The referral
to another LDAP server is returned as LDAP URL. In this case, the presentation address (PSAP)
is ignored.

Abbreviation

SK

Syntax (DAP)

Master-And-Shadow-Access-Point

Example (DAP)

SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},

               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}},

         CAT=MASTER};

        {MSAP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},

               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.1+port=102'}},

         CAT=SHADOW}

   }

SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/LURL=ldap:\/\/ldapservice.dec.de:389},

               PSAP={TS=X,NA='TCP/IP!internet=127.0.0.1+port=1'}}}}
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4.4 DirX DSA Operational Attributes
Operational attributes are attributes representing operational and/or administrative information.
DSA operational attributes are used only locally to the DSA.

4.4.1 Authentication

DirX-Admininistrators

The DirX-Administrators attribute specifies the distinguished names of the users that the DSA will
recognize as an authorized user of dirxadm. It is an attribute of the root-DSE. (See dse bind
operation of the dse (dirxadm) for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP or DAP protocol
is possible.

Abbreviation

DADM

Syntax

Distinguished-Name

Example (dirxadm)

DADM={/C=DE/O=PQR/CN=PQR-Administrator}; \
     {/C=DE/O=NSA/CN=NSA-Administrator}

4.4.2 Knowledge Attributes

Consumer Knowledge

The Consumer Knowledge attribute specifies information about shadow consumers for a particular
naming context held by a shadow supplier DSA. It is a multi-valued attribute associated with the
context prefix of a naming context. The information identifies the access points of the consumer
DSAs and also the identifiers for the corresponding shadowing agreements. (See Consumer-
Information syntax for details.)

All shadow supplier DSAs contain a value of this attribute for each shadowing agreement in which
they act as a supplier.

The AGR (agreement id) component of the attribute is required in all DISP operations.

Abbreviation

CK

Syntax (DAP)

Consumer-Information
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Example (DAP)

CK={CON={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa},
        PSAP={TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'},
                AGR={ID=10,VERS=20}
      }

My Access Point

The My Access Point attribute is used by the DSA to specify its own access point. It is an single-
valued attribute of the root-DSE and accessible only by using dirxadm. All DSAs hold this
attribute. The attribute is managed by the DSA itself. (See Access-Point syntax for details.)

Abbreviation

MAC

Syntax

Access-Point

Example (dirxadm)

MAC={AE={/C=de/O=PQR AG/CN=dsa},
         PSAP={TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=136.30.74.3+port=102'}}

Superior Knowledge

The Superior Knowledge attribute is used by non-first level DSAs to specify its superior reference.
It is a single-valued attribute of the root-DSE and accessible only by using dirxadm. All non-first
level DSAs shall hold this attribute. The attribute is managed by the DSA itself. (See Access-
Point syntax for details.)

The DSA may use the attribute information when constructing a continuation reference returned in
a DAP or DSP referral or when performing chaining.

Abbreviation

SPK

Syntax

Access-Point

Example (dirxadm)

SPK={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa},
     PSAP={TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}}

Supplier Knowledge

The Supplier Knowledge attribute specifies information about the shadow supplier DSA in a
shadow agreement for a particular naming context held by a shadow consumer DSA. It is a multi-
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valued attribute associated with the context prefix of a shadowed naming context. The attribute
consists of the ID and version number that identify the shadow agreement between the supplier
and the consumer, the access point for the supplier of the copy of the naming context, and an
indication of whether this supplier holds the master copy of the naming context. In addition, the
information can optionally include the access point for the master if the supplier does not hold the
master copy. (See Supplier-Information syntax for details.)

All shadow consumer DSAs hold a value of this attribute for each shadowing agreement in which
they act as a consumer.

The DSA may use the attribute information when constructing a continuation reference returned in
a DAP or DSP referral.

The AGR (agreement id) component of the attribute is required in all DISP operations.

Abbreviation

SUK

Syntax (DAP)

Supplier-Information

Example (DAP)

SUK={SUP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},

          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}},

     AGR={ID=1,

          VERS=1},

     ISM=TRUE,

     NSM={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},

          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.1+port=102'}};

         {AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa3},

          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.2+port=102'}}

    }

Secondary Shadows

The Supplier Knowledge attribute specifies the suppliers of secondary shadows and their
consumers. It is a multi-valued attribute associated with the context prefix of a shadowed naming
context. The attribute consists of the access point of a shadow supplier and a list of its direct
consumers. (See Supplier-And-Consumers syntax for details.)
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Abbreviation

SES

Syntax (DAP)

Supplier-And-Consumers

Example (DAP)

SES={SUP={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa1},

          PSAP={TS=Server19,
                NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=102'}}},

         CON={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa2},

              PSAP={TS=Server19,
                    NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.2+port=102'}}};

             {AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa3},

              PSAP={TS=Server19,
                    NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.88.99.3+port=102'}}}

      }

4.4.3 Policy Attributes

Audit Policy

The Audit Policy attribute specifies the auditing of DirX transactions. It is an attribute of the root-
DSE and is managed by the audit (dirxadm) command. (See the audit operation for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

AUDP

Syntax

Audit-Info

Example (dirxadm)

see audit (dirxadm) command

DSA Policy

The DSA Policy attribute specifies information, which defines bilateral agreements between the
local DSA and other remote DSAs known to it. It is an attribute of the root-DSE and is managed by
using dirxadm. It supplies information about the authentication procedures for DSP and DISP
operations and information about error recovery of shadowing agreements. The attribute is multi-
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valued. Each value is assigned to a specific DSA or /and contains one or more policy options.
(See DSA-Policies syntax for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

DSAP

Syntax

DSA-Policies

Example (dirxadm)

DSAP={DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=asw-dsa},
      OPT=COUNTRY+DMD,
      KL=10,
      TO=60,
      AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          AMT={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          TD=READ+MODIFY,
          OPWD=asw-dsa,
          PPWD=sni-dsa.
          CE=5000,
          CV=300}};

     {DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=pn-dsa},
      OPT=COUNTRY+DMD,
      TO=60,
      AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          AMT={AM=SIMPLE-PROTECTED},
          TD=READ+MODIFY,
          PPWD=sni-dsa}}

    TD=READ,}};

Local Scope Policy

The Local Scope Policy attribute specifies the interpretation of the local-scope service control. It is
a single-valued attribute of the root-DSE and is managed by using dirxadm. (See Local Scope
Policy syntax for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Valid values for the Local Scope Policy attribute are:

• DSA—The local scope is the scope of the DSA. The DSA responds on the basis of information
that it holds itself, and does not chain or create referrals or continuation references
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• LOCAL-DOMAIN—The local scope is the scope of the local domain of the DSA. The DSA
chains or creates referrals or continuation references only to the group of DSAs in the local
domain. A DSA belongs to the same local domain as the local DSA if a DSA policy exists for
this DSA with the value OPT=LOCAL-DOMAIN

• DMD—The local scope is the scope of the Directory Management Domain (DMD) of the DSA.
The DSA will chain or create referrals or continuation references only within the group of DSAs
configured within the DMD. A DSA belongs to the same DMD as the local DSA if a DSA policy
exists for this DSA with the value OPT=DMD

Abbreviation

LSP

Syntax

Local Scope Policy

Example (dirxadm)

LSP=DMD

LSP=DSA

LSP=LOCAL-DOMAIN

Search Base Policy

The Search Base Policy attribute specifies the topmost level in the DIT where a search operation
can be started. It is a attribute of the root-DSE and is managed by using dirxadm.

DAP and DSP search requests for subtrees are rejected with the service error
administrativeLimitExceeded if the base object contains fewer RDNs than specified in the Search
Base Policy attribute.

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

SBP

Syntax

Integer

Example (dirxadm)

SBP=2 DSA rejects all search operations started from root and country
 level
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Time Limit Policy

The Time Limit Policy attribute specifies the maximum time limit in seconds for search operations
that is accepted by the DSA in user requests. It is a attribute of the root-DSE and is managed by
using dirxadm.

If the time limit is exceeded an incomplete result is returned.

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

TLP

Syntax

Integer

Example (dirxadm)

TLP=25

User Policy

The DSA Policy attribute specifies policies for DAP users, discriminating between them by name.
It is an attribute of the root-DSE and is managed by using dirxadm. It supplies information about
the user´s required authentication method and whether the users can access the chaining and
modify services of the DSA. The attribute is multi-valued and each value is assigned to a specific
user. (See User-Policies syntax for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

USP

Syntax

User-Policies

Example (dirxadm)

USP={USN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw},
     OPT=CHAINING+MODIFY,
     AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE;SIMPLE-WITH-PWD},
         OPWD=my-pwd,
         CV=300}};

    {USN={/C=de/O=sni/OU=com},
     OPT=CHAINING,
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     AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE},
         OPWD=pwd}}

}

4.4.4 Miscellaneous Attributes

Cooperating DSA

The Cooperating DSA attribute specifies information about the administered operational bindings
with partner DSAs. It is an attribute of a subentry of the root-DSE and is used only for display
purposes. The name of the subentry is /CN=Cooperating-DSAS-Subentry. The attribute value
should not be modified by the user. It can be accessed by dirxadm only. Use the dirxadm ob
show operation to display the value. The dirxadm ob functions must be used to create, modify, or
delete the information displayed by this attribute. (See Cooperating-DSA syntax for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Abbreviation

CDSA

Syntax

Cooperating-DSA

Example (dirxadm)

CDSA={PSAP={TS=Server19,
            NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=21002'}}

      DSA={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa1},

      DSEID=5,

      SOB={SAI={SS={AREA={CP={/C=de/O=sni},
                RA={DEF=TRUE},
                ATT={DEF=TRUE}}},

           UM={SI={OC=TRUE}},

               MAS={AE={/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=sni-dsa},
               PSAP={TS=Server19,
                     NA='TCP/IP!internet=234.56.78.90+port=21002'}}},

           OBID={ID=20, VERS=0},

           OR=SUPPLIER,

           OBMV={VF=960730120000Z},

           OBS=COOPERATIVE,

          }
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DSE Type

The DSE Type attribute specifies the role that a DSE plays in regard to an entry and its
distribution. A DSE can have multiple DSE types. A combination of DSE type values is specified
by using the + (plus sign). Every DSE in a DSA has this attribute which is accessible using
dirxadm only. (See DSE Type Syntax for details.)

Because this attribute is only accessible by using dirxadm no access using LDAP and DAP
protocols is possible.

Valid values for the DSE Type attribute are:

• ROOT—Used exclusively by the DSE that represents the root of the DIT in a particular DSA.

• GLUE—A DSE that represents a name only. A DSA uses glue DSEs to hold the names of the
superiors of the context prefixes and cross references where there is no other knowledge
associated with them. You cannot assign any other DSE types to a DSE typed as GLUE.

• CP—A DSE that represents the context prefix of a naming context.

• ENTRY—A DSE that represents the entry itself, normally including the user attributes.  If the
SHADOW bit is not set, the DSE represents the master copy of the entry and holds all the
attributes associated with the entry.

• ALIAS—A DSE that represents an alias entry.

• SUBR—A DSE that represents a specific subordinate reference and holds a corresponding
knowledge attribute.

• NSSR—A DSE that represents a non-specific subordinate reference, and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• SUPR—Used to mark a root DSE that holds a knowledge attribute that represents a specific
superior reference. (See ROOT value.)

• XR—A DSE that represents a cross-reference and holds a corresponding knowledge attribute.

• ADM_POINT—A DSE that represents an administrative point.

• SUBENTRY—A DSE that represents a subentry.

• SHADOW—A DSE that represents shadowed information.

• IMM_SUPR—A DSE that represents an immediate superior reference and holds a
corresponding knowledge attribute.

• RHOB—A DSE that holds policy information (either administrative point or subentry
information), which has been received from a superior DSA as the result of a hierarchical
operational binding.

• SA—An additional characteristic of a subordinate reference DSE (i.e., of type SUBR), which is
used to indicate that the context prefix pointed to by the reference is an alias and not a normal
entry.
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The following lists the most commonly used types and combinations in the absence of shadowing:

• ROOT+SUPR

• GLUE (must be used alone)

• ENTRY+CP+ADM_POINT

• ALIAS+CP

• SUBENTRY (used alone)

• IMM_SUPR (used alone)

Abbreviation

DSET

Syntax

DSE-Type

Example (dirxadm)

DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT

DSET=GLUE
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Chapter

5 DirX Files

DirX provides the following files:

• Logging configuration files—The Directory Service Agent and Directory client log and
trace message configuration files.

• Abbreviation files—Files that map constants used by dirxcp and dirxadm to internal
values (OIDs)

• dirxcl.cfg—The Directory client configuration file.

• dirxldap.cfgThe LDAP server configuration file.

The dirxcp program uses the SSL/TLS certificate database (cert7.db) to determine whether it can
trust certificates sent from meta directory servers when a bind operation specifies the use of
SSL/TLS protocol. Optionally dirxcp also uses the key database (key3.db) when a certificate
based client authentication is performed during the bind operation.

This chapter describes these files.
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5.1 Logging Configuration Files
dirxlog.on

dirxlog.off

Purpose

Logging configuration files define the messages to be logged and how and where the logs should
be written. Two types of messages can be logged:

• Exception Messages—ASCII format messages that are human-readable. The directory
service always logs exception messages for both servers and clients. See Appendix List
of Messages in the USR-Logfile and EXC-Logfile for a list of messages.

• Trace Messages—Binary format messages that must be read by the dirxdumplog
command. Trace logging can be turned on and off explicitly.

Description

DSA logging is controlled by the specifications contained in the /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg
file, LDAP server logging is controlled by the specifications contained in the
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg file, and Directory application (e.g., dirxadm, dirxcp) logging is
controlled by the specifications contained in the /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.cfg file. When DirX is
installed, the following configuration files specifying default values are installed:

• For DSA logging:

/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg (enables only DSA exception logging)
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on (enables default DSA trace and exception logging)
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off (enables only DSA exception logging)

• For LDAP server logging:

/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg (enables only LDAP server exception logging)
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.on (enables default LDAP server trace and exception logging)
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off (enables only LDAP server exception logging)

• For client logging:

/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.cfg (enables only client exception logging)
/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.on (enables default client trace and exception logging)
/opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.off (enables only client exception logging)

The DSA log files are written to the directory /opt/dirx/server/log. The LDAP server log files are
written to the directory /opt/dirx/ldap/log. The client log files are written to the directory
/opt/dirx/client/log.
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Enabling Logging

• Enable DSA logging:

Perform the dirxadm sys log operation. Subsequent DSA logging will be controlled by the
values specified in the configuration file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on. To use these values
when restarting the server, copy the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on to the file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg.

• Disable DSA logging:

Perform the dirxadm sys nolog operation. Subsequent DSA logging will be controlled by the
values specified in the configuration file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off. To use these values
when restarting the server, copy the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off to the file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg.

• Enable LDAP server logging:

Perform the dirxadm ldap log operation. Subsequent LDAP server logging will be controlled
by the values specified in the configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.on. To use these
values when restarting the server, copy the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.on to the file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg.

• Disable LDAP server logging:

Perform the dirxadm ldap nolog operation. Subsequent LDAP server logging will be
controlled by the values specified in the configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off. To
use these values when restarting the server, copy the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off to the
file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg.

• Enable client logging:

Before starting the application, copy the configuration file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.on to the
file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.cfg.

• Disable client logging:

Before starting the application, copy the configuration file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.off to
the file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.cfg.

The .on and .off files for DSA logging are installed in /opt/dirx/server/conf, for LDAP server
logging in /opt/dirx/ldap/conf, and for Directory application logging in /opt/dirx/client/conf.

You can modify the .on and .off files to define your desired logging parameters, and you can
create additional files that function in a manner similar to the .on and .off files and manually
maintain the copy from dirxlog.cfg to these files.

You can override the default file name for the logging configuration file by setting the
DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE environment variable to the full pathname of the file.
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Use the logging configuration .on and .off files to perform the following tasks:

• For trace logging:

– Once server trace logging is turned on, override the default traces logged for servers and
the default destination for the log file

– Turn on client trace logging and specify the traces to be logged and the destinations for
the log files

– Turn off client and server trace logging for all or selected directory subcomponents

• For exception logging:

– Override the default exceptions logged for clients and servers and the default destination
for the log file

– Turn client and server exception logging off for all or selected directory subcomponents

File Formats

All logging configuration files consist of the two sections.  The first section defines trace logging,
and the second defines exception logging.  Each section is described below.

Section 1— Trace Logging

The first section defines the component and subcomponents for which to capture trace messages
and the debug level of the traces to log.  It consists of a line in the following form:

component:subcomponent.level,[...]:
process.max_num_files.max_num_entries:file_name

where:

component
Is the name of the component to log. All directory log file entries are currently associated with
the dir component name.

subcomponent
Is the name of the subcomponent to log and the debug level of the traces to capture. The valid
values for subcomponent are listed in the table that follows. The description in the table
includes an indication of whether the subcomponent is only valid for the client (C), the server
(S), and / or the LDAP server (L).

Note that you can use a wildcard character (*) to specify all subcomponents. In this case,
however, the debug levels you specify with level are used for all subcomponents.
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Value

Valid for Client (C),
Server (S) or
LDAP (L)? Meaning

aci S Access control
adm C Administration
api C/L Application interface
asn1 C/S/L ASN1 encoder/decoder interface
attr S/L Attribute service
audit S Auditing
bth C/S/L Bind table handling
conf S Configuration
ctx C/S/L Context-specific memory interface
cref S Continuation references
daspp S DAP/DSP processor
disp S DISP initiator/responder
dopi S Operational binding protocol initiator
drv S Deriving-DN creation
frm S Formatting-DN creation
glsch S DSA schema handling
hash S Hashing
icom C/S/L Internal thread communication interface
idb S Interface to the database
idbe S Interface to the database (external, for further

use)
idbm S Interface to the database in memory
idbn S Interface to the database (native)
idbnl S Interface to the database (native lower)
init S Initialization
isam S ISAM interface
ldap_cache L LDAP cache operations
ldap_cfg L Configuration of the LDAP server
ldap_conn L LDAP connection handling
ldap_op L LDAP operation handling
ldap_req L LDAP request handling
ldap_ssl L SSL processing in the LDAP server
ldif_ut S LDIF utility functions
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match S Matching
nms S Name service
norm S Normalization
opb S Operational binding
opr S DSA operation handling
osi C/S/L OSI communication
reorg S Database reorganization
ros C/S/L Remote operation service
rpc C/S/L RPC interface
sch S Schema handling
sec C/S/L Security
shr C/S/L Shared resources interface
snmp S SNMP functions
sock C/S/L Socket interface
sth S Subtree handling
stx S Syntax handling
sys C/S/L System call interface
sysadm S DSA administration
tjh S Timed job handler
util C/S/L Utility functions
vthr C/S/L Virtual thread interface

level
Specifies the debug level of the traces to log. Level is an integer or list of integers ranging
from 0 through 9. You can specify debug levels:

• As a range.  For example, 1-5 indicates debug levels 1 through 5 inclusive

• As individual levels separated by a period.  For example, 1.3.4.5 indicates levels 1, 3, 4,
and 5

• As a combination of ranges and individual levels.  For example 1.3-5 indicates level 1, 3,
4, 5.

The integers 0 and 9 have special meanings. 0 disables logging for the subcomponent. (Not
listing the subcomponent at all has the same effect.) 9 causes the structures in a trace
function to also be evaluated for each log level specified, that is the contents of the interface
parameters defined as structures are logged also. (Note that the structure logging can create
extremely large log files.) Switch on level 9 is possible for each valid value for level.

The contents of the other parameters are logged by the levels 1-8. 1 logs the top level
functions, higher log levels determine the depth of the internal functions which are logged. For
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example, level 6 traces the function call xxx with parameters. If levels 6 and 9 are specified,
function call xxx is traced with parameters and with the structures of those parameters.

You can specify multiple subcomponent.level entries, separating each with a comma and
using a backslash (\) to continue the line. Without the backslash, the NEWLINE character
terminates the line.   

Sub-com-
ponent

Valid
value
for
level Usage

aci 1
2
3
5

Interface functions of Access control Interface
Access control Interface top-level decisions
Access control Interface low-level decisions
Access Control Interface tuple operations

adm 1
2

4
5

6
7
8

dirxadm and dirxcp (Administration) translator functions
dirxadm internal translator functions
dirxcp internal functions for abandon
LDAP client functions, such as BIND, SEARCH, CREATE etc.   
LDAP functions for extracting names/attributes from a search
result
LDAP functions for freeing internally used LDAP memory
OCL functions (OSS Convenience library, string parsing)
DAM functions (dir abbreviation module, that is functions for
reading and writing the abbreviation file and validation of
abbreviations)

api 1-2 Interface functions and internal functions of application interface
asn1 1

2-6
Interface functions of ASN1 encoder/decoder
Internal functions

attr 1

2-5

Interface functions of the Attribute Services (filter matching,
finding relevant subentries, handling of DN replacements)
Internal functions (mainly for filter matching)

audit N/A Auditing
bth 1 Bind table handling functions
conf 1

2-3

Interface functions of database configuration and audit system
configuration
Internal functions
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ctx 1

2

3-6

CTX-package (context specific memory) interface functions
related to context creation/deletion
CTX-package interface functions related to context memory
allocation/release
CTX-package internal functions

cref 1
2-7

Interface functions of Continuation references handler
Internal functions

daspp 2-7 Functions of DAP/DSP processor
disp

1-2
3
4
5
6
7-8

DISP initiator/responder
Initiator / responder schedule main functions
Initiator / Responder operation execution functions
Supplier / Consumer update main functions
Supplier / Consumer strategy pending main functions
Supplier / Consumer update processing functions
Utility functions for DISP

dopi 1
2

Interface functions of operational binding protocol initiator
Internal functions

drv 1
2-5
6

Interface functions of Deriving-DN creation
Internal functions
Attribute value which is derived

frm 1
2-5
6

Interface functions of Formatting-DN creation
Internal functions
Attribute value which is formatted

glsch 1 Interface functions of DSA schema handling
hash 1

2-3
Interface functions of hashing
Internal functions

icom 1

2-3

ICOM-package (internal thread communication) interface
functions
ICOM-package internal functions

idb 1

2-3

IDB interface functions (all functions exported by RPC and also
functions called only in the DSA process and mkdbconf and
mkdb)
Internal functions

idbe Interface to the database (external, for further use)
idbm 1

2-5
Interface functions to the database in memory
Internal functions

idbn 1
2-5

IDBN interface functions (access to the native database)
IDBN internal functions
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idbnl 1

2-3

IDBNL interface functions (native lower interface to the
database, mapping to the interface functions of the real
database system)
IDBNL internal functions

init 1

2-5

Interface functions for initialization of DSA (read global schema,
initialize database, start threads), synchronization of threads,
reboot of DSA and main function of mkbootsch
Internal functions

isam 1 D-ISAM functions (underlying database system)
ldap_cache 1

2
4

High level cache operations (add, search, delete, ...)
Hit rate low warning, RPC registration, Out of bound messages
Key collision, Slot blocking

ldap_cfg 1
2
3
4
5
6

General information and non-fatal error messages
Tracing of configuration related DAP requests
Logging of current configuration parameters
Summary of configuration subentry names and internal tables
Logging of attributes read from configuration subentry
Tracing of configuration related DAP results

ldap_conn 1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Listener thread behavior
Connection to LDAP client, in particular
– establishment and release of connections
– starting operations
Sockets handling details
Backend Bind management
LDAP Server configuration
General thread behavior and management
RPC thread behavior

ldap_op 1
2
4
5
9

General LDAP operation and LDAP request parameter logging
Structured logging of LDAP search responses
Detailed attribute handling
Filter details
Structured logging of incoming LDAP PDUs and responses
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ldap_req 2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Attribute value handling
Attribute syntax specific functions
Additional name handling
Object identifiers
Hashed lookup lists for attribute types etc.
Character conversion
ASN1 encoded PDUs exchanged with LDAP client and attribute
names resolved by dirxabbr instead of global schema

ldap_ssl 2
3

SSL provider interface functions
SSL provider utility functions

ldif_ut 1
2
3
7
8

DN and value encoding functions
Base64 conversion function
attribute syntax specific conversion functions
internal storage functions
character set conversion functions

match 1
2-3

Interface functions of matching
Internal functions

nms Name service
norm 1

2-5
8

Interface functions for normalization
Internal functions
Normalization of individual printable or T61 string characters

opb 1

2-5

Interface functions of server for operational binding
administration
Internal functions

opr 1
2-4

Interface functions of DSA operation handling
Internal functions

osi 1
3

Incoming/outgoing event-handling functions
TP-routines

reorg 1
2

Interface functions of database reorganization
Internal functions

ros 1
3
4
6
7-8

RTROS-interface functions
RTROS-internal functions
CMX-interface functions
AMS-compiler logging
AMS (NDS)-library functions

rpc 1-2 Internal RPC-runtime functions
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sch 1
2-3

Interface functions of schema handling
Internal functions

sec 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Interface functions of auth (Security)
Main function within auth
Second level function within auth
Name logging
Utility function for auth policies
Utility function for simple protected
Utility function for NT security
General utility function for auth

shr 1

2

SHR-package interface functions related to shared resource
creation/deletion
SHR-package interface functions related to shared resource
acquirement

snmp 1
2

SNMP interface functions
Internal functions

sock 1
2
3
4

Socket interface functions (connection establishment)
Data transfer
Eventing
Name handling and utility functions

sth 1
2

Subtree handling interface functions
Internal functions

stx 1
2-5

Interface functions of syntax handling
Internal functions

sys 1
2
3
4

System calls (2)
System library functions (3C)
System library functions (3C) related to memory allocation
WIN32 library functions

sysadm 1 Interface functions of DSA administration
tjh 1

2
TJH-package (Timed job handler) interface functions
TJH-package internal functions

util 1 Utility functions
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vthr 1

2-3
4
5
6
7

VT-package (Virtual thread) interface functions related to
threads creation/termination
VT-package interface functions related to threads controlling
VT-package interface functions related to mutexes
VT-package interface functions related to condition variables
VT-package interface functions related to thread specific data
VT-package internal functions

process
Indicates how to store the log entries.  Valid values for process are:

• DISCARD—Do not write any log entries.

• BINFILE—Write entries to a binary file. You must supply the name of the file.  (See
file_name, below.) BINFILE must be used for the dir component

• TEXTFILE—Write entries to a human-readable text file. You must supply the name of the
file.  (See file_name, below.)

• STDOUT—Write entries in human-readable text to standard output.

• STDERR—Write the entries in human-readable text to standard error.

• GOESTO:severity... —Write the entries to same destination as the messages of the
specified component.  You can specify multiple severities by separating each one with a
comma. severity can be:

– FATAL—Fatal errors

– ERROR—Non-fatal errors

– WARNING—Warnings

– NOTICE—Informational notices

– NOTICE VERBOSE—Verbose informational notices

max_num_files
The maximum number of log files to create (a number from 01 to 99 inclusive). When the first
log file reaches its capacity (specified by max_num_entries), a second file is written and so on
until the number of files specified by max_num_files is reached. When the maximum number
of files is reached, the next file overwrites the first file, and the next the second file, and so on.
If multiple files are written, the sequence number of the file (a number in the range 01 to the
number specified by max_num_files) is appended to the file name.

max_num_entries
The maximum number of entries to write to the file.

file_name
The full pathname of the file in which to store the entries. You can use the %s variable to
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insert the pathname of the base directory in which DirX is installed in the file name. (See
environment variable $DIRX_INST_PATH for details.) You can use the %d variable to insert
the ID of the currently running process in the file name. For example, LOG%d creates a file
named LOG appended with the process ID. You must supply file_name only if you supply a
process of BINFILE, TEXTFILE, and FILE.

Sample Trace Section Lines

The following sample line uses the wildcard character to specify logging for all subcomponents. It
captures debug messages of levels 1-5 and level 9. The %s variable is used to insert the base
directory in which DirX is installed, e.g. /opt/dirx, in the file name. The %d variable is used to store
the log messages in a file named LOGprocess_id:

dir:*.9.1-5:BINFILE.2.200:%s/client/log/LOG%d

The following sample specifies the logging of level 1 messages from the adm, api, attr and audit
subcomponents and of level 2 messages from the disp, dsapp, nms, sys, thr, and util
components:

dir:adm.1,api.1,attr.1,audit.1,disp.2,dsapp.2,\
nms.2, sys.2, vthr.2, util.2: \
BINFILE.2.200:/opt/dirx/client/log/LOG%d

In both of the sample lines above, two binary log files are created. The first 200 log entries are
written to the file /opt/dirx/client/log/LOGprocess_id.01 and the second 200 log entries are written
to the file /opt/dirx/client/log/LOGprocess_id.02. Then LOGprocess_id.01 is overwritten with the
next 200 log entries, then LOGprocess_id.02 is overwritten and so on.

Depending on the logging configuration, the binary log files can become very big. It is
recommended to configure only the log levels needed, for instance:

ros.4.9 in order to trace all DAP, DSP or DISP-PDUS
vthr.1, icom.1.9 in order to trace the interthread communication

Section 2—Exception Logging

The second section of the logging configuration files defines the severity of exceptions to log and
how and where to log them. It consists of lines in the following format:

severity:process.max_num_files.max_num_entries:file_name
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where:

severity
Specifies the severity of the exception to store. Valid values are:

• FATAL—Fatal errors

• ERROR—Non-fatal errors

• WARNING—Warnings

• NOTICE—Informational notices

• NOTICE VERBOSE—Verbose informational notices

process
Indicates how to handle the log entries for the specified severity. Valid values, which can be
used with any of the severities listed above, are:

• DISCARD—Do not write any log entries.

• BINFILE—Write entries to a binary file. You must supply the name of the file. (See
file_name below.) BINFILE must be used for the dir component

• TEXTFILE—Write entries to a human-readable text file. You must supply the name of the
file.  (See file_name below.)

• STDOUT—Write entries in human-readable text to standard output.

• STDERR—Write the entries in human-readable text to standard error.

• GOESTO:severity_or_component...—Write the entries to same destination as the entries
of the specified severity or component. You can specify multiple severities or components
by separating each one with a comma.

max_num_files
The maximum number of log files to create (a number from 01 to 99 inclusive). See the
max_num_files parameter in Section 1—Trace Logging for more details.

max_num_entries
The maximum number of entries to write to the file.

file_name
The full pathname of the file in which to store the entries. See the file_name parameter in
Section 1—Trace Logging for more details.
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Sample Exception Lines

The following example specifies that:

• Exceptions with severity of FATAL are stored in two places. The first is a text file with up to
100 entries named /opt/dirx/server/log/EXCprocess_id. Only one such file is created. When
the file reaches 100 entries it is overwritten. The second is not shown in the example. It is the
file where the traces for the dir components are stored.

• Exceptions with a severity of ERROR are stored in three places. The first is a text file with up
to 100 entries named /opt/dirx/server/log/USRprocess_id. Only one such file is created.
When the file reaches 100 entries it is overwritten. The second is the same place where
exceptions with a severity of FATAL are stored. The third is the same place where traces for
the dir component are stored.

• Messages with a severity of NOTICE are stored in the same place as messages with a
severity of ERROR.

FATAL:TEXTFILE.1.100:/opt/dirx/server/log/EXC%d;GOESTO:dir
ERROR:TEXTFILE.1.100:/opt/dirx/server/log/USR%d;GOESTO:FATAL
NOTICE:GOESTO:ERROR

Examples

In the examples that follow, lines beginning with the pound character (#) are comment lines used
to differentiate the trace logging section from the exception logging section.

The following is a sample dirxlog.on file.

# Trace Logging
dir:sys.1,sock.1.9,vthr.1,icom.1,shr.0,ctx.0,\
osi.1,rpc.1,ros.1,\
sec.1,api.1,daspp.1,\
bth.1,norm.1,match.1,\
conf.1,asn1.0,util.1-2:BINFILE.6.2000:/opt/dirx/client/log/LOG%d
#
# Exception Logging
FATAL:TEXTFILE.1.100:/opt/dirx/client/log/EXC%d;GOESTO:dir
ERROR:TEXTFILE.1.100:/opt/dirx/client/log/USR%d;GOESTO:FATAL
NOTICE:GOESTO:ERROR
WARNING:GOESTO:FATAL
NOTICE_VERBOSE:GOESTO:FATAL

The following is an example of a dirxlog.off file. Note that the first line of the file turns trace
logging off for the dir component. (Exception logging is not disabled.) In addition, the dash is used
a as placeholder and indicates an empty field.
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# Trace Logging
dir::DISCARD:-
#
# Exception Logging
FATAL:TEXTFILE.1.100:/opt/dirx/client/log/EXC%d
ERROR:TEXTFILE.1.100:/opt/dirx/client/log/USR%d;GOESTO:FATAL
NOTICE:GOESTO:ERROR
WARNING:GOESTO:FATAL
NOTICE_VERBOSE:DISCARD:-

See Also

sys log (dirxadm), sys nolog (dirxadm), ldap log (dirxadm), ldap nolog (dirxadm),
dirxdumplog, Appendix List of Messages in the USR-Logfile and EXC-Logfile
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5.2 Abbreviation Files
dirxabbr

dirxabbr-ext*

Purpose

Map object identifiers (internal identifiers) of directory attributes to attribute names and
abbreviations. You can then use these names and abbreviations to specify the objects in the
dirxcp and dirxadm commands.

Description

The DirX abbreviation file dirxabbr:

• Specifies whether the syntax abbreviation will be appended to an attribute type´s OID or
abbreviation. (See chapter Syntax Abbreviations for a list of attribute syntax
abbreviations.) The default behavior is that the attribute syntax abbreviation (for example
_T61) is appended to the attribute type if it does not match the default syntax (for example
CN_T61). To suppress this behavior the dirxabbr configuration file must contain the
keyword NO_STX_SUFFIX at the beginning. (See also chapter Overriding Default
Attribute Syntax.)

The DirX abbreviation files dirxabbr and dirxabbr-ext*:

• List the abbreviations and OIDs valid for the DirX schema attributes.

• Map between abbreviations, full names, and OIDs for simple and structured schema
attributes.

• Map simple and structured attributes to their default attribute syntaxes.

This reference page describes the format of the abbreviation files dirxabbr and dirxabbr-ext*
files. These files consist of:

• OID Definition Block

• Attribute Definition Block

• Structured Class Definition Blocks

An empty OID or Attribute Definition Block must be indicated by curly brackets ({}).

Lines starting with the character # are comment lines and therefore ignored.

The abbreviation file dirxabbr is installed together with the DirX product. It contains the data of the
DirX default DSA schema. Project specific enhancements may also be defined in the dirxabbr file.
To avoid that project specific enhancements must be reedited into the dirxabbr file after a new
installation (for example when upgrading to a newer DirX product version) it is recommended to
create project specific abbreviation file(s). The syntax for the filename of such files is:

dirxabbr-extproject_identification
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for example dirxabbr-ext-meta, dirxabbr-ext-security (where meta and security indicates different
projects).

When DirX clients like dirxcp or dirxadm are started they first read the dirxabbr file and then all
files with a filename starting with the string dirxabbr-ext. Files with the filename dirxabbr followed
by an extension (.extension) for example dirxabbr.old are not read.

The default location for the abbreviation files is:

/opt/dirx/client/conf

You can override the default location or specify a set of abbreviation files by setting the
DIRX_ABBR_FILE environment variable to the full pathname of the file(s). (See chapter titled
DirX Environment Variables for details.) When setting this environment variable only the
specified abbreviation files are read by DirX clients.

For a complete listing of the file contents of the dirxabbr file, refer to the installed file. The
examples below illustrate only the format of the file sections and subsections.

OID Definition Block

The OID definition block maps between OIDs and abbreviations. It has the following syntax:
{
abbreviation full_name OID syntax LDAP_name
… … … … …
}

This block contains mappings for

• Matching Rules and Knowledge Matching Rules

• Name Forms

• Object Classes and Schema Object Classes

• Supported Application Contexts

• Administrative Roles

• Access Control Schemes

• Encoded Information Types

The syntax is relevant only for matching rules when used in the extensible filter match. In the
following OID definition block tables, if syntax is not relevant, a dash (-) is supplied in the Syntax
column.

The LDAP_name is relevant only for object classes. In the following OID definition block tables, if
LDAP name is not relevant, a dash (-) is supplied in the LDAP Name column.

Matching Rules (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP
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Name

APM Access-Point-Match 2.5.14.0 DN -

BM Boolean-Match 2.5.13.13 BOOLEAN -

BSM Bitstring-Match 2.5.13.16 BIT_STR -

CEM Case-Exact-Match 2.5.13.5 DIR_STR -

… … … … …

Object Classes (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP Name

ACS Access-Control-Subentry 2.5.17.1 - -

ALI Alias 2.5.6.1 - alias

APE Application-Entity 2.5.6.12 - applicationEnti
ty

APP Application-Process 2.5.6.11 - applicationPro
cess

C Country 2.5.6.2 - country

CA Certification-Authority 2.5.6.16 - -

… … … … …

Name Forms (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP
Name

AENF Application-Entity-Name-Form 2.5.15.11 - -

APNF Application-Process-Name-Form 2.5.15.10 - -

CDNF cRLDistPtNameForm 2.5.15.14 - -

CNF Country-Name-Form 2.5.15.0 - -

… … … … …

Supported Application Contexts (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP
Name
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DSP Directory-System-AC 2.5.3.2 - -

RSCI Rel-Shadow-Consumer-Initiated-AC 2.5.3.7 - -

RSSI Rel-Shadow-Supplier-Initiated-AC 2.5.3.6 - -

SCI Shadow-Consumer-Initiated-AC 2.5.3.4 - -

… … … … …

Administrative Roles (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP
Name

 AA Autonomous-Area 2.5.23.1 - -

ACSA Access-Control-Specific-Area 2.5.23.2 - -

ACIA Access-Control-Inner-Area 2.5.23.3 - -

CAIA Collective-Attribute-Inner-Area 2.5.23.6 - -

CASA Collective-Attribute-Specific-Area 2.5.23.5 - -

SASA Subschema-Admin-Specific-Area 2.5.23.4 - -

Access Control Schemes (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP
name

BACS Basic-Access-Control-Scheme 2.5.28.1 - -

SACS Simplified-Access-Control-Scheme 2.5.28.2 - -

Encoded Information Types (sorted by abbreviation)

Abbreviation Name OID Syntax LDAP
name

EITUND Undefined-EIT 2.6.3.4.0 - -

EITIA5 IA5-EIT 2.6.3.4.2 - -

… … … … …
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Attribute Definition Block (sorted by abbreviations)

The Attribute Definition Block contains information about the following attributes

• Operational attributes

• DSA operational attributes

• Schema operational attributes

• Access control schemes

It has the following syntax:
{
abbreviation  full_name OID syntax equality_matching_rule
ordering_matching_rule LDAP_attribute_name_list
…   … … … …
… …
}

where:

abbreviation
Is an abbreviation for the attribute type to be used in dirxadm and dirxcp commands.

Full_name
Is the name of the attribute type (must not contain blanks).

OID
Is the attribute type’s object identifier.

Syntax
is the ASN.1 syntax of the attribute type. It should not be changed.

Equality_matching_rule
Specifies the matching rule to be used for equality matches.

Ordering_matching_rule
Specifies the matching rule to be used for ordering matches.

LDAP_attribute_name_list
A comma separated list of names that specifies names for the attribute type which may be
used by LDAP clients.

Abbreviation, full_name and LDAP_attribute_name_list can be adapted to your requirements.

OID, equality_matching_rule, and ordering_matching_rule should not be changed.  The syntax of
the structured attributes (e. g., MRULE_DESCR) should also not be changed.  However, for
normal string type syntaxes (e. g., T61_STR, PRINTABLE_STR), you can change from one
string syntax to another (e. g.,  PRINTABLE_STR to T61_STR) if the DSA allows it.

For attributes with a syntax of OBJECT_ID, enter one of the following:
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• The correct OID

• The OID abbreviation (from the OID mapping table)

For attributes with a syntax of ATTR_TYPE, enter either:

• The correct attribute OID

• The attribute abbreviation (from the attribute mapping table)

Abbre-
viation

Full Name OID Syntax Equality
Matching
Rule

Ordering
Match-ing
Rule

LDAP Attribute
Name List

AA Alternate-
Address

1.3.22.2
.1.2.1.1

OCTET_STR - - -

ACS Access-
Control-
Scheme

2.5.24.1 OBJECT_ID OBJECT_ID - accessControlScheme

AM Authentication-
Mechanism

1.3.12.2
.1107.1.
3.4.16

INTEGER INTEGER INTEGER -

AON Aliased-
Object-Name

2.5.4.1 DN DN - aliasedObjectName

AR Administrative-
Role

2.5.18.5 OBJECT_ID OBJECT_ID - administrativeRole

ARL Authority-
Revocation-
List

2.5.4.38 CERT_LIST - - authorityRevocation
List

AT Attribute-Types 2.5.21.5 ATTR_TYPE
_DESCR

OBJECT_ID - attributeTypes

BC Business-
Category

2.5.4.15 DIR_STR DIR_STR - businessCategory

C Country 2.5.4.6 PRINTABLE_
STR

DIR_STR - c

CN Common-
Name

2.5.4.3 DIR_STR DIR_STR - cn,commonName

… … … … … … …

Structured Class Definition Block for Structured Attribute Components

The following block contains information about the syntax of structured attributes. It maps between
structured attribute components and their abbreviations. The syntax is

{
struct_syntax
abbreviation full_name internal_ID comp_syntax
… … … …
}

where:
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struct_syntax is the syntax of the structured attribute. For each component, the following
information is provided:

• abbreviation is the abbreviation of the component.

• full_name is the component name.

• internal_ID is the internal abbreviation used by DirX for the attribute component.

• comp_syntax is the syntax of the attribute component.

Structured Class Definition Block for MRULE_DESCR ("MatchingRuleDescription")

{ is

MRULE_DESCR

ID Identifier MRD_ID OBJECT_ID

N Name MRD_NAME DIR_STR

DSC Description MRD_DESCR DIR_STR

OBS Obsolete MRD_OBS BOOLEAN

INFO Information MRD_INFO DIR_STR

}

Structured Class Definition Block for ATTR_TYPE_DESCR ("AttributeTypeDescription")

{ is

ATTR_TYPE_DESCR

ID    Identifier ATD_IDATTR_TYPE

N    Name ATD_NAME DIR_STR

DSC  Description ATD_DESCR DIR_STR

OBS   Obsolete ATD_OBS BOOLEAN

INFO  Information ATD_INFO ATTR_TYPE_INFO

}
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Structured Class Definition Block for ATTR_TYPE_INFO ("AttributeTypeInformation") is

{

ATTR_TYPE_INFO

DER Derivation ATI_DERIVATION ATTR_TYPE

EM Equality-Match ATI_EQUAL_MATCH OBJECT_ID

OM Ordering_MatchATI_ORDERING_MATCH OBJECT_ID

SM Substring-Match ATI_SUBSTR_MATCH OBJECT_ID

AS Attribute-SyntaxATI_SYNTAX DIR_STR

MV Multi-Valued ATI_MULTIVALUED BOOLEAN

COL Collective ATI_COLLECTIVE BOOLEAN

UM User-Modifiable ATI_USER_MODIFIABLE BOOLEAN

APP Application ATI_APPLICATION ATTRIBUTE_USAGE

}

and so on …

Example

The following example lists the contents of the project specific abbreviation file
dirxabbr-ext.DirXmetahub. This file specifies the object classes and attribute types used by the
DirXmetahub meta controller dirxcp.

{
# =============================================================
# OID DEFINITION BLOCK (Mapping between OIDs and abbreviations)
# =============================================================

#
# Object Classes (sorted by abbreviation)
# =======================================
#

# new object classes for DirXmethub NT-Agent
DXMNTUS  NTUser 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.2.1  -
dxmNTuser
DXMNTLG  NTLocalGroup 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.2.2  -
dxmNTlocalgroup
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DXMNTGG  NTGlobalGroup 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.2.3  -
dxmNTglobalgroup

# new object classes for DirXmethub LotusNotes-Agent
DXMLNUS  NotesUser 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.1.1  -
dxmLNuser
DXMLNG   NotesGroup 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.1.2  -
dxmLNgroup

# new object classes for DirXmethub Exchange-Agent
DXMEXMB  ExchangeMailbox 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.3.1  -
dxmEXmailbox
DXMEXRA  ExchangeRemoteAddress 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.3.2  -
dxmEXremoteAddress
DXMEXG   ExchangeGroupOfNames 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.6.3.3  -
dxmEXgroupOfNames

}

{
#
====================================================================
# ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION BLOCK (sorted by abbreviations)
#
====================================================================

# attributes for DirXmetahub NT-Agent
DXMNTAD    NT-AccountDisabled 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.2.1

BOOLEAN       BOOLEAN       -
dxmNTaccountDisabled

DXMNTAE    NT-AccountExpires 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.2.2
GENERALIZED_TIME       GENERALIZED_TIME       -

dxmNTaccountExpires
DXMNTALO   NT-AccountLockedOut 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.2.3

        BOOLEAN       BOOLEAN       -
dxmNTaccountLockedOut

...

# attributes for DirXmetahub LotusNotes-Agent
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DXMLNAFDS  LN-AvailableForDirSync  1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.1.1
BOOLEAN       BOOLEAN -

dxmLNavailableForDirSync
DXMLNAFUN  LN-AltFullName  1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.1.2

DIR_STR       DIR_STR -
dxmLNaltFullName

DXMLNAFNL  LN-AltFullNameLanguage  1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.1.3
DIR_STR       DIR_STR -

dxmLNaltFullNameLanguage
...

# attributes for DirXmetahub Exchange-Agent
DXMEXADSC  EX-AdminDescription 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.3.1

DIR_STR       DIR_STR -
dxmEXadminDescription

DXMEXADN   EX-AdminDisplayName 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.3.2
DIR_STR       DIR_STR -

dxmEXadminDisplayName
DXMEXADSP  EX-ADsPath  1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.102.4.3.3

DIR_STR       DIR_STR -
dxmEXADsPath

...

}
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5.3 Directory Client Configuration File
dirxcl.cfg

Purpose

The directory client configuration file, used by dirxcp, defines the DSAs (Directory System
Agents) and LDAP servers that are available to a DUA (Directory User Agent).

Description

The default location for the dirxcl.cfg client directory configuration file is:

/opt/dirx/client/conf

You can override the default location by setting the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable to
the full path name of the file.

In the configuration file, comment lines begin with a # in the first column and are ignored.

Other than comments, the file contains three types of lines, as follows:

• A mandatory line for the address of the DUA.

• Optional DSA address lines.

• Optional LDAP server address lines.

The DUA address line starts with the word self (case insensitive), followed by the address of the
DUA in valid PSAP address format.

A DSA address line consists of the name of a DSA followed by the address of the DSA in valid
PSAP address format and the optional keyword DAP (as the protocol specification). The first DSA
address line identifies the default DSA. Enclose the DSA name in quotation marks if it includes
white space.

An LDAP server address line is specified in the following format:

name address protocol

where:

name
is the symbolic name of the LDAP server. This name is the name to be specified in the obj
bind command in the -server option. (See obj bind operation for details.)

address
is the real address of the LDAP server in one of the following formats:

• host[:port]

• host1[:port1],host2[:port2][,…]
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where host or hostn is either an IP address or a DNS (domain name server) name and port or
portn is a port number (<32767). 389 is used as the default port number.

If more than one real address is specified, an attempt is made to establish a connection using
real addresses from left to right.

protocol
is the protocol to be used for the LDAP bind. Supply one of the following keywords (case-
insensitive):

• LDAPv2—LDAP version 2

• LDAPv3—LDAP version 3

The protocol specification can be overridden by -protocol option in the obj bind command.
(See obj bind operation for details.)

The first LDAP server address line identifies the default LDAP server.

Anything following and separated from the protocol specification in a DSA address line or an
LDAP server address line with a space is ignored.

If no DSA address line and no LDAP server address line is specified the server address must be
specified in the obj bind command in the -psap option for a DSA or in the -address option for an
LDAP server. (See obj bind operation for details.)

If LDAPv2 or LDAPv3 is specified in the -protocol option of an obj bind operation and no LDAP
server address line is specified in the client configuration file dirxcl.cfg a bind to the local LDAP
server is established. (See obj bind operation for details.)

If you use environment variables to override a dirxcl.cfg file entry and an error occurs (for
example, if DIRX_CLCFG_FILE is set to a nonexistent or incorrectly specified), DirX reports the
error, but makes no attempt to return to the overridden default. If errors occur, consult the
exception log for a description of the error.
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Sample dirxcl.cfg File
# any line starting with '#' is a comment and is ignored
# any line starting with 'self' (case insignificant) contains
# the psap of the dua - there must be 1 such line
# further lines contain dsa names and addresses, the first is
# the default
# dsa names may be in quotation marks (") to allow them to
# include white space
"/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa19"

TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=102' DAP
this is some more text which will be ignored

/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa20
TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=103'

/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa21
TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=103'

# the next line is the psap of the dua itself - can be first,
# last or anywhere
Self TS=Client1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=2555'
# LDAPv3 Server
hawk hawk.virt.de.com LDAPv3
# LDAPv2 Server
eagle eagle.virt.de.com,hawk@virt.de.com LDAPv2
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5.4 LDAP Server Configuration File
dirxldap.cfg

Purpose

The LDAP server configuration file, used by LDAP server, defines the DSA (Directory System
Agent) that is available to the LDAP server.

Description

The default location for the dirxldap.cfg LDAP server configuration file is:

/opt/dirx/ldap/conf

You can override the default location by setting the DIRX_CLCFG_FILE environment variable to
the full path name of the file.

In the configuration file, comment lines begin with a # in the first column and are ignored.

Other than comments, the file contains two types of lines, as follows:

• A mandatory line for the address of the LDAP server.

• The DSA address line. If no DSA address lines are present, a “bad configuration file” error
is reported.

The LDAP server address line starts with the word self (case insensitive), followed by the address
of the LDAP server in valid PSAP address format.

The DSA address line consists of the name of a DSA followed by the address of the DSA in valid
PSAP address format. Enclose the DSA name in quotation marks if it includes white space.
Anything following and separated from the DSA address with a space is ignored.

If you use environment variables to override a dirxldap.cfg file entry and an error occurs (for
example, if DIRX_CLCFG_FILE is set to a nonexistent or incorrectly specified), DirX reports the
error, but makes no attempt to return to the overridden default. If errors occur, consult the
exception log for a description of the error.
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Sample dirxldap.cfg File
# any line starting with '#' is a comment and is ignored
# any line starting with 'self' (case insignificant) contains
# the psap of the ldap server - there must be 1 such line
# further lines contain the dsa name and address,
# the dsa name may be in quotation marks (") to allow them to
# include white space
"/C=de/O=sni/OU=asw/CN=dsa/CN=dsa19"

TS=Server19,NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=102'
this is some more text which will be ignored

# the next line is the psap of the ldap server itself - can be first,
# last or anywhere
Self TS=LDAP1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=139.23.81.32+port=2555'
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5.5 SSL/TLS Certificate Database
cert7.db

Purpose

The SSL/TLS certificate database, used by dirxcp, defines the server and certificate authority
(CA) certificates that the LDAP client (dirxcp) is to trust when authenticating a server during a
bind operation with SSL/TLS enabled.

The SSL/TLS certificate database is also used by dirxcp if a user wants to authenticate itself
based on his/her client certificate. (See obj bind (obj bind –sasl –mechanism EXTERNAL …)
for details.) In this case the certificate identifiying the intended user has to be included in the
“Yours” section of cert7.db.

Description

The default location for the cert7.db certificate database is:

/opt/dirx/client/conf

You can override the default location and file name by setting the DIRX_TRUSTED_CA
environment variable to the full pathname of the file.

When an LDAP client connects to an LDAP server over SSL/TLS, the LDAP server authenticates
itself by sending its certificate to the LDAP client. The LDAP client needs to determine whether or
not the certificate authority (CA) that issued the certificate is trusted.

The LDAP client (dirxcp) uses the Netscape SDK to implement SSL/TLS support. The security
protocols and versions supported by the SDK are SSL V2 and SSL V3. The meta directory server
supports SSL V3 and TLS V1. Consequently, if dirxcp connects to an LDAPv3 server, the two
programs will agree on SSL V3 during the negotiation of the security protocol to use.

The Netscape SDK API requires a certificate database to hold the CA certificate. The
prerequisites for connecting over SSL are as follows:

 1. The LDAP client has access to a Netscape certificate database. This database
must be the cert7.db database file used by Netscape Communicator 4.x. Note that
previous and later versions of these applications use different file formats for the
certificate database. Attempting to use a different version of the certificate
database will result in database errors. The LDAP API function called by dirxcp
uses this certificate database to determine if it can trust the certificate sent from the
server.

 2. The certificate database that you are using contains any one of the following:

• The certificate of the certificate authority (CA) that issued the LDAP server's
certificate

• The certificate of any of the CAs in the hierarchy, if the certificate authorities
(CAs) are organized in a hierarchy
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• The certificate of the LDAP server

 3. The CA certificate is marked as "trusted" in the certificate database.

When dirxcp sends an initial request to the secure LDAP server, the LDAP server sends its
certificate back to dirxcp. dirxcp then determines which CA issued the LDAP server's certificate
and searches the certificate database (cert7.db) for the certificate of that CA.

If dirxcp cannot find the CA certificate or if the CA certificate is marked as "not trusted", it refuses
to connect to the server. It also refuses to connect if the LDAP server's certificate has expired or if
the certificate extension restricts the usage to client usage only. The latter applies if the LDAP
server sends a browser certificate instead a server certificate.

Certificate Administration

Netscape Navigator 4.x also uses the cert7.db file to decide whether a given server certificate is
trustworthy or not. Use the Netscape Communicator to examine the list of acceptable certificate
authorities (CAs) and server certificates:

• In the Communicator menu select Tools → Security Info to get the security wizard.

• Certificates → Web Sites shows the list of acceptable server certificates.

• Certificates → Signers shows the list of valid CAs.

• Certificates → Yours shows the list of your own client certificates.

The procedure to incorporate new server certificates or new CAs depends on the PKI you are
using. Often, the certificate database is updated automatically, if you use the Communicator to
access a CA via HTTPS.

A server certificate xyz can be incorporated into cert7.db if you connect via HTTPS to a Web
server that sends certificate xyz back to the Communicator.

The procedure to incorporate a new client certificate is to double click a PSE file in PKCS#12
format. These PSE files contain the user certificate as well as the appropriate Private Key and are
issued by the Certification Authority or the Local Registration Authority controlling the PKI. Note
that during the procedure the Netscape tool will ask you to enter the protections password that a
user need to know in order to make use of a PSE.

Double clicking a PKCS#12 PSE file will also insert the Private Key into the key database
key3.db.
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5.6 Key Database
key3.db

Purpose

The key database, used by dirxcp when a sasl bind operation with the “EXTERNAL” mechanism
is invoked, contains the Private Key certified by your certificate. (See obj bind operation for
details.)  

Description

The default location for the key3.db key database is:

/opt/dirx/client/conf

You can override the default location and file name by setting the DIRX_KEY3DB_FILE
environment variable to the full pathname of the file.

When an LDAP client binds to an LDAP server using the “EXTERNAL” sasl mechanism (obj bind
–sasl –mechanism EXTERNAL …), dirxcp accesses

l the cert7.db certificate database in order to retrieve the client’s user certificate and

l the key3.db key database in order to retrieve the user’s Private Key.

Note that the access to the key3.db key database is optionally password protected. The user may
change the password using the Netscape Communicator:

• In the Communicator menu select Tools → Security Info to get the security wizard.

• Select Passwords in order to get the corresponding dialog box
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Chapter

6 DirX Default DSA Schema

The default DSA schema of DirX defines attributes, object classes, and name forms. You can use
the following three tables as a reference for the default DSA schema. However, be aware that the
default DSA schema may have changed slightly since this manual was printed. Refer to the
dirxadm gs reference page for the commands used to display the default DSA schema that is
installed with DirX. The dirxadm gs reference page also describes how to change the default
DSA schema, if necessary.

Additionally, the attribute syntaxes and matching rules, that are supported, are listed in the tables
at the end of this chapter.

6.1 Attribute Table
The abbreviations in the Notes column in the attribute table have the following meanings:

• DIR_OPR—An X.500 Directory Operational Attribute

• USR_APPLS—An X.500 User Application Attribute

• DISTRIBUTED_OPR—An X.500 Distributed Operational Attribute

• DSA_OPR—An DirX DSA Operational Attribute

The attributes marked by an * in the LDAP Name(s) column do not have an LDAP name.

Abbr. LDAP Name(s) Object Identifier Syntax Notes

ACS accessControlScheme 2.5.24.1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER DIR_OPR

AE Application-Entity * 1.0.10616.5.2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

AON aliasedObjectName,
aliasedEntryName

2.5.4.1 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

AR administrativeRole 2.5.18.5 OBJECT IDENTIFIER DIR_OPR

ARL authorityRevocationList 2.5.4.38 Certificate-List USR_APPLS

ASER altServer 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.6 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

AT x500attributeTypes 2.5.21.5 Attribute-Type-Description DIR_OPR

AUD audio 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.55 OCTET STRING USR_APPLS
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Abbr. LDAP Name(s) Object Identifier Syntax Notes

AUDP Audit-Policy 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.116 Audit-Info DSA_OPR

BC businessCategory 2.5.4.15 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

C c, countryName 2.5.4.6 Country-Name USR_APPLS

CAC cACertificate 2.5.4.37 Certificate USR_APPLS

CCP crossCertificatePair 2.5.4.40 Certificate-Pair USR_APPLS

CDSA Cooperating-DSA 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.109 Cooperating-Dsa DSA_OPR

CE collectiveExclusions 2.5.18.7 OBJECT IDENTIFIER DIR_OPR

CK consumerKnowledge 2.5.12.6 Consumer-Information DSA_OPR

CL carLicense 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.1 Directory-String USR_APPLS

CN cn, commonName 2.5.4.3 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

CRL certificateRevocationList 2.5.4.39 Certificate-List USR_APPLS

CRN creatorsName 2.5.18.3 Distinguished-Name DIR_OPR

CRT createTimestamp 2.5.18.1 Generalized-Time DIR_OPR

DADM DirX-Administrators * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.120 Distinguished-Name DSA_OPR

DC dc, domainComponent 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1 IA5-String USR_APPLS

DCE DSA-Copy-Entries * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.119 INTEGER USR_APPLS

DCR dITContentRules 2.5.21.2 DIT-Content-Rule-
Description

DIR_OPR

DI destinationIndicator 2.5.4.27 Destination-Indicator USR_APPLS

DME DSA-Master-Entries * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.118 INTEGER USR_APPLS

DN distinguishedName 2.5.4.49 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

DNQ dnQualifier 2.5.4.46 Printable-String USR_APPLS

DRL deltaRevocationList 2.5.4.53 Certificate-List USR_APPLS

DSAP DSA-Policy * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.107 Dsa-Policies DSA_OPR

DSC description 2.5.4.13 Directory-String {1024} USR_APPLS

DSET dseType 2.5.12.0 DSE-Type DSA_OPR

DSR dITStructureRules 2.5.21.1 DIT-Structure-Rule-
Description

DIR_OPR

DTN departmentNumber 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.2 Directory-String USR_APPLS

EACI entryACI 2.5.24.5 ACI-Item DIR_OPR

EMA email, emailAddress 1.2.840.113549.1.9.1 IA5-String USR_APPLS

EN employeeNumber 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.3 Directory-String USR_APPLS

ESG enhancedSearchGuide 2.5.4.47 Enhanced-Guide USR_APPLS

ET employeeType 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.4 Directory-String USR_APPLS

FTN facsimileTelephoneNumbe
r

2.5.4.23 Facsimile-Telephone-
Number

USR_APPLS
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FTNC collectiveFacsimileTelepho
neNumber

2.5.4.23.1 Facsimile-Telephone-
Number

USR_APPLS

GN givenName, gn 2.5.4.42 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

GQ generationQualifier 2.5.4.44 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

GSR governingStructuralRule,
governingStructureRule

2.5.21.10 INTEGER DIR_OPR

HID houseIdentifier 2.5.4.51 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

HPA homePostalAddress 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.39 Postal-Address USR_APPLS

HTN homePhone,
homeTelephoneNumber

0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.20 Printable-String USR_APPLS

I initials 2.5.4.43 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

IIN internationalISDNNumber 2.5.4.25 International-ISDN-
Number

USR_APPLS

IINC collectiveInternationalISD
NNumber

2.5.4.25.1 International-ISDN-
Number

USR_APPLS

JPT jpegPhoto 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.60 OCTET STRING USR_APPLS

KNI knowledgeInformation 2.5.4.2 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

L l, localityName 2.5.4.7 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

LADS ldapAddSvcCtl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.137 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LAHE ldapASN1Header 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.146 BOOLEAN USR_APPLS

LAT attributeTypes 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.154 Attribute-Type-Description USR_APPLS

LC collectiveLocalityName 2.5.4.7.1 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

LCA LDAP-Cache * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.168 BOOLEAN USR_APPLS

LCAP LDAP-Cache-Parameters
*

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.169 LDAP-Cache_Parameters USR_APPLS

LCCQ ldapCharsetConvRequest 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.147 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LCCS ldapCharsetConvResult 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.148 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LCIT ldapConnectionIdleTime 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.144 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LCOS ldapCompareSvcCtl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.136 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LMCO ldapMaxConnections 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.143 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LMDS ldapModifyDNSvcCtl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.140 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LMOS ldapModifySvcCtl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.139 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LNCO namingContexts 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.5 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

LOC objectClasses 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.155 Object-Class-Description USR_APPLS

LPNU ldapPortNumber 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.141 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LRES ldapRemoveSvcCtl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.138 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LSES ldapSearchSvcCtl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.135 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

LROS ldapReadOnlyServer 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.156 BOOLEAN USR_APPLS
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LSCAR ldapSSLClientAuthRequire
d

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.170 BOOLEAN USR_APPLS

LSCCN ldapSSLCfgSubschemaC
N

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.166 Printable-String USR_APPLS

LSOKM OwnKeymaterialFile 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.160 Directory-String {1024} USR_APPLS

LSP Local-Scope-Policy 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.101 Local-Scope-Policy DSA_OPR

LSPN ldapSecurePortNumber 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.142 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LSPPF Pkcs12PasswordFile 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.159 Directory-String {1024} USR_APPLS

LSSES supportedEncryptionStren
gth

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.165 Directory-String {32} USR_APPLS

LSSSP supportedSecurityProtocol
s

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.158 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

LSSU subSchemaSubentry 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.130 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

LSTFI SSLTraceFile 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.162 Directory-String {1024} USR_APPLS

LSTLE SSLTraceLevel 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.163 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LSVRF ValidRootCAsFile 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.161 Directory-String {1024} USR_APPLS

LTPS ldapThreadPoolSize 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.171 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LUDT ldapUnbindDelayTime 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.145 INTEGER USR_APPLS

LURI labeledURI 1.3.6.1.4.1.250.1.57 Directory-String USR_APPLS

LURL ldapUrl 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.303 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

MAC myAccessPoint 2.5.12.1 AccessPoint DSA_OPR

MAN manager 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.10 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

MDE mhsDeliverableEits 2.6.5.2.2 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

MDL mhsDeliverableContentLe
ngth

2.6.5.2.0 INTEGER USR_APPLS

MDM mhsDLMembers 2.6.5.2.3 OR-Name USR_APPLS

MDS mhsDLSubmitPermissions 2.6.5.2.4 DL-Submit-Permission USR_APPLS

MDT mhsDeliverableContentTy
pes

2.6.5.2.1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

MEM member 2.5.4.31 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

MMS mhsMessageStoreName 2.6.5.2.5 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

MN modifiersName 2.5.18.4 Distinguished-Name DIR_OPR

MOA mhsOraddresses 2.6.5.2.6 OR-Address USR_APPLS

MR matchingRules 2.5.21.4 Matching-Rule-Description DIR_OPR

MRU matchingRuleUse 2.5.21.8 Matching-Rule-Use-
Description

DIR_OPR

MSA MHS-Supported-
Automatic-Action *

2.6.5.2.8 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS
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MSC mhsSupportedContentTyp
es

2.6.5.2.9 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

MSO MHS-Supported-Optional-
Attributes *

2.6.5.2.10 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

MT modifyTimestamp 2.5.18.2 Generalized-Time DIR_OPR

MTN mobile,
mobileTelephoneNumber

0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.41 Printable-String USR_APPLS

N name 2.5.4.41 DirectoryString {32768} USR_APPLS

NF nameForms 2.5.21.7 Name-Form-Description DIR_OPR

NSK nonSpecificKnowledge 2.5.12.4 Master-And-Shadow-
Access-Points

DISTRIBUTE
D_OPR

NTUSE
R

NTS-Security-Identifier * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.121 OCTET STRING USR_APPLS

O o, organizationName 2.5.4.10 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

OC x500objectClasses 2.5.21.6 Object-Class-Description DIR_OPR

OCL objectClass 2.5.4.0 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

ONC collectiveOrganizationNam
e

2.5.4.10.1 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

OSPR ogSupportedProfile 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.0 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

OU ou,
organizationalUnitName

2.5.4.11 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

OUC collectiveOrganizationalUn
itName

2.5.4.11.1 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

OWN owner 2.5.4.32 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

PA postalAddress 2.5.4.16 Postal-Address USR_APPLS

PAC collectivePostalAddress 2.5.4.16.1 Postal-Address USR_APPLS

PACI prescriptiveACI 2.5.24.4 ACI-Item DIR_OPR

PAG pager,
pagerTelephoneNumber

0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.42 Printable-String USR_APPLS

PC postalCode 2.5.4.17 Directory-String {40} USR_APPLS

PCC collectivePostalCode 2.5.4.17.1 Directory-String {40} USR_APPLS

PDM preferredDeliveryMethod 2.5.4.28 Preferred-Delivery-Method USR_APPLS

PDO physicalDeliveryOfficeNam
e

2.5.4.19 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

PDOC collectivePhysicalDelivery
OfficeName

2.5.4.19.1 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

PI protocolInformation 2.5.4.48 Protocol-Information USR_APPLS

PL preferredLanguage 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.39 Directory-String USR_APPLS

POB postOfficeBox 2.5.4.18 Directory-String {40} USR_APPLS
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POBC collectivePostOfficeBox 2.5.4.18.1 Directory-String {40} USR_APPLS

PSA presentationAddress 2.5.4.29 Presentation-Address USR_APPLS

PT photo 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.7 OCTET STRING USR_APPLS

RA registeredAddress 2.5.4.26 Postal-Address USR_APPLS

RMB rfc822Mailbox, mail 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.3 IA5-String USR_APPLS

RO roleOccupant 2.5.4.33 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

RON roomNumber 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.6 Directory-String USR_APPLS

SAC supportedApplicationCont
ext

2.5.4.30 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

SACI subentryACI 2.5.24.6 ACI-Item DIR_OPR

SBP Search-Base-Policy 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.103 INTEGER DSA_OPR

SCON supportedControl 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.13 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

SEA seeAlso 2.5.4.34 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

SEC secretary 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.21 Distinguished-Name USR_APPLS

SER serialNumber 2.5.4.5 Printable-String (SIZE
(1..64))

USR_APPLS

SES secondaryShadows 2.5.12.7 Supplier-And-Consumers DSA_OPR

SEXT supportedExtension 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.7 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

SG searchGuide 2.5.4.14 Guide USR_APPLS

SK specificKnowledge 2.5.12.3 Master-And-Shadow-
Access-Points

DISTRIBUTE
D_OPR

SLVE SupportedLDAPVersion 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.15 INTEGER USR_APPLS

SN sn, surname 2.5.4.4 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

SOC structuralObjectClass 2.5.21.9 OBJECT IDENTIFIER DIR_OPR

SPK superiorKnowledge 2.5.12.2 Access-Point DSA_OPR

SPN st, stateOrProvinceName 2.5.4.8 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

SPNC collectiveStateOrProvince
Name

2.5.4.8.1 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

SS subtreeSpecification 2.5.18.6 Subtree-Specification DIR_OPR

SSME supportedSASLMechanis
ms

1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.101.120.14 Directory-String {32768} USR_APPLS

STA street, streetAddress 2.5.4.9 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

STAC collectiveStreetAddress 2.5.4.9.1 Directory-String {128} USR_APPLS

SUK supplierKnowledge 2.5.12.5 Supplier-Information DSA_OPR

TIT title 2.5.4.12 Directory-String {64} USR_APPLS

TLP Time-Limit-Policy * 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.102 INTEGER DSA_OPR

TN telephoneNumber 2.5.4.20 Printable-String (SIZE
(1..32))

USR_APPLS
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TNC collectiveTelephoneNumb
er

2.5.4.20.1 Printable-String (SIZE
(1..32))

USR_APPLS

TSS Transfer-Syntaxes-
Supported *

1.0.10616.5.3 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

TTI teletexTerminalIdentifier 2.5.4.22 Teletex-Terminal-Identifier USR_APPLS

TTIC collectiveTeletexTerminalI
dentifier

2.5.4.22.1 Teletex-Terminal-Identifier USR_APPLS

TXN telexNumber 2.5.4.21 Telex-Number USR_APPLS

TXNC collectiveTelexNumber 2.5.4.21.1 Telex-Number USR_APPLS

UC userCertificate,
userSMimeCertificate

2.5.4.36 Certificate USR_APPLS

UID x500UniqueIdentifier,
uniqueIdentifier

2.5.4.45 Unique-Identifier USR_APPLS

ULPI Upper-Layer-Profile-Info * 1.0.10616.5.1 OBJECT IDENTIFIER USR_APPLS

UM uniqueMember 2.5.4.50 Name-And-Optional-UID USR_APPLS

UP userPassword 2.5.4.35 OCTET STRING (SIZE
(1..128))

USR_APPLS

UPK userPKCS12 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.216 OCTET STRING USR_APPLS

USC userSMIMECertificate 2.16.840.1.113730.3.1.40 OCTET STRING USR_APPLS

USID uid, userid 0.9.2342.19200300.100.1.1 Directory-String USR_APPLS

USP User-Policy 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.4.108 User-Policies DSA_OPR

X1A x121Address 2.5.4.24 X121-Address USR_APPLS
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6.2 Object Classes Table

LDAP
Name(s)

Abbr. Superc
lass

Type Mandatory
Attributes

Optional Attributes Object Identifier

Access-
Control-
Subentry

ACS AUXILIARY 2.5.17.1

alias ALI TOP STRUCTURAL AON 2.5.6.1

applicationE
ntity

APE TOP STRUCTURAL CN PSA DSC L O OU SEA
SAC

2.5.6.12

applicationP
rocess

APP TOP STRUCTURAL CN DSC L OU SEA 2.5.6.11

certification
Authority

CA TOP AUXILIARY CAC CRL
ARL

CCP 2.5.6.16

certification
AuthorityV2

CA2 TOP AUXILIARY CAC CRL
ARL

CCP DRL 2.5.6.16.2

collectiveAttr
ibuteSubentr
y

CAS AUXILIARY 2.5.17.2

country C TOP STRUCTURAL C DSC SG 2.5.6.2

cRLDistributi
onPoint

CDP TOP STRUCTURAL CN CRL ARL DRL 2.5.6.19

dcObject DCO TOP AUXILIARY DC 1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.34
4

device DEV TOP STRUCTURAL CN DSC L O OU OWN
SEA SER

2.5.6.14

domain DOM TOP STRUCTURAL DC UP SG SEA BC X1A
RA DI PDM TTI TN
IIN FTN STA POB
SPN L DSC O

0.9.2342.19200300.
100.4.13

dSA DSA APE STRUCTURAL KNI 2.5.6.13

emailAddres
sUser

EAU TOP AUXILIARY EMA 1.2.840.113533.7.6
7.9

groupOfNa
mes

GON TOP STRUCTURAL CN MEM DSC O OU OWN
SEA BC

2.5.6.9

groupOfUniq
ueNames

GOU
N

TOP STRUCTURAL CN UM DSC O OU OWN
SEA BC

2.5.6.17

inetOrgPers
on

IPER TOP AUXILIARY AUD BC CL DTN EN
ET GN HTN HPA I
JPT LURI RMB MAN
MTN PAG PL PT
RON SEC USID UC
UID USC UPK

2.16.840.1.113730.
3.2.2
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Abbr. Superc
lass

Type Mandatory
Attributes

Optional Attributes Object Identifier

iSPApplicati
onEntity

IAPE TOP AUXILIARY ULPI AE TSS 1.0.10616.6.1

ldapConfigur
ation

LCFG AUXILIARY LMRD LSES LCOS
LADS LRES LMOS
LMDS LPNU LROS
LSPN LSCCN LMCO
LCIT LUDT LAHE
LCCS LCCQ LTPS
LCA LCAP

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.6.
100

ldapRootDS
E

LRO
O

AUXILIARY LNCO
SLVE
LSSU
OSPR

ASER SEXT SCON
SSME

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.6.
101

ldapSSLCon
figuration

LSCF
G

AUXILIARY LSSSP LSSES
LSPPF LSOKM
LSVRF LSTFI LSTLE
LSCAR

1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.6.
106

locality LOC TOP STRUCTURAL DSC SG L SPN STA
SEA

2.5.6.3

mhsDistribut
ionList

MDL TOP STRUCTURAL CN MDS
MOA

DSC O OU OWN
SEA MDT MDE MDM

2.6.5.1.0

mhsMessag
eStore

MMS APE STRUCTURAL OWN MSO MSA
MSC

2.6.5.1.1

mhsMessag
eTransferAg
ent

MTA APE STRUCTURAL OWN MDL 2.6.5.1.2

mhsUser MUS TOP AUXILIARY MOA MDL MDT MDE MMS 2.6.5.1.3

mhsUserAg
ent

MUA APE STRUCTURAL OWN MDL MDT MDE
MOA

2.6.5.1.4

organization ORG TOP STRUCTURAL O DSC L SPN STA
PDO PA PC POB
FTN IIN TN TTI TXN
PDM DI RA X1A BC
SEA SG UP

2.5.6.4

organization
alPerson

ORP PER STRUCTURAL L SPN STA PDO PA
PC POB FTN IIN TN
TTI TXN PDM DI RA
X1A OU TIT

2.5.6.7

organization
alRole

ORR TOP STRUCTURAL CN DSC L SPN STA OU
PDO PA PC POB
PDM RO SEA FTN
IIN TN TTI TXN DI
RA X1A

2.5.6.8
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Name(s)

Abbr. Superc
lass

Type Mandatory
Attributes

Optional Attributes Object Identifier

organization
alUnit

OU TOP STRUCTURAL OU DSC L SPN STA
PDO PA PC POB
FTN IIN TN TTI TXN
PDM DI RA X1A BC
SEA SG UP

2.5.6.5

person PER TOP STRUCTURAL CN SN DSC TN UP SEA 2.5.6.6

pkiCA PKIC
A

TOP AUXILIARY CAC CRL ARL CCP 2.5.6.22

pkiUser PKIU
SER

TOP AUXILIARY UC 2.5.6.21

residentialP
erson

REP PER STRUCTURAL L L SPN STA PDO PA
PC POB PDM FTN
IIN TN TTI TXN DI
RA X1A BC

2.5.6.10

rfc822mailb
oxUser

RMU TOP AUXILIARY RMB 1.2.840.113533.7.6
7.7

root ROC
L

TOP STRUCTURAL 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.6.
103

strongAuthe
nticationUse
r

SAU TOP AUXILIARY UC 2.5.6.15

subEntry SUBE TOP STRUCTURAL CN SS 2.5.17.0

subSchema LSUB
S

AUXILIARY 1.3.12.2.1107.1.3.6.
104

top TOP ABSTRACT OCL 2.5.6.0

userSecurity
Info

USI TOP AUXILIARY 2.5.4.52 2.5.6.18

x500subSch
ema

SUBS AUXILIARY DSR NF DCR OC AT
MR MRU

2.5.20.1
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6.3 Name Forms Table

Name Abbr. Object
Class

Mandatory
Naming
Attribute

Optional
Naming
Attributes

Alias-Common-Name-Name-Form ACNNF ALI CN

Alias-Locality-Name-Form ALNF ALI L

Alias-Organization-Name-Form AONF ALI O

Alias-Organizational-Unit-Name-
Form

AOUNF ALI OU

Application-Entity-Name-Form AENF APE CN

Application-Process-Name-Form APNF APP CN

Country-Name-Form CNF C C

CRL-Distribution-Point-Name-Form CDNF CDP CN

Device-Name-Form DNF DEV CN

DSA-Name-Form DSANF DSA CN

Group-Of-Names-Name-Form GNNF GON CN

Locality-Name-Form LNF LOC L

Locality-Organizational-Unit-Name-
Form

LOUNF OU L OU

Organizational-Person-Name-Form OPNF ORP CN OU

Organizational-Role-Name-Form ORNF ORR CN

Organizational-Unit-Name-Form OUNF OU OU

Organization-Name-Form ONF ORG O

Person-Name-Form PNF PER CN

Residential-Person-Name-Form RPNF REP CN STA

Root-Name-Form RNF ROCL

State-Or-Province-Name-Form SPNF LOC SPN
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6.4 Attribute Syntax Table
The following table shows the supported attribute syntaxes and their abbreviations.

Attribute Syntax Abbreviation  Attribute Syntax
ACAP  AddressCapabilities
ACI  ACIItem
AMP  ApproximateMatchingPolicy
ANY  Any
AP  AccessPoint
ATD  AttibuteTypeDescription
AUD  AuditInfo
B  BOOLEAN
BS  BIT STRING
C  Certificate
CAP  Capabilities
CD  CooperatingDsa
CI  ConsumerInformation
CL  CertificateList
CN  CountryName
CP  CertificatePair
DCRD  DITContentRuleDescription
DI  DestinationIndicator
DLP  DLPolicy
DLS  DLSubmitPermission
DN  DistinguishedName
DP  DsaPolicies
DS  DirectoryString
DS1024  DirectoryString {1024}
DS128  DirectoryString {128}
DS32768  DirectoryString {32768}
DS40  DirectoryString {40}
DS64  DirectoryString {64}
DSRD  DITStructureRuleDescription
DT  DSEType
ECT  ExtendedContentType
EEIT  ExtendedEncodedInformationType
EG  EnhancedGuide
FP  FilterPolicy
FTN  FacsimileTelephoneNumber
G  Guide
GT  GeneralizedTime
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Attribute Syntax Abbreviation  Attribute Syntax
I  INTEGER
IA5  IA5String
IA5S  IA5SubstringAssertion
ISDN  InternationalISDNNumber
LSP  LocalScopePolicy
MASAP  MasterAndShadowAccessPoints
MRD  MatchingRuleDescription
MRU  MatchingRuleUseDescription
N  Name
NAOUID  NameAndOptionalUID
NFD  NameFormDescription
NS  NumericString
NS15  NumericString (SIZE (1..15))
NS16  NumericString (SIZE (1..16))
OCD  ObjectClassDescription
OID  OBJECT IDENTIFIER
ORA  ORAddress
ORN  ORName
OS  OCTET STRING
OS128  OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..128))
OSA  OctetSubstringAssertion
PA  PostalAddress
PDM  SEQUENCE OF INTEGER {

any-delivery-method (0),
mhs-delivery (1),
physical-delivery (2),
telex-delivery (3),
teletex-delivery (4),
g3-facsimile-delivery (5),
g4-facsimile-delivery (6),
ia5-terminal-delivery (7),
videotex-delivery (8),
telephone-delivery (9)}

PI  ProtocolInformation
PS  PrintableString
PS128  PrintableString (SIZE (1..128))
PS32  PrintableString (SIZE (1..32))
PS64  PrintableString (SIZE (1..64))
PSAP  PresentationAddress
SA  SubstringAssertion
SAC  SupplierAndConsumers
SAI  SET { ae-title [0] Name,

agreement-identifier [2] INTEGER}
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Attribute Syntax Abbreviation  Attribute Syntax
SALG  SupportedAlgorithm
SDS128  SEQUENCE OF DirectoryString {128}
SI  SupplierInformation
SOM  SET OF Name
SS  SubtreeSpecification
TN  TelephoneNumber (PrintableString (SIZE (1..32))
TTI  TeletexTerminalIdentifier
TTXN  TelexNumber
UID  UniqueIdentifier
UP  UserPolicies
UTC  UTCTime
WS  WindowSpecification
X121  X121Address
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6.5 Matching Rule Table
The following table shows the matching rule abbreviations and the attribute syntaxes to which they
apply.

Matching Rule Description asn.1 Syntax

APM Access-Point-Match DistinguishedName

BM Boolean-Match BOOLEAN

BSM Bitstring-Match BIT STRING

CEM Case-Exact-Match DirectoryString {128}

CEOM Case-Exact-Ordering-Match DirectoryString {128}

CESM Case-Exact-Substring-Match SubstringAssertion

CILM Case-Ignore-List-Match SEQUENCE OF DirectoryString {128}

CILSM Case-Ignore-List-Substring-Match SubstringAssertion

CIM Case-Ignore-Match DirectoryString {128}

CIOM Case-Ignore-Ordering-Match DirectoryString {128}

CISM Case-Ignore-Substring-Match SubstringAssertion

DNFM DN-First-Match DistinguishedName

DNM DN-Match DistinguishedName

DSFCM DIR-Str-First-Component-Match DirectoryString {32768}

EAM Equal-Any-Match Any

GTM Generalized-Time-Match GeneralizedTime

GTOM Generalized-Time-Ordering-Match GeneralizedTime

IA5CEM IA5-Case-Exact-Match IA5String

IA5CEOM IA5-Case-Exact-Ordering-Match IA5String

IA5CESM IA5-Case-Exact-Substring-Match IA5String

IA5CIM IA5-Case-Ignore-Match IA5String

IA5CIOM IA5-Case-Ignore-Ordering-Match IA5String

IA5CISM IA5-Case-Ignore-Substring-Match IA5String

IFCM Integer-First-Component-Match INTEGER
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Matching Rule Description asn.1 Syntax

IM Integer-Match INTEGER

IOM Integer-Ordering-Match INTEGER

KM Keyword-Match DirectoryString {128}

MSAPM Master-Shadow-Access-Point-Match SET OF Name

NFM Name-First-Component-Match DistinguishedName

NUMM Numeric-Match NumericString

NUMOM Numeric-Ordering-Match NumericString

NUMSM Numeric-Substring-Match SubstringAssertion

OFCM OID-First-Component-Match OBJECT IDENTIFIER

OIDM OID-Match OBJECT IDENTIFIER

OM Octetstring-Match OCTET STRING

OOM Octetstring-Ordering-Match OCTET STRING

ORADRM OR-Address-Match ORAddress

ORNEM OR-Name-Exact-Match ORName

OSM Octetstring-Substring-Match OctetSubstringAssertion

PRIM Protocol-Information-Match OCTET STRING

PSAPM PSAP-Match PresentationAddress

SCIM Supplier-or-Consumer-Info-Match SET {ae-title [0] Name,
         agreement-identifier [2] INTEGER}

SCM Suppliers-and-Consumers-Match DistinguishedName

TNM Telephone-Number-Match PrintableString

TNSM Telephone-Number-Substring-Match SubstringAssertion

UMM Unique-Member-Match NameAndOptionalUID

UTCM UTC-Time-Match UTCTime

UTCOM UTC-Time-Ordering-Match UTCTime

WM Word-Match DirectoryString {128}
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Chapter

7 DirX Environment Variables

This chapter is a table that describes the DirX environment variables. The table includes the
variable name and description, the DirX commands and processes that use the variable, and the
variable default value, which is used if the variable is not set.

Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_ABBR_FILE Supplies the name of the
attribute abbreviation file in
the format:
   file1[:file2:…] (on Unix
systems)
   file1[;file2;…] (on Windows
systems)
If more than one abbreviation
file is specified, the colon (:) is
used as separator between
different filenames on Unix
systems. On Windows
systems, the semicolon (;) is
used as separator.
Example:
dirxabbr:dirxabbr-ext-
meta (Unix systems)
dirxabbr;dirxabbr-ext-
meta (Windows systems)

The dirxadm and
dirxcp
commands

$DIRX_INST_PATH/
client/conf/dirxabbr.
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Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDA
P_SERVERS

Supplies the common
name(s) of LDAP
configuration subentries and
RPC port number(s) for
additional LDAP servers to be
started, in the format
subentry_name+RPC_port_n
umber[:…]. (If you are starting
more than one additional
LDAP server, use the colon
as a separator between
subentry+RPC port pairs.)
Example:
ldapconf2+6999:ldapcon
f3+6998

The DirX
processes
starting the
Directory Service
(dirxadm sys
start operation).

DIRX_BACKUP_TIMEOU
T

Specifies timeout in seconds
for the sys save and sys
restore operations of the
dirxadm command.

The diradm
command

1200 (20 minutes)

DIRX_CLCFG_FILE Supplies the name of the DirX
client configuration file and
the LDAP server configuration
file.

The dirxcp
command and
the LDAP server

For the dirxcp
command:
$DIRX_INST_PATH/
client/conf/dirxcl.cfg.

For LDAP server
processes:
$DIR_INST_PATH/
ldap/conf/dirxldap.cfg

DIRX_CONLIMIT Specifies the maximum
number of incoming
connections to the DSA.

The DSA process 128

DIRX_CTX_LIMIT Specifies the maximum
memory size of the DSA
process in MB.

The DSA process Unlimited
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Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_DEL_TIME Specifies the time threshold
(in hours) for trace and
exception message file
deletion. Any trace or
exception file (LOG*, USR*,
EXC* in the trace file directory
specified by
DIRX_LOG_DIR), that was
created more than
DIRX_DEL_TIME before DirX
process startup will be
deleted.

All DirX
processes

No trace file is deleted.

DIRX_DIRSTR_CHOICE Specifies the string
representation for attribute
values with Directory String
syntax for DAP binds.
Valid values are:

• T61Attribute values
with Directory String
syntax are represented in
T61 format

• BMPAttribute values
with Directory String
syntax are represented in
BMP format

• UTF8Attribute values
with Directory String
syntax are represented in
UTF-8 format

The dirxcp, the
dirxadm
command, and
the LDAP server

Attribute values are
represented in BMP
format.

DIRX_INST_PATH Supplies the pathname of the
base directory in which DirX is
installed.

All DirX
processes

/opt/dirx
(on UNIX systems)

C:\Program Files\
Siemens\Dirx
(on Windows NT)

DIRX_KEY3DB_FILE Specifies the full pathname of
the file that contains the
Private Key used for sasl
binds with mechanism
EXTERNAL. (See section
Key Database for details.)

The dirxcp obj
bind command

When this environment
variable is not set the
file $DIRX_INST_PATH/
client/conf/key3.db
is used.
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Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_LDAP_IGNORE_C
ACHEABLE_FLAG

Specifies whether results of
chained searches are stored
in the LDAP cache. Valid
values are:

• 1Store results of
chained searches in the
LDAP cache.

• 0Do not store results of
chained searches in the
LDAP cache.

The LDAP server
process

0 (Do not store results of
chained searches.)

DIRX_LDAP_PMAP_POR
T

Specifies an explicit RPC port
number for the LDAP server.

The LDAP server
process

Joins DSA portmapper
at port 5999. (See also
environment variable
DIRX_PMAP_PORT.)

DIRX_LOG_DATASIZE Supplies the maximum length
of data to be logged in a log
record.

All DirX
processes

1024

DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE Supplies the name of the log
configuration file.

All DirX
processes

For the dirxadm and
dirxcp commands:
$DIRX_INST_PATH/
client/conf/dirxlog.cfg

For DSA processes:
$DIRX_INST_PATH/
server/conf/dirxlog.cfg

For LDAP server
processes:
$DIRX_INST_PATH/
ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg

DIRX_MAX_THREADS Specifies the maximum
number of parallel threads.

The DSA process
and the LDAP
server process

128
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Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_NOCOMPRESS Determines whether the
database is saved in
compressed format (unset) or
not (1, the total amount of disk
space used by the DirX
database is required to
perform the dirxadm sys
save operation, but the save
and restore operations are
faster).

The DSA process The variable is set to 1.
(Database is saved
uncompressed.)
(If not set:
database is saved in
compressed format.
This setting will save
disk space on your
machine.)

DIRX_NORM Determines whether attribute
values that have string
syntaxes are stored in the
database as BMP or unicode
strings.

The DSA process Attribute values are
stored as unicode
strings.
(If set to BMP:
attribute values are
stored as BMP strings)

DIRX_PAGEPOOL_UNIT
S

n>0
Specifies the number of page
pool units of the internal
memory page pool in which
parts of the database are held
if the transaction logging is
enabled. (See environment
variable DIRX_TRANS_LOG
for details.) The size of one
page pool unit is 8 MB.

The DSA process 8 page pool units (that is
a pool size of 64 MB)

DIRX_PMAP_PORT Supplies the RPC port
number for the RPC
connection between DSA and
dirxadm. You should use
DIRX_PMAP_PORT only if
there is a conflict for the
default port number on your
system.

The DSA
process, the
LDAP server
process, and
dirxadm

5999 (Joins the
colocated DSA
portmapper if available.)
6999 (If a client package
(DIRX-CL, without a
colocated DSA) has
been installed.)
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Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_SHPEVENT Specifies the replication
component that writes event
messages while performing
replication.
Valid values are:
• 0—initiator for scheduled

agreements

• 1—initiator agreements

• 2—initiator and LDIF
agreements

• 3—all except journal
thread

• 4—all

The DSA process No processing event
messages are written.

DIRX_TRANS_LOG Directs the DSA whether to
log database transactions.
Valid values are:

• offTransaction logging
is off

• onTransaction logging
is on. The number of
transactions saved is
calculated from the value
of the environment
variable
DIRX_PAGEPOOL_UNIT
S.
Each transaction is
written into the
transaction log file, which
is located in the directory
translog. (See chapter
File Locations for
details).

The DSA recovers all
transactions available in the
transaction log file after an
abnormal termination of the
DSA.
It is recommended never to
turn off transaction logging.

The DSA process on (transaction logging
is on)
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Name Description Used by... Default

DIRX_TRUSTED_CA Specifies the full pathname of
the file that contains the
server certificates or CA
certificates used for SSL
binds and sasl binds with
mechism EXTERNAL. (See
section SSL/TLS Certificate
Database for details.)

The dirxcp obj
bind command

When this environment
variable is not set the
file $DIRX_INST_PATH/
client/conf/cert7.db
is used.
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Chapter

8 File Locations

This chapter illustrates the locations of the default directories and subdirectories and files in those
directories after a sucessful DirX installation.

Note that on HP and IBM platforms there is an additional directory named etc containing the
startscripts of DSA and LDAP server that are performed when the machine is rebooted.

/opt/dirx

scripts

sample scripts
nls
message catalogs
server
server files
lib

libraries
client
client files
conf
general config-
uration files
bin
executables
api
header files

tmp

boot log files

default
installation
directory

log
default directory
for client log files

conf
dirxabbr
dirxabbr-ext*
dirxadm files
dirxcp files
dirxcl.cfg
dirxlog.cfg
nsapmacros
Tcl files

audit
DSA audit log files

log
default directory
for server log files
DB
DSA database
files

supdate
shadowing
journal files

conf
dirxlog.cfg

translog
transact.log
ldif
LDIF files

ldap

LDAP server files

log
Default directory for LDAP log files
conf
LDAP configuration files
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Appendix

A Country Codes

This appendix lists countries and their 2-letter ISO 3166 country code. This code is used in the
Country Name simple syntax.

Country Code

AFGHANISTAN AF

ALBANIA AL

ALGERIA DZ

AMERICAN SAMOA AS

ANDORRA AD

ANGOLA AO

ANGUILLA AI

ANTARCTICA AQ

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA AG

ARGENTINA AR

ARMENIA AM

ARUBA AW

AUSTRALIA AU

AUSTRIA AT

AZERBAIJAN AZ

BAHAMAS BS

BAHRAIN BH

BANGLADESH BD
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BARBADOS BB

BELARUS BY

BELGIUM BE

BELIZE BZ

BENIN BJ

BERMUDA BM

BHUTAN BT

BOLIVIA BO

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOWINA  BA

BOTSWANA BW

BOUVET ISLAND BV

BRAZIL BR

BRITISH INDIAN OCEAN TERRITORY IO

BRUNEI DARUSSALAM BN

BULGARIA BG

BURKINA FASO BF

BURUNDI BI

CAMBODIA KH

CAMEROON CM

CANADA CA

CAPE VERDE CV

CAYMAN ISLANDS KY

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC CF

CHAD TD

CHILE CL

CHINA CN

CHRISTMAS ISLAND CX

COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS CC

COLOMBIA CO
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COMOROS KM

CONGO CG

COOK ISLANDS CK

COSTA RICA CR

COTE D'IVOIRE CI

CROATIA (local name: Hrvatska) HR

CUBA CU

CYPRUS CY

CZECH REPUBLIC CZ

DENMARK DK

DJIBOUTI DJ

DOMINICA DM

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC DO

EAST TIMOR TP

ECUADOR EC

EGYPT EG

EL SALVADOR SV

EQUATORIAL GUINEA GQ

ERITREA ER

ESTONIA EE

ETHIOPIA ET

FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS) FK

FAROE ISLANDS FO

FIJI FJ

FINLAND FI

FRANCE FR

FRANCE, METROPOLITAN FX

FRENCH GUIANA GF

FRENCH POLYNESIA PF
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FRENCH SOUTHERN TERRITORIES TF

GABON GA

GAMBIA GM

GEORGIA GE

GERMANY DE

GHANA GH

GIBRALTAR GI

GREECE GR

GREENLAND GL

GRENADA GD

GUADELOUPE GP

GUAM GU

GUATEMALA GT

GUINEA GN

GUINEA-BISSAU GW

GUYANA GY

HAITI HT

HEARD AND MC DONALD ISLANDS HM

HONDURAS HN

HONG KONG HK

HUNGARY HU

ICELAND IS

INDIA IN

INDONESIA ID

IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF) IR

IRAQ IQ

IRELAND IE

ISRAEL IL

ITALY IT
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JAMAICA JM

JAPAN JP

JORDAN JO

KAZAKHSTAN KZ

KENYA KE

KIRIBATI KI

KOREA, DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KP

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF KR

KUWAIT KW

KYRGYZSTAN KG

LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC LA

LATVIA LV

LEBANON LB

LESOTHO LS

LIBERIA LR

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA LY

LIECHTENSTEIN LI

LITHUANIA LT

LUXEMBOURG LU

MACAU MO

MACEDONIA, THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MK

MADAGASCAR MG

MALAWI MW

MALAYSIA MY

MALDIVES MV

MALI ML

MALTA MT

MARSHALL ISLANDS MH

MARTINIQUE MQ
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MAURITANIA MR

MAURITIUS MU

MAYOTTE YT

MEXICO MX

MICRONESIA, FEDERATED STATES OF FM

MOLDOVA, REPUBLIC OF MD

MONACO MC

MONGOLIA MN

MONTSERRAT MS

MOROCCO MA

MOZAMBIQUE MZ

MYANMAR MM

NAMIBIA NA

NAURU NR

NEPAL NP

NETHERLANDS NL

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES AN

NEW CALEDONIA NC

NEW ZEALAND NZ

NICARAGUA NI

NIGER NE

NIGERIA NG

NIUE NU

NORFOLK ISLAND NF

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS MP

NORWAY NO

OMAN OM

PAKISTAN PK

PALAU PW
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PANAMA PA

PAPUA NEW GUINEA PG

PARAGUAY PY

PERU PE

PHILIPPINES PH

PITCAIRN PN

POLAND PL

PORTUGAL PT

PUERTO RICO PR

QATAR QA

REUNION RE

ROMANIA RO

RUSSIAN FEDERATION RU

RWANDA RW

SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS KN

SAINT LUCIA LC

SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES VC

SAMOA WS

SAN MARINO SM

SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE ST

SAUDI ARABIA SA

SENEGAL SN

SEYCHELLES SC

SIERRA LEONE SL

SINGAPORE SG

SLOVAKIA (Slovak Republic) SK

SLOVENIA SI

SOLOMON ISLANDS SB

SOMALIA SO
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SOUTH AFRICA ZA

SPAIN ES

SRI LANKA LK

ST. HELENA SH

ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON PM

SUDAN SD

SURINAME SR

SVALBARD AND JAN MAYEN ISLANDS SJ

SWAZILAND SZ

SWEDEN SE

SWITZERLAND CH

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC SY

TAIWAN, PROVINCE OF CHINA TW

TAJIKISTAN TJ

TANZANIA, UNITED REPUBLIC OF TZ

THAILAND TH

TOGO TG

TOKELAU TK

TONGA TO

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO TT

TUNISIA TN

TURKEY TR

TURKMENISTAN TM

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS TC

TUVALU TV

UGANDA UG

UKRAINE UA

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES AE

UNITED KINGDOM GB
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UNITED STATES US

UNITED STATES MINOR OUTLYING ISLANDS UM

URUGUAY UY

UZBEKISTAN UZ

VANUATU VU

VATICAN CITY STATE (HOLY SEE) VA

VENEZUELA VE

VIET NAM VN

VIRGIN ISLANDS (BRITISH) VG

VIRGIN ISLANDS (U.S.) VI

WALLIS AND FUTUNA ISLANDS WF

WESTERN SAHARA EH

YEMEN YE

YUGOSLAVIA YU

ZAIRE ZR

ZAMBIA ZM

ZIMBABWE ZW
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Appendix

B List of Messages in the USR-Logfile and
EXC-Logfile

This appendix lists the messages you may find in the USR-Logfile and in the EXC-Logfile. If
possible it recommends what to do to solve problems.  Note that on Windows NT machines the
messages of the EXC-Logfile are logged by the Event-Handler.

In this appendix the boldface italic type is used to highlight the messages you will find in the
logfiles. Normalface type is used for explanations and actions.

B.1 DSA-Logging: svc_c_sev_notice

B.1.1 sub-component init:
All threads are stopped now !!!

Complete REBOOT of DSA ...

Complete REBOOT of DSA is done.

DSA database initialized.

DSA initialized.

DSA schema initialized.

DSA was deactivated correctly.

OsiThread was not started, because PSAP address is not available.

Partial REBOOT of DSA ...

Partial REBOOT of DSA is done.

Thread OperationThread started.

Thread OsiThread started.

Thread RpcComThread started.

Thread TimedJobThread started.
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B.1.2 sub-component osi:
OSI-Thread termination due to an unrecoverable problem.

B.1.3 sub-component rpc:
RPC-Thread termination due to an unrecoverable problem.

B.1.4 sub-component sec:
<DSP I DISP> Bind error from DSA <DSA-name> received. Reason : <error message>.

The DSA sent a bind request to the target DSA <DSA-name> and received a Bind Error from
that DSA. The following lists the possible <error messages> gives an explanation of the
DSA´s behaviour, and describes some steps to improve DSA to DSA communication.

AUTH_REMOTE_SERVER_UNAVAILABLE:

The remote DSA is not running, try later.

INVALID_CREDS:

The remote DSA did not accept the DSA credentials sent in the Bind Request,
i.e., the distinguished name or the password was not correctly administered
on the remote DSA or the credentials were expired.

1. Confer with the remote DSA administrator to determine which password is
to be used.

2. If necessary administer the correct own password in the corresponding
DSA-Policy:
e.g., DSAP={DSA={<DSA-name>},AP={OPWD=correct password}}

3. Make sure that the clocks of the two computers involved are synchronized
or set a longer expiration time:
e.g., DSAP={DSA={<DSA-name>},AP={CE=3600}}

INAPPROPRIATE_AUTH:

The remote DSA did not accept the authentication method used in the Bind
Request.

1. Confer with the remote DSA administrator to determine which
authentication method is to be used.

2. Set the correct value for authentication method for DSP / DISP binds in the
corresponding DSA-Policy:
e.g., DSAP={<DSA-name>},AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE; \
                                                                     SIMPLE-PROTECTED}}}
Remember that the DSA will always try to bind with the most secure
mechanism from the list, i.e., SIMPLE-PROTECTED in the given example.

<DSP I DISP> Bind request from DSA <DSA-name> failed. Reason : <error message>.
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The DSA has received an incoming Bind Request from the remote DSA <DSA-name>, but
rejected it for the reason specified in <error message>:

INVALID_CREDS:

The remote DSA sent credentials that contain a distinguished name or a
password that were not known by the local DSA.

1. Confer with the remote DSA administrator to determine which
distinguished name or password is to be used.

2. If necessary set the correct distinguished name or password in the
corresponding DSA-Policy:
e.g. DSAP={DSA={<DSA-name>},AP={PPWD=correct password}}

INAPPROPRIATE_AUTH:

The remote DSA used an authentication method that was not accepted by the
local DSA.

1. Confer with the remote DSA administrator to determine which
authentication method is to be used.

2. Set the correct value for authentication method for binds in the
corresponding DSA-Policy:
e.g., DSAP={<DSA-name>},AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE; \
                                                                     SIMPLE-PROTECTED}}}
Any mechanism contained in the list will be accepted by the local DSA.

EXPIRED_CREDS:

The remote DSA credentials were expired.

1. Make sure that the clocks of the two computers involved are synchronized.

2. If that is impossible for some reason, set a longer credential validity time:
e.g., DSAP={DSA={<DSA-name>},AP={CV=3600}}

<DSP I DISP> Bind result from DSA <DSA-name> failed. Reason : <error message>.

The DSA sent a Bind Request to the <DSA-name>, but did not accept the bind result for the
reason given in the <error message>. The reasons and the possible actions are the same as
for the message <DSP I DISP> Bind request from DSA <DSA-name> failed. Reason :
<error message>.

B.1.5 sub-component sysadm:
Restoring the database from the file <filename> is done.

Saving the database into the file <filename> is done.
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B.2 DSA-Logging : svc_c_sev_error

B.2.1 sub-component init:
The problem indicated by the following messages must be analyzed by evaluating the logfiles.
Switch on logging for at least the subcomponents init and idb. If logging of other subcomponents
is required to analyze the problem, you should see it in the EXC-Logfile.

Initialisation of DSA database failed !

Initialisation of DSA is not possible !

Initialisation of DSA schema failed !

Path <pathname> does not exist!

Thread <thread> did not come up !

USAGE: dirxdsa -d\<dbpathname>

B.2.2 sub-component disp:
The sub-component disp writes shadow processing messages and shadow problem messages.
Shadow problem messages are always written. Shadow processing messages are written
depending on the value of the environment vatiable DIRX_SHPEVENT. (See chapter titled DirX
Environment Variables for details.)

The messages are self-explanatory and in case of shadow problem messages recommendations
for the administrator are supplied.
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Index

(
(backslash character)

use as continuation character  4

;
; (semicolon)

use as value separator in attributes  176

_
_cwo variable  11, 109
_localcode variable  11, 110
_t61 variable  11, 110

A
abbr help operation  25
abbr object  25
abbr operations operation  26
abbr show operation  26
abbreviation file  See dirxabbr file
abbreviation files  447

and dirxadm  6
and dirxcp  105
function  447
location  448

abbreviations
in dirxadm command  10
in dirxcp command  109

Access Control Scheme attribute  407
Access-Point attribute syntax  219
ACI-Item attribute syntax  247
ACS attribute  407
Administrative Role attribute  410
AE attribute  365
Aliased Object Name attribute  368
Alternate Servers attribute  384
ANY index  37
AON attribute  368
Application Entity attribute  365

AR attribute  410
args help operation  119
args modify operation  120
args object  119
args operations operation  124
args show operation  124
ARL attribute  345
ASER attribute  384
AT attribute  414
attrconfig operation

db attrconfig operation  36
attribute  See also simple attribute

abbreviations, displaying  176
base-64 encoded (DAP style)  178
binary (LDAP style)  313
LDAP names  312
LDAP names, displaying  312
name abbreviations  176
names, displaying  176
OID, displaying  176
reserved characters for DAP binds  184
reserved characters for LDAP binds  318
specifying multiple on command line in DAP

style  177
specifying multiple on command line in

LDAP style  313
specifying values in a file  177
subtype  38, 202, 324
supertype  38, 202, 324
syntax for DAP binds  185
syntax for LDAP binds  319
type parameter (DAP style)  176
type parameter (LDAP style)  312
using undefined (DAP style)  186
using undefined (LDAP style)  319
writing values in a file  177

attribute abbreviations
displaying  See abbr show operation
obtaining information about  See abbr object

attribute selection  266
attribute subtype  38, 202, 324
attribute supertype  38, 202, 324
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attribute syntax
abbreviations  186
overriding  185

attribute syntax table  476
attribute syntaxes supported  476
attribute table  465
attribute type configuration  39
attribute type syntax  192
attribute type syntax (LDAP style)  320
Attribute Types attribute  414
Attribute-Type-Description attribute syntax

201
Attribute-Type-Description attribute syntax

(LDAP style)  323
audit command

and audit log file  31
audit configuration parameter display  See

audit show operation
audit help operation  29
audit modify operation  30
audit object  29
audit operations operation  34
Audit Policy attribute  423
audit show operations  35
audit.log file  31

and audit command  31
contents  31
evaluating  See dirxauddecode command

AUDP attribute  423
Authority Revocation List attribute  345

B
Backslash character

use as continuation character  10, 108
base-64 encoded attribute values (DAP style)

178
BC attribute  352
binary attribute values (LDAP style)  313
bind ID  105, 135
bind operation

dse bind operation  42
obj bind operation  131

bind types and dirxcp  105
binding operation

ldap binding operation  63

bit string attribute syntax  192
bit string attribute syntax (LDAP style)  320
BMP string attribute syntax  192
boolean attribute syntax  192
boolean attribute syntax (LDAP style)  320
Business Category attribute  352

C
C attribute  338
CAC attribute  346
CA-Certificate attribute  346
cache operation

ldap cache operation  64
CCP attribute  348
CDSA attribute  427
CE attribute  410
cert7.db file

defined  462
Certificate (Signed) attribute syntax  227
Certificate (Unsigned) attribute syntax  229
Certificate-Pair attribute syntax  233
Certification Revocation List attribute  347
Cert-List (Signed) attribute syntax  235
Cert-List (Unsigned) attribute syntax  237
CK attribute  420
client configuration file  See dirxcl.cfg file
CN attribute  337
Collective Exclusions attribute  410
Collective Fax Telephone Number attribute

376
Collective International ISDN Number attribute

377
Collective Locality Name attribute  377
Collective Organization Name attribute  378
Collective Organizational Unit Name attribute

378
Collective Physical Delivery Office Name

attribute  380
Collective Post Office Box attribute  380
Collective Postal Address attribute  379
Collective Postal Code attribute  379
Collective State or Province Name attribute

380
Collective Street Address attribute  381
Collective Telephone Number attribute  381
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Collective Telex Number attribute  382
Collective TTX Terminal Identifier attribute

382
command list

supplying to dirxadm command  7
supplying to dirxcp command  106

Common Name attribute  337
compare operation

obj compare operation  137
config operation

ldap config operation  70
configuration of the LDAP server  389
configuring and optimizing attribute types  36
Consumer Knowledge attribute  420
Consumer-Information attribute syntax  220
CONTAINS index  37
continuation character  4
Continuation character  10, 108
Continuation-Reference attribute syntax  293
control characters

for dirxadm command line editing  12
for dirxcp command line editing  12

Cooperating DSA attribute  427
Cooperating-DSA attribute syntax  256
count entries operation  152
Country Name attribute  338
country name attribute syntax  192
create operation

dse create operation  43
gs create operation  53
ob create operation  78
obj create operation  138

Creation Time attribute  411
Creators Name attribute  411
CRL attribute  347
CRN attribute  411
Cross-Certificate-Pair attribute  348
CRT attribute  411
current working object  11, 109

D
DADM attribute  420
DAP bind  105

_cwo variable  110
args object  119

service controls  119
db attrconfig operation  36
db help operation  38
db operation  36
db operations operation  38
db show operation  39
DCE attribute  372
DCR attribute  412
default bind  105, 135
delete operation

dse delete operation  44
gs delete operation  54
ob delete operation  86
obj delete operation  139

delete subtree operation  152
Delta Revocation List attribute  350
Description attribute  353
Destination Indicator attribute  355
destination indicator attribute syntax  192
DI attribute  355
directory client configuration file  See dirxcl.cfg
directory service

managing  See sys object
Directory Service

starting  See sys start operation
stopping  See sys stop operation

directory service agent
managing  See dirxadm command

directory service entry
change RND of  See dse moddn operation
creating  See dse create operation
deleting  See dse delete operation
listing contents of  See dse show operation
listing subordinates of  See dse list

operation
managing  40
modifying  See dse modify operation
searching for  See dse search operation

directory string attribute syntax  192
DIRX_ABBR_FILE  481
DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS  482
DIRX_BACKUP_TIMEOUT  482
DIRX_CLCFG_FILE  482
DIRX_CONLIMIT  482
DIRX_CTX_LIMIT  482
DIRX_DEL_TIME  483
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DIRX_DIRSTR_CHOICE  483
DIRX_INST_PATH  483
DIRX_KEY3DB_FILE  483
DIRX_LDAP_IGNORE_CACHEABLE_FLAG

484
DIRX_LDAP_PMAP_PORT  484
DIRX_LOG_DATASIZE  484
DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE  484
DIRX_MAX_THREADS  484
DIRX_NOCOMPRESS  485
DIRX_NORM  485
DIRX_PAGEPOOL_UNITS  485
DIRX_PMAP_PORT  485
DIRX_SHPEVENT  486
DIRX_TRANS_LOG  486
DIRX_TRUSTED_CA  487
dirxabbr file  447

access control schemes  450
administrative rules  450
and dirxadm  6
and dirxcp  105
attribute definition block description  451
encoded information  450
functions  447
location  448
matching rules  448
name forms  449
object classes  449
OID definition block description  448
structured class definition block for attribute

type descriptions  453
structured class definition block for attribute

type information  454
structured class definition block for matching

rule descriptions  453
structured class definition block for

structured attributes  452
supported application contexts  449

dirxadm
filename completion  14
output  23
output scrolling commands  23
return values  15

dirxadm command
and Tcl variables  11
and unknown  command  10

and users  6
command mode  7
exit codes  8
invoking interactive mode  7
objects supported  5
reference page  5
startup scripts  8
supplying a  command list to  7
syntax  9
terminating  8
use with abbreviations  10
uses  6
using with scripts  7
warnings on use  7

dirxadm_library variable  11, 110
DirX-Administrators attribute  420
dirxauddecode command

reference page  155
dirxcl.cfg file

and dirxcp  105
defined  457
sample file  459

dirxcp command
accessing  105
and Tcl variables  109
and unknown  command  108
exit codes  107
invoking interactive mode  106
objects  104
output  117
output scrolling commands  117
reference page  104
return values  111
startup scripts  107
supplying a  command list to  106
syntax  107
terminating  106
use with abbreviations  109
uses  104
using with scripts  106
utilities  152

dirxdumplog command
reference page  157

dirxldap.cfg file
defined  460
sample file  461
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dirxlog.cfg file  432
dirxlog.off file  432

tasks performed by  434
dirxlog.on file  432

tasks performed by  434
dirxreorg command

reference page  168
disable operation

ob disable operation  87
Distinguished Name attribute  368
distinguished name format (DAP style)  180
distinguished name format (LDAP style)  315
distinguished name formats  41
DIT Content Rules attribute  412
DIT Structure Rules attribute  413
DIT-Content-Rule-Description attribute syntax

204
DIT-Structure-Rule-Description attribute syntax

207
DL-Submit-Permission attribute syntax  241
DME attribute  372
DN attribute  368
DN Qualifier attribute  341
DNQ attribute  341
DRL attribute  350
DSA

displaying status of  See sys status
starting  See sys start operation
stopping  See sys stop operation

DSA Copy Entries attribute  372
DSA database  See see db operation

restoring  See sys restore operation
saving  See sys save operation

DSA Master Entries attribute  372
DSA Policy attribute  423
DSAP attribute  423
DSA-Policies attribute syntax  260
DSC attribute  353
dse bind operation  42
dse create operation  43
dse delete operation  44
dse help operation  44
dse list operation  45
dse moddn operation  45
dse modify operation  46
dse object  40

dse operations operation  47
dse search operation  48
dse show operation  50
DSE Type attribute  428
DSE type attribute syntax  193
DSET attribute  428
DSR attribute  413

E
EACI attribute  407
enable operation

ob enable operation  88
Entry ACI attribute  407
environment variables  481
escape characters

for dirxadm command line editing  13
for dirxcp command line editing  13

establish operation
ob establish operation  89

exit codes
for dirxadm command  8
for dirxcp command  107

extensible match filter  182
extensible matching rules  182

F
Facsimile-Telephone-Number attribute syntax

296
Facsimile-Telephone-Number attribute syntax

(LDAP style)  330
faddattr operation  153
Fax Telephone Number attribute  356
Fax Telephone Number Collective attribute

376
fcreate operation  153
FTN attribute  356
FTNC attribute  376

G
generalized time attribute syntax  194
generalized time attribute syntax (LDAP style)

320
Generation Qualifier attribute  342
Given Name attribute  342
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GN attribute  342
Governing Structure Rule attribute  414
GQ attribute  342
gs create operation  53
gs delete operation  54
gs help operation  54
gs modify operation  55
gs object  52
gs operations operation  57
gs show operation  57
GSR attribute  414

H
help operation

abbr help operation  25
args help operation  119
audit help operation  29
db help operation  38
dse help operation  44
gs help operation  54
ldap help operation  70
ldapargs help operation  125
nmi help operation  73
ob help operation  90
obj help operation  139
sys help operation  98

hexadecimal
use in attributes  184

HID attribute  373
House Identifier attribute  373

I
I attribute  343
IA5 string attribute syntax  195
IA5 string attribute syntax (LDAP style)  320
IIN attribute  356
IINC attribute  377
Initials attribute  343
integer string attribute syntax  195
integer string attribute syntax (LDAP style)

320
International ISDN Number attribute  356
international ISDN number attribute syntax

195

International ISDN Number Collective attribute
377

ISO646 string attribute syntax  195

K
key3.db file

defined  464
KNI attribute  373
Knowledge Information attribute  373

L
L attribute  339
Labeled URI attribute  373
LADS attribute  392
LAHE attribute  396
LAT attribute  387
LC attribute  377
LCA attribute  398
LCAP attribute  399
LCCQ attribute  396
LCCS attribute  396
LCIT attribute  395
LCOS attribute  392
LDAP Add Service Controls attribute  392
LDAP ASN1 Header attribute  396
LDAP AT attribute  387
LDAP bind  105

_cwo variable  110
bind  See obj bind operation
ldapargs object  125
logging  437
service controls  125

ldap binding operation  63
LDAP Cache attribute  398
ldap cache operation  64
LDAP Cache Parameters attribute  399
LDAP Charset Conv Request attribute  396
LDAP Charset Conv Result attribute  396
LDAP Client Authentication Required attribute

404
LDAP client certificate database  See cert7.db
LDAP client key database  See key3.db
LDAP Compare Service Controls attribute  392
ldap config operation  70
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LDAP Connection Idle Time attribute  395
LDAP Global Schema subentry attributes  387
ldap help operation  70
ldap log operation  71
LDAP logging

starting  See ldap log operation
stopping  See ldap nolog operation

LDAP Max Connections attribute  394
LDAP Modify Service Controls attribute  393
LDAP ModifyDN Service Controls attribute

393
LDAP names  See gs object
LDAP Naming Contexts attribute  383
ldap nolog operation  72
ldap object  63
LDAP OC attribute  388
ldap operations operation  72
LDAP Own Keymaterial File attribute  402
LDAP PKCS12 Password File attribute  403
LDAP Port Number attribute  393
LDAP Read Only Server attribute  397
LDAP referrals  419
LDAP Remove Service Controls attribute  392
LDAP Root subentry attributes  383
LDAP Search Service Controls attribute  389
LDAP Secure Port Number attribute  394
LDAP server

administration of LDAP names  See gs
object

configuration attributes  389
managing  See ldap object
service controls for add/create operation

392
service controls for compare operation  392
service controls for modify DN operation

393
service controls for modify operation  393
service controls for remove/delete operation

392
service controls for search operation  389
SSL configuration attributes  399
starting  See sys start operation
stopping  See sys stop operation
update configuration  70

LDAP Server

attributes of the LDAP global schema
subentry  387

attributes of the LDAP root subentry  383
configuration  389
referrals  419
SSL configuration  399

LDAP Server configuration attributes  389
LDAP server configuration file  See

dirxldap.cfg
LDAP server configuration subentry  389
LDAP Server SSL configuration attributes  399
LDAP server SSL configuration subentry  399
LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry CN

attribute  394
LDAP SSL Trace File attribute  404
LDAP SSL Trace Level attribute  404
LDAP Subschema Subentry attribute  386
LDAP Supported Encryption Strength attribute

400
LDAP Supported Security Protocols attribute

401
LDAP Thread Pool Size attribute  398
LDAP Unbind Delay Time attribute  395
LDAP URL attribute  419
LDAP Valid Root CAs File attribute  405
ldapargs help operation  125
ldapargs modify operation  126
ldapargs object  125
ldapargs operations operation  127
ldapargs show operation  128
LDAP-Cache-Parameters attribute syntax  290
LDIF agreements

activating  See ob establish operation. See
ob enable operation

creating  See ob create operation
deactivating  See ob terminate operation.

See ob disable operation
deleting  See ob delete operation
displaying  See ob show operation
modifying  See ob modify operation

LDIF agreements managing  See ob object
list operation

dse list operation  45
obj list operation  141

LMCO attribute  394
LMDS attribute  393
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LMOS attribute  393
LNCO attribute  383
LOC attribute  388
Local Scope Policy attribute  424
local scope policy attribute syntax  195
Locality Name attribute  339
Locality Name Collective attribute  377
log file

continuation character  437
messages in the USR-Logfile and the EXC-

Logfile  501
naming  443, 444
sample files  445

log operation
ldap log operation  71
sys log operation  99

logging
enabling  433
exception log file format  443
specifying components/subcomponents to

log  434
specifying file entries  442, 444
specifying file size  442, 444
specifying log levels  437
specifying severity of exceptions to store

444
starting  See sys log operation
stopping  See sys nolog operation
trace log file format  434

logging configuration files
defined  432

logging for LDAP binds  437
LPNU attribute  393
LRES attribute  392
LROS attribute  397
LSCAR attribute  404
LSCCN attribute  394
LSES attribute  389
LSOKM attribute  402
LSP attribute  424
LSPN attribute  394
LSPPF attribute  403
LSSES attribute  400
LSSSP attribute  401
LSSU attribute  386
LSTFI attribute  404

LSTLE attribute  404
LSVRF attribute  405
LTPS attribute  398
LUDT attribute  395
LURI attribute  373
LURL attribute  419

M
MAC attribute  421
Master-And-Shadow-Access-Points attribute

syntax  222
matching rule table  479
Matching Rule Use attribute  415
matching rules

and attribute syntaxes  479
and search filters  182
extensible matching rules  182

Matching Rules attribute  415
Matching-Rule-Description attribute syntax

209
Matching-Rule-Use-Description attribute

syntax  211
MDE attribute  360
MDL attribute  360
MDM attribute  361
MDS attribute  362
MDT attribute  362
MEM attribute  369
Member attribute  369
messages in the USR-Logfile  501
MHS Deliverable Content Length attribute  360
MHS Deliverable Content Types attribute  362
MHS Deliverable EITs attribute  360
MHS DL Members attribute  361
MHS DL Submit Permission  362
MHS Message Store DN attribute  363
MHS OR Address attribute  363
MIB  See also nmi object
MMS attribute  363
MN attribute  411
MOA attribute  363
moddn operation

dse moddn operation  45
obj moddn operation  143

Modification Time attribute  412
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Modifiers Name attribute  411
modify operation

args modify operation  120
audit modify operation  30
dse modify operation  46
gs modify operation  55
ldapargs modify operation  126
ob modify operation  91
obj modify operation  141

modownacp operation
ob modownacp operation  92

MR attribute  415
MRU attribute  415
MT attribute  412
My Access Point attribute  421

N
N attribute  343
Name attribute  343
Name Forms attribute  416
name forms table  475
Name-And-Optional-UID attribute syntax  297
Name-And-Optional-UID attribute syntax

(LDAP style)  332
Name-Form-Description attribute syntax  213
naming attributes  180, 315
NF attribute  416
nmi help operation  73
nmi object  73
nmi operations operation  74
nmi show operation  74
nolog operation

ldap nolog operation  72
sys nolog operation  100

Non Specific Knowledge attribute  418
NSK attribute  418
NTS Security Identifier attribute  351
NTUSER attribute  351
numeric string attribute syntax  196
numeric string attribute syntax (LDAP style)

320

O
O attribute  339

ob create operation  78
ob delete operation  86
ob disable operation  87
ob enable operation  88
ob establish operation  89
ob help operation  90
ob modify operation  91
ob modownacp operation  92
ob object  78
ob operations operation  92
ob show operation  93
ob terminate operation  96
obj bind operation  131
obj compare operation  137
obj create operation  138
obj delete operation  139
obj help operation  139
obj list operation  141
obj moddn operation  143
obj modify operation  141
obj object  130
obj operations operation  144
obj search operation  145
obj show operation  148
obj unbind operation  151
Object Class attribute  374
Object Classes attribute  416
object classes table  472
Object ID attribute syntax  196, 320
object identifiers  See OID. See OID
Object-Class-Description attribute syntax  216
Object-Class-Description attribute syntax

(LDAP style)  326
objects

managed by dirxcp  104
supported by dirxadm  3
supported by dirxcp  3

OC attribute  416
OCL attribute  374
octet string attribute syntax  196
Og Supported Profile attribute  386
OID  See also dirxabbr

and component types  176
attribute syntax  196, 320
displaying for attribute  176
format  176, 312
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ONC attribute  378
operational bindings

deleting  See ob delete operation
managing  See ob object

operations operation
abbr operations operation  26
args operations operation  124
audit operations operation  34
db operations operation  38
dse operations operation  47
gs operations operation  57
ldap operations operation  72
ldapargs operations operation  127
nmi operations operation  74
ob operations operation  92
obj operations operation  144
sys operations operation  100

opmode operation
sys opmode operation  100

OR-Address attribute syntax  243
OR-Address attribute syntax (LDAP style)  328
Organization Name attribute  339
Organization Name Collective attribute  378
Organizational Unit Name attribute  340
Organizational Unit Name Collective attribute

378
OR-Name attribute syntax  246
OSPR attribute  386
OU attribute  340
OUC attribute  378
output scrolling commands  23, 117
OWN attribute  369
Owner attribute  369

P
PA attribute  354
PAC attribute  379
PACI attribute  408
Partial-Outcome-Qualifier attribute syntax  298
PC attribute  354
PCC attribute  379
PDM attribute  364
PDO attribute  353
PDOC attribute  380
Physical Delivery Office Name attribute  353

Physical Delivery Office Name Collective
attribute  380

PI attribute  366
POB attribute  355
POBC attribute  380
Post Office Box attribute  355
Post Office Box Collective attribute  380
Postal Address attribute  354
Postal Address Collective attribute  379
Postal Code attribute  354
Postal Code Collective attribute  379
Postal-Address attribute syntax  300
Postal-Address attribute syntax (LDAP style)

333
Preferred Delivery Method attribute  364
preferred delivery method attribute syntax  196
preferred delivery method attribute syntax

(LDAP style)  321
Prescriptive ACI attribute  408
Presentation Address attribute  365
Presentation-Address attribute syntax  301
printable string attribute syntax  197
printable string attribute syntax (LDAP style)

321
Protocol Information attribute  366
Protocol-Information attribute syntax  303
PSA attribute  365

R
RA attribute  357
RDN

format (DAP style)  180
format (LDAP style)  315

Registered Address attribute  357
relative distinguished name (DAP style)  See

RDN
relative distinguished name (LDAP style)  See

RDN
restore operation

sys restore operation  101
return values

and dirxadm  15
for dirxcp  111

RFC822 Mailbox attribute  375
RMB attribute  375
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RO attribute  370
Role Occupant attribute  370

S
SAC attribute  366
SACI attribute  409
save operation

sys save operation  101
SBP attribute  425
schema  See also gs object

creating elements  See gs create operation
default attributes  465
default names in  475
default object classes  472
deleting elements  See gs delete operation
displaying elements  See gs show operation
modifying elements  See gs modify

operation
SCON attribute  384
scripts

using with dirxadm command  7
using with dirxcp command  106

SDSE type attribute syntax  197
SEA attribute  371
Search Base Policy attribute  425
search filter

and extensible matching rules  182
and matching rules  182
defined (DAP style)  181
defined (LDAP style)  316
logical operators (LDAP style)  316
matching operators (LDAP style)  316
operators (DAP style)  181
order of precedence  182
reserved characters  182
white space in string  181

search operation
dse search operation  48
obj search operation  145

Secondary Shadows attribute  422
See Also attribute  371
SER attribute  344
Serial Number attribute  344
service controls  See args object

service controls for LDAP binds  See ldapargs
object

service controls for LDAP server
add/create operation  392
compare operation  392
modify DN operation  393
modify operation  393
remove/delete operation  392
search operation  389

SES attribute  422
SEXT attribute  384
shadow agreements

activating  See ob establish operation. See
ob enable operation

creating  See ob create operation
deactivating  See ob terminate operation.

See ob disable operation
displaying  See ob show operation
modifying  See ob modify operation
modifying DSA access point  See ob

modownacp operation
shadow agreements managing  See ob object
shadowing agreements

deleting  See ob delete operation
Shadowing-Agreement-Info attribute syntax

266
show operation

abbr show operation  26
args show operation  124
audit show operation  35
db show operation  39
dse show operation  50
gs show operation  57
ldapargs show operation  128
nmi show operation  74
ob show operation  93
obj show operation  148

simple attribute
DAP style syntax  175
LDAP style syntax  311

simple attributes
simple_value parameter (DAP style)  176
simple_value parameter (LDAP style)  312

SK attribute  419
SLVE attribute  385
SN attribute  344
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SOB-Policies attribute syntax  272
SOC attribute  414
Specific Knowledge attribute  419
SPK attribute  421
SPN attribute  340
SPNC attribute  380
SS attribute  412
SSL configuration of the LDAP server  399
SSME attribute  385
STA attribute  341
STAC attribute  381
start operation

sys start operation  102
startup scripts

for dirxadm command  8
for dirxcp command  107

State or Province Name attribute  340
State or Province Name Collective attribute

380
status operation

sys status operation  102
stop operation

sys stop operation  102
Street Address attribute  341
Street Address Collective attribute  381
string attribute syntax

bit string  192
bit string (LDAP style)  320
BMP string  193
Directory string  192
IA5 string  195
IA5 string (LDAP style)  320
integer string  195
integer string (LDAP style)  320
international ISDN number  195
ISO646 string  195
numeric  196
numeric (LDAP style)  320
octet string  196
printable string  197
printable string (LDAP style)  321
T61 string  192
TTX string  197
unique identifier  198
universal string  198
UTF-8 string  193

X121 address  198
Structural Object Classes attribute  414
structured attribute

DAP style syntax  175
LDAP style syntax  311
structured_value parameter (DAP style)

176
structured_value parameter (LDAP style)

313
Subentry ACI attribute  409
Subtree Specification attribute  412
Subtree-Specification attribute syntax  304
subtype  38, 202, 324
SUK attribute  421
Superior Knowledge attribute  421
supertype  38, 202, 324
Supplier Knowledge attribute  421
Supplier-And-Consumers attribute syntax  226
Supplier-Information attribute syntax  224
Supported Application Context attribute  366
Supported Control attribute  384
Supported Extensions attribute  384
Supported LDAP Versions attribute  385
Supported SASL Mechanism attribute  385
Surname attribute  344
symbols

\ (backslash) as continuation character in
log files  437

\  (backslash), use in attributes  184, 318
,  (comma), use in attributes  184
/  (forward slash), use in attributes  184
{}  (curly braces), use in attributes  184, 318
‘’  (quotation marks), use in attributes  184
= (equals sign),use in attributes  184

sys help operation  98
sys log operation  99
sys nolog operation  100
sys object  98
sys operations operation  100
sys opmode operation  100
sys restore operation  101
sys save operation  101
sys start operation  102
sys status operation  102
sys stop operation  102
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T
T61 string attribute syntax  192
Tcl language

and dirxadm  6
and dirxcp  105
variables with dirxadm  11
variables with dirxcp  109

Telephone Number attribute  357
Telephone Number Collective attribute  381
Teletex Terminal Identifier attribute  358
Teletex-Terminal-Identifier attribute syntax

307
Teletex-Terminal-Identifier attribute syntax

(LDAP style)  334
Telex Number attribute  359
Telex Number Collective attribute  382
Telex-Number attribute syntax  309
Telex-Number attribute syntax (LDAP style)

336
terminate operation

ob terminate operation  96
time attribute syntax

generalized  195
generalized (LDAP style)  320
UTC  198
UTC (LDAP style)  321

Time Limit Policy attribute  426
TIT attribute  375
Title attribute  375
TLP attribute  426
TN attribute  357
TNC attribute  381
trace log file

displaying contents  See dirxdumplog
command

Transfer Syntax Supported attribute  367
TSS attribute  367
TTI attribute  358
TTIC attribute  382

TTX string attribute syntax  197
TTX Terminal Identifier Collective attribute

382
TXN attribute  359
TXNC attribute  382

U
UC attribute  351
UID attribute  345
ULPI attribute  367
UM attribute  371
unbind operation

obj unbind operation  151
Unique Identifier attribute  345
unique identifier attribute syntax  198
Unique Member attribute  371
universal string attribute syntax  198
unknown command

and dirxadm command  10
and dirxcp command  108

UP attribute  352
Update-Status attribute syntax  285
Upper Layer Profile Info attribute  367
User Certificate attribute  351
User Password attribute  352
User Policy attribute  426
User-Policies attribute syntax  287
USP attribute  426
UTC time attribute syntax  198
UTC time attribute syntax (LDAP style)  321
UTF-8 string attribute syntax  193
utilities

for dirxcp command  152

X
X.121 Address attribute  359
X121 address attribute syntax  198
X1A attribute  359
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How to use the softbook

1 Structure

The softbook contains several chapters, plus possibly glossary, index, title sheet, table of contents,
copyright and notes on how to use the softbook. The order in which they are listed here is the order in
which they appear, i.e. the notes are at the end.

Changes and additions made after the copy deadline are documented as "current information" and
can be found after the keywords in the softbook.

2 Printing the softbook

For best results print to a PostScript printer.

You can print either the contents of the entire softbook (maximal 255 pages at a time) or particular
pages. You can find help for printing problems in the readme file located in the program folder of
Acrobat reader.

3 Navigating

You can navigate through the softbook e.g. by paging up and down one page at a time or by retracing
your steps through the document (previous view).

In the following some navigational structures are described.

a Bookmarks

The bookmarks palette in the navigation pane contains the structure of the softbook in the form of a
visual table of contents. The texts and numbering appearing on the bookmarks correspond to the
chapter headings. When you open the softbook, initially only the first-level headings are displayed.

The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX and DirXmetahub. All word options (Case
sensitive, Sounds Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There were no
numbers or stopwords excluded from the index.
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